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Introduction

As students move through their teacher education programs
toward K-8 certification, they typically march through one
methods text after another: reading, social studies, science,

math. And language arts.
We thought it would be helpful to provide a different approach

for a language arts methods course.* Why not ask excellent classroom
teachers to tell about language arts in their classrooms, thereby invit-
ing readers into a professional dialogue? In contrast to many tradi-
tional language arts methods texts, in which a single author speaks, we
wanted a collection in which many experienced teachersall with dif-
ferent perspectivestalk with the reader. And so we asked experi-
enced teachers to write about some aspect of language arts in their
own classrooms. This book is their response to our request. Their
voices are dialogic: These teacher-authors do not lecture. As you read,
you will not hear all-knowing voices of authorities speaking to you
from some lofty height; you will hear co-learner voices of experienced
teachers dialoguing with you.

And they are honest voices. They write of successes and failures.
They tell of ups and downs. They share what is easy for them and also
what is difficult. They question; they reflect.

These teachers do not provide sets of "listening activities" or
lists of "tips for teaching spelling." Instead, they describe the richly
textured fabric of classrooms in which language weaves its way
through all the daily experiences of the members of these communi-
ties. Yes, the students in these classrooms listen. How else could they
enjoy stories read aloud or respond to a peer's proposed solution to a
math problem? And yes, the students in these classrooms spell. How
else could they write the stories and research reports, the poems and
memos they want others to read? But the listening and the spelling do
not occur as exercises; they occur within communication events.

We hope you will engage in vigorous dialogue with these
teacher-authors. The purpose is not to receive "gems of wisdom" from

*As we have worked on this book, we have come to appreciate its value for inservice
as well as preservice teachers.
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x Teaching Language Arts

them as you read, but rather to interact with them: to question, to won-
der, to reflect, to evaluate, to imagine, and above all, to relate the class-
rooms you read about to your own current or anticipated one.

How might you modify the classroom experiences these teach-
ers tell of to be effective in your classroom with your students?

How might you adapt the Explorers Club Patti Seifert does
with her kindergartners for your fifth graders?
Lynne Strieb sends newsletters home to her first and second
graders' parents regularly, thanking them for their participa-
tion in classroom activities and informing them of classroom
events. How might you write such newsletters so that they
would be appropriate for the ESL (English as a second lan-
guage) children in your sixth-grade classroom?
How might you incorporate Hispanic/Latino literature
(Cecilia Espinosa and Julia Fournier) in your monolingual
English third-grade classroom?
Pat Mc Lure describes Writing Workshop conferences with
her first and second graders, and Linda Rief tells about her
seventh and eighth graders' writing portfolios. What might
writing conferences and writing portfolios look like in your
grade 3/4/5 multiage classroom?
How might you adapt the creative drama experiences Mary
Kitagawa describes for your bilingual third graders?
Would the guided writing Cyndy Hoffman and her grade
K/1 children do together, or the regular class newspaper
Carol Sharp and her children produce, be appropriate for
your fifth graders if you shaped these activities a bit differ-
ently? How?
Mary Krogness describes the lively "burning issues" discus-
sions her (predominantly) African American inner-city sev-
enth and eighth graders engage in. What would "burning
issues" discussions sound like in your first-grade classroom?
What might your students' "burning issues" be?
In what ways might your first year of teaching be similar to
and different from Abby Foss's first year? And do you think
you'll find the surprises Fred Burton, a principal, says may be
waiting for you?

This interactive, questioning, flexible kind of reading engage-
ment we are recommending is, as you will see, quite like the lively,
ongoing learning orientation of the teachers whose articles you will be
reading. And because their own professional reading is an important
part of these teachers' continual learning, we have asked them to list a
few of the professional books or articles that they have found espe-

'1 1



Introduction xi

cially helpful in their own growth as teachers (as well as a few of the
fiction and/or nonfiction children's books they enjoy using in their
classrooms as read-alouds or for children's independent reading).
You'll find these short book lists at the end of each article.

In our own teaching of language arts methods courses, we have
often encountered students who hoped our courses would provide
them with a supply of activities to use in their own classrooms. Our
students are acutely aware that they must provide learning experi-
ences for some twenty-five children every day, five days a week, for
seven or eight hours a dayan awesome prospect! Our purpose in
this collection has not been to provide a set of prescribed classroom
activites. However, as we systematically culled all classroom activities
from each of these articles in order to prepare the Activities inventory
you'll find in Appendix B, we were amazed at the number and the
variety of activities we found. Perhaps it is because these activities
were not especially highlighted in these articlesnot set off as sepa-
rate lists or presented as topicsthat they had not called attention to
themselves when we read these articles initially. This abundant array
of activities certainly does not comprise a comprehensive set of chil-
dren's language experiences in these teachers' classrooms. Such a set
would, of course, be impossible, because these teacher-authors are
ever responsive to their students' changing interests and concerns;
thus the experiences they provide also change. Yet we believe that the
activities you'll find in Appendix B comprise a wonderful set of "ideas
to get your thinking started" as you reflect on the kinds of language
experiences you hope to provide in your own classroom. (In addition
to the Activities inventory, you will find a Theme inventory in which
the articles of this collection are grouped according to specific topics
that may be of special interest to you, e.g., multiage classrooms, diver-
sity, writing, building community).

We have organized this collection into three major sections: Using
Language to Create and Imagine, Using Language to Explore the World,
Using Language to Connect with Others. You will notice immediately
that the focus is language in use, language as doing. We believe this lan-
guage-in-use orientation best captures the descriptions these teacher-
authors provide of language as it lives in their classrooms.

These three ways of using language (to create and imagine, to
explore, to connect) bring three aspects of language into sharp focus. We
can call these the aesthetic, the intellectual, and the social. We make this
division somewhat hesitantly, however, for this book is about language
in use, and language in use does not live in self-contained boxes. Living
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language is always multifaceted. However, the articles in the first section
(Using Language to Create and Imagine) draw heavily on aesthetic
aspects of language use. These articles focus especially on students'
engagement with literature and their creation of written text for others
to read. The second section (Using Language to Explore the World) high-
lights intellectual aspects of language. In the articles of this section, you'll
find students using language to learn about the world they live in and to
share their knowledge with others. You'll hear them using the language
of math and science and social studies. The articles of the third section
(Using Language to Connect with Others) bring social aspects of lan-
guage to the fore. These articles focus on the language of teachers and
students as they connect both with one another in the social community
we call "classroom," and with people beyond the classroom, in the
larger social communities to which they also belong.

As diverse as the articles in this collection are, without exception
they express two fundamental themes. The first is that "language arts"
is not a separate subject. These teacher-authors do not say, "Here is
how I teach listening, spelling, speaking, writing, literature." Instead
they tell usor rather, show ushow language lives at the heart of
everything that happens in their classrooms. Language arts, for these
excellent teachers, is something they and their children doconstantly
and inevitablyin carrying out their many communication purposes.
It is not a subject their students "learn," a set of facts or informational
bits that they accumulatenot memorized definitions of "subject" or
"predicate," "noun" or "verb," not lists of spelling rules, not "ten char-
acteristics of effective speaking." Language arts in the classrooms
described here is the doing of things that are important to the teachers
and students in these classroom communities:

It's second graders mapping their classrooms and bed-
roomsand even events from literature and, finally, their
personal journeys through second grade (Mary Glover).
It's fourth graders describing mathematical patterns as
metaphors (Phyllis Whitin).
It's multiage grade K /1/2 children setting up an aquarium,
going fishing to bring back inhabitants for their aquarium,
and then writing a class book together about this shared
experience (Rebecca King).
It's a fifth grader with a learning disability writing about his
trip to the Grand Canyon and reading Tales of a Fourth Grade
Nothing (Cora Lee Five).

13
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It's first and second graders participating in literature discus-
sion in read-aloud times (Karen Gallas).
It's bilingual children in multiage classrooms working out
their problems and disagreements in the whole-class forum
of Concern Circles (Renee Bachman and Julia Fournier).
It's literature (Penny Silvers) and CD-ROMs (Bill Bigelow)
becoming catalysts for fourth graders' and sixth graders' crit-
ical analysis of serious social issues.
It's children in their grade 1 / 2/ 3 multiage classroom making
3-D geometrical shapes out of paper . . . and their teacher
observing them closely as they do it (Kathryn Mitchell
Pierce).

And it's teachers like Dorothy Taylor listening to and learn-
ing from their ESL students.

It is this language-as-action orientation expressed in all the arti-
cles in this collection that led us to group them according to their dom-
inant language purpose (to create and imagine, to explore, to connect).

The second theme shared by all of these articles is one of teach-
ing-as-learning. This theme is so strong (though played out so uniquely
in each article) that we have come to wonder: When all is said and done,
is this what excellent teaching iscontinuing to learn and grow
throughout one's teaching life? When we asked these excellent teachers
to tell about language arts in their classrooms, not one wrote about
teaching as something he or she has mastered. Far from it! Every article
shows a teacher who isindeed, who choses to bea work in progress.
Every piece shows a teaching life that is a learning life.

This, then, is the dialogue that these teachers now invite you to
engage in. It is a dialogue about teaching and learning and language
all living together in an interdependent and mutually supportive way
in classrooms. These excellent teachers invite you into their ongoing
learning journey. They tell you about the things they do in their class-
rooms, and they tell you why. They tell you about the things that chal-
lenge them, amuse them, frustrate them, delight them. They tell you
about what bothers them, what they wonder about, what they hope to
change and do differently in the future. They tell of the celebrations.
They tell of the regrets.

Vivian Paley's article opens this collection, ushering you into the
teaching /learning/languaging dialogue that is the essence of this
book. When you have read this first article, you will have a good sense
of the teaching-as-learning journey ahead.

14



1

after
Vivian Gussin Paley

We hear Reeny running down the corridor on her way back
from the library. "Walter! Walter" she calls out as she enters
the room, waving a book. "Look here, Walter, it's the same as

you. Get your notebook, boy! I got something here to show you!"
A perplexed Walter searches for his notebook while we crowd

around Reeny. She has brought us Pezzettino, the Leo Lionni book in
which all the characters are configurations of colored squares. The rea-
son for Reeny's excitement is clear: The illustrations for Pezzettino
closely resemble Walter's drawings.

His notebook is filled with the same connected boxes, which up
to now have not seemed to him a cause for joy. In fact, he sees them as
daily proof that he cannot draw as well as the others, a burden he adds
to his general self-doubts as an English speaker.

"I not can it," he tells me when I ask him to dictate a story or
paint a picture. Yet he sits with Reeny talking so quietly I cannot hear
what they say; he colors in the outlines of the Leo Lionni mice she
draws for him and listens intently while she "reads" memorized lines
from library books. By contrast, he fends off my suggestions as if I am
leading him into a trap.

Walter has recently come from Poland. He is fluent in Polish,
reading the little books his grandparents send from Warsaw and writ-
ing his own thank-you letters. All of this places him well ahead of most
of the children in this kindergarten class, but he does not see it that
way. Compared to the confident speakers and mouse painters, he
judges himself inadequate.

Pezzettino feels the same way. He is a small orange square in a
land of towering creatures named after their special skills: the one-who-
runs, the flying-one, the swimming-one, the one-on-the-mountain, and
so on. "Am I your little piece?" he inquires of each figure, but their
responses are evasive, almost accusatory ("'Am I your little piece?' he
asked the strong-one. 'How could I be strong if I had a piece missing?'

Reprinted by permission of the publisher from THE GIRL WITH THE BROWN
CRAYON by Vivan Paley, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, Copyright ©
1997 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.
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2 Teaching Language Arts

was the answer.") Finally, the wise-one sends Pezzettino to the Island
of Wham, where he tumbles down a rocky hill and breaks into pieces.
Collecting himself, he realizes that he too is made of diverse parts and is
not merely a missing piece of someone else. ("'I am myself!' he shouted
full of joy.")

I am more than a bit annoyed by the haughty, insensitive treat-
ment Pezzettino receives. We'll not even try to include the likes of you,
his friends seem to say. We have nothing in common with such a no-
talent little square. "Aren't they rather unfriendly to Pezzettino?" I ask.
"Couldn't they at least try to find out if he belongs to them in some
way?"

"He does belong," Anita says. "They're his grown-ups."
"His family?"
"Sure," Jonathan adds. "He can't do all that stuff 'cause he's just

a little boy."
Reeny agrees. "The tall one hasta be the dad, and the mom is the

swimming one. Those others is relatives of him."
"Then why are they so mean?" I ask, but no one seconds my

complaint. The family is not mean, they say, it's that Pezzettino is so lit-
tle. This is not a peer-group story, they are telling me; it is about the
weakness of the small child in a world of adults, fully developed
grown-ups who are self-sufficient and lack nothing. They do not need
little ones to fill in the empty spaces. ("'Do you think I could be wise if
I had a little piece missing?' answered the wise-one.")

So then, if Walter is Pezzettino, it must be the teacher who makes
him feel inadequate. He plays checkers with Bruce and runs outdoors
with Arnie; he allows Reeny to tie a scarf around his head when she
needs a prince, and he lets Cory instruct him on how to hold her doll
while she's at the sand table. They need him. It is with me that he hes-
itates and falters.

When did I ever properly appreciate Walter's squares? Reeny
perceives their artistic integrity, comparing him to Leo Lionni. His "I
not can it" is heard when the one-who-teaches comes around. Then he
is most like Pezzettino.

Leo Lionni's skill in portraying the feeling of being "less than" is
remarkable. Pezzettino is every child who has ever walked into a class-
room. "Do I belong here? Does someone care about me?" Perhaps the
lonely island Pezzettino is sent to does in fact represent school, where
children are broken into pieces in order that adults may observe, label,
and classify them. And, having been so dissected, how does the child
become whole again?

16
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Walter 3

"Do you suppose Leo Lionni was thinking about real children?"
I suggest after reading the book again. "Maybe even his grandchildren,
feeling small and lonely in school? I've been wondering if the Island of
Wham is something like school."

"It's a rocky place," Kevin reminds me. "How can that be a
school because where are the teachers?"

I have known teachers who were like rocks; nothing could move
them or alter their ways. Sometimes that teacher has been me. Every
path I take these days seems to go inward, to the center of my own
memories and regrets. Leo Lionni could have put me in his book as the
one-who-remembers, or better yet, the one-with-missing-pieces.

Pezzettino is now "Walter's book." Reeny has willed it so. She
and the children draw "Walter's squares" in their notebooks. It is as if
he has asked them, "Am I a piece of yours?" and they have replied,
"Yes, we need you to make us complete."

I stand behind Walter watching him draw in his notebook. He is
copying an odd-looking word over and over until it nearly covers the
page. It takes me a few moments to realize he is printing his name, his
real name, in big letters: WLADYSLAW.

"How do you say your name in Polish?" I ask.
"Vwandyswahv," he says softly. "Vwandyswahv," a bit louder

the second time. The "1" is pronounced as "wah," and the "w" as "v."
Walter has shown the one-who-teaches a piece of himself. No, he has
given me a piece I am missing.

Bibliography

Vivian Gussin Paley

Professional resources that have been especially important to me include:

Ashton-Warner, S. (1963). Teacher. New York: Simon & Schuster.

All books by Robert Coles, especially:
Coles, R. (1967). Children of crisis: A study of courage and fear. Boston: Little

Brown.

Children's books that I especially enjoy using with children include:

Every animal fable written and illustrated by Leo Lionni.
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I Using Language
to Create and Imagine

Language to imagine. What do you think of first? Possibly the picture
that comes to mind is of children in a classroom being read to. What
adult does not cherish pleasant childhood memories of sitting on the
classroom rug while a favorite teacher read a favorite book aloud!

Language to create. What do you think of now? Perhaps you
think of children writing in some waychildren engaged in real writ-
ing for real people for real reasons.

The pieces in this section include both of these and much more.
We begin with two conversations in which Cyndy Hoffman and Carol
Sharp, and then Pat Mc Lure and Linda Rief talk about the many kinds
of writing their students do. These conversations will doubtless engage
you in thinking about organizational possibilities for children's writing
experiences (e.g., as a separate writing workshop or within the content
areas), about writing conferences (what they are like and why they
sometimes fail), about the place of spelling in real writing, and so on.

Then Penny Silvers, Karen Gallas, and Cecilia Espinosa and Julia
Fournier invite you into various literature events that they provide for
their students. Just as important perhaps, they problematize literature
engagement: How do we go beyond literature response to real social
action (Silvers)? What happens to children who do not become engaged
in read-aloud events (Gallas)? How do we provide rich literature
engagement for bilingual children (Espinosa and Fournier)? There is
real probing here as these teachers reflect on and share with you the
ways they and their students imagine and create through language.

13



7

2 Children Become
Writers: A Conversation
with Two Teachers
Cyndy Hoffman
Forest Trail Elementary School, Eanes Independent School
District, Austin, Texas

Carol E. Sharp
Forest Trail Elementary School, Eanes Independent School
District, Austin, Texas

jane and Judith had the following conversation with Cyndy, who
teaches in a multiage K-1 classroom, and Carol, who teaches next
door to Cyndy in a multiage 2-3 classroom.

Cyndy, what kind of writing happens in your kindergartenfirst-grade class-
room? What do the writers in your room do?

Cy: Well of course, in any given year the kids are on many different
levels. And right away I help them realize that there are a number of
different ways that are acceptable for them to write. In the language
that is most widely used, I introduce stages of writing, from prewrit-
ing to conventional.

You mean, you talk to them about that? You describe this developmental
process to them?

Cy: Yes, I talk to them about it. A year-long study is really what it is. It
begins with me talking with them about how they are writers and I'll
always call them that. I use a trade book as an introduction to that
study. It's a rather formal introduction in that it is an intended,
planned lesson.

What kind of book might you use?

Cy: I have used [M. Brown's] Arthur Writes a Story (that may get a lit-
tle too into story writing) and then there's The Day of Ahmed's Secret [by
Heide and Gilliland] about the little boy who's from an Arab family
and he learns to write his name. I use that a lot. But I begin that way,

19



8 Teaching Language Arts

by talking to them about how they are all writers and they write in dif-
ferent ways and are at different places in this process. I tell them that
some of the writing that happens only they will understand, and they
will need to share it with us. And some of the writing that will hap-
pen in our classroom only some people can understand, and again
they will need to share it. And some of the writing that happens, every-
one will be able to understand, and that's what they're working
toward. So it follows that progression. The children learn, talk about,
and accept that they are authors and that what comes from them
when they create is something that they have authored. I don't begin
by telling them that an author is the person that writes a book. We talk
about how writing is a voice, how it's a tool, how it's another way for
them to communicate. Every year we do a year-long study about com-
munication. And writing is one of the tools for that. I just move from
there. It's just everlasting.

Do you have some period each day that's designated as a writing time or a
workshop time or something of that kind?

Cy: Yes, several. The children come in first thing in the morning and
they write in their morning journals. We talk about some possible top-
ics: personal things that happened the night before, thoughts that they
have, something that happened at homeI give some suggestions so
they have at least some ideas. They sit down and do the journal writ-
ing. I read through the entries with each child. I use this writing later
for assessment. The children get a new journal each month so that they
and I can look at the month before and the month that is present.
(Carol, you'll have a first journal, a middle journal, and an ending jour-
nal for each child of mine who comes to you as a second grader, so
you'll be able to see that span.)

Ca: So of the nine months that you've had them, you're giving me the
first one and the middle one and the end one, and then there are oth-
ers in the middle that they've taken home?

Cy: Yes. So they come to me individually and read what they've writ-
ten, and I take notes on the meaning and on the skills the kids have
used.

Ca: And then do you leave the notes in their journals?

Cy: Yes. If the writing isn't in temporary spelling or conventional
spelling, then I transcribe it so that I can remember later what the child
wrote; but if the writing is in temporary spelling or conventional
spelling, then I don't need to transcribe it because I can read it as it is.
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And this journal is a group of pages that you've assembled, or it's a spiral,
or . . . ?

Cy: It's paper and wallpaper and I staple it together. Very informal! But
that is something they do every morning. In fact, it begins at the door.
At the door, there's a clipboard that says, for example, "Good morning!
Today is September 16. Don't forget: Put your things away, say good
morning to a friend, morning journal entry." So it starts right away. I
provide a lot of print in the room, whether or not they can read it. My
classroom is multiage so the kids help each other. One will say, "Oh I
know what that says." And then that child will help another child.

Then, later in the daily schedule, we have a session of guided writ-
ing, a time when we just talk through some of the conventions of writ-
ing. I'm not terribly concerned about that, but we do talk about words to
describe and action words, punctuationthose kinds of things.

And what does the child do in "guided writing," and what do you do?

Cy: I work with one group at a time. Sometimes I use the overhead. We
might, for example, brainstorm a number of different kinds of ideas
that I could write about. And then I would ask them to brainstorm a
number of ideas that they could write about. Here's an example. Last
year my dog, Jambo, died. And one of our first sessions with guided
writing was brainstorming ideas about that. I said, "You know, I really
like the idea of writing about my dog because I need to. I don't think
I've gotten over my dog dying yet. And I would really like to write
about him so that you could get to know him." So we began a story
about Jambo. We had only been in school two weeks when that hap-
pened, but they contributed so many ideas because some of the older
kids had known me the year before. They contributed a great deal to
the body of the story. A child who had heard me talk about Jambo last
year would say, "Don't forget to tell about the time he did this or that."
Guided writing is a cooperative effort in writing. I think that they are
working as much as I am working; I don't think it's something I do that
they watch. We're doing it together. And that goes on all year. A guided
writing lesson with another group of kids might be much different, but
it is still that kind of lesson: collaborative and cooperative.

How do you form these groups for guided writing?

Cy: Oh, through assessment. Since my classroom is multiage, I don't
have to spend a great deal of time- on classroom procedures and rou-
tines at the beginning of the year. So I can spend that time at the begin-
ning assessing kids. When they arrive in my classroom, I want to know
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what they know. I use Marie Clay's Stones and Sand and the alphabet
(the letter recognition). I also use her sight word lists. I take a first
taped reading of every child so that I can see number of words recog-
nized, number of words read in a minute, the sophistication of the
words they know. (I continue with this during the year, making a read-
ing tape for each child every month, followed by the assessment.) So I
really have a pretty good picture at the beginning of the school year of
where the children are in terms of their writing and their understand-
ing of writing. I can form groups and develop appropriate lessons
because I know where they are. When I set up the lessons, if I have two
groups of kids doing guided writing, I may group them in terms of
their level of understanding of print, but both groups will have guided
writing lessons, and neither one will seem to be less than or more than
the other.

But these groups don't stay the same the whole year, do they?

Cy: Oh no!

You just group as it's appropriate for what it is you want to work on at that
particular time?

Cy: Yes.

And you can do that because you've already figured out what each child
can do?

Cy: Yes, and the assessment continues; it doesn't just happen at the
beginning and at the end of the year. Monthly taped readings are very
helpful. I have many books. Many books! I have one group that's a
take-home reading collection, another group that's a free collection
different genres for the children to read. I also have a group of "lev-
eled" books, with levels like "emergent reader" or "fluent reader."
These are the ones I use in assessing the children.

So a child will probably write in the journal each day and have a guided
writing lesson each day. Anything else?

Cy: Yes. We also read from a chapter book every day, and each child
has a log that's separated into three sections. One section is for litera-
ture responses, one for math responses, and one for science responses.
After I read a chapter in a book, I might raise a question or a child may
make a comment that prompts me to ask a question, and the children
will write their responses in their logs. After several minutes of writ-
ing (maybe five or seven), we share responses and then there's more
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discussion which leads to more sharing and more discussion. That
happens every day. We read several chapter books a year.

And do you again transcribe for those children who write their entries in a
preconventional way?

Cy: Yes.

Wow! Doesn't it take a long time to get around to everyone?

Cy: Yes, it does!

And what are the others doing while you're doing that?

Cy: We have a number of different activities from which they can
choose. So if I'm working with one child, the other twenty are choos-
ing from a variety of related activities. The children know it's the liter-
acy area they work in during that time. And there are a number of dif-
ferent kinds of activities there, in the literacy center.

You've organized your day so there's a time for literacy, there's a time for
math, there's a time for science . . . ?

Cy: Well, sort of. But it doesn't really happen that way. The content
crosses over all the time, every day. But with the "literacy activities"
(and we do use the word "literacy" and they know what literacy is), I
do have in mind that some of the activities are designed for particular
children. So I'll say to a particular child, "Today during literacy activ-
ity time, I'd really like you to get the interactive chart with such-and-
such a poem, and when you finish that, I'll work with you. Then you
may go on to something else."

How do you help them understand what literacy is?

Cy: We start right at the beginning of the year because one particular
area is labelled this way: literacy. We talk about what the children
know. "What do you know about reading? What do you know about
writing? What do you know about talking?" And we list all that. And
those words remain out. I tell them that there are some children that
don't know that; they haven't had the experiences that would let them
know that. And we talk about that. We talk about not having those
experiences and what that would be like. And we talk about how they
have to work to be literatehow it is workand you have to want to
be literate. And it's all a matter of knowing, and then knowing more.
That's how I explain it. Literacy is a very complicated topic, of course,
but I hate when I hear, "Oh, but we wouldn't use terms like 'literacy'
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with kindergartners." Well, we would use those terms with kindergart-
ners! They need to have the opportunity to hear them and use them
themselves and know what the terms are really.

Ca: Can I give you an example?

Cy: Sure!

Ca: It's an example of a child coming out of your classroom who I had
in my classroom. I was being evaluated by the principal, so I was doing
a "lesson." And the "lesson" was on similes. When I asked the children
if they'd ever heard the word "simile," Beth raised her hand and said,
"Yes, that's a figure of speech." Well, the evaluator nearly fell off her
chair. You had obviously used these terms with your children: "figure
of speech" and "simile." And there're probably twenty other examples
I could come up with of your kids using terms like that.

Cy: Well, I just don't think real language should be hidden from them.

Carol, when Cyndy's kids come to you for second/third grade, what sort of
writing do they do with you?

Ca: Well, writing in my room is organized more on a weekly basis than
a daily basis, because the kids have a weekly contract. And so instead
of having "a writing time" every day, we have a contract time every
day, when students are working on their assignments. So there's
almost always somebody working on writing, but they don't necessar-
ily work on the same activity at the same time. The writing is really
connected with social studies and science. We might have a specified
science or social studies time (officially we do), but we also work on
science and social studies during contract time. For instance, last year
in science we studied the solar system. And the kids made books
their own books. They chose whatever topic they wanted to write
about. We had lots and lots and lots of trade books in the room. Some
of the kids worked on their space books for maybe six weeks! At least
six weeks! So they were all at various stages of writing their books dur-
ing the six weeks. They probably worked on those books every single
day at some point. But remember, when I get these kids, they are writ-
ers! And Leann (my co-teacher) and I assume that they're writers, and
they assume that they're writers, and they're writing! We do a process
approach in that the students get the idea of brainstorming and writ-
ing their first draft down, and then we do individual conferences, and
they read what they've written, and we talk about it. They also read it
to other kids in the room too. And then we talk about what they would
like to dohow they could make it better. Lots of times they're still at
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_the editing rather than revision stage. You know, they don't want to
add or change, but just "fix it up" so it's ready. So there are kids who
are basically editing. Then there are kids who, as they read it to us
[and] think about what else they'd like to say, actually do revisions.

How do you encourage that revision?

Ca: I think it's very much on an individual basis. I team teach (with
Leann) so there are two of us for the forty-two children. And Leann
and I do tons of modeling together. So whenever we talk about revis-
ing a piece and making it make better sense, or making it more clear,
or adding to it or embellishing it, we do it together. For instance, Leann
will write something in front of the class, and then she'll read it to me
and I'll ask questions and she'll add some more. We do a lot of model-
ing of that process. It's wonderful to have a teaching partner in the
room that you can do this kind of modeling with.

You're sort of role-playing back and forth while the kids watch?

Ca: Exactly. In front of the whole classall forty-two of them. We do a
lot of that together. Of course we do other kinds of writing too. The
kids have journals. They don't write in them every day, but they write
in them a couple times a week. And they have various choices: They
know they can write about topics of their own choice in their journals.
But then we also offer suggestions 'cause there always are some kids
who say, "I don't know what to write" or "I didn't do anything this
weekend. It was boring." They could write a story, a poem, answer a
questionwe've got books full of possible topics. Most of the kids
don't use them, but some of them do.

How do you help them understand about choosing their own topics in their
more formal writing?

Ca: We model it; we do it together, we brainstorm as a group (kind of
like Cyndy does). We also put out a weekly newspaper (The Two-Can
News) in our room, so we've constantly got a newspaper going. The
children know that their contributions will get published in the news-
paper. They know that their pieces have to be edited and turned in so
that the mother who types the newspaper can read what they've writ-
ten. So they have a real reason for making their writing legible and
making it make sense.

Who's the audience for the newspaper?

Ca: The whole class. And their parents.

Cy: And our multiage class.
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Ca: Oh yes. We send copies around the school. But about choosing top-
ics, sometimes we just pick a theme. We had a great ice newspaper that
came out after those ice days! Every kid had a story about what they
did with the ice. And some kids wrote stories, some kids wrote ice
poems, but we said, "We're going to put out an ice edition." And so
they just loved that. We put out a parents' edition, and they all wrote
somethingpoems or stories or letters to their parents. So it's an
assignmentit's something they have to doit's not optional. That is,
the assignments are not optionalbut what they write and how they do
it, there's a lot of leeway in there. We try to open it up so that practi-
cally anything that they write will be accepted and printed. The kids
love to write research articles on topics such as animals and the Titanic.
So if they turn in a newspaper article, it gets printed.

Cy: Once three boys came to interview me for the newspaper.

Ca: Yes, they like to do interviews. They go in groups of three. The
three who came to interview Cyndy had been in her class. The inter-
view was great! It was printed in question-answer form. But they had
to write the questions. They went to Cyndy with a set of questions they
were going to ask her. Leann and I had told them, "If you get other
ideas as she's talking, you can add that in." I don't know whether that
happens or not; I think they mostly stay with the questions on the list.
Cyndy and I discovered that we both have the same kind of car! When
they asked her what kind of car she has, she said, "I have an old car."

How do you help your kids discover that there are lots of different kinds
of writing? It sounds like you give them a choice of genre.

Ca: Oh yes. For instance, we did cinquains. We had a lesson on cin-
quains, and then for weeks after that, we got tons and tons of cin-
quains. The kids had realized that with eleven words, they could
really express themselves! They had a ball with that. Many times it's
the assignment that we give out, and the examplesthe brainstorm-
ing we do, trying to broaden their choices. And then they go from
there. They pick it up. For instance, with the space book. Some kids
wrote fictional storiesscience fictionbut they had to put in some
information that they'd learned about space. So a few kids did that.
You know, after you've been doing different kinds of writing all year,
the possibilities expand. And after they come from Cyndy, where
they've been writing for two years, they've got quite a repertoire of
kinds of writing that they can do. As I go along, I'm understanding
more and more all the time how important sharing their writing is.
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One of our goals for next year is to build more sharing into our pro-
gram. With so many kidsforty-two of themwe've got to come up
with smaller groups for them to share their writing with so that they
each can have more turns. With that many kids, they have to wait
around too long for their turn to come again. This learning how to
handle a multiage classroom with double kids and double teachers is
taking some time. Leann and I have never done a Writing Workshop
approach. We've just used the work time where they have various
things they need to accomplish.

Who comes up with the contract? Do they decide what's on their contract?
Do you decide it? Do you decide it together?

Ca: Leann and I decide it together. We decide what's on it, based on
what we're teaching and what's going on, but they have choices built
in. There are certain assignments they have to complete, but within
those assignments they can make choices. And then, when they finish
their assignments, they're free to do lots and lots of different activities
we have in the room. And that's wonderful. Actually, we're going to
try this coming year to do a Writing Workshop. We do a Reading
Workshop nowhave a time when everyone is just reading. So we
want to try it with writing next yearif not every day of the week, at
least a couple days a week.

And why would you want to make this change?

Ca: We think that it would be really interesting and fun to try. Leann
and I went to a writers' workshop together this summer. We just loved
it! And we thought, "Gosh! You know, we've never really done it quite
this way. Wouldn't it be interesting?!"

When I listen to you talk about the writing in your classroom, I'd say,
"Oh, you're doing Writing Workshop." So it surprised me when you said,
"We don't do Writing Workshop." You have conferences, kids share their
writing; it's like mini-lessons when you do some sort of demonstration, the
two of you together.

Ca: Oh sure. We do that. Yes, we do all that. It occurs all week long
all day long, practically. But we never have a time that we're all work-
ing on our writing right now. But there is a time during the day when
everybody reads. We all readevery single person: No matter what they
have or haven't done on their contracts, no matter what's going on,
everybody reads. Well, we haven't done that with writing, and we
kind of would like to see how that would work.
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I was amazed that you say these kids will work for six weeks on their books.

Ca: Oh yes!

I've heard teachers say, "Oh, my kids will do something and in five minutes
they're finished, and I don't know how to get them to keep writingto keep
working on the same project."

Ca: Well, with the space books, it helped that they had written books
before. This wasn't their first book. They knew they were going to
come out of this with something really neat. And they saw it as some-
thing that was going to take awhile to get done. And they knew the
processthey knew that they were going to try to first think of as
many ideas as they could and then work on getting their thoughts
down, and then they'd get to share it with us in a conference. They've
just been through the process; they've been there, done that before.

The year before, we'd done dinosaur books. (We try to pick a
topic that seems pretty high interest level.) Well, the kids had portfo-
lios, so the kids I had had the year before had their dinosaur books in
their portfolios. So we got out the dinosaur books and they looked at
those, and they just laughed at them. They said, "Oh my gosh. Look at
how I wrote back then." And they were great dinosaur books! I think
they had a feel for where they were going with the space books. And
we talked about it a lot.

One thing that Leann does that I learned from her this year (one
of the many things I learned from her) is she makes such a big deal
over what the kids are doing. Whatever they're doing that she sees as
being wonderful and positive, she lets them all know. So, for instance,
right from the very beginning, she would hold up a page that some-
one had done for their space book and say, "Ah! Wow! Look at this!"
And she just managed to get them all excited about this. And she'd
use all their words like "awesome" and "cool," and so pretty soon
kids would be bringing heruswhat they were doing and sharing
it. That's why I think the sharing business makes a huge difference.
It's really important.

You say you had conferences with every child, but how do you organize that
when you have so many kids?

Ca: It's hard. It's really hard. We tried various ways. We tried having
them write their names on the board when they were ready for us to read
what they had written. And then they went on and did something else,
maybe something else on their contract, for instance. Or if they'd finished
their contract, then they could have a free choice. Then we'd call them.
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We might do that for almost an hour one morning, just trying to get
around to as many kids as we could and listen to what they'd written.
This year, sort of toward the end, we learned how to let the kids help each
other. We'd put kids together in pairs so, for example, the one child could
figure out how to help the partner spell words that he or she needed or
could read the partner's piece and make sure that it made sense. So we
really had some peer tutoring going on. That was not the majority of the
time, and not all the kids were able to do that, but we tried working on
that. What we didn't do was take things home and correct them and hand
them back. We just felt that we wanted the kids to read their writing to us
and talk about it. It's hard. That's probably one of the reasons that the
space books took six weeks. Everybody wrote a rough draft and everybody
wrote a final copy, and some kids had some in between. Also, some kids
changed their minds totally and started all over again. There are a lot of
reasons why it took a long time. Some of the children spent a lot of time
with their artwork. But every day, weespecially Leannwould find
several things that were really neat that were going on and we'd hold
them up and the kids would get real excited about it.

I'm curious. What do you both do about spellingwell, about conventions
in general: spelling, punctuation, whatever?

Cy: First of all I had to clearly define what I felt about writing conven-
tions. I happen to be a "perfect speller" and feel secure in writing con-
ventions. But my job is to help the children want to write and help them
know that they can. And the first way, I think, to start chipping away
at the children's efforts is to start worryingor making them worry
about spelling and punctuation. Their feet are not firm yet in the writ-
ing itself. And that's all I want them to do: I want them to write; I don't
want them to spell words. I want them to use words. Writing needs to
be a friend, and it needs to be a tool. And that's what my job is: to help
them know this.

We have a bell in our room, and the children know that if they
hear it ring, it means that someone important is going to share some-
thing important. And somebody might ring the bell and stand up and
say, "I'm a temporary speller for the first time today!" And the whole
class cheers!

So what some people call "invented spelling" you call "temporary spelling,"
right?

Cy: Yes. It's "temporary" because they know that it doesn't last. And if
we're reading something, they can talk about, "This word is being
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spelled conventionally. It's written in conventional spelling." They
know we have to go through stages like temporary spelling before we
get to conventional spelling. If they're at a stage where they are writ-
ing using temporary spelling, I want them to know it's important to go
through that. When they come to share their writing (for instance, in a
literature response), I don't take it apart letter by letter, sound by
sound. Nobody in my room does any grunting!

Sometimes there's a reason why I must have something they
write conventionally spelled: for example, if it is going to be put into
book form (as we've done), or if it is a parent information note, or if it
goes out on the bulletin board in the hallway. If the writing goes any-
where outside our classroom, they know that we have to work to make
all of the conventions correct.

And that's so that other people can read it?

Cy: Right.

If it's going public.

Cy: Right.

So you talk to them about this whole business of spelling and punctuation.

Cy: Oh yes. I have a big chart that hangs up on the wall, and it says,
"Ways Writers Write." And it shows different ways. I'll have a picture
I've drawnperhaps a house and some grass and a tree. And we talk
about it. I say to them, "What does that say?" I find it interesting [that]
when you say to young children, "What is that? What do you see?"
they'll say, "A house. A tree." But when you ask them, "What does that
say?" and you point to a picture, they read it. Rather than. saying
"house, tree, grass," they say, "That's a little house and it's sitting next
to a tree, and it has lots of grass growing next to it." They read itas a
little story. I've realized over the years of teaching young kids that
that's picture writing. There really is something to say, rather than just
what it is. But we go through all of those stages that Elizabeth Sulzby
mentions, and they're on the poster.

The children have writing dictionaries of their own, and there
are dictionaries in the classroom (all different levels), and there's a lot
of print everywhere. They know where to access information that they
need when they need it. If a child wants to learn how to spell a word
conventionally, I ask her, "Where could you go if you wanted to find
the word 'rock'? Well, we have all kinds of books having to do with sci-
entific topics. Look in there." They know exactly where they can go.
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And they own the classroom, and they can go almost anywhere to do
that. So that's how I deal with conventional spelling. My primary
responsibility to them in terms of writing is not to teach them to be
good spellers or to know where to put the periods and commas. But
they learn these conventions because they see them and we talk about
them and we call these conventions what they are. For instance, in a
shared reading, that period at the end of a sentence might just come up
in a conversation that we have as part of our discussion about the book.

It sounds like reading and writing are really tightly together for you.

Cy: Oh yes. Yes. I am always hard-pressed to draw a line between
those two because I don't see one very clearly. I hear parents say, "Well,
my daughter can write, but she can't read." Yes, she can! "She learned
how to write first," a parent will tell me. Well, you know, it's a matter
of how you look at it, and maybe reading and writing are two areas of
study for some people, but they're not for me. And they just happen to
go out into everything else we do.

Do you think the children's learning to write supports their learning
to read?

Cy: Oh, yes! Yes! That's why I provide many opportunities for them to
choose writing and also many opportunities for them to choose read-
ing. Both use the same kinds of materials and tools. In fact, last year we
had a discussion about this. We were talking about authors and the
kinds of things that authors use as their tools. The children started by
naming the more obvious tools (like pencils), and I said, "Well, what
else do you think they use?" "Oh, they have to use their brains!" "Oh,
they have to use their eyes!"

Carol, what do you do about conventions? Since your kids are second and
third graders, maybe your parents are getting a little more nervous.

Ca: They are. They are. When the kids are writing, we have tried to
continue this idea that they need to get their ideastheir thoughts
down on paper. So I don't say anything about spelling other than,
"Write what you hear." In fact, I've used the term "invented spelling"
with them: "If you don't know how to spell it, invent it. Make it up."
But I've found that there are kids who really want to spell it right.
They'll ask you, "Is this right?" or "How do you spell it?" So I read a
lot about Regie Routman's "have-a-go" spelling idea. She discusses
this in her book Invitations. I give the kids little have-a-go booksjust
a book of blank pages that says "Have-a-Go" on the front. I've kind of
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modified Routman's idea. First of all I want the children to listen to the
word and write it down as best they can. And I tell them, "I'm happy
with that. You can stop there. If you really want to know how to spell
the word, then bring it to me and ask me and I'll spell it for you. I'll
check your spelling." And so they'll write it down the way they think
it's spelledit's just "have a go," try it. Then they'll bring it to me and
say, "Is this how you spell such-and-such?" Sometimes it's yes, or, if
it's not, then I write the correct spelling. And then they're supposed to
copy over the correct spelling and then write it, use it. Mostly I want
them to think it through first, and mostly what I find is that they're
very close. And, "Oh gosh! You're very, very close!" They look and see.

Let's see. What else for conventions? Well, we have a "Morning
Message" every morning that we write out on chart paper. And the
"Morning Message" can be news of the day or happy birthday to
somebody or what we're planning to do or any special program or
whatever 's happening or what we learned about. And all of us are
there together, and Leann or I will say, "So-and-so, read the first para-
graph." So then they have to figure out what a paragraph is and know
when to stop. The topic of discussion is really mostly the ideas that are
written down there, but then you point these conventions out in a
casual waythey just come up in the conversationand after doing
that every single day all year long . . . We had charts and charts and
charts! It was like a diary of the whole year! So we dealt with conven-
tions a lot through "Morning Message." Plus we discuss conventions
in writing conferences. Conferences are based on where each child is.
So if this is a child who is getting commas and can do quotation marks,
then they put that in their writing.

What about grammar?

Ca: You know, we did do a little bit of grammar. In the "Morning
Message." We would take yesterday's "Morning Message" and say,
"All right. Now, this is yesterday's 'Morning Message,"' and they
would make it all in the past tense, or something like that. Grammar
sneaked in various places, like parts of speech, for instance. I was
thinking about the cinquains I told you we did. A cinquain starts out
with a topic, and then you get two descriptive words and three action
words and four feeling words. So through the action words, we dis-
cussed verbs. That's really how they got the idea of what a verb is.
And, with the idea of an adjectivewell, we would talk about that
when we were reading books: "How does this author describe . . . " It
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just comes in all the time. We never really sat down to teach any of it.
It just kind of happens through your discussion.

You're back to the readingwriting connection, aren't you?

Ca: Yes. Yes.

Cy: Carol's kids and mine have some similar experiences. For instance,
we both do "Morning Message," and my kids make writing dictionar-
ies that are similar to Carol's "have-a-go" books. But for both of us, it's
not through directly-planned lessons that the children get the writing
conventions. It's through writingthrough doing it.

Ca: We also did some formal spelling though. We kind of followed what
the third-grade teachers were doing. They had a list of words each week
that followed a spelling pattern like o-a or silent e or contractions. We
took the pattern and we made two lists. One was an easier list and one
was a harder list, but both used the same pattern. And we did have a
weekly spelling test, and we taught a spelling lesson once a week. The
kids had a practice test on Wednesday, and if they spelled the words
right, then they were fine for the week. Otherwise they had another test
on Friday. So we did "cave in" a little. It was a bit of a compromise. And
we did various activities. We made word wallsjust a big piece of
butcher paper with o-a (or whatever the pattern was). "If you run across
words that have o-a, add them to the word wall." So we'd have lots and
lots of o-a words. Or when we were reading to them and we'd come
across a word that was in the pattern, we'd say, "Oh, who wants to go
write this up on the word wall?" and somebody would. Lots of times
there were words on the word wall that weren't perfect, and maybe we'd
talk about that, maybe we wouldn't. We talked a lot about words that
don't follow the pattern. And we gave them challenge words too because
we have some incredible spellers in there. We had a really big range. I
would say that everybody was at least at the inventive, temporary stage
of spelling; we had no kids that were just connecting letters that made no
sense. But there really was a big spread. So for a challenge, we'd include
words that didn't follow the pattern or more difficult words that did fol-
low the pattern. We didn't do a lot with formal spelling, but sometimes
we would have the kids get in small groups and come up with other
words that they knew that had a particular sound, and then [we'd] talk
about which ones follow the pattern and which ones don't. But we found
that parents dwelled on spelling more than we maybe would have liked.
And I don't exactly know how to deal with that.
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Do you find standardized testing putting any pressure on you and what
you do?

Ca: Oh yes, definitely. Because TAAS [Texas Assessment of Academic
Skills] begins in third grade.

So you miss that pressure, Cyndy.

Cy: Well, sort of. Our kids are screened in kindergarten to see if they'll
be put in a structured program we use at our school that's supposed to
prevent dyslexia. But this is a real pressure for me because I don't
believe that this should be happening to early primary kids. And I
always have a very difficult time when a parent gets a letter that says,
"Your child qualified" for this structured program for kids at risk in
reading. "Qualified!" And then the parent comes to me, because I'm
the teacher, and says, "What should I do?" Well, it's then that I feel
between a rock and a hard place because most often I can't substanti-
ate what the screener identifies as a potential reading problem for the
child. And I just want to burn the place down at that time of year.

Ca: But your question about standardized tests . . . I don't know. I feel
the pressure at our school because we have to score above 90 on every-
thing: 90 percent of our students have to master the objectives on the
TAAS test.

Cy: If they don't, then the school is no longer a "school of excellence,"
a "Texas bluebonnet school."

Ca: Yes. The school would lose its exemplary status if we went from 90
to 89, because that's so significant. Officially they're looking at schools
so far, not at individual teachers. So if our school is 89, there would not
be a teacher singled out.

Is writing included in this?

Ca: It is in fourth grade, yes.

In Florida, standardized testing is just having a terrible impact on the
instruction that goes on because teachers end up teaching so that students
will do well on these tests.

Ca: Exactly! Exactly! I haven't dealt with the writing except for having
fourth-grade teachers tell me, "Well, I want you to work on this form
of writing (whatever kind the test requires) so the kids will do well in
the writing test next year when they're fourth graders." But for math
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and reading (math in particular), you've got to cover certain skills, and
you find yourselfat least I found myselfmaking sure that I covered
things but not going into depth the way I should have or the way the
kids need to.

Cy: I think part of the problem is that we are working with a multiage
philosophy but we're still being asked to implement traditional class-
room approaches. Report cards, for instance. We still have to fill out a
traditional report card, but if we are really implementing this multiage
approach, maybe not all of the children are going to be ready for par-
ticular kinds of math problems or have an understanding of a particu-
lar kind of writing. It doesn't work that way.

Talk about a disasterwell, maybe not a disaster, exactly, but something
that hasn't gone well for you. When I read education books and articles, the
authors usually give the impression that everything always works, nothing
ever goes wrong: The teacher does Writing Workshop, and her mini-lessons
are wonderful, and her kids are dying to revise, and they all really get into
picking their own topics, and they publish these wonderful books, and they
all want to share, and nobody's running around the room, and nobody's
bothering anybody else. . . . Well, I know it's not like that! So talk about
something that hasn't always gone well or something that's just hard.

Ca: Sometimes just the sheer management is hard, the sheer number of
kids we have: forty-two kids and two teachers. We need four teachers!

I'm thinking about Steven. He's a real, real bright kid! Just . . .

what can you say? Just a very, very bright kid. But he did not want to
write. He loved to read. I had him just one year (for second grade), and
he's now transferred to a different school so we've lost him. But he'd sit
and read Louis Sachar, Roald Dahl. A second grader! And he'd chuckle
to himself and just have a ball. His independent reading was incredible.
He could read anything. Could write anything. Could spell anything.
But he did not like to write. He just didn't like to do it. And it was hard
for me to look at him and think, "Create something! Elaborate!!" 'Cause
I knew all this stuff was going on in his head. With a kid like that, I
found I really had to assign writing because he would never choose to
write. So that was hard, especially when this kid's potential was so
great. It was just hard for me. I felt like I was dragging it out of him,
pulling it out of him. I think modeling helps reluctant writers. I think it
really helps for them to see what other people are writing and see other
people going through the process and talk about it.
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Cyndy, what do you think is hard about helping your kids develop as writers?

Cy: The parents' lack of understanding about it. They really like a tra-
ditional approach. And they go to so much trouble. They make little
pin-dots with the pencil, and then the child can trace their pencil dots.
You know, it's amazing. But that's an attitude, and parent attitudes are
very difficult for us to change. We can educate them, and I try to do
that. I conference with each parent four times a year. I also have an
evening meeting to discuss writing with whoever comes, and another
evening meeting to discuss reading and how we approach both of
those. But the parents grew up with phonics. Parents still want to
know, "Are the children learning sounds?" I can show them pieces of
the child's writing that say, "Yes, they are!" But still . . . But at least I
can try to give my parents information. I have some books that I
bought especially for parents so they can read about spelling. There's
Spel . . . Is a Four-Letter Word [by Gentry]. Also, I Learn to Read and Write
the Way I Learn to Talk [by Barron]. And I use Read to Me: Raising Kids
Who Love to Read [by Cullinan], and Spelling for Parents [by Phenix and
Scott-Dunne] and also Teachers and Parents Together [by Botrie and
Wenger]. And then there's Literacy at Home and School: A Guide for
Parents [by Nicoll and Wilkie]I've used that one too.

And do the parents read them?

Cy: Those that want to, do. And they are all the better for it, and when
they finish, I think they realize that. But it's not the kind of thing you
can force-feed.

Are there other things in your helping kids develop as writers that are
particularly difficult or challenging?

Ca: Lots! It takes a long time to develop expertise in this. It's a really
growing process! I mean, I'm thinking how I am no expert at all on
kids' writing. I taught for five years, then went to graduate school full
time for a few years, and then returned to the classroom three years
ago. And I've spent a lot of time learning all I could about writing and
reading and literacy, and I still don't feel like I'm any kind of expert on
this. Still learning. Still learning a lot. But one thing that's difficult for
me is time. You know, we have kids who have difficulty with writing
and whose production is just starting to come. And I think that the
timethe patience and the time that's needed for these kids to
developis sometimes not understood by their parents or even us.
Even me. I think certain kids just need time. They need experience, too,
but they really need time. And giving them that timethat's hard.
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You mean giving them enough time during the day or over a period
of years?

Ca: Both. They need both kinds of time. Just make sure the kids get
time to write.

But how do you do that? Teachers say, "I've got all these different things I'm
supposed to be doing. Where do I get this time for writing?"

Cy: Oh, I'm tired of hearing that.

Ca: It's a high priority.

Cy: Writing is not going to take any time if teachers know that it's
important.

Ca: That's right.

Cy: If they let other stuff in, they're not going to be able to fit writing in.

So it's a matter of priorities? If it means a lot to you, you simply do it.
Is that it?

Ca: Yes. And when you can, integrate it. It's easy for us to do because
we've got the same kids for language arts and science or social studies.
So you kill two birds with one stone as much as you can. We try to do
this. We try not to chop up the day. We try to incorporate what we're
doing in the content areas with writing as much as possible. But writ-
ing really does take time. Many, many kids can't be rushed. Oh, you
can rush some kidsyou can say, "All right, you've got thirty minutes.
Fill up your page!" But mostly you can't do that.

So what do you wish for your student writers as they move on to other
teachers? What do you hope those other teachers will do?

Ca: What I would like for my kids would be that they would be with
someone who would look at their writing in terms of what they know
and what they can do and what they are doing so that they feel suc-
cessful with what they're doing. I was thinking about the two-day
workshop I took this summer. We did a lot of writing. And I knew this
from before, but it just helped to be refreshed and to have someone
look at my writing from the standpoint of what I can write and what I
can say and do. I would just like for the kids to have thatand for me
to continue to work in that direction. To give them the feeling that,
"My writing is special and I have important things to say, and people
are going to pay attention to it and see what I can do." Because I don't
think that happens all the time. I know it doesn't.
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It's just so wonderful to get kids coming from Cyndy because
they've had so much authentic writing experience. This hasn't always
been the case for me. Sometimes I've had kids who thought writing
was copying and penmanship. But not Cyndy's kids. They just write!
Most of them. I hope the teacher who gets my kids next year will think
of writing as communication. I worry about the third graders going on
to fourth grade where they do TAAS writing. They start out day one
with whatever the kind of writing is they need to do for TAAS. That's
a fact of life in Texas schools. And what you wish for them is that there
were some other way of assessing in the state of Texas. I have some
kids that I think are good readers[who] understand what they're
reading, seem to enjoy readingbut they did not do well on that test.
And so it's hardwhat do you say to the parents? "Well, you know,
don't worry about that test. She really is a good reader. She really
mostly does understand what she's reading, and she enjoys it, and she's
motivated." For the parent, the reality is the test score. Also, the test
doesn't do justice to the child who has made lots of progress, is doing
well, but may still be below grade level. The score doesn't tell you how
much they do know, where they've come from, and the story of their
lives.

Having your kids for two years in your multiage classrooms, you must get
to know a lot of that "story of their lives." Do all the teachers in your school
have multiage classrooms?

Cy: No. Some of them don't want to do it. Some of them are not risk-
takers in their own classrooms, so they probably shouldn't do it.

Why? What makes it so risky?

Ca: Shouldn't be. It just is. I don't know why it is. Well, when I think
about what Leann and I did last year, we were doing so many new
things. We had never team taught. We'd never taught with forty-two
kids and two teacherswith the huge range of kids that we'd have. We
bit off a huge chunk, and we did a lot of treading. But the reason I
decided to do it is just that it is very appealing to me as a teacher. Itwas
what I wanted, the direction I wanted to go.

It seems that teachingany kind of teaching (multiage or not)and
writing both involve a lot of risk-taking.

Cy: I'm thinking risk-taking always brings that "Oh no!" feeling before
you jump. I think some teachers look at writing and think, "Oh n0000.
Now I've gotta teach writing." Maybe that attitude could change.
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And are there things that you would wish for your kids, Cyndy, as they
move on to the next classroom, as they continue to grow as writers?

Cy: Well, I think I have what I wish for. Years ago, my kids didn't have
a place to go. Hoffman's kidsno one wanted them in their class-
rooms. When they moved on, I was hearing nothing about their hav-
ing writing experiences like they had in our classroom the year before.
But now having my kids go on to Carol and Leann assures me that
they'll continue working. But so will I. What we've done together will
keep going on.

So there's continuity?

Cy: Yes, but not only that. Continuity for them, of course, and that's
very important. But I sort of go too. What we did together I'll still see
continuing, so I will continue as well in that. I guess that's what I
would wish. I can see this cycle that is going, and it includes me as well
as my kids; I can't take myself out of that picture. It's like there's this
flow, this wonderful continuous energy. They're there with Carol, and
I am part of that. The kids I had before would run down the hallway
to me saying, "Hi, Mrs. Hoffman. Can we share our story about this?"

Ca: Did you read Carley's dedication in her book?

Cy: Yes. "This is to Mrs. Hoffman."

Ca: Two years after she got out of your class!

Cy: If you've taught, you know that feeling. And that's what I mean:
Two years later we are still going.

Ca: It has to do with sharing your writing though, too. It has to do with
sharing it and reading it to other people and letting other people see it.

Cy: Well, I just know that what I've started wrote the ending. And,
Carol, you'll be picked up in that motion and carried on as well. The
whole concept is really wonderful. It feels good. It's a feeling of con-
tinuing to live.
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3 Putting Ourselves
on the Line
Pat Mc Lure
Mast Way School, Lee, New Hampshire

Linda Rief
Oyster River Middle School, Durham, New Hampshire

This is a conversation that Pat and Linda tape-recorded in response
to some questions Jane and Judith sent them. Pat teaches first and
second graders, and Linda teaches seventh and eighth graders.

Let's think back to your beginnings as teachers of writing. What do you
wish someone had told you about teaching writing before you began? What
advice would have been helpful for you?

P: I wish someone had told me about the important role that illustra-
tions play for young children in their writing. Lots of times, in talking
with teachers who are just starting to work on writing with their stu-
dents, I find they almost devalue the illustrating part of it. Or they
think of the illustrating as just a rehearsal for the writing. But really for
young children, it's so integratedtheir illustrations and their print
are so integrated in terms of the way they're trying to tell their story on
paper. Ruth Hubbard's [1989] research really helped me see the role
that illustrations play. But I think that's really important. I guess I
always liked the illustrations that children did, but I didn't realize the
importance of them in the beginning. I think there is great value in
having children do the illustrations and giving them the time and
materials and space to do that, as well as to put print down on paper.

L: It's interesting that you say that, Pat, because in seventh and eighth
grade I think we devalue illustrations even more. It never occurs to
teachers who work with older kids that those illustrations could be
very important in telling the story. I'm thinking about Adam, who I
had last year. Adam truly is a cartoonist. His journal is filled with car-
toons and he hates to write, but he's got incredible stories in his comic
strips that he draws. He really is a cartoonist . . . an artist. And I have
to look at kids like Adam as artists when I look in their journals. It's not
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that they just use drawing to illustrate a story: Their art work is writ-
ing to those kids, so that it does play a major role.

You know, when I think about getting started as a writing
teacher, I feel pretty lucky because of all the wonderful mentors that I
had who helped me understand writing in a different way. When I was
in school, I never had anybody talk to me about my writing. We were
told to write an essay, [and] it got handed in, graded, and handed back.

P: And it might have some marks over it, and it might have a few com-
ments in the margins (like a one- or two-word response), but that was it.

L: Right. But it wouldn't give you enough information to know how to
make that writing an awful lot better. Actually, it never occurred to me
that they wanted me to make the writing better.

P: No, it was a one-time assignment. I don't remember ever going back
and working on a piece anymore after it was once handed in.

L: I guess I wish also that someone had told me how hard teaching
writing is. Today even, I had two kids crying after I talked to them
about their writing, because they handed it in as finished drafts, and I
had never talked to them about it. They thought these were A pieces of
writing and they liked the writing just fine the way it was, and for
meeven gentlyto say to those kids, "You know, I just think there
are things that you could do to make this better writing," it just really
hurt them. I think I have to tell myself every single time I talk to these
children, one-on-one, or even when I talk to them on paper, that each
child's whole being is so tied to that piece of writing that that confer-
ence is probably the most important thing. And when you get with
older kids and the writing gets longer and longer, a lot of times I can't
manage one-on-one conferences all the time in forty-five-minute peri-
ods. And so I end up writing things on the writing, I forget the child,
and it doesn't work as well as it should.

P: That whole time factorI guess that's one of the things, too, in the
beginning: to understand that it's going to take a lot of time if you're
going to try to get to everybody. And it takes a lot of time to bring
pieces through a process. You can't rush it. You can't just speed it up.
It's going to take time.

L: I also think something that I didn't really realize was how connected
reading is to writing and how much kids need to use professional writ-
ers as mentors. That was pretty clear to me this year when my seventh
graders were writing what they said were poems. I said to them, "How
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many poets have you read?" And they said, "What?" And I said, "Well,
who's your favorite poet?" "Well, Shel Silverstein." Or a few kids knew
Robert Frost. But to actually know poets, or to write fiction and to
know fiction writersI don't think they really make the connections
until we make the connections more explicit for them.

P: Well, it is so intertwined, what they're reading and what they're
writing. I've noticed that. You know, we've been doing interviews to
get ready for these parent conferences that we're doing tonight. And so
one of the questions I've been asking them is, "What will help you to
become a better writer?" And several of them have said, "To read
more."

L: Wow! See, that's great, for first and second grade, that they can say
that.

P: Yes. They'll say, "The more I read, then the more I'm gonna be able
to write, because I get ideas from lots of different writers to put in sto-
ries." It always impresses me. But I think that sometimes they lose
some of this understanding as they move through the grades.

L: I think they do too, Pat. And I can't figure out when that happens. I
know what you do with kids, and I know what other teachers do with
the kids. And yet they will come to me in seventh grade and say, "No,
I've never written anything before." They've written! I know they've
written! And I know they've read too. I know they've got many
authors at their fingertips. I don't know why this happens.

P: Is it just the agethe growing stages they go through? They get
more self-conscious about it, and they don't want to admit to having
written before?

L: I think that's part of it. They truly forget! There is something about
seventh grademany are not real committed to making something. I
think it's hormones kicking in. What's most important to many of
these kids is who they're sitting with at the table, who's looking at
them, and who might have bumped them in the hallway. And truly,
everything else seems to go right out of their heads.

P: Eighth graders do some wonderful things.

L: Well, I think there's a big difference between seventh grade and
eighth grade. I think we work hard at getting the seventh graders to try
to remember all the things they did in elementary school, because I
really do know they did wonderful things.
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But in a more positive light, I wish someone had told me what
incredible fun it is and how it takes just one child's discovery in a piece
of writing; that can keep me teaching for months and months.

P: It's so exciting! I mean, there really is excitement to it, and they feel
so pleased. One of my children, Mary, shared with the class a book
she'd written about the guinea pig. And one of the children, in
responding to her, said that she thought Mary had done a very good
job on it, and she wondered if she was thinking about publishing that.
And Mary said that well, she didn't know. And so the other little girl
said, "Well I really think you ought to. It's a very good book." And
Mary just beamed. She just beamed. It was so pleasing to her to think that
someone else in the class recognized her work as being good. I think
that's something that we forget. And I forget that too. It's that one
thing that you say that can keep a child writing.

L: And it's also the one thing you say that can stop them from writing.
And it's that fine balance all the timethat in the rush . . . that's the
hardest part for me. It's having twenty-seven kids for forty-five or fifty
minutes and trying to conference with that many kids in each class in
a week. And it's in the rushit was in the rush that I probably made
this little boy cry today. He thoroughly believed that he had done the
best piece of writing he could do, and he felt an A was what he
deserved; and when he ended up with a B on it, the tears just flooded.
And it was so honest that I thought, "Wow, I really missed the boat." I
think of Tom Romano's [1987] comment about evaluation. He says that
evaluation should keep the writer writing. So if what I'm saying is
stopping them . . . every time before I try to give feedback to them, I
have to ask myself, "Am I going to stop them, or am I going to keep
them moving forward?" And that is so hard!

P: Oh, it's terribly hard! And with the little children it's hard too. You
have to really be careful because they're just trying things for the very
first time. You need to keep giving some positive feedback, but also
keep talking to them so that they will take a few more risks and try
something different and experiment a little with their writing.

L: It's tricky at all stages. It seems like a balancing act.

P: Even with adults. We're vulnerable when we're talking about our
writing. But in a classroom, we tend to forget that. It may not look
like the kids are emotionally tied to the pieces they write, but many
of them are.
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What about as your students proceed through school from the first graders
you teach, Pat, to the seventh and eighth graders you deal with, Linda?
What kinds of teachers would you want them to have over the years
to help them develop as writers?

P: I guess I would hope that it's teachers who can appreciate the work
they're doing and can respond to them as individuals.

L: Yes. When I think about older kids, I hope it's teachers who see
they're teaching children, not a subject. I mean, I certainly want the
kids to get the content of what makes a good piece of writing, and I
want them to know authors and do a lot of various kinds of reading.
But I think I've learned over the years that those kids know if you don't
like them as human beings, and if you don't, you'll never teach them
anything.

P: Yes, it really comes down to knowing each one as an individual, and
I think one of the pluses of teaching writing is that through their writ-
ing, you get to know them in a way that you wouldn't normally get to
know students if you weren't doing something like this. They share so
much of themselves, and you're sitting down one-on-one and talking
with them, and I think you have an opportunity to know each of them
as individuals.

L: Absolutely. You know, when I'm working with teachers in other
schools, I find that a lot of times they're afraid to do some things with
kids because of the parents. I just worked with some teachers in
another state, and they said, "How can you let kids keep journals?
We've got parents who are afraid kids are going to say things in the
journals that they don't want teachers to know."

P: Oh really?

L: And so they don't want their students keeping journals. And that
was a really legitimate, serious question that I had to think about. You
and I have a lot of autonomy here. We've been in the district a long
time, and it's a very liberal district. We're trusted as teachers, and I
think you and I can do a lot with kids that a first-year teacher may not
be able to do. Things that I couldn't do when I first started teaching
either. I knew in my gut what made sense to me, but I wasn't prepared
to defend a book if it was controversial. I wasn't prepared to explain to
a parent why it was OK for kids to be truthful in their journals or why
I think it's important they're truthful now. But I feel more experienced
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at that now. I was pretty stunned when some beginning teachers I was
working with said, "This list of books that you've given usthe books
that your kids most highly recommendmore than half of them on
here are incredibly controversial, and we would never be able to have
them in our classrooms." And so I think sometimes, until you've got
enough experience to understand how you're using something and
why you're using it and why you feel perfectly comfortable doing
something, you do kind of hesitate a little bit. I also think there are
teachers who deal with things that we don't have to deal with here.

P: So maybe some of the advice to people starting out is to be cautious
and to really think through everything that they're doing, being sure
that they can justify or they can give reasons for what they're doing
really understanding what they're doing.

L: Right. I think it's knowing why you're doing what you're doing. I think
what it boils down to is you know yourself. You know where you're
coming from in your own experience, you know your children, and
you know the district in which you teach. And if you know the district
and you know your kids and you know your community, then you
know what you can do. I just worry sometimes that beginning teach-
ers are dealing with some really difficult issues, and we have no idea
how hard it can be for some of them. It surprised me that those teach-
ers I worked with said they were no longer allowed to have their kids
keep journals. Although what I did say to them was that these were
academic journals. I really make that a point with seventh and eighth
gradersthat they're not diaries. And I think that's something that we
really need to clarify with teachers as well as with the kids. This is not
a confessional, it's not a diary. And if you've got something really dif-
ficult going on in your life, certainly I would help you in any way I
could if you needed to talk to somebody about it. But I think we have
to use the journals as academic journals. This journal is who you are as
a reader and a writer. But if it's honest, it's who you are as a thinking,
feeling human being.

P: And it's also a journal that they know is being read by someone else.

L: Absolutely.

P: It's not just for personal reflection, just for yourself, so that's known
right up frontthat there is an audience.

L: And that knowledge changes what's written in the journal. Definitely.
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Could you talk a little bit about what you see as the easiest aspects of
teaching writing?

P: Well you know, with the little onesand I know this sounds funny
but we just put out blank books and paper and they write. I mean, it
sounds too simple, but they do it. They really do. You know, from the
first day of school, they start withsome start with pictures, some start
with words, someyou know, it's back and forth. It's not always the
same thing they do. It depends on what they're writing. But they just
write.

L: OK. So what happens between first grade and seventh grade? They
come into seventh grade, and they often don't want to write.

P: There is something, though, about a six-year-old or a seven-year-old:
They're really quite uninhibited. And they're very giving and open
about what they're going to do. And so they enjoy putting their ideas
down on paper. They love to show their writing to other peopleor
most of them do. Not everyone. I mean there's always some child that's
a little hesitant, somebody that waits before sharing with the class. But
a lot of them are quite open about it and want to show their work and
want to do their pictures and put words with them, and they really
seem to move through it so easily. Now, I know there's effort on their
part; it's not so easy, but at the same time, it's not a big struggle for them
or for me. Of course there are some that you have to work with a little
more, but a lot of them justyou have the paper, you have the mark-
ers, you have the pencilsand they come in and they write.

L: And actually, I have to say that most seventh and eighth graders
the majoritywant to write. They have things to say. Some even come
in with journals already. They know they're going to be reading and
writing so they're prepared to do that. But I wonder what happens to
those few kids who are hesitant. I wonder if what's happened for five
or six years is that it's been so painful for them to get words down on
paper, that they'd rather do nothing than have to go through what
they've gone through. Maybe they expect negative comments. And
maybe they really feel they're not as good a writer as somebody next
to them. I don't know.

P: I do think it's true that some students judge themselves in ways that
we would never judge them. I mean, there are some that just are overly
harsh on themselves. And that's all tied in, I guess, with self-image and
other things that are happening for them. But I think that probably gets
in the way of their writing.
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L: Oh yes. I think another thing that gets in the way, too, is that now
these kids have five major teachers, and so they're trying to figure out
what does this one want, and this one, and this one. And that's very
hard! I can't imagine going from classroom to classroom to classroom
and having to figure out what does she want, what does he want. Every
forty-five minutes, going to another class. It's very hard.

P: And yet, that's the way middle schools are set up.

L: I don't know why! We keep talking about getting to block schedul-
ing, but we can't quite seem to make it workat least in our middle
schoolbecause there are so many places these kids have to be.

P: But that comes back to that time thing that we talked about before
how if you've got them all day, even though we have one segment of
the day that we call Writing Time, still we are writing all through the
day. They're writing about their reading, and they're writing about the
guinea pig and they're keeping journals for that, andduring Free
Choice Timesome are choosing to do writing then. Writing's not
really a compartmentalized subject for them.

L: So they can see writing in all the different areas of the classroom
because you're in a self-contained classroom. For me, it's a lot harder,
and it takes a lot more encouragement for me to say to those kids,
"Look, you told me that you feel very comfortable when you're writ-
ing a science lab report. That lab report that you love should be in your
portfolio." And the kids'll go, "But I didn't write it in here." So it's very
hard for me to convince them that that social studies current event
piece that they absolutely loved, or the fabulous comparisoncontrast
piece they did (a wonderful persuasive piece)that these belong in
their portfolio too, even though they didn't write these pieces in my
classroom.

P: Well, I'm sure there are probably other writing teachers that wouldn't
recognize these pieces as valuable writing that should be in the students'
portfolios.

L: That's true. They would separate those.

P: So I think it's not only the students that maybe separate those topics
or those subjects. Some teachers would separate those subjects too.

L: Probably. But you can't separate subjects, despite the fact that you're
in walled rooms and you're divided by forty-five-minute segments. You
would hope that writing teachers would value the kinds of literacies that
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kids can bring from all the other disciplines that they're in, whether it's
art, or social studies writing, or science writing, or pictures, or photo-
graphyall kinds of things.

P: So whether it's called an integrated program or not, in fact, writing
is an integrated medium: It's something that you're using through
every subject.

L: I'm lucky to be on a team of teachers that really understands that,
because in every single one of the disciplineswhether it's math or
social studies or sciencethe teachers on our team write really positive
comments back to the kids and ask really good questions and give sug-
gestions like, "This lab report could be a lot better if you did this or
this," or "Would you consider giving an opposing side for this current
event, and you're more than welcome to turn this back in as a second
draft." I don't see that happening in an awful lot of classrooms.

P: True. But the teachers on your team really are responding to the
writing as well as to the content of the piece.

L: Absolutely. Definitely. And so the kids begin to see that writing mat-
ters in all their classes. And I think that's helped them see that the writ-
ing they do in other subjects should be part of their portfolios also, to
really show who they are and what they can do. You know, Carl (who
doesn't have any writing in his portfolio) was telling me last week, "I
only work well when somebody tells me what I need to write." And I
said, "Well, why don't you have your social studies or science in here?"
And he said, "I didn't know I could put them in here." And I've said it
again and again, but they don't hear it. So he felt an awful lot better
when he knew his social studies and science writing could be part of
what I'm looking at to see what he can do as a writer. So it does matter.

Well, I'm not sure I just answered what's the easiest part of
teaching writing, but I know that the most engaging thing for me is to
see kids draft a wonderful piece of writing and feel that they've really
worked hard at it, and then kids burst into applause when they read it
out loud. That is so exciting! I don't know if I could teach if language
arts was not writing and reading.

You've talked a bit already about some of the challenges of teaching writing:
the time pressures, the special emotional and social pressures of adolescence.
Is there anything else you find particularly difficult or challenging as you
work with student writers?

P: Certainly, the conferences. Conferences can be wonderful, but they
can be hard too.
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L: Absolutely.

P: Because there's no way to really prepare for them. The university
interns in my classroom always have questions about how you do con-
ferences, but you can't really set them up for it because it's such a
responsive way of teaching. It's not until that student shares the writ-
ing with you that you can respond to it. You can't prepare that ahead
of time; you can't know what you're going to say ahead of time. You
just have to be there with the student.

L: And I don't know if you do it the same way I do, but I do ask the
kids to read their writing to me so that I can really focus on the content.
But by the time kids get to eighth grade, there are some kids who've
written ten, fifteen, twenty pages. And so I find that sometimes I have
to say to the kids, "I'd like you to read the part that you're having the
most difficulty with" so that I can at least hear the voice and maybe
focus on that one thing. Often they have to give me the pieces of writ-
ing to read for myself, but that's where I run into trouble. If I don't hear
the voice of the writer, I may make faulty assumptions, and then when
I hand that back to kids, sometimes the tears just flow, and I know I've
missed something that I wouldn't have missed in a one-on-one confer-
ence.

P: If he had read it to you and you had talked to him about it, you
would have understood him better.

L: Absolutely. And so I realize every time I take a piece of writing
home, and I don't have the writer read it to me, it's very different. And
I think I need to try and make those conferences happen more.

P: There is an advantage to working with the younger children because
their pieces are shorter. I notice by second grade, and certainly by the
second half of second grade, some of them are starting to write longer
and longer pieces, and then we will sometimes just choose a part of it
that the child wants to focus on right now for this conference. But up
until then, often they can just read the whole thing to yousix, seven,
eight sentences. Each sentence is another page of the book, but they
can read till they get through the whole piece of writing. So it's usually
not until [they get] into second grade that we're choosing a part to
focus on for a conference.

L: I think that's the hardest part for me. I've got twenty-five kids in a
class (and now we've got twenty-seven, twenty-eight kids), I aim for
one conference a week with each one. And it still doesn't happen. I
can't quite get it in. But I noticed something last year. I had a doctoral
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student in my classroom, and he was trying to pay attention to how I
listen to kids, so he recorded many, many conferences I had. And what
was so ironic was that sometimes the conference would go on for
twenty minutes, but after I'd listen to the tape of it, I felt I could have
done the same thing in twenty seconds because the kids can only take
in so much information. And if I had just shut my mouth and stopped
asking all of these questions, I think I could have targeted right in. It
was very helpful for me to see that.

P: Well, that's probably another important thing to say about confer-
ences, that conferences can be very short. In my room they can be. You
know, sometimes one or two comments is all it takes, and you move on
to somebody else. Conferences aren't always very detailed sorts of
meetings. And not formal meetings, either.

L: By seventh and eighth grade, though, there's so much that you're
focusing on. Sometimes, with the kids who really want to make their
piece the best they can, I'm going through three and four conferences
over the same piece of writing before we even get to editing. So it
takes a couple of weeks for them to really construct a thorough piece
of writing.

P: Oh, I would think so.

L: Then there's that time thing again too. You've got to have plenty of
time to do it. Sometimes people think you need to get students to keep
finishing pieces, and yes, it's important to bring pieces to conclusion.
But you need time to keep working on a piece too.

P: Well, I want the children to bring their pieces to conclusion, but I
also want them to begin to realize all the hard work that goes into mak-
ing a piece of writing the best that it can be. And I just have to know
the stopping point. I mean, kids look at me and go, "This is my final
draft!" and I go, "OK. We've done enough for today!"

L: I know what you mean. Sometimes I just push it too hard, and I
make them go back too often.

P: That reminds me of something Tom Romano [1987] wrote. He says if
you know that the students are going to be doing several pieces of writ-
ingit's not just a one-assignment kind of writingthen one piece might
have really good dialogue in it, maybe the rest of the piece doesn't hold
together real well, but that's OK because you know there's going to be
another piece coming along, and you can work on something else with
the next piece. You don't have to get everything just right in every piece
of writing. There are going to be other opportunities.
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L: Yes. And what I do now, too, is I just tell the kids I really want to see
three to five rough draft pages a week so that they can't ever say to me,
"I'm really done. What do I do now?" We're never done! (Which prob-
ably aggravates the heck out of them.) But I just want them to start to
be able to evaluate for themselves: With all these pages of writing in
front of me, it's pretty obvious that in this piece the dialogue's work-
ing really well, but this other piece holds together better because it's
got some other characteristics that make it a better piece of writing. I
just want them to do volumes of writing so that they can begin to iden-
tify what makes a better piece.

P: Yes, and unless you do a lot of writing, you just can't develop that.

L: Maybe we should talk a little more about how we set up conferences.

P: Well, I tend to roam for conferences. The students come in each
morning, and they get their writing folders, and they get started with
writing right away. As soon as the first people are here, I start roaming
and settle down beside somebody and talk with them about their piece.
I keep lists for myself or use a name list so I know who I've talked to
already this week and who I haven't, and so I know who else to get to.
And then, once we get into publishing pieces, I keep a whole stack of
notes on the table that say, "I would like a conference for publishing."
And the children sign up for that and leave the note there for me.

L: Oh, that's a good idea.

P: And so I pick up that note and know that that's somebody I need to
get to that day. And then we continue to use the notes, so that if I sit
down and I'm having a conference with a child and we decide on one
thing she's going to do for that piece of writing, I'll make a note about
it on the back of this little slip of paper and I give it back to her. Then
when she thinks she's done that, she just puts the note back on my
table and that's kind of a signal to me that she wants another confer-
ence to go over that. But mostly I'm just roaming unless somebody has
told me they want a conference.

L: That's fairly similar to what I do. All of the kids have conference
sheets in their working folders. They sign up for conferences, and I tell
them my goal is to have one good conference with each of them dur-
ing the week. But I keep a list too, and if they don't sign up after a cou-
ple of weeks, then either they have to give me the piece of writing
they're working on or they need to talk to me about it. But that confer-
ence sheet that they have is kind of a record of how I responded to their
piece, and it's in their working folder so that they can seeand I can
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seeif it's blank; then I need to talk to those kids I haven't talked to.
Our class periods are about fifty-two minutes now, and I tend to do
something at the beginning of the class to get them started. Maybe it's
a quote I'm asking the kids to respond to, or I might put up a piece of
poetry and ask them to do a one-to-two-minute quick-write about it,
just to kind of get some juices flowing. And then I say, "Whatever you
need to get, you know you've got so many pages of writing due this
week," or "Now we're at the deadline, so you need two finished
pieces." And then they work on those things they need to work on. I
go to the kids who've signed up first, or I might put kids' names up on
the board to go to them because they haven't seen me for a week or
two. It seems to work pretty well.

P: I would think that if writing is coming, say, in the middle of the day
or they're coming from something else to writing (like they do in mid-
dle school), you would need a mini-lesson or something to get started
with, to kind of move them into it. But I've found now, by being able
to do it just first thing in the morning, they often are thinking about
their writing on the way to school. They come in with ideas; they know
what they're doing. And some need that time to kind of roam the room
a bit before they settle into it. But that's OK. That's part of coming into
school.

And where do your kids get their ideas for their writing?

P: Well, you certainly can't minimize the importance of sharing writ-
ing. I notice that so much. You have whole class sharing times for them
to share their writing with the group, and you start to notice some
ideas that spread from one to another. This little boy's got a space story
going and in the space adventure story he's taking other classmates,
and so then you start to notice somebody else doing that too. "Oh, I
could have my friend in my story." So they start to include classmates
in their stories, and you start to notice these conventions that sort of
spread throughout the room. Or somebody realizes that someone else
wrote about his cat. "Well, I need something to write about. I can write
about my cat." I think having lots of opportunities to share their writ-
ing is really important, whether it's informally because there happen to
be four people sitting at this table and they're gonna say, "Hey, look
what I just wrote!" or whether we set up the time for the whole class,
and a couple of people share their writing with everyone.

L: In my classes, it's with those four or five kids sitting at a tablethat's
where the most sharing happens. Very informally. And I see more teach-
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ing going onthose kids teaching each other in an informal situation
than when I try to set up response groups when they have a formal
sharing. That does not work really well with my kids. And I do a terri-
ble job (I admit it and I feel guilty about it), but with 50 minutes, I'll look
up and there're three minutes left, and nobody has read what they've
been working on. Plus the fact that with adolescents, trying to get them
to share in whole class is like pulling teeth. No matter how safe it is, it
takes months. I was just noticing today there were some kids who, for
the first time, began talking to the kids at their table. And this is the end
of October. It has taken eight weeks for those kids to feel comfortable
enough to even share with three other kids. They're so self-conscious.

P: And see, that's the difference in ages too, I think. Although I've had
some young children who took awhile. I can think of some through the
years. With one little boy, I remember it was February before he would
share with the whole class. But that's more the exception than the rule
with younger kids.

L: Well, you know what I've also been thinking, Pat? For years I've
said, "The sharing has to be done by the writer." But a year ago I
started to wonder about this. I try to write when I'm asking kids to
write. I don't mean that they're writing a particular thing, but I'm usu-
ally writing something too. When we were writing a musical last year,
I was trying to write song lyrics. Now, I didn't get up on stage to sing
what I had written, but the kids who sang that song that I contributed
lines toI was so excited! I felt like one of the kids! It was so exciting
to hear somebody sing words that I wrote. "Oh! That's the line that I
thought of!" And I thought, "This is really stupid. What on earth made
me truly believe that other kids can't present a finished piece of writ-
ing someone else has done?" When you go public with a piece of writ-
ing, I think it should be almost a performance, if the writer chooses it to
be, and maybe somebody else could read that poetry, say, far better
than the writer could. Writers don't come with their books; poets don't
come with their poetry. I think that writers don't have to be the only
ones who present a finished writing.

P: Yes, I think most of us have that mind-set to it.

L: Well, I really have been thinking about that, and thinking we just
really need to teach the other kids how to take another child's piece of
writing and consider, "How would you present that to us? Would it be
in a performance? Would it be in some different kind of reading?
Would you have multiple voices presenting this?"
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P: There really is a performance aspect with any kind of sharing with
the group. It is an element of the sharing.

L: Oh, I believe it is. Yes.

P: In the last few years I've had some students that have gotten into
writing poems for two voices. They really like the books by [Paul]
Fleischman [1988]. Well, that's performance to read those poems for
two voices. But then they started writing their own and then perform-
ing their own. And it sort of made me step back and think about how
much performance is part of any of the sharing that they do.

L: Definitely.

P: When they take that space in front of the group, that's a performance.

L: It's taken me twenty years to learn that before I read something out
loud to those kids, I'd better know it really well. In a sense, I'm per-
forming it too, because if I'm reading poetry to them, I really want to
read it in a voice that I think the poet would be pleased with. So even
when we're reading books out loudif we're reading a novel
togetherI want the kids to know we need to practice ahead of time
and really take the parts, so that we're listening to each other, and it's
not just some deadly boring reading like I did when I was in high
school. You knowdon't look at the teacher because she'll call on you.

P: And then you'll have to read!

L: Yes, you'll have to read, so don't make eye contact! Oh, weren't we
talking about where the kids find writing, and you were saying how
the kids kind of find writing from each other?

P: Also from books that they're reading. And one of the children said
to me the other day that he just looks around the room at the pictures,
and he sees a picture, and then that gives him an idea for something to
write about.

L: I have to almost point all those things out to my kids! I'll point out
that I've got quotes hanging all around the room. And I do a lot of
quick-writes with the kidsI might put a piece of poetry up on the
overhead and just ask them to do a one-to-two-minute write from it. I
read a piece from Cynthia Rylant, "My Grandmother's Hair" (I love
that piece!), and I asked them to respond to that for one to two min-
utes. And they've got a lot of writing in their journal that they know
they can go back to again and again. What else do I do? I might read
the lead of something to them. They construct a positive-negative
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chart so that they might aim towards the good and the bad things that
have happened in their lives. Then a couple years ago kids said,
"Could we just do dislikes and likes?" And they did. They actually did
a great job on those. Just to be able to say to Jan, "Tell me more about
these things that you really hate," or "Friends are at the top of your list.
Tell me more about friends," or "Tell me about the beach. What do you
love about the sound of the ocean? What happens here?" So when
they're stuck for writing, they have another source to draw on.

P: Well, you know, Linda, you mentioned the difference between first
graders who are clamoring for their turn to share, and middle school
students who are reluctant to share with the whole class. We do try to
build in two times right at the end of writing time for children to share
their writing, and then later in the day there's always a time for some-
body to share some reading with the class. Then we end the day with
another sharing time, and that can be either writing or reading or
something from their portfolio or any kind of work that they want to
share. So there's at least four students who are sharing with the whole
class just about every day.

L: That's great. That's really great. But you've also got them in that
self-contained classroom. I'm fighting that fifty minutes all the time.
There are some other ways that I get the kids to think about finding
ideas for writing. I do set up a whole bunch of things at the beginning
of the year where I'm doing a lot of quick-writes with them, I'm read-
ing some professional writing to themshort pieces or pieces from
previous yearsand asking the kids to respond with whatever comes
to mind. Or I ask them sometimes to borrow a line and write off that
line for a minute or two. So they've got their journals filled with pos-
sibilities. I've got quotes hanging all over the room; there are pictures
hanging all over. I also share a whole bunch of writing contests with
them and say, "Here's a possibility, here's a possibility, here's a possi-
bility." I suggest they write book reviews for Voices from the Middle,
because we try to publish twelve book reviews in each issue. But I
know how hard it is for teachers to get kids to send their writing out
at middle school level, and so I'm always pushing our kids to do that.
But most of them have ideas. It's the kids who don't feel good about
their writing or have never felt good about it who have a hard time.
It's trying to convince those kids that they have something to say so
that they will write.

P: Part of it, too, is creating those opportunities for lots of different
kinds of writing.
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L: Definitely.

P: Or if there is a student who's really reluctant to share a personal
narrative writing, she has the opportunity to try a book review. There's
something else that she can write and still be part of the writing
community.

L: I think that's tied to reading too, Pat. For a long time I just had novels
in my classroom and I was having the kids read novels, yet I couldn't
figure out why they were all writing fiction! Well, that's what they were
reading. You have to start to kind of put two and two together and say,
"I need to get a lot more nonfiction in this classroom. I need to show
them that it's perfectly OK for them to be reading some skateboarding
articles because that's what they want to be writing." So let them look at
how somebody else constructs something like that. So it is important to
surround them with a variety of kinds of reading. And with the middle
schoolers, they're writing in every single genre or discipline: They're
writing in science, they're writing in social studies, they're writing in
geography. But our kids don't seem to see the connections unless I make
them explicit, saying, " Please make your portfolio as full as it can be
with these wonderful pieces of writing you're constructing in other
classes. They matter to me too because they show me what you can do
as a writer."

P: So for a middle school teacher, it's really important to invite that
writing into the writing classroom.

L: Definitely. To see their language arts classroom as a laboratory for
the language arts. And it may not all happen in that room during that
fifty minutes, but you certainly hope that those kids show you what
they are capable of doing as writers.

Some teachers say that revision can be a problemthat their kids just don't
want to revise their writing. What's your experience with this?

P: Well, for young children revision tends to be just adding some
information. Maybe we can work on sequence sometimes, but rarely
is anything ever taken out of a piece of writing. That's very difficult
for young children to deal with. More often than not, revision is just
adding informationtrying to make something clearer so that every-
body can understand what the writer means. But that's the bulk of our
revision, and most of our revision conferences are just about adding
information.
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L: I think for us, especially at eighth grade, it's quite a bit more sophis-
ticated. Kids are actually looking at what makes a good lead: What
should a good lead do (and let's practice a few )? How should that lead
look different depending on the kind of writing that you're doing?
What is it that makes this such a good piece of writing? How does the
ending work?

P: Now that comes up sometimes with first graders too. That's an issue
that all writers deal with: How do I bring this to an end? But for the lit-
tle children, sometimes it's just 'cause they come to the last page in
their book. And that's the end.

L: You know, Pat, when I think about it, I'm not sure there are so many
real differences between your kids and mine. It may be a little more
complicated at seventh and eighth grade levels, but truly the charac-
teristics or elements of a good piece of writing that six-year-olds are
looking at are very much the same. They're talking the same elements,
but the older kids just have more information. But they're reluctant to
take away, too, when they revise. But then, so am I. I'm reluctant to
take away.

P: Oh yes! What writer isn't?!

L: I've spent hours writing this twenty-page article, and then some-
body tells me it doesn't start till page elevenwell, it's pretty hard to
take out the first ten pages.

When I'm thinking about teachers that I've worked with who
have never done much writing themselves, I realize it's awfully hard
to have conferences with kids and help them revise their writing if
you don't know how you have been affected by this experience as a
writer.

P: I think what's really important is just writing yourself Whether it's
having a conference or sharing a piece of writing, if you haven't done
it yourself, you really don't understand it in the same way.

L: No. No. And I believe that even if you're working with 125-150 kids,
every teacher at least has time to keep a journal and can do a one-to-
two-minute quick-write, when you're asking kids to do that. That you
can get that seed of an idea, just so you're getting the feel of what it's
like to capture a moment even in one wonderful sentence. It is impor-
tantreally vitalto teachers of writing that they're doing some kind
of writing themselves.
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P: Whether you're writing at the same moment the students are, or
whether you're putting yourself in another writing group at some
point in time, it's just that you get that experience of being a writer.

L: You know, there have been years when I haven't done much writing
or shared it. I'm always writing in a journal, but there have been a cou-
ple of years when I wasn't writing for myself (either a memoir that I
wanted to write or a fiction piece that I wanted to try). But this year I'm
working on a piece of young adult fiction, and I'm also trying to write
the text for a children's picture book. Well, when I shared this writing
with the kids, their comments were so helpful because they knew these
weren't fake pieces of writing that I was working on. I really want to
send these out: I really hoped that this could be a picture book some-
day, and I really hoped that this could be a young adult novel. I used
the kids' interaction with me as a model for how I wanted them to be
responding to each other. I showed them how helpful their responses
were to me and how their comments helped me change my writing. It
made such a difference when I responded to them in conference: They
were much more receptive to the kinds of comments I was making to
them because they saw me as a writer more than a teacher. I don't
know how we define ourselves. I hope they see me as both writer and
teacher. But I hope they never see that one is off balance from the other.
I hope they see that I can't separate teacher from writer and writer
from teacher. I hope my writing is teaching them as much as what I'm
saying to them is teaching them. And they are teaching me. They truly
have helped me revise those pieces.

P: I think our students need to know that there are things that we can
learn from each other and that it's not just a one-way street. We do
value the help and the comments that they make to us.

L: Well, I'm thinking something else, too, Pat. When we put ourselves
on the lineif I'm writing about my mother's death, saythen the kids
know that that's a serious piece of writing to me. And they don't laugh
at it, and they don't make fun of it. So the kids see that I put myself at
risk in front of them, and then they're much more able to write honestly
and take some risks themselves. It may not be an emotionally-charged
piece that they're writing, but it may be something that they really care
about, and they're able to risk the writing of that if they know that other
kids have not made fun of me. Then they know the kids are probably
not going to make fun of them.
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P: I think the important point is that, even if you don't have the chance
to write all the time, you still build in some ways for you to be a writer.
Whether you're going to have your own drafts of a children's book this
year, that doesn't matter. But the fact that you, the teacher, do have
some ongoing experience of writing and sharing within the commu-
nity of writersthat does matter.
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4 Rethinking Literature
Discussions
Penny Silvers
Reading Coordinator, Aptakisic School District 102, Buffalo
Grove, Illinois

Reading has always been one of my passions. Talking about books
and sharing interpretations with friends has significantly
enhanced my understanding and enjoyment of stories and has

expanded my appreciation of literature. However, as much as I crave
these conversations for myself, my language arts instruction has only
recently begun to provide an opportunity for my students to engage in
meaningful discussions about what they are reading. In the past, I fol-
lowed the teacher's guide and controlled the students' conversations,
led the questioning, did most of the talkingand probably, most of the
thinking. Now, however, I know that collaboration and talk are neces-
sary for creating a learning community in which the participants can
generate meaningful dialogue, take risks in their reading interpreta-
tions, and expand their comprehension.

Research has shown that reading is an active process of meaning
making and that, through talk, we can expand our thinking and move
toward greater understanding (Barnes, 1993; Britton, 1970; Wells,
1986). We know that our prior knowledge (personal knowing) is
shaped by our interactions with others and that this social learning is
the means through which we learn more about our world (Vygotsky,
1986). Although we grasp this intellectually, we may find it difficult to
apply the theory in our classroom practice. My experience with litera-
ture discussions has helped me rethink what I believe about teaching
and learning.

literacy within a Learning Community
As a language arts resource teacher, I spend most of my time working
in classrooms with students and their teachers. However, I was given
an opportunity to conduct a literature study with my own group of
fourth-grade students when I was invited to participate in a video tele-
conference, sponsored by NCTE (National Council of Teachers of
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English), that focused on student learning through talk. My fourth
graders were a volunteer group from three different classrooms who
agreed to give up their forty-minute lunch recess once a week in order
to meet with me in the reading resource room to talk about books. With
this group of students, I learned to listen to what they were really say-
ing and to contribute genuine questions and commentsor remain
quietas a member of the group. Together, the children and I learned
to trust each other with personal issues, and we became comfortable
taking learning risks through our exploration of the tensions and ambi-
guities offered by wonderful pieces of literature.

Our dependence upon each other in exploring our reading was
reinforced by our need to better understand the story chosen for us by
NCTE. The Giver, written by Lois Lowry, was selected because of its
complex content and because it provides a challenge to all readers,
children and adults alike. The Giver is a science fiction story of a futur-
istic community in which many rules and regulations control the
thinking and lives of the members. Focusing on twelve-year-old Jonas,
the story seduces the reader into believing that community members
are happy with their assigned jobs, their contrived family units, and
the predictability and orderliness of their daily lives. When Jonas is
selected to be the next Receiver of Memory under the mentoring of the
Giver, he begins to understand feelings, memories, choices, and rela-
tionships he has been deprived of by the mind control of the Elders.
The reader gradually realizes, along with Jonas, that this community is
not a good place and that the lack of freedom and enforced sameness
are dangerous. As Jonas learns more about the community, contradic-
tions and conflicts increase until Jonas has to make a choice about what
he must do to survive. The ending is ambiguous and compelling, lead-
ing the reader to make an interpretive choice and to reflect on the val-
ues in our society that contrast with those in Jonas's world.

Initially, I had great concern about using this book with fourth
graders because it is considered to be a junior high school book. I wor-
ried about the fourth graders' ability to comprehend, to grasp the sig-
nificance of the story, and to deal with its potentially disturbing and
controversial content. I wanted to ensure that our time together would
be pleasant and productive. I felt the need to protect my students from
being exposed to a story that might upset them or that might prove too
challenging and ultimately, frustrating. I see now that I underestimated
both their ability to deal with the complex issues that the book raised,
and also their interest in exploring the questions about their own lives
that emerged through our reading. The book was an intellectual stretch,
and the students met the challenge confidently and competently.
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Imagine a group of eight fourth-grade students deeply engaged
in an intense literature discussion of The Giver. Listen to the comments
of students relating the text to their own personal livesfamilies, rela-
tionships, memories, feelings, choices, careers, religion, democracy.
Observe their attention to each other's points of view and their will-
ingness to think together to generate new ideas beyond their immedi-
ate frames of reference. Notice their respect for each other's ideas,
their eagerness to discuss an issue in depth, to share their thinking as
they use exploratory talk (Barnes, 1993), to give substance to dense
concepts. Recognize that the teacher is only one of the players in this
discussiona participant in the group, occasionally asking for clarifi-
cation, restating a key comment, or contributing her own newly dis-
covered idea as it seems appropriate.

This was the nature of our discussions. An observer of these lit-
erature discussion groups would see knowledge being constructed col-
laboratively as individuals advance various interpretations of the text
from diverse perspectives, and deepen their understanding as they
share personal experiences. As Stuart pointed out when we began to
really get into The Giver, "The book has many layers. You think you
have it figured out, and then something happens to change your mind.
You think about what it would be like to live in their community, with
all their rules and jobs that are already picked out for you. It sounds
nice at first, but then you begin to see how wrong it is and how there
really are no choices at all." Or, as Alice commented, "We take so much
for granted in our own lives. We can wear anything we want, say any-
thing we feel, do whatever we are interested in, and have whatever we
can afford. We have choices, opportunities, our own families, homes,
and friends. Nobody watches us to keep us from feeling happy or sad,
from being friendly or staying by ourselves. We don't even think about
how good we have it."

The students were making connections to their own personal
lives, relating this book to others they had read, and generating new
ideas as they expanded their understanding of the story. They were not
searching for one best interpretation of the story. Instead, they were
supporting each other in the construction of meaning.

Starting Out

Because of some explicit descriptions and potentially controversial
content of The Giver, I was concerned about parents' approval of this
book for their children. I asked them to read the book at home, and I
invited them to an evening adult literature discussion at school, where
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they would have an opportunity to talk with each other about The
Giver, to ask questions, and to express any personal issues they had
about the book. As I suspected, a few parents were worried about some
of the story events. Of particular concern was the subject of "stirrings"
(sexual feelings of the twelve-year-olds that were repressed by a pill
administered daily), and the idea of "releasing" (killing by lethal injec-
tion) people who didn't measure up, were too old, or were no longer
useful to the community. Andrea had come to this meeting with her
parents and assured the adults that while killing was "gross and
awful," they saw "worse stuff" all the time on the news, so she felt they
could "handle it." In this group discussion process, the parents worked
through their issues and agreed to allow their children to continue
with the literature study of this book.

I also knew that the students needed some experience in talking
about books before taking on such a complex novel. They needed to
become comfortable with each other, to have some experience in shar-
ing ideas, to learn to trust the group to support their thinking. With the
help of the school and local librarians, I pulled together an extended
text set of thematically linked books for them to read (see the bibliog-
raphy of children's books at the end of this chapter). These books
addressed issues of families, relationships, feelings, acceptance of
diversity, choices, and freedomtopics I could foresee being discussed
when we got into the novel.

I decided to use picture books to help students talk about stories
that were easy to read but which have deep meaning that would relate
to the themes embedded in The Giver. The students read each picture
book individually or with a partner first, and then came together as a
group to discuss the stories and the issues that they believed provided
a connecting link between the books. Favorite picture books that pro-
vided the best transition to The Giver were The Big Orange Sp lot by
Pinkwater, and The Araboolies of Liberty Street by Swope. These books
helped the students gain confidence in talking about stories, and they
really got conversations going about expressing individuality, appreci-
ating differences, and accepting diversity.

As the students became comfortable talking with each other
about ideas in the picture books, I brought in short stories such as
"Slower Than the Rest," by Cynthia Rylant in her book, Every Living
Thing. In this story, a child with special learning needs experiences suc-
cess when he writes about his pet turtle and wins a school contest.
Discussion about this story focused on people with differences and
how diversity (rather than the "sameness" in Jonas's community)
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enriches all our lives. This led to conversation about our "inclusion"
children and how terrible it would be to exclude them from our class-
rooms because of their disabilities.

We then read The Children's Story, a complex short story by James
Clavell, which was easy to read but very difficult to comprehend. This
was the group's first exposure to the concept of mind control, and how
a seemingly pleasant person could turn everything that we value
upside down, making what we believe is wrong, seem right. By the
time the students finished discussing all these stories, they were
accomplished at talking about diversity, choices, individuality, and
freedom. It was the perfect time to begin The Giver.

I had no idea how the students would handle the book. I was
nervous for the students and for myself. I felt that my main goal was
to help the students respect each other's ideas, listen and respond
thoughtfully, and expand their understanding of the book by sharing
ideas about the issues in the story. To organize the reading of the book,
we divided it up into several chapters per session. The students agreed
on how many chapters they thought they could read on their own
before coming to the next meeting. The students kept response journals
(Figure 4.1) to help them remember ideas they wanted to discuss or
questions they wanted to bring to the group. The journals were also
used to record their predictions, their reflections about the characters,
the author's intent, and any other ideas that were of importance to
them that they might want to share with the group as a way of gener-
ating conversation.

Figure 4.1 Response Journal Entry
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Figure 4.2 Student Bookmark

Figure 4.3 Student's Journal Illustration
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Figure 4.4 Student's Journal Illustration

I never told the students what to write, but as they shared some of
their written comments, they learned from each other about the range of
responses and kinds of connections and questions that would lead to
good conversation and deeper thinking. They also used "Bookmarks"
(Crafton, 1991; Figure 4.2) to record anomalies, unfamiliar vocabulary,
and predictions; they drew illustrations in their journals to enhance their
comprehension (Short, Harste, & Burke, 1995; Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4);
and they wrote reflections and personal connections in their journals.
These all helped generate a wealth of ideas to talk about when the group
came together.

Each time we met, the students set a discussion agenda, writing
down what they wanted to talk about from the reading (Figure 4.5).
Along with "stirrings" and "releasing," agenda items included a range
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Figure 4.5 Agenda for Literature Discussion

of topics such as receiving assigned jobs for the rest of your life, birth
mothers and adoptive families, comparative governments (Stuart was
an "expert" on socialism, communism, and democracy), relationships
(love, feelings, and memories), and having choices in your life. Ideally,
the agenda was supposed to focus the discussion and keep the con-
versation moving along. In reality, though, we usually started with the
last item on the agenda, whichas we gained momentumgenerally
proved so interesting that we rarely got to most of the other issues
listed. We were never at a loss for discussion topics and usually ran out
of time before we exhausted what seemed important to talk about.

Our initial discussions were somewhat chaotic and disjointed.
The students kept interrupting each other in their eagerness to con-
tribute to the conversation. Topics kept changing before they were
fully explored, and we spent most of our time retelling what had hap-
pened in the story rather than discussing issues in depth. I videotaped
each session. When we viewed the videotapes in order to reflect on
how the discussion had gone, the students could see how much they
interrupted each other.

An ingenious idea emerged as a solution to this problem. The
students decided to role-play their interrupting the way the children
did in The Giver. Each time someone was interrupted, an apology had
to be offered and the person who was interrupted had to say, "I accept
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Figure 4.6 Criteria for Literature Discussion

your apology." The children loved doing this, but it slowed down their
sharing of ideas, and after two sessions it was abandoned. However,
the role playing served as a subtle reminder to listen until someone
was completely finished talking and then to comment specifically
about what was said before starting on a new subject.

To help establish rules for the group, we developed a list of crite-
ria for meaningful literature discussions. We revisited our list from time
to time and revised what wasn't working. For example, after two weeks
of discussing the book, we decided to eliminate "raise your hand when
you want to say something" (Figure 4.6). The students could see that
although this was what they usually did in class, our group dialogue
allowed them to enter and exit the conversation as their comments con-
nected to the topic being discussed. All that was required was to listen
carefully and respond thoughtfully to the subject being addressed.
Anyone could have the floor when it made sense to do so.

Some sessions were very exciting, generating ideas and inter-
pretations we had not thought about before. Other times, we got side-
tracked by making personal connections and sharing individual expe-
riences that were interesting but that didn't add to our understanding
of the story. The group viewed my videotapes of the sessions and we
all became co-researchers, reflecting on our discussions and adjusting
our interactions as we came to understand what behaviors and
responses supported our thinking and which ones only maintained the
status quo or were counterproductive. Together, we analyzed what
worked and what didn't, and then we tried to improve the discussion
the next time.
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The fourth-grade students were serious and sincere in their efforts
to interpret the books we read, from picture books to novels. They were
actively engaged in comprehending The Giver, supporting each other
when their reading fell behind, or helping each other with difficult
vocabulary or complex ideas. When the content got too dense or the
action too painful, the group talked each other through it, using their
own life experiences to rationalize, explore, or interpret the meaning.

More than working together cooperatively, the students thought
together, exploring new perspectives and growing beyond themselves.
Aaron noted during one of our discussions, "Our room is like the
Giver's room. We have lots of books of all kinds in here, but we can
also make our own rules. We don't have to raise our hand when we
have something to say. We can agree or disagree with each other, and
nobody's feelings are hurt. We can feel things, be angry, be sad, or have
fun. This is like our secret."

Together, the students wondered about Lois Lowry's purpose
for writing the book, relating her theme of sameness to the Holocaust
in her book, Number the Stars. They discussed everything from repro-
duction and death to career choices, families, adopted children and
birth mothers, and the moral dilemma of lying in order to do a job or
to conceal knowledge from others.

These literature discussions reveal a literate learning community
in which everyone was able to take learning risks and participate as a
co-collaborator in the development of shared understanding over an
extended period of time. The discussions enabled the students to move
beyond simply comprehending the story toward reflecting critically on
themselves and their world. The discussions gave these students an
opportunity to explore significant issues in their lives.

As Alice said in her final reflections about the book, "The Giver
changed my life. I will never take my friends, my life, my things, my
clothes, and my family for granted again. I never thought about a world
without color or choices before, and now I think about it all the time.
Whenever I have to make a decision about something, I think about how
lucky I am. I also like to read more now, especially when I know I will
be sharing my ideas with the group. It makes me want to read more."

Rethinking literature Discussions: The Next Step

In the literature discussions of The Giver, my students were using read-
ing and writing to think, relate, respond, and learn. We worked hard to
get to the high level of interaction that was achieved. I was proud of their
understanding of such a complex story and of their eagerness to share
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their ideas and support each other. When I reviewed the videotapes with
colleagues, we agreed that the depth of the children's comments was
exceptional and that the discussions were an outstanding example of
what we could expect of a successful literature group. Yet, as rich as
these literature discussions were, I realized that I had missed many sub-
tle social, cultural, and political issues that were embedded in our talk.

While the literature discussions provided an excellent example of
talk about books, they could have done more. They could have pushed
us toward understanding our own personal beliefs and attitudes more
clearly, toward exploring how our thinking is socially constructed, and
toward taking some kind of socially responsible action in the commu-
nity. We could have asked, "Why are things the way they are?" We
could have sought opportunities for change toward more just and equi-
table relationships. I needed to help the students see that they can have
an impact on their worldthat reading and writing can become vehi-
cles for personal inquiry and for critiquing the world (Altwerger, 1996).

Questions could have been raised in our discussions that chal-
lenged us to think about injustices in our own lives. For example, I
could have asked if the "releasing" of people in Jonas's community
was any worse (or, perhaps, more merciful) than people choosing to
kill their newborn babies, shooting each other in a quarrel, or bombing
a subway in our society. I could have moved beneath the surface lay-
ers of all our interactions and questioned our unexamined beliefs,
assumptions, and understanding of issues like gender, diversity, and
social expectations. During one of the discussions, Christine raised the
issue of gender roles and expressed surprise that the chief elder was a
woman and that Jonas's father was the nurturer of the family unit.
That would have been a perfect opportunity to raise the issue of gen-
der stereotypes and invite interested students to pursue the question
as an inquiry to further inform the group.

When the children discussed the idea of "releasing" with such a
passion, I could have brought up other issues such as what role the
"inclusion" kids play in our schools, diversity contrasted with same-
ness, grades and competition, status, rank, making choices, or politics.
I could have helped the students put their own personal lives into a
broader social perspective.

Becoming Aware of Gender Inequities

The students and I had thought we were being critical in discussing
some of the political issues that were a part of the story. We had thought
we were being activists by considering what our lives would be like
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without the freedom and choices inherent in our democracy. We had
thought we were socially aware because we discussed issues related to
homelessness, child abuse, and caring for the elderly. But when I
reviewed the videotapes of our discussions again, I realized it was only
talk. None of us had really believed that we could work strategically to
make change happen. Even though we had recognized a range of injus-
tices in the story as well as in our own lives, none of us had questioned
our own actions. We had challenged the behaviors of others but had
seen nothing wrong with our own. Although we had reflected on injus-
tices, we had not believed ourselves to be in a position to make a dif-
ference. And while the children and I had considered gender injustices,
I had failed to see these within our own discussion group. Awareness of
this aspect of our own group might have helped us all become more
conscious of the need for social changes within our own lives, right
within our own school. Reviewing the videotapes with my colleagues
gave me the opportunity to examine the students' discussions more
closely, to rethink the dynamics of the group's interactions and explore
the potential for even more significant learning for the students and for
me. Colleagues gently pointed out examples of my own sexist behavior
in the way that I responded to the three boys more than the five girls.
They showed me where the students also engaged in stereotypical sex-
ist interactions and made comments reflecting unconscious gender
biases (e.g., "The girl who was supposed to become the new Giver must
not have been strong enough to receive all the memories. She probably
couldn't stand the pain as much as Jonas could.")

My colleagues also questioned my extensive support for Stuart,
whose oral language impairment made me hover unduly to ensure that
his voice would be heard. They wondered about Katy, silent through-
out the twenty-minute tape except for one very cogent comment in
which she connected the exodus of the main character (Jonas) with the
exodus of the pilgrims from Europe to America to live where they could
honor their beliefs. My colleagues noticed the life-connections that the
girls made, focusing on issues of families, feelings, adoption, clothes,
school, and dreams. They observed that, although the boys were
respectful of these topics, they were more invested in topics they could
relate to logically or rationally, such as comparing forms of government
or considering the mechanics of transmitting the Giver's memories and
feelings.

I reviewed the videotapes of our literature discussions again,
examining the interactions and conversations much more closely than I
had before. I recognized some of the subtle interpersonal dynamics
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related to gender issues that had eluded me even when I had reviewed
the tapes with my colleagues. I could see how the boys and girls had
different issues and inquiries they would have liked to pursue. Stuart
was fascinated by different kinds of governments. The other boys had
an interest in dreams and memories, predetermined jobs and careers.
The girls were interested in relationships and extended families, as well
as in the plight of individuals categorized as "different." Alice was very
interested in specific gender issues, and then wanted to research soci-
eties and civilizations that revered women as their leaders.

I hadn't realized how much the three boys and Alice had domi-
nated the discussions. The other girls' contributions were fewcom-
ments about family, relationships, or daily living issues. In addition, by
continually deferring to Stuart, I had unintentionally excluded some of
the girls by ignoring their comments in preference to his issues. At first,
I denied to myself that I had behaved in such a sexist way. Concerned,
however, that I had in fact silenced some of the girls and treated them
unfairly, I later confessed to the group that I was worried about any
discomfort my behavior might have caused them. I asked for their
comments and help in correcting the situation.

Alice immediately came to my defense, commenting that she felt
she had as much opportunity as the boys to express herself. However,
when we all reviewed the final videotape together, we saw that some
of the girls seemed to be overpowered by the more vocal members of
the group. We discussed who talked more, wondered why, and ana-
lyzed some of the more visible group dynamics.

The boys, predictably, didn't feel they had dominated the discus-
sions at all. The girls, equally predictably, agreed with them. I have come
to understand, from my subsequent gender research, that the girls' pas-
sivity in permitting the boys to dominate the conversation (except for
Alice), is characteristic of female behavior such that they actually become
invisible within the group. The girls typically allow the boys' assertive
behavior to continue, thus encouraging it by not stopping it or becoming
more assertive themselves (Sadker & Sadker, 1994).

It was Alice who pointed out that she had tried to bring the other
girls into the conversation by sharing her own personal examples as a
way of inviting others to take a risk and share their stories, too. Tannen
(1990) has written that females' interaction is oriented toward connect-
ing and establishing closeness. For women, "life is a community, a
struggle to preserve intimacy and avoid isolation" (p. 25). The focus is
more on friendship than on power or negotiations between winning
and losing. Alice's behavior seems to fit this description.
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Although the boys in the group were sensitive and respectful,
their comments were objective, action-oriented, rational, and infor-
mationaldescriptions so often applied to masculine thinking. They
were more logical and analytical than the girls, emphasizing what
the characters didnot what they felt. Stuart paid attention to objec-
tive information, discussing the overt behaviors of the members of
the Giver's community and comparing their society to socialism and
communism. Aaron and Dino described characters but did not relate
to them personally.

The girls' orientation, on the other hand, was more personal.
They engaged in a "discourse of feeling" (Cherland, 1992), focusing
on emotions, human relationships, loving-kindness, and caring. They
responded with "I liked," "I wanted," and "I hated," as well as with
embarrassment, shyness, fear, and disgust. They were interested in
social relationships; they focused on characters' lack of choices in the
story (about clothes, toys, jobs), the assigned family units, and the role
reversals. It was Alice who pointed out that the chief elder was a
woman and that the mother of Jonas had an important official posi-
tion, while the father was the nurturer of the family unit.

Through Alice's use of affective dialogue in our discussions, the
group grew closer. When I asked Christine if she had felt uncomfort-
able entering the discussion, she said, "I just kept waiting for the dis-
cussion to move to a topic I was interested in. I didn't want to jump in
and say something if it didn't fit what was being talked about. So I kept
quiet." It didn't occur to her that she could take control of the conver-
sation like the boys and Alice did and make it go in the direction that
she wanted to discuss. Alice jumped in and said, "I knew Christine
would feel comfortable discussing the different roles` of the family
members. That's why I brought up the idea of Jonas's mother being an
important government official, and about the chief elder being a
woman, too." She was the one who sensed Christine's discomfort and
reached out to include her in the conversation.

Alice was also the cheerleader for expanding our awareness of
gender biases. Picking up on my "confession" about not recognizing
the girls as much as the boys, Alice asked if most teachers usually
called more on boys than girls. I told the group about the Sadkers'
research (Sadker & Sadker, 1994) and cited examples of this happening
in classrooms all over the country. Alice was fascinated with this, and
during recess the next few days, she convinced her fellow classmates
to develop a survey with her for tallying the numbers of times their
teachers called on boys and girls. According to the results of Alice's
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survey (which she presented to our group), several of the teachers did
call on the boys much more than on the girls.

Soon, Alice started to notice other gender biases in our school.
She tried to educate her friends to be more aware, commenting about
sexist behavior she had observed and remarks she had overheard
throughout the school day. Our literature group discussions expanded
her knowledge of gender issues, and Alice began to act on this new
information in a variety of ways, such as keeping a journal in which
she recorded a list of gender-biased situations she had observed in
school. A partial list included the following:

1. Boys were calling each other "girls" when they wanted to be
mean. (Being told, "You're a girl!" was a fate worse than
death for the boys.)

2. Boys didn't want to sit with certain girls in the lunchroom.
3. Girls were saying "stupid" (Alice's word) things to get the

boys to notice them. Boys were showing off for the girls on
the playground to get girls to notice them and "because they
think they're better than we are. I told them, you guys get
with it."

4. In gym, "we were doing this fitness thing where you have to
do curls. The girls were only required to do seven sit-up
curls. The boys had a higher number to domaybe fifteen or
twenty curls." Alice pointed out this discrepancy to the gym
teacher. "I said, 'Mrs. K, that's really sexist.' She said, 'I know.
If it was up to me, it would all be the same."

5. Alice seemed to feel that her teacher was still calling more on
boys than girls. Alice also resented being asked to work with
one of the slower children when none of the boys were ever
asked to do this.

Alice has remained interested in gender issues and continues to
talk with me about her observations. She has expanded her awareness
of social issues and has begun to consider ways she can make a differ-
ence. I hope that over time Alice will come to better understand that
"life could be different and that she has the right and responsibility to
act. That is [to be] . . . critically literateperhaps for life" (Shannon,
1995, p. 89).

The after-the-fact reviews of the videotaped discussions allowed
us to recapture our missed opportunities for genuine inquiry. They
provided a way to increase the students' social consciousness as well
as their literacy involvement. Analyzing the tapes gave us the chance
to examine our personal beliefs and our interactions with each other.
We took a huge risk in moving beyond the boundaries of conventional
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literature discussions, venturing beyond school and out into the world.
It was the perfect time to begin to explore our individual and collective
biases about gender and to take some small, tentative steps toward
action. However tiny these steps were in the scheme of things, they
were giant steps for us, as we tiptoed gingerly away from our old
selves, toward a new vision of who we wanted to be and what we
hoped weand otherswould become.

Lessons Learned
When our literature group began, my goal was for students to enjoy
The Giver, interpret it at their own level of understanding, and take
from their dialogues whatever was important and meaningful to them.
I knew the content of the book was difficult: The ideas were complex,
and there were many levels of interpretation. I was concerned that the
vocabulary would be too difficult for some of the students, that their
interest would not be sustained, that they would not have enough to
talk about, or that they would not finish the book in time for the video-
taping. I was worried that some of the content was too brutal and there
would be parent objections.

I wanted the students to reflectabout their learning, about
their reading strategies and accomplishments, about their group inter-
actions. I hoped that my regular videotaping and our discussion of
each session would encourage thoughtful reflection about what had
been said. I wanted this taping strategy to enhance the students' inter-
personal communication and their reactions to the story. I hoped for a
lot and worried about the students' ability to succeed.

In retrospect, I should have had more confidence in the students
and their ability to make meaning out of texts. I should have under-
stood that quality literature, a trusting learning community, opportu-
nities for genuine inquiry, and knowledgeable facilitation could lead to
meaningful conversation and genuine learning, no matter what the age
or grade of the participants. These students' collective comprehending
of a story was so much greater than any individual interpretation. Had
I known what to listen for and how to move the students' thinking
beyond analysis and interpretation of the story, there would have been
great potential for deeper personal understanding and social aware-
ness. Our literature discussions could have beenand ultimately
becamethe catalyst for delving more deeply into our personal beliefs
and values, and finding ways to rethinkeven changeour previ-
ously unexamined behaviors and attitudes. I could have also sup-
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ported the students' personal interests that emerged as we read and
discussed books, involving them in focused inquiries in which they
researched issues that were important to them.

Literature study has the potential to open a new kind of dialogue
in which social issues such as gender can be confronted, explored, and
acted upon within the supportive, connected learning community. The
group's interactions invite students to become critical, active learners
who make a difference in their own and each other's lives.
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5 Story Time as a Magical Act
Open Only to the Initiated:
What Some Children Don't
Know about Power and May
Not Find Out

Karen Gallas
Brookline Public Schools, Brookline, Massachusetts

As a first- and second-grade teacher and the parent of two grown
children, I know the importance of reading to preschool children
to prepare them for formal reading instruction in school. In my

classroom, story time has always been a habitual practice, a routine that
is a central part of the literacy program. Over the years, however, I have
had many students who were not read to at home. At first, they usually
struggled with reading and, as a result, with other subjects. Often, the
students were poor, their home life unstable, or both. I attributed their
difficulties with school to some nebulous combination of circumstances
resulting from poverty and believed that their socioeconomic legacies
exerted a tremendous, perhaps insurmountable, obstacle to success in
school. In my mind, their lack of exposure to storybooks loomed large
as a seminal literacy gap, that is until I met Denzel, a 7-year-old African
American boy. Until then, I had never examined the deep, symbolic
meaning of storybook reading as a critical literacy event.

Reprinted from Language Arts 74 (April 1997): 248-254. Used by permission.
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Denzel

Although I normally have students for first and second grades,
Denzel came to my class as a second grader. He was nearly 7 and was
one of the healthiest students I have ever taught. He was not sick,
hungry, tired, or hurt. He had no learning disabilities or handicapping
conditions. He came to school well-dressed, well-fed, and well-rested,
and was much loved by his working-class family. In fact, ten family
members, including his mother, father, brothers, sisters, cousins, and
nephews, lived in a four-bedroom apartment. Denzel knew more
about the intricacies of his family tree than I knew about mine.

Denzel was also serious about school and worked hard to please
his teachers. Therefore, I was surprised early in the school year when
he would not listen to stories during our daily read-aloud time. It was
a problem that began in September and lasted until June, and it per-
plexed me for three years. This article describes my year-long effort to
help Denzel understand the purpose of storybook reading, and it also
relates my efforts as a teacher-researcher to understand both his and
my beliefs about reading. The article examines story time or the read-
aloud experience, an implicit part of early education, for what it says
about educational equity, for who has access to this equity, and for
what our assumptions about the transparency of classroom rituals may
deny some students. My interaction with Denzel and my ruminations
about how better to serve him helped me to peel back the layers of
story time, asking what it means to listen to a story being read aloud
and to look at the pictures in the book, what are the intrinsic implica-
tions for reading and receiving other kinds of texts that are embedded
in this activity, and what assumptions have we made about the "natu-
ralness" of this activity for children.

Research Perspective

It is common for teachers' questions to be borne of the prosaics of
everyday classroom observations. The contextual nature of such obser-
vations are often presented as anecdotes that are embodied with the
observer's assumptions about the event. For example, I made the fol-
lowing observation in September:

Denzel and I have a problem: He won't listen to story. Won't
look at the pictures either. This just makes me crazy. He's a good
little kid, and I can't for the life of me engage him in story time
no matter what book we use or what devices I muster.
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To someone unfamiliar with the context of the event in this anecdote,
this entry in my field notes might suggest that something is wrong
with the student or with my teaching. The anecdote isn't complete, but
it does raise some questions.

Yet, before considering any questions, I must consider the origin
of the observation. As Bakhtin pointed out, the unfolding of the ordi-
nary events of daily life, of life's prosaics, has much to offer our under-
standing of a language, a culture, a social milieu (Morson & Emerson,
1990). Observations that describe points of rupture in the life of the
classroom, points of confusion, missteps, or even chaos give access to
the moments when teacher intention, as it is embodied in a method,
encounters the prosaic world of the students' daily life. What Bakhtin
called the "unfinalizability" of human discoursethe understanding
that each new human encounter cannot rely on past scripts but rather
must be freshly and mutually constructed in the momentis captured
in such moments.

My inquiry into storybook reading began with this perspective,
but it is important to note that my efforts to understand why Denzel
didn't like story time did not result in a clear solution or resolution.
He never fully participated in story time as a whole-class activity.
However, my lack of success in trying to get him to participate is
instructive. It magnifies the value of classroom inquiry as it examines
the meanings of habitual practices, and it helps us to consider path-
ways to equity for all students.

The Setting

I teach in an urban school that has a multiracial, multiethnic, and mul-
tilingual student population. There are approximately thirty-two dif-
ferent languagesand hence nationalitiesrepresented in the K-8
population of about five hundred students. In my class of twenty-two
students, four of them were non-English speakers. I had East Asian,
African American, and Hispanic/Latino students. The Asian and
Caucasian students were primarily from professional, middle, and
upper middle-class families, while the African American and Latino
students were from working-class families.

The classroom mix makes for a diverse site of inquiry. I have
students who have had enriched home lives in terms of literacy prepa-
ration: They have been read two and three books daily since early
childhood and have regular exposure to museums, the arts, and cul-
tural events. I also have students who speak little or no English and
have just emigrated from foreign countries. Some of these students are
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true immigrants, settling permanently in the United States, and others
are here for only a few years while their parents pursue university
degrees. I also have what I term less-privileged students whose fami-
lies are on public assistance or live in homeless shelters or whose fam-
ilies struggle but remain on the edges of poverty. Some of these stu-
dents have also been exposed to reading at an early age. However,
others, like Denzel, have no preschool reading experience and may
not have attended kindergarten.

Denzel in Second Grade

From the start, Denzel and I agreed that he needed to learn to read. He
did not go to kindergarten, but he did learn some prereading skills in
first grade, where he received Chapter I reading services as well as
individualized instruction. Those interventions continued in second
grade. When I met Denzel, he knew the letters of the alphabet, how to
count, and some basic phonics skills. He set out with a vengeance to
learn to read. All year, Denzel read and reread texts, constantly apply-
ing newly acquired phonetic and print understandings to the process.

Most teachers agree that reading is more than saying the words
in a story. Reading includes understanding word meanings, and, as
children get older, understanding the nuances of a story. Although he
made it his goal to learn to read, there were times when not knowing
the meaning of words frustrated Denzel's efforts. For example, he
loved fairy tales such as Little Red Riding Hood, The Three Bears, The Ugly
Duckling, Thumbelina, and The Princess and the Pea, but he was not
familiar with them until I introduced them to him. There were many
words of importance that he tried to read but could notwords such
as cupboard, shawl, porridge, swan, for exampleand, therefore, he
stumbled over them. However, not knowing word meanings is a com-
mon problem for many new readers, especially those who do not have
strong literacy backgrounds. I knew strategies that would help Denzel
learn new words, and he willingly participated. In fact, he began to use
his mastery of the books to acquire new vocabulary.

Denzel and Story Time

From the day Denzel walked into my classroom, he purposefully set out
to learn to read. In contrast, however, he did not see a purpose for story
time and listening during read-aloud. If he was not coaxed through a
story in either a one-on-one or small group situation, with the context for
all events in the text made apparent and the reading made a social event,
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Denzel would not participate. Variations in subject matter, narrative
style, illustrations, main characters, or any other alterations we made in
reading strategies and selections of texts had no affect on his participa-
tion. Denzel simply was not interested in hearing stories read aloud.

If the book read aloud was not familiar to Denzel or was one he
had not heard before in a more intimate setting, he would not listen to
the story or look at the pictures. He would sit doubled over with his
head tucked between his knees or would gradually move beyond the
group and direct attention elsewhere. Although he was not disrespect-
ful or disruptive, he was clearly impatient with story time and often
told us so before or after a reading. If we tried to engage him in con-
versation about the book to see if he had been listening, his remarks
usually indicated that he was not paying attention.

Denzel's behavior is something that teachers might expect from
a kindergartner or possibly a first grader. With a second grader who
was already at a disadvantage academically, but who clearly worked
hard, this behavior is a great concern. I knew Denzel took reading,
books, and his teachers' efforts seriously, but he did not see the rela-
tionship between our whole-class practice of storybook reading and
his own goals as a reader.

My earliest reactions to Denzel's behavior ranged from irritation
to bewilderment. Because I couldn't characterize his resistance as a
challenge to my authority, I examined his ability to listen and attend in
other areas. He seemed to have no problems beyond his inability to lis-
ten during read-alouds. Thus, I began to question my own reaction to
his inattention. I began to question the deeper implications of story
reading and think about its purpose within the framework of school. I
asked myself why it was important for Denzel to listen to stories and
to look at pictures and what did I think was happening when students
listened intently to a story.

My first strategy was to talk to Denzel to find out what he under-
stood about books, asking him whether he was read to at home (he
wasn't) and if he understood what books were for. The following
excerpt is from our discussions of what books are for.

Denzel: (Thinks a long time.) Books make you read more.

Gallas: Books make you read more. But what do you do with
them? Why do we even have them?

Denzel: So you can learn how to read. You look at the books,
and so that you know the words. And for little kids to look
at the pages.
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Gallas: Do grown-ups ever use books? Do you ever see grown-
ups using books?

Denzel: To practice reading. In case they forget some words.

I realized during this conversation that he did not understand the pur-
pose of storybook reading beyond an instrumental word mastery func-
tion. The stories, or the real, imaginative fictions, that he thought were
worth listening to were part of sharing time when he and other stu-
dents told "fake" stories. Denzel actively and skillfully participated in
the sharing of personal stories. Storybooks, however, were not associ-
ated with "reading" as he understood it. Reading was where you
would "look at the books, and so that you know the words." During
read-aloud time, he could only see the book's pictures; he could not
follow along with the words on the page, which seemed to be neces-
sary for reading to be worthwhile to him. Denzel's response to my
questions about books made complete sense within the context of his
experience with books, which he saw as utilitarian, or a means to an
end. In this sense, his not participating in read-alouds was under-
standable. Knowing this, I asked: "How could I add to his under-
standing of storybook reading?" and "What was missing from his
interpretation of what storybook reading means?"

Storybook Reading as Ritual

A few weeks after Denzel and I discussed what books are for, a col-
league who had been reading with him once a week on a regular basis
said that Denzel had told her that he thought every book in the class-
room was handmade. It occurred to me that for students like Denzel,
who have not been exposed to books and intimate readings with fam-
ily, books and events associated with them must seem mysterious.
Indeed, the whole event of hearing a story read aloud must seem mag-
ical. Imagine being in kindergarten or first grade for the first time, and
a woman whom you probably only recently met makes everyone sit
down on the floor in a group or in a circle while she sits in a tall chair.
Everyone looks up at her and is quiet. She picks up this object, which
you know is called a book but which no one has ever explained what
it is for or does, and she opens it, holds it up in the air, and begins
speaking. Some of the words you have never heard before. As she
speaks, she points to the pictures and turns the pages Then she closes
the book and puts it back, and the next day, at the same time, she does
the same thing again, but probably with a different book.
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If you're an uninitiated participant in this ritual, you may think
it is magical. How does she know the words? Where do the words
come from? Where do the pictures come from? In fact, where does the
book come from? As the questions multiply, it is easy to realize how
precarious the assumptions that I made about students' understand-
ings of books and the event of story time were. I assumed that all stu-
dents were like my children, were like me, were like my friends and
their children, and that they understood everything about books and
their purpose as cultural objects when they entered school.

"The Look"

Realizing that Denzel may have a different perspective on story time
than my other students, I examined what the other students in my
classthe already-initiated studentsdid to listen to stories. First, I
noticed they became still, then their eyes glazed over, their mouths
dropped open, and they took on what I call "the look." "The look"
struck me as being slightly zombie-like or being mesmerized by the
story and the pictures. As I read, the students examined pictures care-
fully. For example, if I turned the page too fast, they protested, often
requesting a second look at the page. As I read, the students did not
move for almost the entire story, unless there was an exciting or dis-
turbing transition that took place in the plot. Then they gasped,
moaned, or squealed. Their hands covered their eyes and mouths in
fear or suspense.

All of these gestures were reactions to being inside of the story.
Chapter books without pictures had the same effect, only students
looked directly at me as I read, their faces reflecting "the look." If the
books were nonfiction texts, "the look" was slightly different: brows
furrowed in concentration, questions silently but sometimes audibly
mouthed, but bodies still and mouths opened. I asked myself, "What
does 'the look' mask?" and "What's happening in their heads?" I
responded from my own experience as a reader and listener: The stu-
dents were allowing themselves to be transported to another time and
place; they were engaged in an imaginative exercise. In fact, the books
were magical, producing an altered state of being.

I began to understand my motives for wanting Denzel to partici-
pate in story time. I also began to clarify what was not happening for
him and tried to talk to him about some of those things, but we made
little progress.
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In late January, as she gathered the class for story, Denzel asked
my intern, "Why do I have to listen to story? Couldn't I just read a
book by myself?" She, as frustrated as I was by that time, asked the
other students the same questions. Their comments implied that story
time offered a window into this magical activity, into a different place
and time. The following excerpt presents some of the students'
responses to why we listen to stories. Although Denzel did not say
anything during this discussion, he listened.

Mia: Because, so you can calm down a little after you've been
running around, like at recess.

Donna: It makes, like, your, some of the teachers want your
imagination to, like, let go, because sometimes . . .

Latia: To learn things.

Kelly: To read much better and listen.
Nate: To help you concentrate.
Latia: If you listen, you'll know how to read the words better

because stories have been told to people for centuries and
centuries, and the people pass them on, and it calms them
down.

Charles: It gets them still and interested in what you're reading.
Well, I think that when you listen to a story you can learn
new words, and like, you can learn a lot from stories, and
people that don't understand things, they can learn words.

Mia: By reading stories you can also tell it to other people, and
you can pass it on, and it becomes a big story.

Matt: One story has probably been passed on for centuries and
centuries and they change them.

Charles: Can you explain that a little more?

Matt: Like, somebody thought of a story, and they passed it on
to somebody and each person changed it a little.

Yuan: I think we read stories because we have to pass things
on. It' not like we're immortals or anything, we have to
pass it on. Just think about how bad the world would be
without language, and then just flip it back to stories.
'Cause stories would just die out.

Eli: But you don't have to pass them on.
Yuan: But if we forget about stories and how to make them?
Eli: But we could just make new ones.
Matt: But Eli, if we don't know the old ones, how can we make

the new ones?

is
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The excerpt suggests the nature of the other students' understanding
of story and what the purpose of story time was to them. Stories trans-
port them, presenting cultural, perhaps even archetypal, knowledge
and memory. At the least, stories teach them things. This is what "the
look" embodies.

Reading a Text

I began to think again about what it means to "read" a text. And what,
in fact, is a text. Bakhtin (1986) defines text as "any coherent complex
of signs . . . even the study of art deals with texts" (p. 103). Thus, words
in a children's book are only one part of the text to be read. The pic-
tures also tell the story. All the students in the class except Denzel
habitually scrutinized every picture in a book and had long discus-
sions about the implication of the pictures.

As I thought more about "the look," and talked at length with
Denzel about why I wanted him to look at the pictures in books, I real-
ized that the practice of carefully "reading" pictures is essential for
mastering many subjects. For example, when we look at a painting, we
are "reading" a text; when we study biology, we "read" the slides
under the microscope; we learn to "read" maps, graphs, music, and
equations. Each of these readings gives us a different kind of knowl-
edge. There are probably many more examples of texts that could be
mentioned, but the point is that in all of these "readings" we must
learn to use "the look" to penetrate the meaning of a text. And further,
in many of these readings what we are doing is using our imagination
to place us in another space, another time, another framework. To
really read a text, read it with understanding and insight, we must
move inside of the text, pulling our lives along with us and incorpo-
rating the text and our lives into a new understanding of the world.
Anything less is not a complete and informed reading. Anything less
is only peeking, or browsing, or dallying with a text. I wanted Denzel
to get "the look," because the look meant he might use his imagination
and the text to move to places he had not been, to read himself into
worlds and discourses he would need to master.

My efforts to bring Denzel into story time as an active partici-
pant continued all year. For example, when we studied Native
Americans, Denzel never fully embraced and involved himself in the
study. He remained cooperative but detached from the activities. As
with story time, he was physically present and well-behaved, but he
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was unable to take advantage of the many reference books and arti-
facts we gathered as resources for learning. In math, when presented
with materials such as Cuisenaire rods whose specific application to
mathematics was not obvious, Denzel remained distant and skeptical,
voicing his opinion that they were not "real math." At different times
in the year, when presented with an unfamiliar organism or event in
science, Denzel could not see the phenomenon. This kind of separation
occurred in virtually every subject, and we labored together, with
inconsistent results, to help him understand my intentions as teacher
and the uses that other kinds of "texts" might have for him as learner.

Analysis

Children bring different social and cultural understandings of print to
school (Cochran-Smith, 1984; Heath, 1982, 1983, 1986; Heath & Thomas,
1984; Ninio & Bruner, 1976; Scollon & Scollon, 1981; Taylor, 1983; Teale,
1986; Wolf & Heath, 1992). Introductions to literature and story are
social processes, framed, orchestrated, and scaffolded by the parent and
the family in ways that reflect not one pervasive cultural understanding
of story but specific cultural orientations that may or may not resonate
with that of the school. Some of those understandings can be character-
ized as being either embedded in the events of everyday life, as contex-
tualized, or disembedded and separate from the events of daily life, or
decontextualized. Signs, shopping lists, notes, letters, and directions are
examples of contextualized print that children use every day in their
lives. Storybooks, however, are decontextualized because not only do
they present imaginary worlds, but for some children like Denzel, they
are not used outside of school.

Heath (1983) suggests that the stories told in the African American
community of Trackton were embedded in the close social networks of
family and friends, and reading was used to further the day-to-day func-
tioning of home, neighborhood, and work. Reading, for the Trackton
children, was instrumental and contextualized, and the transition to
school presented them with different "notions of truth, style, and lan-
guage appropriate to a 'story (p. 294). Denzel's understanding of read-
ing and story time reflects a similar dichotomy: Books are for learning
how to read, but stories are dramatic events that further social interac-
tions. Story time in my classroom fell into the category of reading and
books, while personal stories were exchanged in sharing time or among
friends.
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Rosenblatt (1978), in describing how readers approach texts,
contrasts "efferent" and "aesthetic" readings. These categories add fur-
ther distinctions to the notion of contextualized and decontextualized
texts. The efferent reader "concentrates on what the symbols designate,
what they may be contributing to the end result that he seeks," while
the aesthetic reader's "primary purpose is fulfilled during the reading
event, as he fixes his attention on the actual experience he is living
through" (p. 27). These contrasts remind me of the contrasting images
of Denzel and the other students in my class. Denzel was disengaged,
looking to master both the mechanics of reading ("what the symbols
designate") and listening for practical information. The other students,
however, caught within the grasp of "the look," were "living through"
the events of the text. Their engagement was, I believe, evocative of
Coleridge's (1907) "willing suspension of disbelief" (p. 6), a position
that places trust in the ability of texts to expand our experience of the
world from the utilitarian to the transcendent. That position was not
one that Denzel could take.

Conclusion

My questions and reflections about the nature and purposes of story-
book reading have not changed my belief that such activities as story
time and read-aloud are critical to achieving full literacy across a wide
variety of disciplines. Full literacy means a deep, decontextualized, and
aesthetic appreciation and understanding of texts, including those that
seem odd or unfamiliar. Every student should be offered the opportu-
nity to engage in the subject matter of every discipline. In other words,
every student should have the opportunity to acquire the many differ-
ent discourses that will make him or her successful in school and in life.
Such a multiple literacy approach to schooling proposes that each sub-
ject or discipline studied requires different kinds of expressive and
receptive language functions. Within this framework, the process of
education, from kindergarten through graduate school, is one of mas-
tering different discourses at increasing levels of complexity.

For me, then, discourse acquisition is the lynchpin of schooling;
it is the point at which real educational equity occurs. It is more than,
for example, learning the names and dates of events in history or
regurgitating the main themes in a short story. It is learning to walk,
talk, write, think, and perhaps even dress like a historian, a writer, a
mathematician, or a scientist. It is more than memorizing facts on a
test. It is more than sitting through a fifty-minute class three times a
week and taking notes. It is a way of being in the world. The more
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ways of being you acquire, the more discourses you master, the more
easily you move through the different strata of society and the world.
The process of discourse acquisition is something that I see myself ini-
tiating for some students, but, quite frankly, it is something that some
middle and many upper middle-class children come to school already
having experienced. They have a head start in learning new dis-
courses. Their home life has already started them on the road of poten-
tially mastering many different discourses. It is not that these children
are more capable than other children; it is simply that they have more
access to educational achievement because of personal resources and
preschool experiences.

Thus, from the time children enter the classroom, there is a basic
inequity in schooling that goes beyond readiness to read or develop-
mental issues. This inequity cannot necessarily be neatly addressed by
special intervention programs such as Reading Recovery or Chapter I
reading programs because these programs address more narrow, com-
petency-based goals that toe at the edges of literacy. Remedial programs
can fill in the gaps in the skill areas of language arts or mathematics by
striving to bring the achievement of disadvantaged students up to
grade level, and they are clearly helpful for some students. But reading
or math skills are only the skin of the literacy process. The process of
real literacy acquisition is a much more complex and intricately con-
structed corpus. An understanding of the nuances of this process may
prove to be critical to the achievement of real literacy for all children.

With consistent drill and practice, Denzel mastered the basic
skills of reading and writing, but I knew that he was an intelligent,
serious student for whom I was not building a bridge between skill
and depth of understanding; I was not moving him from dabbling in a
discourse to fully engaging in it. My failing in Denzel's case was a fail-
ing of purpose, a contextual failing around a decontextualized activity.
In other words, in our time together Denzel never understood the pur-
pose of storybook reading in the larger framework of his possible life
history. I was not able to persuade him to enter the worlds created by
good literature or to engage him in other texts that would open other
worlds of experience and understanding.

When the year ended, I understood, in part, why I could not
help Denzel. The basis of our failure was my inability to comprehend
the nature of Denzel's imaginal world and to enter it and find ways to
bring him into the world of the storybook. Although that realization
came too late for me and Denzel, it forced me to reconfigure my class-
room approach to storybook reading, and it also set me on another
path of investigation that will enable me to better serve students like
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Denzel, some of whom I have in first grade. I must now consider how
to gain access to their imaginal worlds, how to help bridge the gap
between their "now," or the prosaics of their lives, and the new worlds
of the texts I want them to enter.

This year, I have Tommy, a Caucasian child from a working-class
family who also has not been read to at home and does not listen dur-
ing story time. I noticed this during the first day of school. He is eager,
healthy, and respectful but has difficulty understanding the purpose or
intention of a lesson in any new area. For example, in math, Tommy,
like Denzel, does not easily master new strategies for computation in
addition, such as counting up or using Cuisenaire rods. After thinking
so long about Denzel and considering how I might have taught him bet-
ter, I have changed several aspects of how I structure my classroom and
my teaching to target Tommy's needs as I perceive them. For example,
I offer many more opportunities for retelling of stories using drama, art,
and storyboards. I have allotted more time to basic expressive opportu-
nities like building with blocks, painting, clay work, and especially cre-
ative dramatics to help all the students develop personal narratives
about new topics or texts that we are studying in all subjects.

I am using these structures in the hope that they will help
Tommy and other "at-risk" students find different ways to understand
new subject matter and to engage in experiences that seem discon-
nected from their lives. In essence, as a teacher-researcher, although I
initially focused on a specific problem because of my inability to reach
and understand one student, that focus has changed the way I teach all
students.
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6 Stepping Stones:
Literature in the
Classroom
Cecilia Espinosa
Machan Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona

Julia Fournier
Machan Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona

/n this chapter, Cecilia and Julia, both bilingual teachers, respond
to Jane and Judith's questions about children's literature in their
classrooms.

There's so much children's literature out there nowadays. How do you
choose books for your classroom?

J: I think when we look for books for our classrooms, we're thinking
about helping children develop an understanding of literature. We
want the books to be really strong aesthetically, but along with the
books being beautifulgorgeous to look at and engaging to hearwe
want them also to raise questions in the children's minds. We want the
children to feel they're included in the story, that this book is not about
issues that are not connected to them. It's not about people that are not
connected to them. It's important that the literature that we use has
some kind of opening for our children to enter, that it offers the possi-
bility of being a stepping stone to larger ideas and to the world outside
and around them.

How do you get started with the childrenI mean, at the beginning
of the year?

J: To begin with, you need to have some really, really, really good chapter
books I think. Because for me, the chapter books become like an anchor
in the room where we can refer back to them all throughout the year,
because it's an experience we're all sharing together at the same time.

C: In our class, we start the year with lots of picture booksthings about
community and taking care of each other. The whole idea at the begin-
ning of the year is to start building a history together, both for Spanish
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speakers and English speakers, to learn about each other's language and
also about each other's literature (insofar as they can have access to each
other's literature). But the whole idea is building a solid foundation
together, so we spend a lot of time doing that at the beginning.

J: Starting the first or second week, every day we read aloud. In my
class, we have an ongoing chapter book, and it's a challengenot just
with the chapter books, it's also a challenge with the picture books you
select for the first couple of weeks of schoolbecause you want the
kids to know that when they sit down to listen to a story, it's going to
be really good and that they're going to do a lot of thinking because the
book is going to bring up a lot of thoughts that they're going to want
to talk about. Sometimes I start the book by saying, "Can I tell you why
I really love this book?" I guess this puts a little bias on it by telling
them that, but I want them to be really hooked into wanting to read the
book and hear the book from the very beginning.

Some of the teachers I know are rather casual about reading aloud to their
kids. It becomes a kind of filler"Let's see. I've got ten minutes before lunch,"
or "I'd better read a little to settle the kids down after recess so we can get on
with our work"that sort of thing. But as I listen to you two, I get the feeling
that you take reading aloud pretty seriously, that sharing children's literature
occupies a prominent place in the life of your classrooms. You seem to see liter-
ature as contributing in a major way to building classroom community, but
also as contributing significantly to individuals' learning.

J: You're right. We really do feel this way. But you can't just grab a book,
start reading to the kids, and watch wonderful things happen. There's
no magic about this. I learned the hard way that you can't just read
books and expect that kids are going to talk about them in meaningful
ways just because you're reading a good book. That's what we were
told when we started a literature-based focus at our school. You know,
we had the experts telling us, "Oh, just read really good books and the
kids will just say great things." Well, it wasn't happening. It takes a lot
of work to help the kids develop what they know about literature into
ways of talking about it interestingly and productively in the classroom.
Even after years of teaching, it still takes a lot of thought and mental
preparation to know exactly why you're reading this book or why this
book is going to fit. You could buy me ten really good books and I could
never read them to myself before I read them to the class. So when I
read them to the class, they'd just be nothing because I hadn't prepared
like, "What questions am I going to ask, what questions does this
raise?" Knowing my class ahead of timewhat questions they've asked
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about other books, and what kinds of discussions we've hadhelps me
know ahead of time what connections they're going to make.

Let me tell you about a terrible experience I had when I didn't
read the book myself first before reading it to the kids. One day we came
back from the nursing home, and we had not had a very good experi-
ence there. The kids had been really disengaged from the people there
and they said that. I was saying, "Why weren't you talking to them?
Why aren't you engaging with the residents?" The children said, "Well,
I just don't have anything to talk to them about." So some other children
suggested that we read some biographies that would put us in touch
with the lives of those people when they were younger, like when they
were young adults or when they were teenagers. The children thought
that by reading about people, they would find something in common
with the residents. Some of the suggestions were for Amelia Earhart,
Babe Ruth, Shirley Temple. Well, Babe Ruth was the easiest one to find.
There were several Babe Ruth books at the bookstore, and of course I
didn't have time to read all of them. I had seen one of them before, so I
picked that one up and I took it to school. I didn't read it ahead of time.
It was horrible. It was completely reconstructed conversationsvery
unreal, perfect situationsand the kids saw right through it, and it was
not engaging at all. It was just not interesting, and you know, it was
totally my fault. I hadn't read the book beforehand, and I guess that is
the perfect way to have a terrible experience. So many teachers do that,
and I just don't understand how they can do it. I mean, there is nothing
worse than reading a book out loud and all of a sudden realizing there's
something very controversial, and you're in the middle of the book. I
mean, what do you do? You really need to read the book beforehand.
The next book we read was Amelia Earhart, and it was a wonderful
biography of her life, and so that had the opposite effect. That biography
engaged the children, and they were excited to go and talk to the resi-
dents about that.

C: Of course the literature that we use in our classroom affects the rest
of our lives at school, and that makes the literature important. But I
think that it also affects our everyday lives and the way we lead our
lives. It affects the way we relate to each other. I think that it's the same
way with adults: When you read a good book, the book changes you
and affects you in many ways, and you understand many more things;
so after reading the book, you're a changed person. I think that it's the
same way with the children. The whole idea is for literature to change
us, to affect us, to touch us.
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J: Yes. We were reading the autobiography of Helen Keller. We got to
the place where it talks about the first time she made a connection
between the word that was being spelled into her hand and the
abstract concept. It was love. And all of a sudden, she knew what it
was, and it was just this weird connection, and the kidsthat was such
a wild idea for them to understand, what the difference between some-
thing concrete-and something abstract was and how difficult it would
be to learn something like love if you couldn't see and you couldn't
hear. It was really interesting because it's like what you said: The liter-
ature we use in our classroom changes the way they see things forever.

C: When discussing literature with the whole group, I think it's really
important to be sure that everybody has a voice. Every child needs to
feel validated, and every child needs to know that everybody has
something to share and that what is important is listening to each
otherlistening to what other people have to say, but also knowing
that you have something to say. Sometimes it's really hard to validate
every child's contribution. I'm thinking of one time, in my classroom,
when a student in the class brought a coloring book of The Three Little
Pigs and he wanted me to read it to the class. I was so hesitant to read
it because it wasn't what I would think of as a great book to read to the
whole group. But the student kept insisting that I read it to the class.
He said that he had brought his book and that I should read it to the
class. So I ended up reading it, and while I was reading it, I realized
how important it was to read this book that the child had brought from
home. It was probably the only one or else one of just a few books that
the child had. So the whole idea is accepting what the children bring
and building from there.

Does all your literature sharing and discussion take place as a whole group?
Do the kids ever interact in smaller literature discussion groups?

C: Well, at the beginning of my teaching career, I tried doing literature
studies the way we had been taught to, and soon I realized that my
children hadn't read as many books as one person needs to have read
to have a discussion like that. For some of the children, our read-
alouds are the very first experiences they've had with books. It takes a
lot of reading experiences to develop a knowledge of literature. I think
about how many books it took me to read or how many movies it took
me to watch to start recognizing certain literary elements. So I think
that what we're doing in our classes is trying to build a history of
books that we have read together, an abundance of books. And we're
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modeling for the children how to talk about books. And of course
we're also learning from how the children respond to the books. So
there's a lot of read-aloud in the class.

J: The people who were the experts in literature study, who were sort
of modeling for us what literature studies were supposed to look like,
were people who had been working with teachers in real middle-class
environments or teachers working with older children. Those children
already have thousands of experiences with print behind them. But
we've got kids coming every single day, new from Mexico, that have
never ever held a bound book in their hands.

C: Or even kids who live here but whose families don't use a lot of
books.

J: Right. So we're continually having to consider those children who
are building their knowledge base. I mean, you can't compare one
book to another book if you haven't read another book. So we spend a
lot of time just reading and sharing and reading and sharing books, but
not necessarily doing literature study groups.

C: What I notice this year is that the children enjoy reading books
together in small groups, but I don't dare to call that literature studies.
But they like to get some books that I have several copies of and read
the book together and talk about the book, and they can spend five to
six days on the same booktaking turns reading it, teaching each
other to read the book. I'm not always sitting there with them. I come
in and out of the groups, acting as a facilitator, checking with the chil-
dren. That seems to be working really well in my classroom this year.
The whole idea is just people coming together to enjoy reading a book
and talking about it, but it's not led by a teacher or someone else. As
the year progresses, we "study" different books or themeslike civil
rights or empowering children, something like that. We'll spend days
and weeks really thinking about the ideas a book presents, and then
we'll find other books with similar themes. So the books are stepping
stones to new ideas, and then the child refers back to those ideas in dis-
cussing new literature.

J: Over the years, my ideas about literature study have changed. I feel
that children who are six, seven, eight years old are capable of intense
intellectual discussions. But in the ten years I have been teaching at
Machan and have been doing literature discussions, I have found that
these intellectual exchanges usually occur during other times of the
day, not necessarily during literature study timesometimes [they
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occur] during problem solving time, or meeting time when we're talk-
ing about social and political events. It seems that children are most
involved and engaged intellectually at this age when the ideas are
directly related to their lives. So what students will do during literature
discussions is share a parallel personal experience or their favorite part
of the story. Those seem to be the most common. They'll just give gen-
eral responses to the literature. In the past, that's how my literature
studies would go. Sometimes the discussions would become more
intense, where the kids were actually exchanging ideas and listening to
each other, but all the students weren't being involved in this way and
the involvement wasn't with every book. So now I try to lay down a bit
more expectation ahead of time. I'd say the groups would ideally be
seven or eight (but usually they're more), and the expectation is that
everyone will share his or her general impression. We just go around
the circle and everybody talks about his or her general impression of
the book and then, after that, a favorite part. I know that that's what
they want to share, and so I just do it up front and get it out of the way
first so that it's not the only thing that the discussions can center
around. Then, once the students have shared and have had a voice in
a circular way, I give them a question (or several) to think about.
Depending on the group, we may read the book over again with the
questions in mind. I like the questions to come from the general
impressions or favorite parts that the students have shared. And I
would say that the group dynamics are just as important as the piece
of literature you choose. You want those kinds of kids in your group
that always draw ideas together, but you don't want them to over-
power the more reserved children. So I like the practice of all sharing
in the beginning, and at the same time that they're sharing, I'm writing
down (next to their names) what they're saying. That just sends a mes-
sage to the kids that I want to hear everyone, that we all want to hear
everyone because everyone's voice is valuable to us. That practice, I
think, is very powerful and carries over for the less structured discus-
sion times toosort of sets up an expectation. I would also say that the
better prepared I am and the more focused I am on the words the kids
are using, the better the discussion goes.

So far we've mostly talked about using picture books, chapter books, and bio-
graphies with your children. Are there other types of literature you use also?

C: Oh yes. We also have poetry from the very beginning of the school
year. We read poetry out loud and discuss it and act it out. And poetry
is also in the homework we give. Poetry is really a powerful way to
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include the parents. It's a very good way to include them, and I find
that they respond in a very positive and active way to the poetry that
we send home. We send a poem home in English and in Spanish. We
try to find parallel poems, but if we can't find this, it's okay. And the
children are supposed to read the poem a few times and have some-
body read the poem to them, because you hear poetry differently when
somebody reads it to you. Then they can talk about the poem and they
can write about the poem, they can illustrate the poem, they can copy
the poem, they can do a project around the poem, but by having to
share it with somebody else at home, it gets another person involved
in poetry, so it's a great thing.

One of the most powerful experiences that I've had was with the
poetry homework. The grandmother of one of my English-speaking
students came to my class and she said, "Do you have another copy of
that poem you sent home?' I can't find it. Fernando must have taken it
back, and I don't have it. I've been saving all the poems that you send
home, and I want you to know that I just love the poems that come
from homework. I never heard that kind of Spanish before in my life,
and I am reading them to Fernando in Spanish even though he doesn't
speak my Spanish, and he's enjoying them and learning Spanish
through that. So I want a copy of the poem." That was quite an amaz-
ing story for me, because I thought of how she had never heard the
poetry of her native language. She was going through life without hav-
ing access to that.

The great thing about poetry is that it's so easy to make it acces-
sible in the homes of the students. You know, you can type poems, the
children can cut the poems out, the children can copy the poems, they
can have a poetry notebook at home with the homework. The parents
know a lot of the poems, so it's a great way for connecting home and
school.

J: Poetry is always a part of the classroom, but during certain times of
the year there's just a special focus on poetry. Usually this intense focus
doesn't happen until we're back from the winter break, but this year
the kids in my room are already making their own poetry books [in
November], so I know that I'm going to have to start focusing on it and
working with reading the poetry of the masters of Spanish language
poetry and talking about their lives and their thoughts much earlier
than I usually do, just because the kids are already into it. They're
already teaching each other, and so I need to be involved in that learn-
ing process too.
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One theme that weaves its way through your conversation about literature
in your classrooms is your use of Spanish literature with the children.
I know you both teach Spanish-speaking children. Can you talk a little
more about this part of your literature program?

C: I think it's really important to make Spanish literature come alive
in the classroom. Spanish has a really strong and rich tradition in lit-
erature, and it didn't just happen when people started translating
English children's books into Spanish! Spanish had its own tradition
way before.

J: I look for Spanish literature for the children in which the language
is beautiful, the characters are interesting, the use of time is com-
pelling, the setting is beautiful or interesting or something that the
children can relate to, the plot makes the kids think, or the situation
that the characters find themselves in is something the kids can relate
to or there are some parallels to other books they've read before or to
things that have happened in their own lives. I mean, all those are
just regular components of literature that, we would just say, make a
good book. But when we talk about "good books" as bilingual teach-
ers, our position is more political than another teacher's might be
say someone who teaches in a situation where all the children in the
school speak only English and work toward literacy only in English
and are from homes where English is the only language spoken. For
us, there are other factors in our idea of what makes a book "good"
for our classrooms. For us, ethnicity is important. We want books that
include the children we teach. There are questions of power here. The
power structures and social classes portrayed in many children's
books exclude our children. They have no place in those books. So we
think about social classes within the book and whether we can see
our students as being included.

There's something else we think about, too, in relation to
Spanish literature. You know, for a children's book to be marketable in
the United States, it has to have a beginning, middle, and end and a
definite plot, and everybody has to end up happy with everything
resolved and tied up neatly at the end. Well, that just doesn't happen
all the time in Spanish language literature, and we need to accept that
things like unhappiness and death and tragedy are really powerful
and prevalent in Spanish language literature and in the lives of our
children as well. If we exclude that literature from our room, we're
really taking away part of the Spanish language aesthetic, I think.
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C: Also, there are different Spanish books that you like for different rea-
sons: because of the complexity of the ideas or the descriptions of the
characters or the strong presence of dreams or of fantasy or of magic. In
my selection of books, I work really hard at seeing the Spanish-speak-
ing world as much bigger than Mexico or Spain, and including other
Latin American countries as well. I am so glad I can provide opportu-
nities for my children to experience literature in two languages.
Throughout the day, there are times when we just sit and listen to a
Spanish book or an English book as a whole class, and the whole idea
is to continue to educate ourselves about each other's language and
culture. I want the childrenthe Spanish-speaking children and the
English-speaking childrento get the best possible literature in their
native language, but I also want them to learn about each other's liter-
ature and to learn to respect it and celebrate it and understand it. And
so there are times during the day when I read to the whole class a book
in Spanish or a book in English or a poem in Spanish and a poem in
English, and the children choose the language that they respond to the
reading in. That may be in their native language, even though they have
heard the book in their second language.

J: Another thing I was thinking of is that at our school, instead of tradi-
tional report cards, at the beginning of the year we have goal-setting
conferences, and the teacher and the child and the parents sit down
together and talk about what things they're going to work on together at
school and at home to make happen for the child. We have a lot of
English-speaking children who choose to work toward Spanish literacy,
saying that they want to learn Spanish. Then one of the ways that they
choose to make that happen, is to pick a Spanish-dominant "buddy
reader" in the older grades for "buddy reading," and those children then
work together. The older one helps the younger one learn Spanish, but
many times it works the other way too: The English-dominant younger
child helps the Spanish-dominant older child learn English. As far as
second language development goes, it seems to me that it happens best
and most easily in the least structured times. I see kids learning each
other's language a lot during science and during science projects, and a
lot during problem-solving times. Of course, on the playground when
I'm not seeing it, I know that it's going on. In the morning before school
and during playtime in the classroom, I see it happening.

But you both are bilingual. What if you're a teacher who only speaks
English, but you have kids in your classroom who have Spanish (or some
other language) as their dominant or only language? You may genuinely
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value the child's home language and culture and want to (as you say)
"include" the child in the literature you choose, but you just don't know
the child's language or culture. What can you do?

C: You look for ways to bring people in that can help you strengthen
the children's culture and literacythe literature part, the tradition, all
that. This has a lot to do with just not seeing language as a barrier and
not seeing people from other cultures as being people that you need to
study about.

J: Or work around.

C: Right. But you need to believe that by working with them, you'll
learn about them, if you're really open.

J: We have a friend who is a monolingual person, but everybody thinks
she's bilingual because she justshe doesn't see language as a barrier.
When she's a substitute teacher at our school and a child comes up to
her, she doesn't stop and say, "Get a translator" or "Here, let me have
someone help." She just lets the child talk. Now, as a teacher, you know
it's not like this child is coming up to tell you something that you've
never heard before. Chances are it's one of about five things. The child
is probably coming up to ask for help, and you know through the
child's body language what he or she wants help with. So she can usu-
ally figure out the message the child is trying to get across and respond
appropriately, like, "Oh here, let this person help you" or "Here, let me
get you this pencil." She's so open to the Spanish language, even
though she's not anywhere near proficient.

C: But if you keep an open mind, there're always people around to
help you and to help you learn, and there are resources available. It's
just a matter of looking around and talking to a lot of people and mak-
ing the decision to become informed.

You know, we have to do this, too, because we also include, in
our collection of books, books from different places or about different
people in different parts of the world. As much as we want to give the
children the richness of their own cultures and literature and tradi-
tions, we also want them to become aware of and learn about the tra-
ditions and literature of other places. When we use the literature of
other places, we probably don't have the richness of firsthand experts
that we have among the staff, or among the parents at our school who
can share their knowledge with us. So if we're reading a Japanese story,
our resources are probably going to be limited to a smaller group of
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people who know about the culture of the book. So the experiences we
can provide, even though they'll be there, won't be as rich.

J: Both of us have become really careful about doing culture studies
that we don't have firsthand knowledge or experience of. We started
seeing culture studies like, "Oh, we're going to study Japan" or "Oh,
we're going to study China" or whatever, as being really reductionist.
You tend to reduce Japanese culture to a few stories and a few little bits
of information about clothing and food and celebrations. So we've
really gotten away from that. But we have a lot of books in our collec-
tion that are about African American children and that are about
Native American children, and written by people from those groups.

C: And we try to find people who attend conferences where they hear
presentations by people who have a firsthand experience about those
books or the cultures they present. They can give us information. But
you know, you just have to be careful not to present other cultural
groups simplistically because you don't know much about them.

Well, we know that we have an increasing number of Hispanic/Latino
children in our classrooms. So suppose you have a (probably monolingual
English-speaking) teacher just starting out, and he or she wants to include
some excellent Spanish children's literature in his or her classroom library.
Where does the teacher begin? What are the "musts"?

J: I guess if you had an amount of money and you were starting from
scratch, one of the first things you'd want is poetry. You need to have a lot
of poetry, and you need to immerse yourself in reading the poetry so that
you start to get a sense of what it is. That means you need to get poetry
that's written by the mastersPablo Neruda, Gabriela Mistral, . . .

C: Ruben Dario, Rafael Alberti, Octavio Paz, Federico Garcia Lorca,
Juan Ramon Jimenez.

J: You need to have a sense of how they wrote, these people who are
considered the best of the best in Spanish language poetry. Then, at the
same time, you need to have a lot of really fun poetry that's writtten
specifically for children, like by Maria de la Luz Uribe, Maria Elena
Walsh, Gabriela Mistral, Jairo Anibal Nirio, Rafael Pombo, Nicolas
Guillen. And then I think it's absolutely necessary to have really, really
funny books in the classroom, and serious books, too, that have real life
situations, and also books that reflect and honor the oral tradition of
Mexico.
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What are some of your own favoritesbooks you love to share with the
children?

J: There are the rabbit stories. Tio Conejo stories exist in all cultures. In
Native American cultures in the United States, they're called coyote
stories. In the south, they're Brer Rabbit stories. And there're the Jack
stories from Appalachia. These are really fun to use with kids, espe-
cially when you demonstrate through examples that the stories are the
direct ancestors of the cartoons that are on television. I mean, all the
plots are exactly the plots that are in Bugs Bunny or Sylvester and
Tweety, and that's just so motivating for the kids. They love them, and
they ask for these stories over and over again. These stories help them
see character development in a very simple way. The rabbit is always
up against, for instance, the wolf. If a rabbit and a wolf are up against
each other, who's going to end up winning? Well, the answer is, the
rabbit is always going to end up using his brain over the wolf's sharp
teeth, and he'll outwit the stronger animal, in this example, the wolf. If
the rabbit is up against the turtle, who's going to win? Well, the kids
know the turtle is going to win because the rabbit is quicker, and some-
how the turtle is going to use his perseverance to outsmart the rabbit
or just to "outendure" the rabbit. So the children can see that these tra-
ditional paradigms of literature are used again and again.

We both really enjoy using nontraditional fairy tales in our class.
The first one I really remember being just a total favorite in our classes
was the English True Story of the Three Little Pigs. I remember, when it
came out, everybody thinking it was so funny, and since that time, we
have found so many in Spanishsome that were even on our shelves
and that we never even realized were there. There's one called El asunto
de mis papas. It's Red Riding Hood's side of the story. She is upset that
out of all the things she has done in her life, she is only known for going
to her grandmother's one day and meeting up with the wolf. And then
there's La bruja hermosa, a book about a smart woman who was beauti-
ful. Because she was smart and beautiful, people said she was a witch,
so she went to a place and turned herself ugly so that people would stop
bothering her.

And there's another one called La princesa y el pinata [by Gomez
Cerda] where this princess is singing from a towera beautiful song
and she attracts all kinds of famous princes to her tower. Each one is
on some sort of quest but is willing to give it up if she'll only agree to
be with him. It's just very funny the way it's told, and the kids love to
figure out which prince each one is. For example, the princess will say,
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"What are you doing here?" The prince will answer, "Well, I'm on my
way to kiss a girl who swallowed a poison apple, but you know, if
you'll agree to marry me, I'll forget about her." So the kids know that
that's Sleeping Beauty's prince. So all these famous princes pass by her
tower, and she doesn't want to be tied down by any of them, and she
ends up falling in love with a pirate who is free and travels the seas
and doesn't offer her a castle.

Another one is La nina de los tres maridos, where a princess is told
that she has to choose between three suitors, and she asks her dad,
"Why do I have to choose just one? I like all three." And the father puts
them through some trials. They have to bring back something new and
interesting, and the one with the most interesting thing will get to
marry his daughter. What happens is that they each end up finding
something interesting, and through a set of circumstances, the girl dies
and they bring her back to life by putting all three of their powers
together. So the girl wakes up and says, "See, Dad? I told you I needed
all three of them." We both really like these nontraditional fairy tales
where the woman is not powerless, where she makes decisions for her-
self. We like to tear apart those traditional stereotypes and get the kids
to question them. And it's really a very different level of thinking it
takes for the child to appreciate a nontraditional fairy tale. They have
to have in place an understanding of what constitutes a traditional
fairy tale to understand what is nontraditional about the nontradi-
tional fairy tale. What makes it funny? You have to have a very sophis-
ticated understanding of the traditional fairy tale in order to appreci-
ate the humor in a nontraditional fairy tale. One of the most interesting
writers in this genre is Ade la Turin. Her books have all the traditional
elements of a fairy tale. But the women in her stories are in charge of
their own destinies. They're not waiting around for a man to show up
and awaken them from a hundred years of sleep.

Wow. There's obviously just so much out there. It feels kind of overwhelming.
Obviously what's most important is to love literature yourself, to believe in
the importance of children's literature in your classroom, and then to provide
plenty of good books and opportunities for reading them. But that's easier
said than done. How do you go about building your own classroom collection
so that kids have an abundance of good books right there all the time?

J: In our district, the monies are decentralized, so every year we get an
amount of money to spend in our classroom. One year it was $1200,
another year it was $900. Everything that we're supposed to cover
curriculum-wise is supposed to be covered with that money (math,
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handwriting). So, since most of us in the past were just buying litera-
ture, there are some pretty large collections of books at our school. We
know that it's always going to be easier and cheaper to get books in
English (than Spanish) because of the availability of book clubs and
book sales and book stores and discounts available on English books.
As bilingual teachers, we need to be more creative and resourceful to
get really great book collections. For example, in our school, for years,
whenever anybody's going to visit another country where Spanish is
[spoken as] the first language, people will just give you $100 and say,
"I trust you. Buy $100 worth of books for me."

C: I think the powerful thing has been working together at itlike
keeping an eye on each other's collection, bringing books for each other,
reading the books together, talking about the books.

J: Yeah. When I select new books, I look for something that really draws
me: if the format is interesting, or if the illustrations are beautiful or
thought provoking. I look for the use of language, the use of time, is the
setting interesting, is there a hero or heroine in the book, do they follow
the classic description of a true hero or heroine? And I guess one of the
most important aspects is if the text is inclusive rather than exclusive.

C: Yes. There are books that exclude children just by the nature of the
characters and situations. The situations aren't large enough to include
them, so there's no entry point in that book for some children.

J: Also I ask, "Does the book make you think?"

C: That doesn't mean to say that every book has to be really deep. It
can also be a really stupid and funny book where the children just
relate to it because it's just so stupid and funny. It still stimulates think-
ing and discussion, and that's what we're looking for. We want books
that really motivate kids to read them again.

J: There are some books that you're going to elevate to special status.
You'll read them in front of the kids or do a literature study with those.
In my class and Cecilia's class, we have maybe (just guessing, and it's
a pretty moderate guess) two thousand books each in English and
Spanish, so of course there are some books in there that are not as good
as other books. But that doesn't mean that some child won't like them
or some child won't identify with them.

C: As a teacher, you have to read as many books as possible and ask
yourself about each book: What is good or not so good about this
book? Other people can't tell you that.
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II Using Language
to Explore the World

You have already been reading about children exploring their world as
they read and wrote and talked together. In the articles of the first sec-
tion, you read about students interviewing (Hoffman and Sharp), stu-
dents including history research reports in their writing portfolios
(Mc Lure and Rief), students observing instances of gender bias in their
own school (Silvers). Surely these students were exploring their world
through language. And just as surely, the students you'll read about in
this section are creating and imagining as they explore their world.
Real languagelanguage in useis always multifaceted. But it is the
exploring aspect we draw special attention to in the six articles that
comprise this section.

The six are remarkably diverse. You'll find kindergartners carry-
ing out individual research projects (Seifert), sixth graders engaging in
an extended creative drama experience of survival simulation
(Kitagawa), and all kinds of things in between. Yet this diversity seems
appropriate given that the focus is "Using Language to Explore the
World," for you just never know where exploration may take you. As
you will see, it takes these teachers and students in many directions.

We know that we don't all have the same questions about the
world we live in, nor do we pursue our questions in the same ways.
The remarkable teachers of this section respond to their students' indi-
viduality in quite wonderful ways. Notice how these teachers balance
their complementary roles of guiding students and of responding to
students. These teachers lead. They also follow. They provide a range
of experiences and they plan them carefully. But deliberately built into
these teachers' plans is provision for students' shaping of their own
learning experiences:

Patti Seifert provides Explorers Club for her kindergartners.
This is a structure designed to help children choose topics
they individually wish to study and to help them pursue their
research.
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Mary Glover introduces mapping at the beginning of the year
by reading My Map Book to her second graders. Then,
throughout the rest of the year, she picks up on and supports
her children's ideas for all sorts of mapping.
Phyllis Whitin writes of her "intentional plans to include sur-
prise in [her] day-to-day teaching." That is, she deliberately
provides interactions within which her students canand
dosurprise her, letting her know "where they are coming
from" so that she can come to that placetheir placeand
respond to them there.
Mary Kitagawa intentionally poses the question, "What
makes a poem a poem?" in order to focus her sixth graders'
attention on this particular literary genre. But her students
"own" the exploration as they generate and finally compile
their ideas.
Kathryn Pierce consciously fosters children's "exploratory
talk" in a host of small-group activities, not only because this
kind of talk supports the children's learning, but also because
it supports her own: It enables her to identify areas of confu-
sion or areas of interest among the children, both of which
she can then respond to in supportive ways.
And as you read Rebecca King's weekly letters home for the
first five weeks of the school year, you'll see and hear her
leading and following her grade K/1 /2 children as they write
Big Books, addition equations, and graphs; read counting
books, Clifford books, and poetry; plan a fishing trip, a pet
show, and a garden. None of these activities would happen
without Becky's careful planning; neither would they happen
without her students' active input.

How skillfully these teachers maintain that delicate balance between
teacher-as-guide and teacher-as-supportive responder.

These six articles may show quite clearly why it is that "lan-
guage arts" is not a separate subject. Children are using (and thereby
honing) the arts of language as they write and read and talk their way
into a deeper understanding of the world. It's learning; it's language;
and it's language learning in the process.
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7 Inquiry in the
Kindergarten

Patti Seifert
Aspen Elementary Schools, Aspen, Colorado

Auniversity researcher was working on a project in Chris Boyd's
kindergarten classroom (Boyd, 1993). The children were asked,
"What do we study in this class?" They answered, "Bones, tem-

perature, space, water, animals . . ." They were then asked why they
didn't study the ABC's. The children just stared! They answered,
"Letters are something you use to study, not something you study
about." This revelation coming from the mouths of babes truly applies
to all of our teaching. In our classrooms, are we using the tools to
uncover something that we're curious about, or are we just studying
the tools?

Children are meaning makers; they begin trying to make sense
of their world from birth. As infants, they use their mouths as sensory
organs to explore objects within their grasp. As they begin to crawl and
walk, their world expands, as does their understanding of it. By the
time they come to kindergarten, they are not only interested in their
own immediate backyard, but they are curious about the whole world
and are continually trying to make sense of it. Surely it is our respon-
sibility to foster the child's continuing natural desire to make sense of
the world. It is our job to provide a safe place for experimenting and
for approximating, a place where we invite children to continue their
search for meaning by allowing them to pursue their passions, just as
they have been doing at home. Inquiry has been going on from birth
for each child. Learning is not an occasional event to be stimulated,
provoked, or reinforced; it is what the brain does naturally, continually,
inevitably (Smith, 1988a).

This chapter is about children using writing and reading and
other sign systems (e.g., drawing) to explore their own personal ques-
tions so they can get to the real business of bones, temperature, space,
water, animals. It's about my kindergartners' inquiry through Explorers
Club (Copenhaver, 1993).
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Getting Ready for Explorers Club

What was to become Explorers Club in my classroom probably had its
real beginnings several years ago when I became interested in the work
of Harste, Burke, and Short focusing on Inquiry Curriculum (Short &
Burke, 1991; Harste, 1993). I began thinking about my own classroom.
"If it's February, it must be dinosaurs." Every February I launched a
unit study on dinosaurs. It was a time in the school year when I felt
five-year-olds were ready to sink their teeth into a topic (no pun
intended). We learned about meat eaters and plant eaters. We talked
about how the land at that time was different from the way it is today,
we read books, and I pulled out an impressive collection of puzzles,
stuffed dinosaurs, dot-to-dots, film strips, and so on. We made clay
dinosaurs, created big murals, produced books, and finally brought the
study to an end. The outcome was predictable, the children learned
factual information, and occasionally I found some carryover into con-
versations, writing, and drawings. Although some of the children were
very interested in dinosaurs, most did not share that passion. I realized
it was time to put theory into practice. In February, I would launch
individual research projects with my five- and six-year-olds.

Though the children's research formally began in February, it
actually began the first day of school and continued throughout the
year, as we wrote and read and inquired together.

We wrote. Every day we wrote for one hour in Writing Work-
shop. Every year I am reminded that the first day of Writing Workshop
is not easy. The children want to share their work with me all at once.
Some children can only stay at the task for a very short time. On the
first day, I not only talk about drawing and writing, but I also talk
about the procedure of the Writing Workshop. We act out, or "fish-
bowl," a scenario of my conferencing with one child. Another child
approaches and we demonstrate how a child can sit and join us quietly
while we finish our conversation. We also act out how not to interrupt.
This mini-demonstration is referred to throughout the school year. It
takes patience and demonstration to get five-year-olds to understand
the importance of finding help from other sources in the classroom, to
work independently of the teacher, and to be brave and take chances
with the work they are doing. But it is well worth the effort, so we
wrote in Writing Workshop from the beginning of the year. I asked the
children to draw about anything that they were interested in, wonder-
ing about, or thinking about. I then asked them to write as best they
could, using invented spellings, to continue making sense of their
world. At the beginning, writing looked like Figures 7.1 and 7.2.
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Figure 7.1 Early Writing: "Rainbow"

Figure 7.2 Early Writing: "Bear"

During the Writing Workshop, I would conference with children
individually, and periodically I would make anecdotal entries in the
children's writing folders. During the daily Authors' Circle, I would
take notes on adhesive labels that I eventually put into each child's
portfolio. Each year I become more committed to the value and impor-
tance of the Authors' Circle. It not only allows two children to share
their work with their classmates each day, but it also helps the other
children understand that ours is a safe place to stand and be heard.
When a child shares a book that contains all pictures and no words, it
tells those other children who have similar work that their efforts are
valued and honored. Those children who are reluctant to share learn
that it is safe and that they can do what others have done. They, too,
can enter the literacy club (Smith, 1988b).1

So we wrote and conferenced and shared our writing in our
hour-long Writing Workshop every day, but as the children began to
view themselves as writers, they found reasons to write all day long.
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Figure 7.3 A Reminder: "Dear
Patti, I need to take 1 teaspoon
of medicine at lunch."

Figure 7.4 Directive: "No coming in
here. Incubator."

They wrote reminders (Figure 7.3).

They wrote directives (Figures 7.4 and 7.5).

They wrote complaints (Figure 7.6).

And in his journal, Sam noted the daily changes in the chicks
we hatched in the spring (Figure 7.7).

We read. Writing is never done in isolation. We did author
studies, marveling over the works of poets, young and old, and seek-
ing out beautiful language long before we actually wrote our own free
verse poetry. We read, read, readshared chapter books and picture
books. We engaged in book talk that would be the envy of any adult
book club. The children noticed, compared, and contrasted the work of
one author to that of another, and made connections between the text
and their own lives. And we read to learn more about our world.
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Figure 7.5 Directive: "Please knock before you come in."

Figure 7.6 Complaint: "Remy put a
pencil point close to my eye."

We inquired. Our inquiry began even before the first day of
kindergarten when I sent a handwritten letter to each child, welcom-
ing him or her to our class and informing each one thatin addition to
having a great timehe or she would find a reptile in our room. I
assured the children that it would not harm them but that it was big
and moved slowly. I asked them to guess what the reptile was and
then, when they arrived at school on that first day, to see if they could
find it. The reptile had gotten out of the box (as it does every year, for
some mysterious reason!). We searched the building, looking for the
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Figure 7.7 Journal Entry: "The chicks are bigger and
Blackie has been laying down."

mysterious creature and asking everybody we saw if they had seen the
missing reptile. Our search, of course, had the dual purpose of famil-
iarizing the children with the building and the other teachers, as well
as finding the missing reptile. We found the reptilea desert tortoise
in the school office and promptly returned it to the classroom. The chil-
dren suggested that it needed a better home, one that it couldn't get
out of. And so began our first inquiry study, the building of a habitat
for the desert tortoise, Gus. Our study involved gathering information
from experts at our Environmental Studies Center, reading books and
viewing videos, and, most importantly, observing Gus. We compared
domestic animals to wild animals. We learned that many desert tor-
toises are taken from the desert and can never be returned to their nat-
ural habitat. Although the outcome of this study was fixed, in that I
knew we would build a suitable, temporary home for Gus, the children
learned important things, such as why we must leave wild animals in
the wild. They also made their own discoveries along the way, and I
tried to follow their lead.

Soon after our desert tortoise project, Amber brought in a sala-
mander that she found in a dog dish. He had a bite taken out of his tail.
Amber and her mother knew we would all be interested in creating a
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good home for the salamander. We all had to read up on salamanders,
for these were unknown to all of us. A second salamander and a newt
soon joined Notched Tail (and they are still thriving today).

After Halloween, instead of throwing out our decaying jack-o-
lantern, we decided to keep it and observe what would happen. We
had just read Mousekin's Golden House (Miller, 1990), where a mouse
discovers a discarded jack-o-lantern and moves in for the winter. As
the pumpkin decomposes, the jack-o-lantern eyes, nose, and mouth
close, providing Mousekin with a home sealed up from the winter
snow. We wondered if the eyes of our jack-o-lantern would also close.
I had the children draw pictures of their predictions. We listened as the
children explained their theories, and then we began a daily journal,
recording our close observations of the pumpkin.

Group projects were generated from the children's wondering
and questions. A colleague of mine noticed the children talking about
worms after a rainstorm. As she joined in their conversation, she
learned that some children were stepping on the worms. A project on
worms was in the making, not based on one day's discussion, but on a
sustained interest in the topic by both teacher and children.

These are only a few examples, but they show how our inquiry
and writing and reading were weaving their way through our class-
room life from the first day.

Explorers Club

February arrived and with it, Explorers Club, the opportunity for the
children to pursue their personal inquiries in a sustained way within a
supportive community.2 I had begun preparing the children for
Explorers Club from the beginning of the school year. In addition to the
writing, reading, and inquiring I have described already, we had many
discussions about what we would like to learn about, what we were
curious about, what we were interested in. Now we began more formal
inquiry by generating a list of possible topics. The list grew over sev-
eral days. Then I started interviewing the children individually to bet-
ter understand their thoughts. I asked them to tell me three things they
might be interested in and why these were personally important to
them. I asked them what they already knew about these topics and
what they wanted to know. Here's what some of them told me.

Lawrence: "I'm curious about potions. How do they mix stuff?"
Courtney: "The stars and the moon. I know some stars shine

brightly, because I've seen them. How do they make stars?
How does the moon change shape?"
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Rachel: "I want to know about deer and elk because I see them
a lot when I'm coming home. I know they know how to run
fast. I know they can jump over the fences fast. I want to
know what they eat and where do they have babies?"

Sydney: "Ocean and beaches. I know how the water got there.
Somebody spends all their life getting buckets of water and
pouring it there. But I don't know how the sand got there."

Robert: "I want to study dinosaurs. I know about Ankylosaurus
and Tyrannosaurus Rex. I know dinos kill other dinos.
I want to know how they died."

I asked the children to choose their favorite topic, and I then
grouped the individual topics into more general categories (so that the
children could work in groups, while still pursuing their individual
interests). I made these public by putting the children's names on
sticky tabs under the appropriate category. The movability of the sticky
tabs was important. I wanted to give the children a chance to change
their topics if they wanted to. I knew that some of the children might
want to change topics in order to work in the same group as special

Figure 7.8 Explorers Club Groups
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friends. After three days, the children knew that they had to literally
stick to one topic. The chart became permanent.

I typed the children's questions and sent them home to the par-
ents with an accompanying letter:

Dear Parents,

Our class is beginning a research project. I have been asking
the children what they are interested in studying and what their
personal questions are about their choice of study. We have
come up with the following topics:

Dinosaurs Space
Science experiments Ocean and beach
Animals

We will be forming study groups to uncover the answers to
some of our personal questions, with hopes that more questions
will be generated. For example, Mara is interested in deer, elk,
and household cats. She wants to know when and where they
have their babies. Her animal study group has different ques-
tions about other animals. We will go to the library to gather
books on these topics; the study group will use their "text set"
to find some of their information.

There are, however, lots of ways to obtain information. We
can go to people who are experts, we can watch videos on ani-
mals, etc. I hope to employ some first grade scientists to teach
our kids about science experiments. Our geology experts in the
fourth grade could help Chantal with her questions about
oceans and beaches.

Please read through each child's area of interest and their
personal questions. If you have information about any topic,
please send it in to add to any child's text set. For example, if
you have a poem on space, or if you have a book about elemen-
tary geology, or if you are an expert on one of these topics,
please send us a note and we will invite you to speak to the
study group.

Wish us luck on our research!

Love,
Patti and the Kids

Parents responded by sending in books, poems, collectionsand
their good wishes. We began by painting book boxes for our text sets.
Individual groups of children went to our school library with a parent to
gather books on snakes, birds, animals, and so on. Throughout our study
(which lasted approximately four weeks), the children took on great
ownership of their book boxes. They generously shared their books with
other groups, but each group respected this "property" of others.
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We obtained information from many sources in addition to
books. Our resources included people who were experts (adults and
children), videos, trips to make observations about our topics. We set
out to get information from people by writing notes and using the
phone. Mara had had very little phone experience, since her family
lives in a tepee on the mountain. Mara was interested in deer because
she saw them quite often at her home. She and the others in the Animal
Group called our Environmental Studies Center. One group member
wrote down the phone number while another dialed. Mara chose to
speak, showing an amazing ability to introduce herself, to summarize
what she needed from the Center, and to make arrangements for their
visit. Other children wrote notes to teachers, requesting their help with
science experiments. Some children wrote to other children who they
knew were experts on a specific topic. Our "mentors" arrived in the
classroom at different times during our study. They first met with the
study group, and then often shared information with the whole class.
Reid was studying spiders and had invited Dale from our Environ-
mental Center to visit. Dale brought a tarantula that he first shared
with Reid privately. Then Reid proudly held the spider on his arm and
informed the rest of the class about what he had learned.

Once the books had been gathered and our mentors were lined
up, we started each morning working on group drawings that were on
big pieces of Kraft paper. As the children's knowledge base expanded,
their drawings were revised. In America we often use art as a culmi-
nating activity for a unit of study.3 But in Explorers Club the children
were using their drawings as a way to make meaning. The revisiting of
their drawing each day was a revisiting and revising of their knowl-
edge and understanding.

Drawing and writing were not the only sign systems that were in
place during our study. We used clay to help make meaning through-
out our study. As with our drawing, instead of waiting until the end of
the study to make a clay piece, we used the clay throughout the process.
For example, Giovanni's many pieces on dinosaurs helped him to make
sense of the proportion and function of tails, necks, solid legs, armor,
and so on. Our environmental science teacher and our art teacher
helped some of the children express their understanding of their topic
by creating a papier mache solar system along with a cardboard tube
for a space ship big enough for two children to get into and blast off.

The children's research projects spilled over into our Writing
Workshop. I began noticing a crossover among certain groups: Some
children were writing about topics that were being studied in groups
other than their own. These crossovers showed me that children's
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lenses can be widened when they are exposed to other passionate chil-
dren. If Power Rangers are the only thing they see as interesting to
their peers, then that is what they become interested in. If, however,
children have opportunities to pursue other passions, another world
opens up not only to one child, but to many other children as well. A
classroom of inquirers feed off one another; they create and recreate
each other (Harste, 1992).

What were the children learning in Explorers Club? Were they
just learning facts as they had done in the past? Or were they making
meaningful connections to their own lives? Because the children had a
personal interest in their own topics, they had a personal interest in
their own learning. I watched them use their topics

to work on cognitive issues that were important to them;
to explore reading and writing and other sign systems;
to collaborate with colleagues and co-construct their
knowledge.

I hope they were learning, too, that school is a place to follow
their natural curiosity and to do so joyfully.

Reflections

I have been doing Explorers Club in my kindergarten for four years.
I still begin with the children telling what they want to study and
why, and each year the individual questions and the areas of study
are different.

Kyle: "Planes! My dad works in the control tower. I want to
know what buttons turn on the engines in the cockpit.
What do the other buttons do? I know all the names of
planes, but I don't know what the buttons do inside."

Maggie: "Science stuff! I have a little set of Doctor Dreadful's
Food Lab. I've made monster skin. I want to know which
[experiment] explodes and which one doesn't."

Haley: "My friend Jessica has a ferret and I really like it. I know
they eat prairie dogs. I want to know how they do that.
How do they run so fast? How do they take care of their
babies?"

Lili: "I want to know about panda bears. Why do poachers kill
animals? I know they want to kill animals to sell them.
Maybe I should tell everybody to be nice. Somebody could
go there to everybody to [tell them to] stop killing panda
bears. I want to know where they live. I know they climb
trees with their claws and eat bamboo. Can they go some
place where poachers can't kill them?"
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Trent: "Snakes! I like the way they slither and stuff. How do
rattlers kill the people? I know some snakes live in the
desert. I know rattlesnakes and cobra snakes. I want to
know other snakes that have poison."

We continue to explore our inquiry topics in a variety of ways. Several
groups have made 3-D murals to facilitate their play, and several other
groups have conceived and made costumes. Briana's castle study
involved turning the playhouse into a ballroom for dancing (and a
chance to dress as a princess). Our play structure became the castle
where maps were made, and the top of the play structure became a
lookout tower. Morgan was in the Plane Group, but he made a tunic
costume at home and brought it for the castle. The kids loved the idea,
and with the help of a parent, we turned white pillow cases into tunics
to facilitate play. Briana's one-person castle study eventually involved
the entire class in the play. The whole class was also involved in our
field trips. Over the years we have visited the airport, a ranch (to
observe horses), and beehives for Annabelle's bee study. Some indi-
vidual groups have gone to second-grade classrooms to learn about
bats, and others have gone to the first grade to hold a boa constrictor.

Now I end each inquiry study by asking the children to evaluate
it. Here is what a few of the children have told me.

Gerald: "I feel good because I liked the dry ice experiment.
When we put the dry ice in a cup, smoke came up and it
was pink. Carbon dioxide made it change color. The journal
was the best. You get to write stuff in it. I'd do computers
next so I could go to my sister's class again."

Jackie: "I liked learning about dolphins coming up to the sur-
face and blowing air through the hole. I liked the play: We
talked about dolphins. It was fun. Moms pushed the babies
up to the surface. Sometimes they ride on their mom's
back. They drink milk from their mom. I'd do mermaids
next."

Ricky: "I liked getting the books from the library. I learned a lot
from the second graders. The flying fox bat has the biggest
wing span in the world. I liked the video where the guy
went into the bat cave with all those bats. That was the
best. I'd do aliens next. How do they stay on earth?"

As I reflect back over the past four years of doing Explorers Club
with my kindergartners, I often think of that first year . . . and of
Giovanni, a beautiful boy with dark eyes and olive skin, ever so full of
energy. From the beginning, I noticed how he always seemed to be
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exploring off on his own. I lost Giovanni on the playground one day
early in the year. The lunch recess bell rang and all the children lined
up . . . except Giovanni. Eventually we found him barefoot in a distant
sand box area. He was unaware of the bell and had no idea where his
shoes were. I wondered if Giovanni should be in kindergarten. He
seemed immature, not ready for a kindergarten setting. He seemed
unable to join the group during those times when we gathered together.
I worried about taking him on our many excursions; he was difficult
enough to keep track of just in the classroom. I contacted his preschool
teacher and she shared my concernand had even recommended that
he spend another year in preschool. But his age qualified him for
kindergarten, and that is where he would stay. I knew that I would have
to begin viewing Giovanni in a new way, letting him show me how best
to capture his attention. Fortunately, I soon discovered his interest in
science.

Although Giovanni was not always focused or productive dur-
ing our writing time, I could see that he was continually absorbing
information and using his own writing to help unlock the mystery of
reading. When we began Explorers Club in February, Giovanni chose
dinosaurs as his inquiry focus: "I'm interested in dinosaurs. I know
about Tyrannosaurus Rex, and I know they eat leaves and fruit and
meat. I want to know where they lived."

Giovanni went to his book box every morning and pored over
his books on dinosaurs. However, it was not until our study ended and
we returned the books to the library that I understood how much these
books meant to Giovanni. His mother called to tell me that Giovanni
didn't want to come to school anymore: His dinosaur books were no
longer in the classroom. Of course we immediately went to the library
to retrieve the books. Giovanni had taught me that for some children,
inquiry studies are never finished. (Now I ask the children's permis-
sion to return the books, instead of assuming that everyone is finished
at the same time.)

Not only did Giovanni read about dinosaurs; he wrote about them
too. When we wrote poetry in Writing Workshop, Giovanni wrote:

Dinosaur eggs
Crack, crack
Dinosaurs
Pterodactyl
Rex is madblowing fire.

He chose to publish a two-page book about dinosaurs.
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Figure 7.9 Page from Giovanni's Book about Dinosaurs

My three February/March anecdotal notes on Giovanni's "Things
I Can Do List" hint at the way Giovanni's literacy skills were developing
as he pursued his personally meaningful study of dinosaurs:

2-19: My books have interesting topics. I can write a whole book
about the same topic.
2-23: When I get interested in a topic, I can stick to my work for
a long time.
3-24: I'm still working on dinosaurs. I look at books for a long
time and then I write the information in my books. I'm reading!

At the end of the year, Giovanni wrote me a poem as a "thank
you" note.

Whales go by two by two.
Thank you Patti for teaching me to write.

No, Giovanni. Thank you for showing me how to teach.
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Notes

1. Former students, now in the first grade, come back to my kinder-
garten to share their writing. This self-initiated share time has been the most
powerful teaching tool in my classroom. The kindergartners ask real ques-
tions such as, "How did you do that?" or "How did you get so good?" The
first-graders answer with honesty and a real desire to help their younger
counterparts. Their words "I just write all the time," or "I take lots of books
home to read every night" carry more weight than any words of advice that I
might have for my students.

2. This idea was developed by Carolyn Burke and adapted in a fifth-
grade classroom by Joby Copenhaver and Rise Paynter. I then further adapted
it for my five- and six-year-olds (Copenhaver, 1993).

3. One year I hung the group drawings up on clothesline with clothes
pins, just to get them out of the way when they weren't being used. I found
that once I hung them up, the children lost interest in them, apparently
assuming that once a work is displayed, it is finished.
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8 Finding Our Way: A Year
of Learning with Maps
Mary Kenner Glover
Awakening Seed School, Tempe, Arizona

0 n the last day of school before letting out for summer, seven-
year-old Kinley sat in the author's chair ready to share his just-
completed bpok. It was a story he had worked on at various

times throughout the year about his family's trip to the wedding of his
birth mother. It was a powerful moment to witness this private, sensi-
tive boy revealing the specifics of such a significant event in his per-
sonal life. His story and exceptional illustrations recalled the details of
his trip: riding on the elevator at the airport as planes landed overhead,
the construction equipment he observed after they'd arrived at their
destination, jumping on the trampoline at his cousins', the balloons
Kinley and his brother played with at the wedding reception.

Among Kinley's illustrations were two mapsone of the trip
itself and one of their hotel room. Seeing his maps on the last day of
school carried me back to the beginning of the year when we first
started our journey together. Contained in Kinley's story was a thread
of a study we began on the first day in September. He had taken it on
as his own and used it to tell his story.

Our study of maps actually began in August before we gathered
as a class. Each summer I try to look for clues about how to start the
new school year with my first and second graders. I liken this to Don
Murray's idea of "finding the line" in writing: "The line is a word or a
series of words that points toward a potential meaning . . . the line is
often made up of code words that have private meanings that appear
general, vague, or cliché to other readers but which are loaded with
precise meanings for the writer" (Murray, 1989, p. 41).

My "line" for the school year initially came during our summer
vacation in Maine. My friend's ten-year-old son, Scotty, told me about
the country he had made up called Flowel. It had begun as a two-week
assignment in school, but he developed it much further. In addition to
the dozens of buildings he had designed in a notebook, Scotty showed
me a tattered map he had drawn of the country itself (Figure 8.1). I was
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Figure 8.1 Scotty's Map of Flowel

impressed with his creativity and passion for his work. I stored the
idea away as a possibility for a future classroom project.

Several weeks later, just a few days before school was to begin, I
still hadn't decided how to start the year. Of course, I had in mind all
of the math concepts we would need to cover, the general mini-lessons
I'd provide for reading and writing instruction, and a few of the chap-
ter books I planned to read. What I was lacking, however, was my big
idea, my "line" for the next nine months. Avoiding all the things I
knew I should be doing to prepare for school, I went to a book store
"just to get ideas." I often do this when I'm in the process of coming up
with a new teaching idea. Book stores not only provide numerous pos-
sibilities, but just getting away from the classroom sometimes frees the
mind of school thinking so that new and creative ideas can come. In the
children's section that day, I picked up a new book I'd never seen
before called My Map Book by Sara Fanelli. I knew the minute it
touched my hand that I'd found my line for the year. I knew how we
would begin.
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On one of the first days of school, I read My Map Book to the
class. After discussing its brightly colored illustrations and innovative
maps, we made a list of what a map is and what it does. These are
some of the children's main ideas, which I wrote on a large piece of
chart paper for future reference:

A map:

shows you where to go
is a drawing of an area
shows you where things are
gets you unstuck when you're lost
shows you directions
helps you get information
teaches you about places

When organizing a new content study, I always try to keep in mind the
children's thoughts and prior knowledge. Over the years, I have
learned to trust my students' ideas and to use this information to build
the study and guide its direction. This type of thinking tends to hold a
study together conceptually, keeping it whole instead of its being just
a series of isolated activities. Brainstorming together also sends an
important message to children: Their ideas are valuable and deserving
of our attention.

After hearing the children's ideas about maps, I thought it made
sense to begin where we werein our own classroom. We divided the
classroom into quadrants and mapped our room. Each small group
was responsible for including all the details of its section of the room.
As the children drew, they talked, argued, and negotiated what should
be in the map and how it should be illustrated. The wall above the cub-
bies in our classroom was soon covered with this large, elaborate map
drawn with markers, crayons, pastels, chalk, and watercolors. We were
well on our way as learners together.

During the same time that we worked on the classroom map, I
asked the children to make maps of their bedrooms as a homework
assignment. I deliberately didn't mention the idea of a "bird's eye
view" because I wanted them to use their own thinking and not be
restricted by someone else's concept of a map. I find it important to
keep this kind of openness to possibilities in all aspects of my teaching.
It not only provides me important information about the children's
cognitive development, but it also encourages them to trust what they
know and how they are going about their own learning process. Their
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Figure 8.2a Richie's Map of his Room

Figure 8.2b Caity's Map of her Room
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maps were varied, as you can see in Figures 8.2a and 8.2b. Richie was
able to draw his room from a slightly aerial view, while Caity's map,
which primarily showed where she and her two sisters slept, included
wonderfully detailed drawings of many items in her room.

For another homework assignment, the children brought in an
actual map of a significant place or event in their life. First I asked the
children to tell stories about their maps. I helped them begin by giving
a mini-lesson using my map of Boston, the place I'd visited just weeks
before school started. I showed them my map of Boston Commons and
told them about my excitement at seeing the swan boats in the pond
the same swan boats I'd read about in E. B. White's The Trumpet of the
Swan. I talked about sitting by the pond in the early evening, listening
to the sound of the ducks taking flight off the water. The children
began sharing their maps and stories. They were as varied as their bed-
room maps. Robert brought a huge topographical map of Arizona and
told of visiting Meteor Crater. Richie's map was of Wonderland, where
Alice had her adventures. Cynthia brought a world map and pointed
out Japan, her "favorite place in the world." Emily shared a map of
Venezia and told us about the waterways there instead of streets. Our
map study was already producing a rich collection of stories from
which to venture in other directions as the school year progressed.

The next step for the map stories was to write them down. Once
told, each child recorded his or her story on paper and attached it to a
copy of the map. For example, Nick created a map and brief descrip-
tion of his trip to Florida and the Kennedy Space Center. It not only
told about his trip but also revealed his passion for outer space travel
and UFO's, which remained a significant interest throughout the year.
For him, this initial story was just the beginning of many other pieces
of writing about outer space. Although the stories were not fully devel-
oped when written down, they served as a beginning for this process.
In other words, these early stories, put into writing, served as a foun-
dation for learning how to transform spoken words into print.

Maps took on a life of their own and seeped into many other
parts of our daily living. When we visited the Phoenix Art Museum to
see the Latin American Women Artists Exhibit, we prepared ourselves
by viewing slides of several pieces from the exhibit, as well as a map
of the artists' countries. We even mapped our route to the museum.
What I'd thought would be a ten-minute discussion using the over-
head projector ended up being a half-hour exchange of observations of
our map of metropolitan Phoenix, including the location of the air-
ports, the Phoenix Zoo, and other local attractions. At the time, I was
surprised by the amount of talk generated by the Phoenix city map.
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Figure 8.3 Todd's Map of the Playground

Looking back, I think the discussion was so well-developed because
the children understood the significance of a map and were eager to
share what they knew. Furthermore, because they had previous map
knowledge, they felt confident applying it to a real-life situationfind-
ing our way to the museum.

Our map study began to spill over into several areas of the cur-
riculum. We became involved in a math study of measurement, and I
asked the children to make maps of the playground as an introductory
assignment. Although some of them never got around to measuring
the various playground items, they drew wonderfully detailed maps
that included the climbing structures, trees, tire bridges, and the
asphalt bike riding area. Todd's map of the playground (Figure 8.3)
even included a legend for picnic tables and other significant play-
ground components.

Spontaneous reading and writing inspired by the map study
also took place. Kinley jumped up excitedly and came to show me the
map he'd found in the book Castle (Macaulay, 1977). In addition to the
map he drew of the castle, he also worked for several hours on a map
of the route from his house to school. In his own way, he was showing
me the way to his house and also a way to know him as a learner. His
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Figure 8.4 River's Journal

map and the way he approached map making revealed that he is a
child who will include details in his work if given the time to develop
them. Additionally, he was telling me without words that he was will-
ing to show me the details of himself as long as I was entrusting him
with the time to do so at his own tempo.

In his journal, River wrote to me about the map he had just
received from Skateland, a local roller skating rink, and also made a
connection with the map story I'd told about the birds in Boston
(Figure 8.4). River took on the map study more seriously than most of
his peers. One day he exclaimed, "Everything's a map . . . the world,
streets, a day. ..." In the middle of our measuring study, he approached
me with a ruler in one hand and a world map in the other and asked,
"How big is the world?" After I showed him how to find maps on the
CD-ROM encyclopedia, I noticed he'd made a copy of a map of Texas.
When I commented on it, River said, "Texas is a really sad map for me.
My cousins moved to Texas last year." River's sad Texas map eventu-
ally led him to write a story about those same cousins.
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Figure 8.5 Jesse's Map and Note for the Maintenance Man

The concept of a map, along with its power and usefulness in
everyday life, began to make sense in my students' minds. They saw
potential for maps everywhere they turned, and since they had per-
sonal experience as map makers and readers, they felt confident to
apply their map skills independently. For example, when Jesse noticed
that one of the lights in our classroom was blinking and needed to be
replaced, he made a map of our room with a note for the maintenance
man. He even went back and revised his map when he realized he had
indicated the wrong light fixture (Figure 8.5). During our first visit to a
nursing home, I asked the children to make a drawing of something
they saw. Brittany brought hers to me and said, "I made it like a map!"
(Figure 8.6).
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Figure 8.6 Brittany's Map of the Nursing Home Visit

Maps helped us find our way into literature as well. During our
read-aloud of William Steig's Dominic, we made a map of Dominic's
adventures. After reading a chapter, I would ask one child to draw his
or her interpretation of it on a large piece of paper, our story "map."
Each day, another child added a section as the story developed. Several
chapters into the book, I introduced the idea of tension in story by ask-
ing my students to make their bodies tense and then relaxed. I
explained that this tightness is called tension and that a story can also
have it. We reviewed what we had read so far and looked for places
where the story had tension and then relaxed. Each time there was ten-
sion, we made a big T on our map. The children loved this process and
were excited about knowing the new concept "tension" and being able
to identify tense moments in the story. When we finished Dominic, we
discussed the different kinds of tension in the story. Among the vari-
ous types mentioned were: fighting tension, listening/wondering ten-
sion, creeping tension, and "uh-oh" tension. Jesse offered the most
entertaining comment, as we discussed the tension at the end when
Dominic met his true love: He said it was "romantic tension."

Our map study naturally led to other studies. We soon began a
study of masks. After creating imaginary masks out of recycled mate-
rials and making up a story for every mask, each child selected a real
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Draw a map of the place (country, state, or region)
where your mask comes from. Make it detailed,
bright, and colorful. Be sure to label your map.
(This will be part of your display for the mask exhibit)

Figure 8.7 Nathan's Mask Display Map

mask from a different culture of the world. They gathered materials,
researched information about their masks, and eventually made papier
macho replicas. As a culminating event, we formed a museum for par-
ents and other classes to visit. Each mask was displayed on a panel,
along with its description and a map of the country from which it orig-
inated (Figure 8.7). We also made a visitor's guide which explained
each mask. As visitors to our museum viewed the displays, the chil-
dren confidently explained what they had learned. The map studypro-
vided a strong base from which to build future studies, and it also gave
the children an opportunity to use their emerging skills as language
users with an air of confidence.
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Even after we stopped talking about maps every day, the chil-
dren continued to make connections with them from time to time. One
afternoon when I had finished reading Chapter 4 of C. S. Lewis's The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, we were talking about Edmund, who
had just stepped into the magical world of Narnia and met up with a
witch. Seven-year-old Caitlin commented: "I was surprised the witch
was so nice to Edmund. She was really mean in the other book."
Another child countered, "She was just trying to play a trick on him.
She wasn't really nice." More discussion followed. Then Celina said,
"I'm feeling a lot of tension in this story!" She had remembered our
map notations about tension when we read Dominic and applied it
here. The Dominic map served as an introduction to the elements of
story, and the maps in the Narnia books guided us along on our liter-
ary journey through Lewis's magical stories. As we continued with lit-
erature throughout the remainder of the year, our knowledge of ten-
sion was joined by other elements of story, such as place and time,
which were also enhanced by our study of maps.

Individual children found many additional ways to use maps.
Following our mask study, Todd decided to do an independent study
that ended up being a collection of imaginary masks he created. He
drew each mask, wrote a brief description of it, and included a map of
where it was from (Figure 8.8). When Daniel published a book and
wrote his author description of himself, he chose to include a map to
his house (Figure 8.9). In his log for a small group literature study, Nick
drew a map to remind himself of the distance between two countries
and of their different cultures (Figure 8.10).

As the year came to a close, I realized that our map study had
become much more than a clever way to hook children into geography.
It was much bigger than an interesting content study to start the year.
Maps had become a guide, a tool, for navigating our way through
what we wanted and needed to learn, both together and individually.

As a culminating experience, I wanted to see what the children
would do with maps as a way to reflect on our year of learning. I asked
the children to make a map of their year and left the assignment open-
ended as to how they could go about it. As they completed their maps,
they took turns sharing. Kaitlin chose to make her map in the form of
a book. Each page was a calendar with a month of the school year on
it, along with a photograph from that month. Celina's map had a road
that traveled along, connecting different experiences we'd shared
throughout the year, such as stories and content studies.
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Figure 8.8 Todd's Description and Map for His
Imaginary Mask

Kinley's map was a unique 3-D map. He used recycled boxes and
containers for the buildings, which included his house, the home of the
family he carpooled with, the nursing home we visited every other
week, the Phoenix Art Museum, and the school (which was actually just
our classroom and the basketball court outside of our room). When
someone asked him why the inside of the school was just our class-
room, Kinley said that was the most important part of the school to him.
He had, in fact, made a sign on his map explaining that the size of each
building corresponded to its importance to him. For example, our class-
room was made from a large box and the nursing home was a tiny one.
Kinley connected all of the buildings with a road and reported that his
four-year-old brother Barry gave him the idea to make the road. Some
of his buildings had many details. In our classroom, he made a minia-
ture chalkboard with the daily plan on it, something I do every day. In
the box representing the Phoenix Art Museum, he had placed a small
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Figure 8.9 Daniel's Self-Description: He lives on Balboa
Dr. His favorite sport is roller blading and bike riding. His
house is 412. His phone number is 804-0395.

piece of plastic on the corner of the upper part, intending it to be the
large second floor window overlooking the museum's main gallery.
Evidently the window had made an impression on him during our var-
ious trips to see art exhibits.

Jesse's map was a detailed record of all of the books we'd read
together during the year. In addition to the titles, he drew line draw-
ings of characters and events and then watercolored them. Nathan's
map consisted of several sheets of computer paper connected together.
Each page had a number and a drawing (with a brief explanation) of
some significant event that had occurred. Along with all of the events
I would have expected him to include, such as the first day of school
and our Winter Solstice program, he added something he had learned
or done in P.E. class each month (Figure 8.11). This was a surprise to
meI had no idea P.E. was such an important part of his school life.
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Figure 8.10 Nick's Literature Log Entry

Thinking back on our first discussion about maps and how they
show us where to go and where things are, I realized that they also
show us where we've been. The maps created at the end of the school
year revealed what was important to each child. I learned how signif-
icant the stories were to Jesse, how much Kinley paid attention to the
architecture at the art museum, and what a passion Nathan had for P.E.
The maps had served as a guide for me to understand and remember
my students in yet another way.

Maps became my line for teaching that school year, as well as a
metaphor for how I think about the work of a teacher. When we're
really teaching, we're giving our students maps so they can find their
way, and at the same time, we're showing them how to design and
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Figure 8.11 Jesse's Map of the School Year

make their own. We give them maps in the form of language so they
can name what they encounter in the learning process. We give them
maps by reading them stories that will inspire a sense of wonder and
awe. We give them maps by asking questions and joining them in the
process of trying to find the answers and meanings.

It is my hope that we can begin to use this map metaphor to
become more trusting of children's thoughts and ideas. When we
made our original list about maps, the children suggested that one
thing maps do is help us get unstuck when we're lost. By placing the
map in their hands, perhaps they will show us a way to get "unstuck"
from practices that are meaningless and irrelevant to all of our school
lives. Allowing them to help design the map may release us from
looking at teaching as a series of activities and help us see the greater,
more significant destinations we need to reach on our school journeys.
In so doing, we may find ourselves on adventures even more won-
derful and charming than those experienced by the children who
stepped into the wardrobe and entered the magic of Narnia. And
finally, we may come to know our students in a new way, a way that
will help us guide them further along a path leading toward their
highest human potential.
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9 Fueled by Surprise
Phyllis Whitin
Dutch Fork Elementary School, Irmo, South Carolina

0ur daughter Becca was not quite two when she taught me
some important lessons about surprise. She and her two older
brothers were sprawled on the floor making get-well cards for

a family friend named Becky. Becca had decorated her paper with bold
orange and red scribbles. Suddenly, she tossed the orange crayon to the
floor and carefully selected a black crayon. She began to make deliber-
ate long and short, vertical lines in the lower corner of her paper, mut-
tering, "Becky." I was stunned. Becca was no longer drawing; she was
writing.

I remember stopping in my tracks and staring at Becca as she
worked. The determined strokes and the commanding tone in her
voice signaled the value that she gave to this authoring decision. In one
brief, miraculous moment, I had a window into Becca's literacy. My
surprise led me to pause and reflect. I realized that she must have been
sorting out the role of illustrations and print for a long time and that
she had selected a black crayon because it signified a writing tool to
her. The marks that she made with the black crayon were different
from her drawing. She had made decisions in her mind about the func-
tions of writing and illustrations while she watched the family read
aloud and write for numerous purposes. I could see both the wonder
of the human mind and the power of social context in her learning. I
made a vow that day to watch her even more closely from then on so
that I could continue to learn more. Becca was teaching me about the
energizing potential of surprise: Surprise slows down our teaching so
that we can listen, look closely, and reflect. In fact, I have come to real-
ize that without surprise the lifeblood of my teaching would drain
away. It is surprise that fuels my teaching.

Becca helped me learn to believe in the importance of watching
and reflecting upon surprise. Once I came to value surprise, I made a
conscious decision to look for its many dimensions. With Becca, sur-
prise led me to recognize signs of developing literacy. On other occa-
sions, children's surprising comments and observations have encour-
aged me to examine my teaching practices. Over time, I learned that if
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surprise were important for me as a learner, it would be equally impor-
tant for my students. I have therefore developed and used specific
strategies and conditions to ensure that surprise will be an important
dimension of my classroom. The stories that I tell will reflect both the
lessons I have learned from surprise and my intentional plans to
include surprise in my day-to-day teaching. These stories are drawn
from my work in elementary and middle school.

Redirected by Surprise

Even a casual comment or question by a student can catch me by sur-
prise and cause me to take a hard look at the implications of my teach-
ing decisions. One fall I learned an important lesson about children's
writing by examining the implicit message of an unexpected student
comment. For many years, I have displayed posters of poems around
the room. I recite the poems, and I invite the children to say the poems
alone or chorally. Enjoying poetry together has always become an
important ritual for my classes, from preschool through middle school.
At the beginning of this particular year, I created a bulletin board
showing work from previous seventh graders as a preview of possible
projects for the current year. On one of the first days of school, I asked
the children to nominate a poem to recite chorally. Andy pointed to the
board of student work and asked, "Can we say one of those poems?"

Andy's question was unexpected, and instantly I realized the
message I had been sending inadvertently. The poems I recited were
from published, famous authors. Although I regularly provided time for
students to celebrate their written work, I never had encouraged my
students to recite, read chorally, or memorize student work. In my mind,
I had separated the two groups of authors, yet I had been in the habit of
calling the students "authors," calling our group conferences "authors'
circles," and calling our sharing time "authors' celebration." Andy's
comment brought this inconsistency to my attention. With all these
thoughts racing through my mind, I smiled, weakly, "Yes," and Andy
recited a student-authored poem. Andy changed my thinking and my
practices from that day forward. I still have many posters of published
poets, but alongside them are poems by students. The children and I
recite them all, naming the title and author of published and unpub-
lished poems with equal dignity. How the children love to hear their
classmates say by heart a poem that they have written. Thanks to Andy,
now the children can believe that they are valued authors in my class.

At other times, when I listen to children, and when I read their
silent messages, I find that I need to change my expectations for a
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single lesson or experience. One such instance occurred in my fourth-
grade class the day after winter vacation. I usually start the day after
this two-week break with an open-ended writing time. I suggest some
broad topics: a time I was surprised over vacation, a snapshot of a
moment, a time I felt particularly happy or sad, and so forth. We all
return to the class bursting with news, and by writing about our expe-
riences, we have some potential drafts for further writing. We follow
the writing time with informal sharing so that the class can catch up
with each other's news.

On this particular occasion, after a fifteen-minute silent writing
period, we gathered on the floor in our circle. I reminded the children
that we could share all, some, or none of our writing. We proceeded to
take turns, with most of the children describing visits with relatives,
special gifts, and the results of some exciting college bowl football
games. I, too, was eager to share, and my own self-centeredness almost
made me miss a surprise I needed to heed. When it was Colby's turn,
he chose not to share, but just before we concluded our group time, he
said, "I'll go." The topic of Colby's piece was similar to his classmates',
but his voice did not match the content. "I was surprised by the score
of the Florida game . . ." he read in a jerky, hesitant monotone. I leaned
a little closer, puzzled. Colby continued to give a few football scores,
took a breath, paused, and muttered almost inaudibly, "And I was sur-
prised when my dog died."

The importance of gifts, traveling, and relatives paled in signifi-
cance. Colby needed to know that we had really heard his message.
My role was to gather the group together in his support. Quietly I said,
"I'm so sorry. It's so hard to lose a pet that you love." The children took
my cue, and we sat in silence. Finally Colby added details. He had
watched as his dog was struck by a car. Listening, we all remembered
the happy stories Colby had written in the fall about his dog.

Breaking the long silence, Jennifer spoke. She, too, had lost a dog
earlier in the year. Now she explained how her dog had been part of
the family since before she was born. Her dog had protected her as an
infant and had remained as her fast companion for these ten years.
Fighting tears, she said, "When my dog died, I cried and cried. I cried
every night for a long time."

Laura Jane, Ross, and others quietly shared their stories of grief
over pets they had lost. In between the stories, the children and I sat in
silence or wiped away tears. I moved to pat or hug the children who
had spoken. Finally, I thanked all the children for understanding how
hard this time was for their classmate. We would all support Colby on
this difficult day.
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The conversation was not one that I had anticipated, and, sad as
it was, it taught me more about surprise. I need to know my children
well so that I recognize surprising cues. I need to let surprise change
my preconceived notions of a lesson plan. Letting surprise lead me can
help me to support individuals and build community.

Growing through Surprise

One of the measures I use to judge if my classroom is thriving is my
own development as a learner. When I feel my own thinking stretched,
I believe that my students are challenged as well. I grow as a learner
myself when the children surprise me with a comment, observation, or
question. I have come to appreciate the interdependence of my learn-
ing and the children's. I therefore have come to plan intentionally for
this dimension of teaching.

One day Deidre stayed in from recess to share her thoughts
about some science observations she had made. A pair of bluebirds
had been building a nest in a box behind our portable classroom. The
children had recorded the length of time between nest-building trips
for several days. When Deidre studied the data, she noticed that the
female had made many more frequent trips earlier in the week than at
the latter part. This change in pattern interested her, and she wanted to
talk about it.

At one point during our conversation she mused, "Maybe the
female bluebird is trying to get exercise because she has to get on to the
nest for a long time."

Although I, too, had known that the bird was coming less often,
the thought of her needing exercise had never occurred to me. I was
intrigued. I began to think of a human female and the importance of
exercise and nutrition during pregnancy. I commented that for a
human, a developing baby takes a lot of energy. Deidre answered,
"Like she has to feed two."

"Right," I replied. "So this bird is feeding up to five or six. So
maybe she's out getting nourishing food, to get the right proteins and
things to get in the eggs to make them strong . . . maybe . . . you know
how animals eat a lot before they hibernate? Maybe her system is say-

."

"Eat," Deidre continued. "Kind of like hibernation. Because she
has to sit on that nest a long time."

"Maybe the reason might be partly for exercise and partly for
food," I wondered.
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Deidre extended the idea of my analogy. "Just a few days instead
of like months . . . but she still has to eat." Deidre and I smiled at our
collaborative theory, and I made sure that she realized how her think-
ing had impacted mine.

As I reflected upon this brief interchange, I was struck by the
way we developed this idea. Deidre had first wondered why the
female bluebird spent longer periods of time away from the nest. She
developed a tentative theory that the female needed exercise before
she began the long incubation period. Deidre's theory was based upon
her knowledge that the female bluebird singularly incubates the eggs,
while in other species both sexes incubate. Her idea caused me to think
about my own experiences as a mother, with special needs for exercise
and nutrition. Deidre's next comment, "Like she has to feed two," led
me to contrast a bird's brood with that of a human. A large number of
babies made me think of a larger volume of food, which led to the idea
of hibernation. Finally, Deidre brought my far-fetched idea of relating
incubation and hibernation into balance by emphasizing the propor-
tional relationship of "a few days instead of months." Neither Deidre
nor I could have developed these ideas on our own. Each of us con-
tributed our knowledge, experience, and perspective.

Once again, I saw new value in surprise. When I am ready to be
surprised by my students' thinking, I am cast in the role of co-learner.
I help my students make connections, and they do the same for me. I
delight in this generation of new ideas, and my students see this
delight in action. At these times I am at my best as a teacher because
my students see my joy in being a lifelong learner. My demonstration
speaks more loudly than any of my words. Through such experiences,
I affect students like Deidre from another perspective as well. When I
acknowledge the impact that my students have on my thinking, I
empower them as learners. They see their ideas as meaningful, valu-
able, and important. Developing hypotheses and theories with my stu-
dents is one strategy that supports this empowerment.

Nurturing Surprise

Another strategy that I have found to nurture surprise in my classroom
is to provide opportunities to express ideas in multiple ways. Written
language is privileged in schools, particularly in post-primary grades.
While reading a story, for example, many teachers ask their children to
answer written questions, to create essays according to guidelines, or
to follow specified prompts. A refreshing change from these routines is
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the Sketch-to-Stretch strategy (Short & Harste, with Burke, 1996;
Whitin, 1996). It is this shift in responding from writing to art that gen-
erates surprise.

Sketch-to-Stretch is simply an invitation to put one's ideas about
a story into a visual form. In sketching, learners draw what the story
means to them rather than illustrate a scene. I usually ask students to
think of important ideas or feelings in a story or poem, and then to
brainstorm colors, shapes, textures, lines, or symbols that might show
those ideas. For example, if someone says that a feeling in a story is
sadness, I ask what color might stand for sadness. Usually someone
will suggest blue or gray, but I always ask, "Who has another idea?" I
want to be sure that from the start we all understand that multiple
interpretations are welcome, although I do ask students to give reasons
for their ideas.

Once acquainted with the strategy, children often choose to sketch
in their reader's response journals or collaborate to create group
sketches. The generative power of collaboration is a constant source of
surprise and delight for me. Recently I was particularly fascinated by
the thinking of a small group of boys who were creating a poster in
response to the novella, Sarah, Plain and Tall (Mac Lachlan, 1985). In this
turn-of-the-century story, Sarah leaves her home on the coast of Maine
in response to a newspaper ad for a prospective wife and stepmother.
Children were amazed at this historical practice, and from their own
perspective of divorce and separation, they empathized with the stresses
of trying to establish a blended family. While reading and discussing the
book, the children talked regularly about the theme that we came to call
"building a family." They identified key events in the book that helped
to draw the family closer together and lessen Sarah's homesickness.

After completing the book, I asked each small group to create a
sketch that would show a time line for a theme in the book. One group
of boys wanted to illustrate how key events slowly strengthened the
new family's relationship. After some discussion, the boys decided to
draw a large flower to show changes over time. They developed some
initial ideas during the first work period. In a class meeting, Joseph
explained why the group chose a flower as a symbol. He described that
when a person plants a seed, the plant grows in stages. "Like the char-
acters," he continued, "they have to keep growing. As the flower is
growing, it picks up memories. The petals stand for the memories now
growing, but the center is where they are closed up. Your brain is inside
your head; memories are on the inside so they can't get damaged."
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Alex added, "Like water and minerals are inside a cactus. They
are kept on the inside." Alex remembered our study of the desert the
month before and related the idea of protection to this special plant.

Jason also elaborated upon Joseph's idea. Folding his arms over
his chest for emphasis, he explained that on the inside, the memories
would be "close and captive. You don't put memories on the outside
where they can get damaged."

I was fascinated by the boys' differentiation between the inside
and the outside of the flower, and how they related it to the fragile
nature of developing memories that would build a family. Joseph's and
Alex's comparisons added a scientific perspective to the idea of pro-
tection, while Jason's poetic phrase, "close and captive," along with his
gesture, added an aesthetic dimension. Giving the boys a chance to
talk about their thinking to the class before they had finished their
poster allowed them to generate new ideas. The idea of protecting
good memories was becoming more important to them. Even though I
had seen this generative power of talk and drawing before, I was still
not prepared for the surprises of the next day.

When the boys returned to their group, they developed their
idea of protecting the most important memories. Looking through
their journals and notes, they agreed upon four key events of the story
that were the most precious new memories for the family: swimming
in the cow pond, sliding on a haystack "dune," singing, and eating
together at the table by candlelight. Finding these key "good" memo-
ries led them to contrast these events with Sarah's sadness and home-
sickness. As they sketched the positive scenes, they began to talk about
how people deal with bad memories, and how the good memories in
the book became stronger than the sad memories. Meanwhile, the idea
of a flower made them think about bees, and Joshua began to sketch a
bee. Connecting their ideas together, they decided that the pollen
could represent the bad memories, and the bee came to take it away.
"Yes," exclaimed Alex, "and the bee takes the pollen away and makes
it into honey. So the bad memories can be made into good memories."
This new idea of the bee helped the boys strengthen their premise that
the good memories developed a strong family relationship despite
some sad times. Their final commentary for their poster read:

In the middle [of the flower] is the main memory of Sarah. The
petals are protecting the main memory from the other bad
memories of Sarah. The pollen around the flower is the bad
memories. The bee is the bad memory taker awayer.
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I was amazed at the way the boys extended the metaphor of the
flower to explain Sarah's internal conflict. As they elaborated upon the
parts of a flower, the way it grew, and how it related to other forms of
life, they analyzed the ideas in the story more deeply. I doubted that
they would have developed these ideas without the opportunity to
express their thinking in the less-traditional way of sketching. If they
had merely responded to a predetermined set of questions with
implicit correct answers, there would have been no surprises. Through
sketching and talking, they grew as literate people, and I appreciated
both their personal thinking and the sophistication of their collective
literary analysis. Like Becca, these boys showed me the wonder of
human minds and the power of social interaction.

Planning for Surprise

I have also found that encouraging metaphorical connections in other
disciplines can lead my students and me down surprising paths of
thinking. This third teaching strategy actually grew out of my inter-
est in sketching in response to literature. Every sketch is a metaphor,
such as a flower that represents building a family. I discussed my
ideas with my husband, with whom I collaborate. We began to search
for opportunities to capitalize upon the use of metaphor in all subject
areas, particularly in mathematics and science (Whitin, P. & Whitin,
D. 1997).

While working with fourth graders in mathematics, we noticed
that the children naturally described mathematical patterns in meta-
phorical terms. Danny, for example, was coloring a pattern of multi-
ples of four and eight on a hundred-square board. He noticed that
every other number in the multiples of four (4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24), was
also a multiple of eight (8, 16, 24). He commented that four was like
eight's "little sister" because "she follows him wherever he goes." His
metaphor captured the "tag along" quality of the two sets of numbers.
Intrigued by Danny's idea, we began to ask the children intentionally,
"What does this number pattern remind you of? What is it like?"

We found that asking these questions opened the door to other
surprising connections for mathematical ideas. While studying frac-
tions, we talked about the confusing relationship of denominators get-
ting larger while the size of the fraction gets smaller (one-half is greater
than one-eighth, even though two is smaller than eight). Amanda
explained it this way: "One-half is bigger than one-eighth because the
one-eighth came from the one-half. For example, if you were just born,
you can't be older and bigger than your mom because you came from
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her." Amanda demonstrated her point by showing that four one-
eighth pieces covered the same area as one-half in a manipulative
model. I was surprised by her insight and realized that the use of this
analogy allowed Amanda to explain a difficult relationship in a per-
sonally inventive way.

On another occasion, exploring equivalent fractions led Ryan to
create a comparison that showed his personal perspective. After listing
numerous names of one-half (one-half, two-fourths, four-eighths,
eight-sixteenths, etc.), we asked, "How can there be so many fractions
that equal one-half? What does this idea in fractions remind you of?"
Ryan suggested, "It's like culture. There's a lot of cultures in the world.
But all the people are God's." One of Ryan's favorite subjects was
social studies, so he naturally used a cultural referent to explain this
mathematical idea. Jon, on the other hand, was an avid rock hound.
His metaphor reflected his own interest: "They're [equivalent frac-
tions] like optical calcite and green calcite. They're both calcite, but
they look different." Consciously inviting the children to create these
metaphors encouraged them to make surprising connections between
their own experiences and abstract ideas. They made sense of mathe-
matical ideas for themselves, and as a teacher, I learned to value their
unique thinking through these unexpected metaphorical images.

Setting the spirit of searching for metaphors or analogies proved
to be an important dimension of science class as well. Jonathan, for
example, compared the clashing of cold and warm air masses in
weather to people fighting. When a cold air mass pushes a warm air
mass out of its way, the "bully" cold air mass has "won." On another
occasion, Lauren was studying a picture of a Minnesota lake in early
spring when the ice was breaking into shards. She compared the rela-
tionship between the ice shards and the lake water to plate tectonics:
"Instead of water, magma comes out. The ice is like the plates of the
earth when they crack and move. The icicles [shards] are like thin crust
on the magma." Her comparison helped her to make sense of weather
conditions and geology from a fresh perspective. Whitney, on the other
hand, used her personal experience to describe the sound of a bird at
our class feeder. She said, "It made a sound like a jumping rope."

Jonathan, Lauren, and Whitney were using what they knew
about one experience (squabbles, plate tectonics, and jump roping) to
make sense of other experiences. Personal interests and experiences
became valuable assets to the children as individuals and to the group
as a whole. Making a wide range of ideas public encourages learners
to make even more connections. And the cycle that surprise sets in
motion continues.
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10 Getting Real
with Students
Mary M. Kitagawa
Mark's Meadow School, Amherst, Massachusetts

In the popular press, and even in some professional publications,
there is an enormous misconception about where the demarcation
line is between "whole language" and other philosophies of educa-

tion. Contrary to impressions from the media, the place of phonics in
the curriculum is not the dividing line. The distinction is easier to see
in upper elementary grades where the red herring issue of phonics
does not obfuscate the picture. What marks a whole language class-
room is teachers who take the political stance encapsulated in this
maxim: Get real with your students so they can really learn.

I kept a journal in 1996, while teaching a fifth-sixth grade class, but
I have always been a sporadic diarist, so it was usually the exciting or
frustrating days that I recorded. As I now look back over the entries, I
find that what probably keeps me in teaching after over thirty years of
"trying to get it right" is the challenge of trying to lead by following.
"Following," in this sense, is not the least bit passive, however, for my
role is to give back to students the exploratory zeal they had as toddlers.

The best learning occurs when I loosen the reins so that students
interact more freely with me and more collaboratively with each other.
Ten- to twelve-year-olds, whose interests are almost riveted to those of
their peers, take to the approach with enthusiasm, and as my journal
shows, the teacher who goes along for the ride is in for a lot of excite-
ment, too. One of the subtle but essential ways a teacher can loosen the
reins is by altering her discourse patterns with the students.

There is a great deal of research about classroom discourse
(Cazden, 1988) that describes teacherpupil exchanges in the recitation
mode: IREInitiation, Response, Evaluation. The traditional pattern is
that the teacher initiates the exchange with a question addressed to the
class or an individual, gets a response, and evaluates it before initiating
another exchange. Although such a pattern of recitation may be less
prevalent today than previously, it still appeals to teachers who want to
control on a micromanagement level. It feels like "getting it right," and
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to a passerby it looks like orderly learning, but it is a perfunctory way
to "cover" the curriculum with little real learning for most students.

There is no doubt that teachers are responsible for their students'
learning, but to achieve long-term effects, schooling must be team
action at center court instead of a spectator sport. One of the most
effective ways to engage students in their own learning is to replace
many of our IRE exchanges with the egalitarian discourse patterns that
are typical outside of school.

Years ago, in a seminar in England led by Peter Medway, what
might seem obvious to others dawned upon me for the first time:
"Where, other than in classrooms," he asked us, "would people tolerate being
asked questions for which the questioner has a predetermined answer in
mind?" Doing so out of school sounds condescending or sarcastic
unless it is clearly only a rhetorical device.

I began to monitor myself, trying to reduce the number of what
I call "teacherish" questionsthat is, the questions only a teacher
asksand replacing them with challenges and open-ended tasks in
which students' responses are a matter of my genuine inquiry. Besides
monitoring the nature of my questions, I structure much of the school
day into interactions in which my contributions are to be given no
more validity than the students'. I tell them up front that this is my
goal; I invite them to help me, and I demonstrate that I mean it. There
are many small but significant ways I do this: being as real in dialogues
as I would be with an adult, bending over backwards to accommodate
their suggestions, and frankly seeking their advice on matters that they
can help me decide. Some areas of the curriculum lend themselves
more easily to genuine dialogue than others, but in every context my
primary goal is to nurture student initiative. When they take the ini-
tiative, learning happens.

In literature study circles my students delve more deeply and
personally into their novels during discussions when I completely
restrain myself from teacherish talk. Although they know that I am
passionate, not laissez-faire, about the quality of our discussions, they
expect of me genuine discourse (including the times when I sponta-
neously react with jealousy that they noticed something I missed!).
And by constantly treating their interpretations with respect, I build a
level of rapport that allows me to present some of my own views with-
out overwhelming the students' confidence in their own.

If I ever toss a comprehension question into an interpretive dis-
cussion (e.g., a question about the novel's literal information), it is
alarming how fast students revert to the recitation model. (The only
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exception is when they know that I am truly seeking personal edifica-
tion, as with L'Engle's books, which my students handle better than I
do!). The recitation mode is easy to recognize: Students shift their gaze
to me instead of looking at the classmate who is speaking, and they
overly attend to whatever I contribute. Turn-taking slows to a crawl
because students pause between speakers and look to see if I want a
turn. In genuine literature-study conversation, without the recitation
component, I find myself competing for turns like everyone else. While
discussing Natalie Babbitt's Tuck Everlasting, a group of students was
debating the ideal age to drink the magic spring water that prevents
either aging or dying. Some were arguing for 18 and others insisted
that 21, 25, or even 28 would be better. I was desperately trying to con-
vince them that the real question was whether to drink the water in the
first place, saying that I personally wouldn't touch the stuff. They sus-
pended their argument only long enough for Lupita to resolve that dis-
crepancy with a single sentence: "That's because you've already
passed all the good ages." I have been thinking about using that as my
epitaph: "She died because she had already passed all the good ages!"

Genuine questions are also quite natural in writing workshop
conversation, within conferences and during group sharing sessions:
"How did you come up with this character for your story?" I ask, or
"Have you decided on a title for this poem?"inquiries that only the
author could answer. Because students know that their decisions drive
the content of their writing, they find it natural to explain those deci-
sions authoritatively. (I will admit that this is one of the harder tasks
for me, howeverto keep from "fixing" their writing my way!).

It may sound as if all I do is "hang out" with my class as one of
the gang, but that is absolutely not the case. Much of the day I am
clearly an instructor rather than a co-participant. A commitment to
genuine conversation does not mean that teachers can never instruct.
When there is a lesson that is best imparted through direct instruction,
they should be up-front about what they are doing and engage in a
straightforwardly instructional mode. To me, the instructional mode
has to contrast with the co-participant mode, but even when I instruct,
I try to avoid teacherish IRE patterns, such as pretending to elicit infor-
mation from students as a ploy to hold their attention. For example, if
the point of the instruction is to remind students of what has been
taught previously, I think it is more honest to say something like, "It
looks like you need a review of dialogue punctuation; I'll go over it for
you now" rather than teasing them with, "Now what punctuation
rules are needed for a dialogue?" when you are already convinced that
they have forgotten or never understood it in the first place.
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Also in whole-class instruction, I prefer to be direct when pre-
senting knowledge as the authority instead of worming approximate
answers from students and correcting their responses. For instance, if
I plan to teach the formula for finding the area of a circle to students
who have recently learned to find the circumference, I might straight-
forwardly ask them if they need to review what pi is, or, if I were deter-
mined to review it anyway, I would just do so. I personally believe that
students attend to direct instruction best when it is presented as that,
and furthermore, that they appreciate an up-front approach about the
fact that I have something to teach. They know that they are not being
tested, because I am not engaging in questioning but rather in telling or
demonstrating. They can safely reveal any confusion because it is obvi-
ous that my goal is only to help resolve it. Their energy can be shifted
from trying to be "right" to asking the questions they would really like
to have answered.

Beyond language arts, in fact throughout the curriculum, gen-
uine questions foster richer dialogues with students than teacherish
questions do, for questions with right and wrong answers signal stu-
dents to be performers. When answering a question feels like a perfor-
mance, it is normal to pull back from risk-taking. Once freed from the
obligation to perform, students' talk is one of the key ways they can
bring to the surface what it is that they almost know.

On the first day of school, according to my journal of 1996, I
asked my class, "What do you think it is that makes a poem a poem?"
It wasn't the first class I had ever asked that question, but the potential
array of answers is too large to make it anything but a genuine query.
After they looked at some poems written by the class of the previous
year and brainstormed awhile, I asked the students to go home and list
ten attributes of poetry. Philip's "a poem is a song without a tune"
seemed to put the other students into a positive mood for the assign-
ment. The next day they got together in groups of four or five to nar-
row their forty or fifty contributions to ten that they felt best described
the nature of poetry.

Lest anyone think the group processes were smooth on that sec-
ond day of school, let me digress with a description from my journal
entry made that evening:

Alan was sabotaging his group's efforts by flippant strategies
such as closing his eyes and aiming his pencil at the list for a
blind choice (until I called him aside and asked for more positive
leadership, he being one of my former fifth gradersnow sixth);
and another group decided that the democratic process was to
let each member select their own best two, a quick strategy that
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bypassed most of the fruitful discussion I had envisioned. But
the other four groups did negotiate their choices, and two of
those groups debated so extensively that they required far more
time than I had planned, creating boredom and consequent mis-
behavior among the fast finishers.

That second night I typed a list of the sixty "winners" from the
six groups, and the next day we had an election. I recorded votes on an
overhead transparency of the list. After we pooled votes for the ones
that seemed like restatements of the same attribute, we settled upon
these ten, in order of popularity:

Poetry
can express feelings
is like a song without a tune
creates a picture in your mind
has a rhythm
sometimes has metaphors that express ideas
is often descriptive
says a lot in just a little
can be in groups of phrases (not necessarily sentences)
can be fiction or nonfiction
creates a way of looking at things differently

The last one actually tied with "sometimes rhymes," but the students
left it off because they said everyone knows that.

I judge that this series of lessons was effective because we got
from it a "consensus" to put on a wall chart, and immediately after-
wards about half of the class dived into poetry books to do some read-
ing while the rest grabbed pencils and began to draft poems. Part of
restraining my teacherish voice had been to let stand their contribution
"fiction or nonfiction" rather than bargaining with them for "fantasy
and realism," which I suspected they meant. Had I chosen to bargain,
it would have been easy to ask for clarification, but this was early in
our relationship, and I did not yet trust them to know that my puzzle-
ment was genuine. On the third day of school, I was leery of having my
question taken as an evaluative zinger that would diminish their sense
of ownership of the list.

That same day we did a science activity, which I chose as a
launch to our mandated Buoyancy and Density science unit and also
because I was quite sure it would encourage lively hypothesizing.
Though basic principles of buoyancy are involved and I had done this
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lesson before, something beyond my expectations occurred, so I found
it easy to contribute my genuine questions to theirs.

Pairs of students dropped unpopped kernels of popcorn into
water, wrote observations, then added Alka Seltzer tablets, speculating
on paper about causes for the results. I asked them to do a double col-
umn list: observations and hypotheses. It was noisy but productive,
and some groups had time to add raisins to see if the results were dif-
ferent. During discussion, they debated why there were bubbles on the
popcorn kernels that sank in the water even before the Alka Seltzer
was added. About half thought that air above the water line caught
onto the kernel and rode down with it, and others maintained that
there was air emerging from inside the kernel. Since most students felt
that the fact that the kernels sank proved their solidity, and further
study of kernels showed no visible airholes, there was a lively debate.
About the raisins, some students suggested that we should have tried
it with grapes, with Juanita arguing that raisins are also grapes so they
would behave alike, and Taylor convincing her that the difference in
water content would be a variable.

I had to fight my urge toward closure and not end the lesson by
giving or eliciting a teacherish conclusion, but that was not as hard for
me as it would have been had I not been genuinely surprised by the air
bubbles and equally curious about the effects of some of the variables
they suggested, including using soda pop instead of water. (Just writ-
ing this, I realize that we should have tried popping the kernels after
the experiment.)

The first read-aloud book of the year led to a long series of cre-
ative drama experiences in which I got to be more a tracker than a con-
troller of the students' learning. In The Girl Who Owned a City (Nelson,
1995) the characters are children who must survive without adults
because some plague has wiped out everyone over the age of twelve.
Our discussions were so rich, and the novel was so popular, that I
launched a three-session survival simulation that actually occupied us
for about thirty minutes a day for the next three weeks. We were
twenty-seven children shipwrecked on a tropical island with no hope
of rescue.

I had read about what is variously called creative or sponta-
neous drama (especially Johnson & O'Neill, 1984) in which the only
performance is cooperative exploration through role-playing. I had
tried some such events off and on, but this turned into the most exten-
sive creative drama any class of mine had undertaken. My role was to
establish the setting and our plight, as well as to challenge the students
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to join me in speaking only in character during the co-creation of our
ad-libbed drama. From the beginning, both while they acted in char-
acter and during debriefing sessions, the students insisted that no
leader was necessary and that electing a leader would just make oth-
ers jealous. I tested their determination by playing my part in role as
someone dense enough to keep talking about a leader and asking how
one should be chosen, but they did not budge.

By the third episode, the group, with everyone speaking in role
as survivors, had decided what task subgroups we needed: explorers,
firemakers, shelter builders, food gatherers, doctors, and so on. Taylor
volunteered to run the meeting in which jobs were given, and, although
he was told not to assume leadership, he was allowed to coordinate
turn-taking. As a minor character, a sleeping-mats weaver, I could act
helpless when anyone sought to use me as a resource while we were in
role. When, for example, the firebuilder asked me how he was going to
start a fire without matches, I simply shrugged. When students com-
plained about the behavior of others, I usually sympathized without
coming to their rescue. (I did, however, set game rules during debrief-
ing sessions, such as suggesting that it would be fair to look up survival
information between role-playing episodes. And twice, when serious
horseplay threatened the role-playing of others, I did break everyone
out of role to reiterate rules about sincere participation.)

Every two class periods were one day on the island. The first
was daytime, and students worked together in groups according to
their roles. To my surprise, they never solved problems with unrealis-
tic ease. In fact, though they were just talk-acting their parts in most
groups, the shelter builders' attempts regularly fell down in spite of
elaborate variations that they pretended to attempt, and the firebuilder
never did figure out how to get a blaze going in spite of plenty of
advice from others. (Fortunately, our food gatherers never brought us
much but bananas and coconuts, so there was nothing to cook.)

After the third of these daytime simulations, I wrote in my jour-
nal these observations about the differences between the small groups:

Some seemed more like kindergartners than upper elementary,
but no one seemed to consider it beneath their dignity. The doc-
tors did more playacting than talking, making leaf bandages
and foraging for "medicines" on the playground lawn, while
most of the other groups only "talk-acted" or drew diagrams
about what they were doing. Yet even the talk-actors would
sometimes wander over to the doctors with a physical need to
be "treated" and then go back to the small group work that was
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mostly verbal. My sleeping-mats teammates were another
physically involved group; they looked up raffia between ses-
sions and, when the encyclopedia description did not suffice,
went to the art teacher for actual materials to make miniature
sleeping mats.

The class periods that alternated with "daytime work" were
whole-group discussions around the (unlit) campfire where the sur-
vivors presumably met every evening. Taylor continued as discussion
leader, but the group constantly reminded him that his position did not
include decision-making powers, which frustrated him and caused
friction because of his violations. Every campfire seemed to be a dif-
ferent governing experiment. David argued for rotating leadership,
including the running of meetings, but was outvoted. Finally they res-
urrected a suggestion someone had made in the first days, when the
group committed themselves not to have any single leader: They
would have a council. Each subgroup that worked together on survival
needs, such as shelter builders, would send a delegate to the council at
campfire time. Council members, sitting in an inner circle, could speak
freely, while Taylor would sit in the outer ring and occasionally call on
outer ring members if they had something to say to the council. It did
not work well at all, but it was fascinating to see them struggle with the
logistics of governance.

Once, in processing after a session, students asked me to regu-
late some of the off-task horseplay and insincere comments that were
interfering with the role-playing during campfire sessions. We all
knew what they meant. I suggested that I would be a sandman, and, if
someone's behavior was unproductive, I would signal that person to
"fall asleep" by leaving the circle. I guess they were serious about the
success of this game because everyone whom I later had to signal for a
nap dropped out without objection. They would just say something
like, "Well, it's been a hard day," and pull back from the group.

An observer might think my role was too passive, but actually I
believe that my mere presence (even playing a minor role among the
stranded children) kept the game from turning into a Lord of the Flies
simulation! I contributed a behavioral bottom line, which enabled
them to maintain enough sincerity to struggle genuinely with the con-
flicts of independence versus interdependence that seemed to underlie
most decisions. In their journal entries, many students indicated that,
though they did not want to give up their Utopian ideas of a society
that needs no leader, they realized that this group was headed for a
split that might have been prevented had a leader been chosen.
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Our survival game, as we called it, was an occasion of experi-
mentation for all of us. I was "teaching by ear" just as much as they
were "learning by doing." I had secret doubts on many occasions. Once,
when the explorers told us at campfire that they found two skeletons
with swords stuck through them (I don't know why their assailants had
left their swords behind; perhaps each of them had killed the other
simultaneously!), I was nervous that our role-play would take a violent
or whodunit turn, but that campfire session was one of the most
focused discussions of all. The swords were too rusted to be of any use,
it was reported, but the group debated the ethics of using human bones
to aid our survival. Some argued that we could make a trap from the rib
cages or could sharpen bones for tools. To those who thought the skele-
ton parts should not be used, out of respect for the dead, others said,
"Whoever it was would probably want us to use what we could," and
"It would be sort of like an organ transplant." Philip argued that, after
the soul had departed, the use of the remains was no different from use
of animal remains. I was amazed at the focused but dispassionate
involvement of the whole group. No one had to be put to sleep during
that campfire!

Since a simulation is artificial by definition, what did the sur-
vival role-playing have to do with genuine questions? I think it had
everything to do with my underlying assumption that students have to
see the teacher as being open to their thinking rather than as steering
them toward predetermined outcomes. If I were standing in front of
them with a teachers' manual to which I could refer for answers or next
steps, their participation would probably have been to subtly, or even
overtly, sabotage the process. Genuine questions and co-constructed
simulations allow students to provide direction to the concepts they
are ready to handle and force them to use each other as resources. And
the level of the learning that accompanies this "loosening of the reins"
is shown clearly by an examination of the results.

Looking back upon the year as a whole, I know that, even
though interpersonal dynamics remained thorny right up until sum-
mer vacation, community building did occur in those early months,
and I attribute much of the credit to our role-playing. My assessment
has to be in the Good News/Bad News format:

GN = The class as a whole remained accessible to each other in
many peer consultation situations, such as in excellent writing
conferences between peers (some of the best I have ever over-
heard) and collaboration in math, science and social studies.
BN = The handful of students who dealt with their peers dis-
respectfully at the beginning of the year continued to engage
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in serious putdowns except when I was involved as a direct wit-
ness, a buffer, or a threat. Most of the verbal attacks occurred on
the playground or at least out of my earshot, but the repercus-
sions constantly spilled back into the classroom, so I knew that
I was only keeping the lid on rather than actually shutting off
the heat. GN = The class eagerly engaged in another simulation
in December, a model United Nations which accompanied our
World Regions and Contemporary Issues unit. Although we had
never spoken explicitly about how our governing attempts on
the island compared to those of actual societies, it was obvious
that students had absorbed concepts about government by role-
playing the formation of a mini-society on the tropical island.

When I chide myself about "getting it right" so I can retire in
peace, I am not really serious. Actually, I believe that since "getting it
right" is "getting real," I have to accept the risk of "getting it wrong":
Tidy structures and predictable outcomes have to be sacrificed in order
to achieve the often disorderly process by which concepts grow in
experiential contexts. There is no threat to my high expectations and
standards when I tip the balance away from teacherish to genuine
questions and from prepackaged curricula to open-ended opportuni-
ties. The quality of the students' participation and learning has always
exceeded my most optimistic expectations.
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11 "I Can Hear
You Thinking":
Talking and Learning
in a Multiage Classroom
Kathryn Mitchell Pierce
Glenridge School, Clayton, Missouri

Iteach in a primary multiage classroom with children in grades 1, 2,
and 3. Most students join our group as first graders and stay for three
years. Recently, I listened in as a multiage group of studentsEvan

(age 9), Laura (age 7), and Michael (age 8)were working at a table.
After a long pause during which the three were deeply engrossed in
independent thought, Michael said hesitantly, with a slight rise in into-
nation, "OK . . ."

Laura: I can hear you thinking.
Michael: Huh?!

Evan: I'm going to get some Wite-Out.

Michael: How come you always use Wite-Out?

Evan: I usually write in pen and I usually screw up.
Michael: Oh. Then you'll always need it, I guess.

Evan: Yeah. 'Cause one time I tried to erase it and I ripped a
hole in my page.

Michael: [laughing]

Evan: I just have to write over it [as he covers his error with
daubs of white liquid].

Laura: But it works!

Evan: Yeah. It's gone now!

Michael: Yeah. It went right through the page!
Evan: OK. Let's see . . . [as he returns to his work].

Their conversation intrigued me. At first, I wasn't even sure why.
Since I had taped this as part of the other work going on at the table, I
had the chance to revisit the conversation several times as I attempted
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to sort out why it had captured my attention. Listening to the tape for
the second and third time, I found myself smiling as I thought of
Evanhow much he had grown and matured since I first met him sev-
eral years ago. Now he was one of our "big kids" and already thinking
about life next year in fourth grade. Laura and Michael, younger mem-
bers of our group, looked on with admiration as Evan used the Wite-
Out. Evan is just about the only one in our room who uses Wite-Out; the
others seem to view it as a privilege Evan has earned by virtue of his
status as one of the big kids and a passionate writer. Evan seemed so
confident as he explained his use of the magical disappearing liquid
and so confident as he said, "and I usually screw up." The others did-
n't laugh at this or respond negatively in any way, and Evan seemed to
know that they wouldn't.

Fleeting conversations like this one happen all day every day in
our classroom. Most of them register momentarily and then are lost to my
memory, but the tone remains. Listening in on these "peripheral" con-
versations is one of the ways I keep my finger on the pulse of our class-
room. Talk is an essential way that we establish, maintain, and assess the
social and intellectual health of our classroom as a community.

How I Foster the Children's Exploratory Talk

For years I read about "The Language Arts" as being composed of read-
ing, writing, listening, and speaking. For me, the term "speaking" con-
jured up images of public speakers, podiums, speaking engagements,
speeches, and other formal situations. When I first began teaching two
decades ago, our language arts curriculum (that is, the teacher's man-
ual for the language arts basal series) had lessons on teaching "listening
behavior," "listening comprehension," and "general listening skills."
The textbook also included lessons on speaking, such as making intro-
ductions and presenting a well-organized speech to persuade, to
explain, or to summarize. I don't remember any lessons on group work,
responding to a conversational partner, or using talk as a way of creat-
ing new understandings or socializing in the way Laura, Michael, and
Evan were doing.

Today, it is exploratory talk that lives at the heart of my class-
room. Rich, exploratory talk (Barnes, 1975)the informal, rough draft
talk that supports learningdoes not just magically happen in our
classroom. I deliberately work to foster it. One of the important ways
that we establish and sustain our learning community is through talk-
ing about our lives. At the beginning of the school year, I build in time
for us to get to know one another, even though two-thirds of us are
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returning to the same classroom. We introduce our special buddies (the
new students), tell family stories that will eventually become writing
pieces, get caught up on what we have done over the summer, and
make shared plans for what we will do together. This start-up time is
essential, for this is the time that I signal to the children that all our
personal stories are valued, and I demonstrate how members of a car-
ing community listen to one another. During this time, we read and
discuss books that help us think about ways we want to live and learn
together in our classroom community, books like Leo Lionni's Swimmy
or Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse or Frederick. These books help us
generate a list of words that describe a caring classroom community.
This year our list included: caring, sharing, helping, respecting, coop-
erating, risk-taking, persevering. As a class, or in small literature
groups, we discuss books like The Hundred Dresses or Crow Boy that
help us think about ways we can invite others into our learning com-
munity. The books provide a starting place for our discussions and
offer us new perspectives to consider as we make our plans for living
and learning together.

I gravitate toward providing opportunities for students to work
in pairs and small groups rather than having them listen, as a whole
group, to the presentation of information. When deciding whether
and how to group students, and how to support and focus their group
work, I select strategies and experiences that seem most likely to
encourage exploratory talk. One example would be the strategy, Say
Something (Short & Harste, with Burke, 1996). Say Something
involves two students reading a shared selection. They stop periodi-
cally throughout the reading to "say something" to one another about
their reading. I have used this as a formal strategy to help students
work through difficult reading material or learn important discussion
skills. I might say at the beginning of a work period or small-group
lesson, "Read this material aloud or to yourself, stopping at places
you feel are important to say something to your partner about what
you are thinking."

Most times, however, Say Something is one of the many strate-
gies I carry with me in my head, that I pull out when it seems appro-
priate for an individual or a group. For example, when Meaghan was
moving into an independent reading phase from an emergent phase,
I encouraged her to "turn and talk with your neighbor about your
book" to help her maintain a focus on meaning and response while
she also wrestled with her new decoding skills. Partner reading, a
strategy that we use almost daily, is an informal extension of Say
Something that invites students to stop and talk informally about
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their reading and encourages them to keep their focus on meaning
making and responding.

Once specific strategies like Say Something and partner reading
have been introduced to even a small group of students, all the stu-
dents begin to use them informally. In fact, these strategies have
become so embedded in our classroom interactions that they no longer
feel like "strategies" at all. Literature discussion groups (small group
discussions of a literature book) occur formally as scheduled parts of
our work, but they also occur informally as students gather together
spontaneously in comfortable groups to talk through issues that have
emerged in their reading.

Other strategies that have become "invisible" include:

An Agenda. Brainstorm as a group what you could do next
and then decide where to start, or make a list of the ideas you
want to discuss during your next group session. (I learned
this strategy from Carol Gilles.)

Sketch to Stretch. Represent responses to texts or experiences
through art. (Margie Siegel and Carolyn Burke first intro-
duced me to the power of this strategy.)
Learning Logs. Record what you did and learned.
Group Reflections. Include, in your group learning log, your
plans for your group's next experience.
Three Pluses and a Wish. Identify three areas of recent
growth and a wish for growth in the near future. (Heidi Mills
and Tim O'Keefe first shared this with me based on their
work with three-, four-, and five-year-olds.)

When students spontaneously use these strategies to support their
own work, then I know they are beginning to value the power of lan-
guage in learning.

I also work to create situations in which students can move
between the roles of supporter and supported, expert and novice, con-
fident risk-taker and hesitant stepper. We spend time talking about
how to respond to one another in various group experiences. We reflect
on what we have learned from others and what we feel we have con-
tributed to the learning of others. Near parent conference time and
progress report time, we talk in pairs and small groups as we share our
working portfolios, self-evaluations and learning reflections, to help
one another see evidence of risk-taking, growth, and confidence.

In all these ways, then, I deliberately foster the children's
exploratory talk. I cannot leave it to chance, for this talk is too impor-
tant in our learning community.
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Why I Foster the Children's Exploratory Talk

Exploratory talk supports children's learning in our classroom. Nothing
could be more important than this. But it helps me learn tooabout
my students and how they are building their understanding. As I lis-
ten to the children, I hear the typical characteristics of exploratory
talkperiods of silence, false starts, tentative language, musingsall
indications that the materials and the conversation are stimulating
new ideas and offering new perspectives. I tape discussions, listen to
the tapes, and sometimes transcribe portions of them so that I can
examine the children's talk more closely and better "hear" what the
students are thinking individually and collectively. Here is an exam-
ple. It comes from a three-week inquiry into geometrical 3-D shapes.
During this study, I had observed students working in small multiage
groups on various tasks and open-ended problems. As I observed
them, I realized that the context required the students to simultane-
ously juggle:

working cooperatively in a small group that was responsible
for accomplishing a shared task;
using talk, sketches, rough drafts, and pooled resources to
invent (or recreate) geometric understandings;
using fine motor skills to carry out the plans for drawing,
cutting, folding, and gluing complex shapes.

I was impressed with the ways students handled these complex tasks,
and I began making tapes of their discussions in order to better under-
stand how they supported one another in these small-group settings.
The following is an excerpt from one of these tapes. Cory (age 6), Seth
(age 8), and Polly (age 7) are attempting to design a pattern for making
a cube and a four-sided pyramid from a single sheet of paper.

The group has sorted quickly through their, ideas about creating
the cube, and Polly is busy executing the plan. Using a ruler,
sharp pencil, and special paper, Polly is drawing the final pattern
for the cube. She is being meticulous about measuring the length
of the sides, making the series of squares in a straight row, and
creating crisp right-angle corners. The planning required to
accomplish the task has been completed, and Polly's job requires
time and careful attention to details. Seth and Cory, pleased with
the group's first success, carefully watch Polly's work. For sev-
eral minutes they just watch, although Cory periodically com-
ments on Polly's actions: "I've noticed that you're . . ." or "You
seem to be . . . .P o l l y responds to these observations with brief
explanations of her actions.
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Me: What could you two be doing while Polly is finishing this?
Is there anything else that you could do to keep your group
moving?
Cory: We could start on the other one .. . the . . . what's it called?
Seth: Yeah, the pyramid one. We could start on that one.

Cory sketches four tall isosceles triangles in a row "mountain
range" style. Seth repeats the drawing on his own page. Cory
explains to Seth that they can "fold it around, wrap it around"
to make the four upright sides of the pyramid. Seth begins to cut
his figure out, and Cory looks back at Polly's work. Polly has
stopped mid-cut and is looking at Seth's work.

Cory: (gently but firmly) Polly, just get to work!

Cory watches Polly and then returns his attention to Seth's cut-
ting. He continues to look back and forth between them.

Cory: You probably won't understand my idea but . . . I think it
would be . . . you could cut it over here [pointing to the edge of
the paper] . . . we'll have more paper . . . you won't waste so
much that way. [They were given a limited amount of "draft
paper" and a single piece of "final product" paper.]
Seth: Oh! Yeah, I get it.

Seth changes the way he is cutting through the paper to get to
the shape he has drawn in the middle of the page. Cory contin-
ues to look back and forth between the two older classmates as
they work.

Cory: (to Seth) Maybe we should make this one [pointing to
Seth's drawing] the pyramid one ... like the cube ... make them
the same.

Cory looks over at Polly again, watches her for a minute and
then looks back at Seth, who is now staring at his unfinished
cutting. Cory begins to quickly sketch out his idea [four trian-
gles point out in four directions from a center]. Seth looks on as
Cory sketches and then shifts attention to Polly's pattern for the
cube. After a minute he begins to draw a new shape that looks
like Cory's.

Seth: This will work just like the cube. See . . . we can pull this
and this and all these sides up [pointing to each point on the
four-sided star he has drawn] like on the cube.

Later, Polly invents a way to attach the sides of the cube she has
finished cutting and folding. Using a glue stick and small slips
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of paper, she "tapes" the sides together. [They weren't allowed
to use tape, but Polly found a legal way of accomplishing the
task.] Next, she applies this strategy to the pyramid created by
Seth and Cory. The group ends up creating both shapes within
the first time period.

I recognized the informal, hesitant, and tentative language associated
with exploratory talk as these children were talking among themselves
to create and refine their understandings. The ideas they wrestled with
and the conclusions they reached belonged to the group more than to
any one individual. While some members of the group may have been
able to accomplish this task alone, all members experienced success
with the task in large part because of the opportunity to talk about
half-baked ideas, to think out loud, and to explore possibilities. They
shared observations, asked questions, and suggested possibilities,
often phrasing ideas in the hesitant, "I wonder what if . . ." language
commonly associated with exploratory talk. As I listen to this kind of
talk, I know that the children are learning. And I am learning too.

What the Children and I Learn from Their Exploratory Talk

I devote a significant amount of my classroom time to listening in as
children talk. I listen to hear what they are wrestling with, what they
are learning, and how they are using talk to learn with and from one
another. In their talk I hear our lived-through curriculum. I listen care-
fully because their talk helps me see what is happening in our class-
room from their perspective. I listen informally as the children enter the
classroom in the morning, as they move from one experience to
another during the day, and as they go about their work and play; and
I listen more formally, notebook or tape recorder in hand, to small-
group discussions or partner work. I listen as one student from a
research group talks with a student from another research group about
the relationship between the steppes of Australia and the pampas of
Argentina. I listen as two students sort out the similarities and differ-
ences among the emu of Australia, the ostrich of Africa, and the rhea
of South America.

Anomalies and misconceptions occur on a regular basis. There
was a time when these misconceptions and premature conclusions
reminded me of how much the children didn't know. However, over
the years I have learned to celebrate these as evidence of the children's
active engagement in learning (Piaget, 1977). When children are per-
plexed, I am convinced their brains go into warp speed. When one of
our bird experts was asked about the nests created by penguins in the
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south polar region, he struggled to find ways that they could have built
nests from branches and twigs in an area that offered no such plant
materials. Until that point, he had been recording information about
which he felt very confident, information he already knew. His class-
mate's question challenged him to go further.

As I listen to students working together, I not only discover what
they are learning about the topics of study; I also discover how
engaged they are with the focus of our inquiry. I want to know if this
inquiry has captured their attention in some way, or whether we're
pursuing it because I insisted. If students don't seem to be engaged
with the inquiry, I stop and reflect on whether I am controlling the
direction of the inquiry more than I should. And as students talk about
their work in progress and share plans for the next day, I listen to see
if they have a sense of a big picture or a shared direction for their work.
If they don't seem to have any, then I know we need to talk and get
focused again. I know the children have made our current inquiry their
own when I hear, "This is what I'm planning to do next" instead of,
"What do you think I should do?" or "Is this enough?"

We often take time to reflect on our learning, and this itself is an
important learning experience. We talk about how we worked with
others to learn, how we used various resources, and what we now
understand about our chosen topic. This use of talk involves retracing
the earlier phases of the learning process, and it invites learners to
evaluate their effectiveness and their current understandings by asking
the questions, "Where have we got to?" and "Where shall we go from
here?" The following are our reflections on the 3-D geometry unit. As
the students talked, I recorded their ideas.

What did we do?
We made little cubes that were 3-D and pyramids.
We kept doing harder things until we made a shape city out
of the 3-D shapes.

We had a really hard time making a sphere. Every time we
tried, it ended up like an oval with points at the top and bot-
tom (the bases).

People shared ideas to have different ways to make the same
shape.

The hardest part was:
When you were trying to make a cube or any 3-D shapes,
when the tabs weren't big enough and you couldn't stick
them together.
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When you had to think of a strategy that would really work
for your 3-D shape.
Finding all kinds of ways to do it.
On the last time you glue, it's hard to get it on without some-
thing under it that would keep it up. It's hard to put the last
thing on when you can't put your finger in it.

What we learned about 3-D shapes:
I didn't know what a prism was, and when Cory asked what
a prism was and somebody stood up and showed an exam-
ple, then I understood.
I didn't even know you could make most or any of these
shapes out of paper because I had never tried before.
There are lots of different ways to make the same 3-D shape.
I learned that there was such things as a sphere (I thought it
was just a circle).

It's hard to make a sphere because it doesn't have corners or
creases . . . it's all round and different from cubes and other
shapes.

I learned that some of the shapes we are using in our shape
cities are really shapes that we have in our city here.
It was just hard.

I learned that when you just traced how you are going to
make your cube or pyramid, it gets all folded and then it rips
or the other side pops out and it kind of like explodes.

We learned that a cube:
was not a square.
is a 3-D shape.

can be made lots of different ways and not just one.
has six sides.

all the faces on the cube have to be the same size or it won't
be a cube.

has to be folded the right way or it turns out to be a different
thing.
can be made if there is a line of squares, and then one of the
squares is on one side and one of the squares is on the other
side. If they are both on the same side it won't work.

In our classroom, talk is one of the primary tools that helps learn-
ers explore what they already know, but alsojust as importantwhat
they are beginning to think about. We often use spiral notebooks to
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record these beginning thoughtsephemeral musingsbefore they are
lost. The following are excerpts from several students' spiral notebooks
over a two-week period. They were recording "'I Wonder' questions
about our world":

Why did the dinosaurs die?
Why do people kill?
I wonder why Halloween is so scary.
Why do pineapples have green stems but oranges have brown
stems?

When students talk with one another, attempting to explain an
emerging idea to an eager listener, they are pushed to "collaborative
explicitness" (Barnes, 1975). The questions and comments of one
learner challenge the other to be more explicit in presenting this new
idea. Through conversation, both learners come to know more about
what they are working to understand. Later, students refine their ideas
as they prepare to share them more publicly with others. Then their
talk becomes presentational (Barnes, 1975) as they communicate their
thought-through and rehearsed ideas. As anyone who has ever made
a formal presentation well knows, new insights emerge as one pre-
pares familiar ideas for this more formal kind of sharing.

Whether the children are working together on some task, or
whether they are reflecting together on the work they have done, I
know that their talk is supporting their learning. And mine.

How Talk Weaves the Social Fabric of our Classroom

The benefits of the informal talk that is the lifeblood of our classroom
are not only intellectual. They are social, too. Yes, in this talk, "I can hear
[the children] thinking," but I can also hear them building social rela-
tionships, and these are essential in a learning community where chil-
dren are encouraged to take risks, to explore half-baked ideas, to eval-
uate their own learning, and to critique the work of others. Throughout
the year I listen carefully to our talk in many contexts to find out who
does most of the talking, who seems to never talk, or who talks openly
only in a small-group situation. I make note of returning students who
seem to be opening up more or to be organizing thoughts more clearly.
I also make note of students who seem to be talking less because they
are listening more to others. As I get to know new students, I look for
those who seem to have a knack for making others feel good about their
work or their ideas, those who actively invite others to add their voices
to a discussion, and those who seem able to gently support others who
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struggle to make their stories public. I also listen for the ways students
indicate that they are really listening to one another. In discussions, I lis-
ten for phrases such as, "Well, this is like what Nick said, but . . ." or "I
think I have an answer to what Sloan asked . . ." I try to put students
who do this easily into groups with others who are hesitant to share
their ideas and might benefit from a classmate's supportive listening.

This community talk reveals how the children perceive the abili-
ties and status of others in our group. I note the praising and validating
remarks of older students in recognition of an important learning risk
taken by a younger student. Such celebration of accomplishments is ini-
tially reserved for those who are younger or perceived to be less able. In
October, I observed several students working on a survey project. As I
dropped in to listen, group members were writing portions of our class
list on their survey recording forms. Evan, the group leader, is famous in
our classroom for having small handwriting, the kind that drives me to
find a magnifying glass! Mary, a member of Evan's group and one of our
young newcomers this year, was writing her portion of the names on the
list. As she wrote, Evan looked on like a critical supervisor. "Wow! She's
got really good handwriting for a first grader! Look how small it is,"
Evan commented with genuine amazement and respect. Mary didn't
look up from her writing or even slow her pace. But I watched as her
eyebrows popped up quickly and a confident grin spread across her
face, as if she had been waiting for him to notice that she, too, could
write in tiny letters like the "big kids." Little episodes like these help to
bring newcomers into our classroom community, as returning students
learn about and come to value their special gifts and interests.

Our talk is not always easy and comfortable. I know that issues
of race and gender affect the workings of our community. I realize
how, early on in schooling, children develop perceptions of what girls
can and cannot do, what boys should and should not do. I notice the
differences in the ways our children of color are received by white chil-
dren and by other children of color. Sometimes what I hear in their talk
concerns meeven upsets me. These are the uncomfortable times
when their talk highlights something that I know must be addressed,
something that I know reflects issues that are bigger than our class-
room space, something that I feel uncomfortable addressing because I
don't want to muck about on the surface of these issues. I know we
must go deeper.

This winter we read and discussed Cat Running as a whole class
read-aloud. The book raises issues of discrimination by others toward
the "Okies" from the dust bowl who found themselves homeless and
penniless. In this book, white families discriminated against white
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families. Many of the rejecting stereotypes associated with the label
"Okie" could easily be found today in association with people of color.
Some of our students could not fathom how a young child could be so
cruel to an "Okie," whereas others (particularly those who had felt the
sting of that kind of rejection) had little difficulty believing that an oth-
erwise "nice kid" could engage in such behavior. Several years ago,
Spinelli's Maniac Magee moved us into similar conversations about
issues of race and discrimination. Last year it was The Hundred Dresses.
Each year, it seems, the topic comes up. Each year a different chapter
book gets us started talking about these difficult social issues up front
and directly.

I'm still sorting these issues out for myselfstill sorting out my
responsibilities as a teacher. I struggle with the need to address social
issues honestly and openly, but I also want to protect some of the joyous
naiveté of youth. I hesitate to impose the social concerns of our society on
very young children, but I cannot listen to unknowing hurtfulness with-
out some response. So we talk. Mostly we talk about individuals we meet
in the safe pages of a book, but even here children have the opportunity
to hear others remark, "I would never do that," or "Why did the teacher
let that happen?" They have the opportunity to sort out their own ideas
and to hear how they contrast with the ideas of their classmates.

Final Thoughts

Reflecting on the questions I ask myself as I listen to tapes of the chil-
dren's exploratory talk, I realize that I focus on both social and intellec-
tual aspects of the talk and that the two are inseparable. My listening
and notetaking are guided by questions like these:

How engaged was the talk? Did the students seem to be build-
ing on one another's contributions? Did it sound excitedly
intense without being stressful? Did their body language sug-
gest that they were deeply involved in the discussion?
What did they talk about? Did they focus on the task? On the
process they were using? On sharing one another's ideas? On
real-world connections to the work at hand? Were they talking
about things that seemed unrelated to the work at hand? Were
they "off task"?
Who did most of the talking? Who seemed to be leading the
discussion and determining the direction it would take? Was
this person leading the others to a predetermined conclusion,
or asking questions and inviting others to help him or her think
out loud?
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Who didn't seem to have a voice? Was anyone silent in the
group? Was that person giving body language cues of being dis-
interested? Rejected? Unable to get the floor? Hesitant to con-
tribute?

How does this conversation connect with previous experiences
and future ones? Did students make reference to ideas that had
been discussed previously? Did they connect to earlier areas of
study or propose new ones?
What new understandings were they wrestling with as they
talked? Were they pushing at the edges of an anomaly? Arguing
different points of view? Attempting to resolve apparently con-
tradictory information? What did they seem uncomfortable
with? When were they most hesitant and unsure in their discus-
sion?

How were they using talk to support their learning? Were they
offering tentative ideas? Making confident proclamations and
waiting for others to challenge? Were they making connections
among materials at hand, the current experience, and contribu-
tions by others as they talked?
How were they using others to support their learning? Were
they asking others to be sounding boards for their ideas or to be
consultants? Were they actively inviting quiet members of the
group to contribute? Did individuals seem to be gravitating
toward particular students as comfortable partners?

When I began my teaching, in a time when presentational talk
(not exploratory talk) was fostered in the language arts curriculum, I
doubt that I would have found much merit in these children's talk
about Rotten Ralph (a naughty cat in a well-loved story):

Meaghan: In the Rotten Ralph books, he would be rotten at the
beginning of the book and then be nice at the end of the
book. But in the Leo Lionni books it would be different.
Like when Tico got her golden wings, then she shared them
with everybody. But Rotten Ralph stayed home and kept on
being evil.

Sloan: Tico was really nice to all the people she saw, and she
gave away all her golden wings to the other people. But
Rotten Ralph would just mess up everything. He wouldn't
help at all. He would just say, "Too bad, I got all I wanted."
How come people liked Rotten Ralph when he was rotten,
and they didn't like him when he was nice?

Max: Rotten Ralph was like swinging on things inside, like he
wasn't supposed to. And when his owner said, "Be a good
cat and don't be rotten" . . . the other cats, they wanted him
to be rotten and to do rotten things. And he did.
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Mark: In the first book, he was doing things that were danger-
ous, like cutting off trees when people were swinging on
them and . . .

Cameshia: Sarah had a kind of home party for him when he
came back . . . where did he go? Oh yeah, that school.
When he came back from that [finishing] school. He was
sleeping all day. And now he's home and sleeping all the
time and doing what she wanted . . . and now she wants
him to be rotten again!

Cory: Another reason she might have done thattried to get
Ralph to be rotten againwell, Ari thought of this one. I
think maybe she just didn't like him being rotten but it
was .. . it was even more boring when he was asleep, and
it was sort of like a waste of money to get a pet that was
like that.

I was excited to hear students making reference to our earlier study of
Leo Lionni books, using them as a point of comparison. I was pleased
to hear students building on what others had said. I was impressed by
Cory's attentive listening to the ideas of others, his willingness to
credit others for their ideas, and his pulling together the contributions
of others.

I have learned to value exploratory talk like this, for I know it
supports my students' learning and their social growth. Cory, and
other students like him, help to create safe spaces in which classmates
can feel comfortable putting forth half-baked ideas, rough draft think-
ing, and tentative hypotheses. Contributions like his invite others to
engage in exploratory talkto use talk to explore and create new
understandings for themselves and others.
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12 Letters Home
Rebecca King
Travis Heights Elementary School, Austin, Texas

Every Friday afternoon, the children in Becky King's K/1/2 multi-
age classroom carry a handwritten (photocopied) newsletter home
to their parents, telling about some of the past week's events. One

of Becky's favorite quotations heads each weekly letter.
Here are the first five letters from one year. They give a good

sense of what the beginning of a new school year is like in this class-
room, and they remind us of how wonderfully vibrant lifeand lan-
guagein a classroom community can be.

Learning is a consequence of community.

Dixie gossinusw

August 18, 1995

Dear Parents,

I was delighted to see my old children, and their parents and very happy

to meet our new-children and their parents during our lust week together at
cc-hog The old children, all looked like they hadgrown, abouta, foot over the
summer! We are so pleased to welcome our nine new-friends (Wynne 8en,

Steven, Maya, Vanessa, Dante., Rickard, Sierra., and Oscar). We spent our
Twit week jetting to knout each, other a n d getting ased to our routines (met

getting used to getting up - early again!). One of my main goals- far our class-
room, is to help it become a warm', cooperative, and comfortable couonu-

nitya. place where everyone is not only accepted but also respected far his
or her unigue,.#ts, a place where everyone feels safe and free to take risks
and to learn and grow-tojether. i was so encouraged and backed this week
by the warm, welcome, the old children, g aye the new- children all week long.

They were so kind and patient and helpful., A wonderful community spirit

is already developing. our new-children are adjusting so quickly and easily!
We have- begun, studying about pets and will continue, ftr awhile. On,

Monday, the class made our fu-st big book, in which, we drew self-portraits and

wrote, about our favorite, pets we make this self-portrait big book every year,

and it is a. class favorite all year long. The children also wadea scatterjrapk.
of pets they would liketo have. WetkentalliedtkeresultT. some childrenana-

/zect th e, graph and recorded the inftrocation, they got from, it.
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we have, read sonte, poems about pets-. The, children, illustratedtkeir ftrst

poem,ftr their poetry notebook,.

We react KOKftth,911/ and fiction, books about cats- and dogs. We read Eric

caries Hare You Seen My Cat? We talked about thee, patterns- we discovered

in the book. The children., worked with, partners creating a, big book called
Counting Cat Ears. Thee partners worked together making cats- out of colored

paper. We assembled the book and counted the cat ears by twos-. Some chil-

dren, wrote, addition, equations, and some children, wrote, multiplication,
equations- to go in the book. rec a, lovely book, and the children, worked beau,-

tit-ally with, their partners-.

We read a, lot of Clifford books this week, and ended the week with Clifford

Day. The children made, Clifford ears and noses to wear. They worked in
groups and ',wale, delicious bona to eat. We made our own, Clifford class- book.

We sorted anstgrap-ked (and th.en, ate) our red fruit. Everyone, looked so cut&

in, their Clifford outfits! Some children, wad& paper Cliffirds. Sonte, children,

painted Clifford at the easel. Some children, worked together and made- a,
giant paper diffirct by ftllowing written, measurement specifications. we lead

a, really fun, day!

Attaches t you, will fuut general information about ow- CLUSTOOPW, our

class- schedule, and a parent survey. Please fill out the survey and return it
to me, on Monday. THANKS.

I will be sending a ,parent letter home every Friday i n, your child's bag
(Friday is Bag Day), so please, be on, the lookout for it. Please know-that 1- anti

available, to you at any time to answer questions or discusT concerns. Just let

142& know; and welt set up- a time,. Have- a, great weekend! Thanks- for shar-

ing your children with, me,!

8ecky King

Important Dates:
Next Tuesday: Our class willgo piing in the creek. Every year we catck

minnows to live, in our aquariwu I will send more inftrmation, home on
Monday.

Teadting that impacts- is not keazi-to-kaut, but heart-ta-keart.
Howard Q. Hendricks

August 25, 19.95

Dear Parents,

We continued our study of pets this week, concentrating on, pets- we have

in our class-room,. On Monday, the children, helped we, set up, our aquarium,.

we talked about wfuzif -1,s If, rued. Tkeutkey put intkegravel emit plants. We

estimated hour mach, water it would take, to f tit the tank before we, pled it
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up. taken we finished it, it looked beautiful! We tried to ',stake it as muck,
like the creek as possible, so the minnows would feel at home.

Tuesday was Fishing Day! We collected our nets and a, bucket and
walked down, to our favorite fukinq spot. There, wasn't very tuach, water in,

the creek this year, so the minnows were a, lot harder to catch, tiuut, last year.

But everyone, had a lot of fun trying (and getting wet), and we caught
plenty. The variety of size's- that the children caught was interesting.
However, we have noticed that the large, minnows eat the tiny ones. The chil-

dren, observed the aftw-ium, and wrote about and/or drew their observa-
titOPCS. Some children, 141Ade little, aquarium, books- that ch.° wed the sequence of

setting up- our tank. We wrote a, class story about our joking experiencee. It
was a really successful, enjoyable day.

On, Wednesday, we read souse tetiDIV and nonfiction, books about- guinea

pigs. Then, everyone met Silky, our class guinea pig. On Tfuu-sday, we read
about mice. Then, everyone met Snowball, our pet arouse. On Friday, we met

our two turtles. We are deriding on names for them,. We weighed snowball
and ftwtot she weighs five-tiles. Then we estimated the weights of Silky and

our turtles and weigkedthem, we were astounded at kowmach, Silky weighs.

The children, have been , working on identfr ing, extending, and creating

patterns: "awe, children begin to understeuut and trust the notion, of pattern,
they begin,to see patterns in other areas-: number sentences, reading, art, and

mu,si4 in, short Me, world around them." Nary Baratta-Lorton); "Children,
who look for patterns become otore, persistent and flexible problem solvers.

They expect a, problem, to be solvable," (Mary Baratta,-Lorton). We wilt do a,

lot of work with, patterns this year.

We spend a, lot of time, engaged in, activities- that promote community

building at Me fu-st of the year. The children, ha,ve, been doing a, lot of work

with, partners, which, kelps them get to know- new- friends. As the children,

work, I am, busy assessing. This kelps me, mrakegoals for each child. I really

appreciate you, all taking the time, to fill out the parent survey I sent leonine.

It really kelps me when I know what yourgoals are far your child this year
If you- haven't halo chanceto turn, it into mme, I kopeyou wilt soon,. If you've

misplaced it, let ote, know-and Ill get yaw another. Thanks a lot!

Next week, well continue, our study about pets. We wilt be going on a
field trip to PETcMART on Thursday morning. welt ride, a, school bus there.

I loved seeing both, parents and children, (and grandparents and sib-
lings-) at Back-to-School Night. The children, were so excited about showing

youtheir roopw and their work! They have already taken, ownership: The heat

children, seem, so cootftrtable. The old children, are so accepting. I feet so
happy about that. Ifyou. were, unable to come, please knowthat you, wilt iuure,

many more opportunities to visit us this year Yow're, dump- welcome,.
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Thank you ,ftr your kind words, your caring and concern, and your sups

port.

Have a, good weekend!

Becky King

In, a multiage, atutospkere,, differences become, strengths instead of

liabilities, and time, is afriend.
Katy Aliota

September 1, 1995

Dear Parents,

As we, worked and played together this week, we- continued to
strengthen, our learning community. It alre d y feels- like the new- children,

have been with, us- ftrever, they have become suck a, part of our classroom,.

Politeness and respect, for ourselves- and each, other, are always a, bftcus

our rooch We pride ourselves Oct. being a, polite cla,s-s-room, so we're spending

time at the beginning of the year concentrating on, wiutt a, polite, class looks

and sounds like. I believe it is really important ftr the children, to learn, to

assess their own, behavior to determine they are being the polite persons

they want to be.

We continued our study of pets this week. Oct Monday, we talked about

our hermit crabs and hour they should be handled we observed them and

weighed them (after predicting their weight). We compared their weight
with, our other pets' weights. we thought our small one was lost, but it was

really just hiding inside a, large shell

we read a, wonderful counting book called Counting Our Calico. Am,

the children, worked with, partners creating our own, big book based on, this

The pairs- observed our mouse, Snowball. Then, they decided oit sauce-

thing pertaining to Snowball to make, their number page about (e.g., three

holes in, her tunnel). They painted illustrations. We put it all together to
make a, delightful big book. We're so proud of it that leer& going to put it oh

our hall bulletin, board. I hop e, you, all get a, clumce, to see, it.

We read the book Six Droner Sid,. Theft, souse children did a, problem-

solving activity to figure out hour many dinners Sid (a, cat) ate in one week.

I mainly wonted to see what children, remembered about various problem-

solvietg strategies from, last year. I was 4444.1147-a. Last year's children whizzed

through, the problem (tallying, using manipulatives-, drawing pictures- and

diagrams). They also wrote about their mathematkat thinking, as comma,-

nication, k also important in math Some chiliireu, made, a, kitten, basket

game They used it to act- out various math, problems.
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wedicesday was Rabbit Day in, our classroom,. The rabbit, At, who lives in,

the science, lab came to visit us- for a, fear days. The children, were really

excited! we, talked about observing like a scientist. The children, observed At

and recorded their observations- in, words- and/or drawings in their obserm-

tion, books. They also followed a, recipe and made rabbit salad with, butter-

milk, dressing. We shared it with, At He loved it!! So did we! it was made

with, cabbage, carrots-, and apples. Nineteen, out of twenty-two children, chose,

to have some! We, read ftction, and ItOffiraiDtt books about rabbits. We Wig a,

rabbit song and learned a, rabbit fingerplay. we made some rabbit books (one

was a, math book involving skip, counting and subtraction,).

We, observed s-onte, finches- that are like, our classroom, fuukec We, ksweiet

gotten, to see our own , latches- yet because they are stilt atiales's house, (where

they spent the summer). The, female, recently laid eggs-, so they have, been, too

nervous to wove. After meeting and observing all our classroom, pets, the chil-

dren, ti,uule, a, graph showing which, pet they are the most interested in,. We

used the inftrmation from., the graph to ftrut, pet project groups-. They will

working on, their projects- next week.

We started writing Workshop this week. I modeled the writing process-

of an, author by writing a, rough draft of a, story of my own,. We, talked about

Manning out stories first. The children generated topics of things- they can,

write, stories about. Then, they began, writing stories in, their draft books.

When, they finish, their rough, drafts, they conference with, airiend, confer-

ence with me, and finally publish their stories- in the ftrm, of a, real book.

They get to sit in, Author's- Chair and read their story to the class. The class

then, gives thaw positive feedback. Parents are always invited to Author's-

Chair time for the-year. It is a, wonderfa weekly went! I" 14, pretty fare/ it wilt
be On. Tuesday writings at 7:55.

On, Thursday we went to PETsMART. We saw- a, dog being groomed. we

saw many, many beast fur and unasuat fish. we saw interesting birds and

interesting pet supplies. We, also got a, great tour of the veterinary clinic. We

had a, picnic lunch at garrison., Park and played on, the playground there. It

was adot of fun!

we went to our school library on, Wediaaly 4.114t Friday. Mrs. Stovall
showed the ckildren, how- to check out books. They got to check one out on,

Friday. We wilt go to the library very Friday to check out books. Pleds-e, help

your child remember to bring the book back eack week, so he, or she can, check

out another. Thanks!

Thank you, all for your active participation, in, your child's reading
homework. Mygoat is far that tiute to be, an, enjoyable, reading time far you,

and your child. Attacked is a, letter of suggestions. Please, let me, know you,
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ever have any cohcerns or questions- concerning homework, (or ai9./thing
else,). Alt the children, have been, so responsible, about returning books and

their ftlelers each, day. I really appreciate the involvahent and support!
Have a,great long weekend!

Becky King

Itnportant Dates:

September 4: No school.

September 15: Pet Show: Cid/siren, with pets can, bring them to school far our

class- pet show-oh the playpad. Details will be sent home, later.

*Plea,s-e, see the back, of this pale far a list of thin gs we would like to have

donated to our class-.

Iw tite colupetitive classroomc, some students waft beneftt at tite, wcpense,

of others-, whereas in the truly cooperative- classroom(' everyone- achieves

high, levet of understanding.

Robert Berksuan,

September 8, 1995

Dear Parents,

We had a, short, but busy and very exciting week, last week. We, cad-M-

ita our study of pets. We have two new- beautiful futches 120w: We have alt

of our clas-s-room pets ihthe room, now: The ch.ildratftruced interest groups by

s-cting up- for the classroom, pet that they wanted to learn, 114.4re. about-. The

groups began, by observing their chosen, pets, discussing thaw, and recording

their observations with pictures and/or writing. On, Thursday, they met with

their pet groups- again, and experiimented with various ftods to see what their

pets like to eat. It was fascintating. I actually sauna kermit- crab eat ftr the
lust t7:442e, (a/ banana!). The children, wilt continue using scientific, inquiry

skills this week, as they contirute, with their pet projects (be., questioning,
observing, researching, recording data).

We read a, story called Too Many Cats-. It was about a, family that
acquired twelve cats. The children, worked with partners, drawing va.rir-
ONS combicuttions of cats that equaled twelve. We ovule a chart of their
drawings that shows alt the combiruttions they came up -with. some, chil-
dren, worked oh various problem-solving activities related to the story.
Witen, they engage irt, problem-solving activities, we focus on, their various

strategies and their communication, of mathematical thinking rather
than, "riti- answers."
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A smaltg roue of children, created a, survey to futot out what kinds of pets

Travis Heights- teachers have at their homes. They are working on, collecting

the data, and recording the results in, a, graph,.

Some children, made, paper bag pet puppets, and some Wade pets- out of
clay. We began, our committees this week. we kavefwe committees- (art sci-

ence, 14tatk, reading, and writing). The children, are assigned to one of the
coot mittees ftr about a, month. The couunitizes mee,t ftrst thing every morn,-

ing and do various jobs necessary in, maintaining our classroom,. Working in,

their committees involves a, lot of cooperation, and responsibility. it also guns

them, a, wonderful sense of ownership and contributes to our community
spirit. They take their jobs serious-/and sometimes even, decide, they need
to add near jobs to their

Friday was the really exciting day! we had some light in our classroom,

luckily. We started the day with, a, very sknall group, of children, but by the
afternoon, there were fifteen,. we had a, really different kind of day that actu-

ally turned out to be very peaceful and nice we went out to play on theitt-
SWAT court playground because, our usual one had too ma,/ tree limbs in, it.

The children, worked really hard, clearing the fitness court of sticks- before
using it. Everyone, had so many stories to tell about the storm, that we
decided to make, a, wall story for the hail. Pack child wrote a, storm, ft-my
about their personal experience. Then, they painted a, picture, to go with it-.
When We/ have them mounted,, we'll hang them, on, the wall in, the hall,
along with our graph, of whose lights went out. in the afternoon, we were hot

and stick),, co We/got out the shaving cream, and shaving creamed our tables

it was a, day that we wont ftrget!
This will be our lout week to study about pets-. Next Monday, welt begin,

our study of Gardens. Welt be planting our fait garden on Wednesday,
September 20th, at 8:00. we need parents to kelp-us plant. A garden note,wiIi
be sent home coon

Becky King

Important Dates:

September 12: our fret official Author's- Chair Mir year. Parents are invited
to come, hear children, read their published books-.

September 15: Pet Show-at 7:55on playpad
September 20: garden, Planting Day at 8:00

September 27: Field Trip to 80557 Creek Farms at 9:30. We need parent
drivers!

*Please, keep- sending tice.twelve-ounce juice cans-. Thanks!
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Learning is not an. occasional went, to be stimulated, provoked or mitt--
forced. Learning is what the brain, does naturally, continually.

Frank, Smith,

September 15, 1995

Dear Farads,

we had a, busy week as we began culminating our study of pets-. On
Monday, with life back to normal after the storm', we made and baked aster

nut crackers. First we read the book good Niykt, gorillai to get us in, the
mood we read the recipe togetker we talked about fractions of a, cup and
fractions of a, teaspoon. Tke children got into three groups. Each group -
worked together following the recipe and independently made tb batch of
dough. (I just stand around and watch.) They selected the animal they
wanted to make and rolled out and cut the dough we cuzide, tz graph, show,

iug the various kinds- of animals children, chose to nuke This graph, was a,
picturegraph. We nuke and interpret lots- of different kinds- of graphs- (red,
picture, symbolic) (bar graphs; linegraphs, scattergraphs, piegraphs, etc.). I
didn't-try one, but their animal crackers looked and smelled delicious to 141.ee.

The children worked alt week on, their pet projects-. They worked in,
groups observing, experimenting with and researching one of our classroom,
pets. They took, now in, their observation books. They decided on important-

inftrutation, Eackgroup wilt use their information to publish an informa-
tion booklet about the pet. The booklets wilt stay in our classroom' near the
pets so that visitors to our room, can, read th.em, and learn about our class-
pets. The children, have worked very hard on the booklets. They love- doing
bothres-earcheutdobservations. Pleas-e-s-topiu,to adatiretheinftrmativebook-

lets. We're sure you'll learn something! The children, work beautifully ill.
groups. After big group projects like this, they get a, chance to fat out self-
evaluati,m, sheets as a, waits of reflection.

we had our first Author's Chair on Tuesday. rt went so very welt. Its
always- a very touching event for meftr many reasons. Tice, children are so
proud of their published books-. touched by how -comet ftrtable they are tak-

ing the risk of sharing thaw witha, big audience. Its so heartwarming to see
how accepting, encouraging, and polite the audience is. Their feedbacic, to
one another is often, very thoughtfut and insightful and kind, Author's-
Chair is every Tuesday morning at Z5A. It usually lasts- fifteen, to twenty
minutes. Parents are always- very welcome. It is important far children, to be

at schoot on time that day especial, so that they dok't interrupt the read-
ers. Thanks!
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We, got new in, our rooshsgealworkuswhich, we are raising as
ftod ftr our turtles. The children, were fascinated as they observed, drew;
measured, read about, and e,xpeiiutented until, the mealwortns-. They wen,
named than

On, Wednesday, a, group of ftar-year-olat children from, the Open, Door

Pre,s-ckootcanct, ory afteid trip-to ow' cla,s-srootn. Coco, Dante-, Et'an, and Max

alt went to Open. Door before coming to Travis Heigki3-. It was such a, good

experience fir both, groups. The, Open, Door mitinstreams children with dis-

abilities, so SOW& children, with disabilities came, on, the visit. Our class- had

a,great discussion, afterward about the visit and about disabilities- and &sto-

w e felt about the experience. We leave been, invited to go visit- their school

sometime in the future.
The children, wrote, animal cracker suath, story problems after making

the cookies.. They continued working on, patterns-. Many children used

dreds charts to record various- skip counting patterns (counting by twos,
threes-, fours, ctn.) and wrote about- what they noticed about- the differe t pat-

terns. Some, children, made pattern, headbands, belts, and bracelets to wear.

The curve y group, used their survey data,. They graphed and tallied their
information, and made, a display ftr the halt that shows what kinds of pets
Travis Heights teachers kw& at &lift&

On Friday we had our PET SHOW! We read Ezra,Jack, Keats' book, 7114,

Pet Show- to set the wood. What excitement!!

We decided to 12411& a, pet- race, to find out which, of our classroom pets-

141,Dtle4 the fastest. Some children, used blocks to build a racetrack. Everyone,

predicted which animal would win,. We graphed our predictions. The
guinea pig, mouse, turtles-, and hermit crab were the contestants. The chil-
dren recorded their observations.

We planted some, of our different pet foods to see which, ones will grow:

The children, learned how- to uteasure, thepet ftoct so that each pet gets the
right amount.

Next week, we'll start studying about- gardens. Thank you, so mach ftr
contributing to our p,lant fund!! we'll plant our outdoor garden, oh,
Wednesday.

*Book, orders are due OK. FRIDAY.

*Children, should bring their library books to sckoot by Friday every week, so

they can, check out neurones-.

*.1 f yow haven't joined our PTA, please, do so. It really kelps our school, and

your children, benefit so cuackfrochyour involveacent.

Have agreat weekend! Tkanks ftr all your kelp and support.

Becky King
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III Using Language to
Connect with Others

When we ask our university students to describe what the word "lan-
guage" means to them, the first word many come up with is "commu-
nication." And they're right! This is the way we know language most
deeply from birth throughout our lives. "Communication" is a word
that highlights the social aspects of language. Yes, we use language to
create and imagine (Part I) and to explore and understand our world
(Part II), but even in these there is always connection with others.
Sometimes the connection is with an author whose words we read;
sometimes it is with an audience for whom we write; sometimes it is
with those close to us with whom we speak. But connection is the
thing, and to connect with others is to engage in social behavior.
Communication indeed!

Clearly, the students and teachers you have read about so far
have all been engaged in communication. In their talk, their reading,
their writing, they have been connecting with others. But the articles of
this section draw attention to some special social aspects of classroom
communities and the communication that occurs within them.
Diversity is a major theme. Cora Five's story of two learning-disabled
children in her (inclusion) classroom, Mary Krogness's description of
life with her (mainly) low SES African American middle schoolers,
Dorothy Taylor's discussion of listening to and learning from her ESL
students, and Renee Bachman and Julia Fournier's focus on building
community in their bilingual classrooms all serve to remind us of how
wonderfully diverse classrooms are nowadays. With this increasing
diversity comes an ever-wider range of opportunities for connection,
and this inevitably means the development of an ever-wider range of
ways to communicate for every student. As our students express them-
selves to classmates, and as they interpret and respond to the expres-
sion of classmates, they are connecting through talk and reading and
writing and illustrating and dramatizing and. . . . They must under-
stand their classmates and be understood by them. This is communi-
cation, and the more socially diverse the membership of that classroom
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community is, the greater its potential for each member's development
of a rich, flexible, and effective language instrument. Each student's
language stretches to accomplish the communication work he or she is
trying to do, and the more diverse that work, the more flexible the lan-
guage instrument the student develops to carry it out.

Lynne Strieb takes us beyond the immediate classroom, but
again communicationand connectionis the focus. She tells us how
she brings her children's families into the educational endeavor, thus
extending the classroom community to include these individuals who
are so important in her students' lives. Her inclusion of the children's
families in the life of her classroom goes well beyond kids putting rou-
tine reminders and memos into the backpacks they lug home. The
homeschool connections she builds are substantive and continuing.

Finally Bill Bigelow draws us (and his students) into a still wider
social community, one in which issues of gender and ethnic bias and
preservation of the environment must concern us all. Bigelow's stu-
dents enter this larger social community and consider these important
social issues through the materials their classroom affords. In this case,
the materials in question include a CD-ROM.

We recognize that when we as teachers select materials for our
classrooms (e.g., textbooks, books for our classroom libraries), we con-
sider the "messages" these works convey. Whether the material in
question is a history textbook, a biography, or a novel, we would reject
a work that portrays particular social groups or individuals inaccu-
rately or disrespectfully or simplistically. Sometimes the messages in
printed materials are overt. Often they are not, and we become aware
of them when we wonder why a particular detail was included, or
when we feel uneasy with the tone of the writing, or when we hear an
author's voice that sounds arrogant or condescending. Perhaps we
notice important omissions: What is not included sometimes speaks as
loudly as what is included. And so we examine classroom materials
carefully, critically, for the social messages we know must be there, for
no materials are neutral. Every work speaks from a particular point of
view: that of the author.

Bigelow's article reminds us that this is not just true of the words
and ideas that students and teachers encounter on the pages of their
textbooks; it is also true of the words and ideas they encounter on their
computer screens. Bigelow extends critical consideration of classroom
texts to the technology that is playing an increasingly important role in
classrooms. Better yet, he engages his students in this critical consider-
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ation as they examine the orientation of, the images in, the omissions
from the CD-ROM, The Oregon Trail. As with the other articles in this
section, the focus is social, but in this article the connections are with
Americans of an earlier era. Yet the connections are now as well, for the
students' critical examination holds within it the possibility of a new
perspectivea different lensthrough which to view matters of gen-
der, ethnicity, and environmental awareness today. Inevitably, these
connections are created through language as the students read and
write, discuss and dramatize.
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13 wnershi3 for the Special
Needs Child: individua0
and Educational Dilemmas
Cora Lee Five
Scarsdale Public Schools, Scarsdale, New York

Ididn't really understand the importance of ownership until I started
observing children with special learning needs. I had heard the term
ownership many times as I learned how to teach writing through the

process approach. I knew that for the process approach to be truly
effective in my classroom, I would need to create an environment that
ensured Mary Ellen Giacobbe's (1989) three basics: time, ownership,
and response.

In the writing process environment, students are encouraged to
"own" their ideas. Respected as individuals, they have choices; they
select their own topics for writing, topics that are meaningful to them.
The establishment of a community of writers allows students to
respond to each others' ideas. As students write and share their work,
they begin to realize that they are vulnerable and that response to writ-
ers should be supportive and constructive. Response also means that I
listen to students to understand their special ways of learning.
Teaching becomes a response to learners.

As I evolved as a teacher of writing, I changed my reading pro-
gram. Time, ownership, and response were again essential ingredients.
Each day I made time for reading workshop and for reading aloud to
the class. Students selected the books they wanted to read and
responded to their books in a variety of ways. Along with choosing
meaningful texts to read, they wrote on topics important to them. I
tried to ensure that my students could confer and collaborate and still
maintain ownership.

Time and response are oriented toward supporting ownership.
Time gives room and respect for the student's own pace, while
response derives from an attitude that there cannot be a violation of

Reprinted by permission from WHO OWNS LEARNING? QUESTIONS OF AUTON-
OMY, CHOICE, AND CONTROL edited by Curt Dudley-Marling and Dennis Searle
(Heinemann, A Division of Greenwood Publishing Group, Portsmouth, NH, 1995).
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any child's mind. While criticism and disagreement stay an active part
of the learning process, no one's ideas are demeaned or negated.
Criticism is something that the child is encouraged to think about: The
child maintains the option to accept or reject the input of others.

I again extended time, ownership, and response to my teaching of
math, history, science, and other areas. Gradually, I realized that owner-
ship could not exist in isolation. Time, ownership, and response could
not be separated. Ownership develops over time through response.

As I grew as a teacher, I began to recognize the importance of
ownership for all of my students, but particularly for those with spe-
cial learning needs. My studies of these children made me see what
ownership meant for them. Ownership came to mean that learners
were able to follow their own interests, to take some control over their
learning, and consequently to accept and feel greater responsibility
for it. In the process of studying two particular children recently, Alex
and Mike (Weaver, 1994a, 1994b), I discovered the importance of own-
ership for me as well. I will discuss Alex and Mike, both of whom
were habitually used to renunciation of ownership of their own men-
tal capacities. My focus will be the way in which they were helped to
reclaim ownership and the way in which the system colluded against
this goal. I will also share how I, too, struggled with ownership within
the school system.

Alex's Background

Alex, who had been placed in my fifth-grade classroom, had been clas-
sified by the Committee on Special Education as learning disabled.
With a history of learning problems, he had received skills help since
first grade. His Individual Educational Programs (IEP) stated that he
had difficulty with reading and was tested at a beginning third-grade
level at the end of fourth grade. He could not decode well, and his
written and oral language were limited. He had problems with
spelling and seemed unable to express his ideas. It was noted that Alex
needed much time to process information, often asking for directions
and for questions to be repeated.

The recommendation was that Alex be taught in one-to-one sit-
uations in the classroom. In previous grades, he apparently did not
participate in class discussions and was "lost" in a whole class or
group setting. He was also to receive help initiating and completing
assignments. He was placed in my classroom because an aide would
be there for Mike, and it was felt that Alex, too, could receive the ben-
efit of the aide.
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Alex's IEP contained a list of isolated skills under each curricu-
lum area. These were the goals and objectives for the year. His IEP also
specified that he was scheduled to leave the classroom to work with
skills teachers four times a week.

Mike's Background

In kindergarten, Mike had been classified as learning disabled because
of his speech and language problems. He had gone to a special school
for children with language disabilities from kindergarten through sec-
ond grade in classes of six or seven children. When he returned to my
school, he was tested and classified as ADHD and given an aide for
twenty-five hours a week.

Mike's IEP noted his reading problems. He was reading well
below grade level and had difficulty with phonic skills. He also had
problems with written and oral language. Though he had many ideas,
he was afraid to write because of his spelling mistakes. Handwriting
was a problem for him as well. Mike barely knew how to write in cur-
sive and printed most of his written work. His impulsivity and focus-
ing problems interfered with his oral language, and his distractibility
caused problems in learning.

Mike's IEP recommended that he, like Alex, be taught in a one-
to-one setting. He had difficulty in the past participating in class dis-
cussions and could not function well in a large group. He needed help
in beginning and completing assignments and was assigned an aide.
His IEP also listed specific skills that became the goals and objectives
for fifth grade. Mike was scheduled to leave the class five times a week
to work with skills and speech teachers.

With both these boys, I saw difficulties in ownership, as expressed
in their inability to have interest or direction, to express ideas, and to
make decisions.

Fifth Grade: The Beginning

Looking forward to having Alex and Mike in my class, I was interested
to see how a workshop approach, one that ensured ownership, would
affect their reading and writing. I had realized through my readings and
my previous case studies of students with special learning needs that
they learn best when they are actively involved in their own learning,
when they are immersed in a subject, when they are reading, writing,
speaking, and listening for a variety of meaningful purposes. I also won-
dered how Alex and Mike would respond to a supportive classroom
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environment, one that valued ideas and treated students with respect.
I knew the importance of creating an environment that gives children
ownershipchances to make decisions, to take risks, to follow their
interests, and to take responsibility for their learning. Within this envi-
ronment students come together as communities of learners to work
together collaboratively and to learn from one another as they develop
hypotheses and as they discuss and share ideas. Would Alex and Mike
be able to become part of this community of learners? Would they be
able to take risks with me, their peers, their own minds? Would they
find the freedom to experiment?

My initial problem occurred during the first week of school when
I received skills schedules for Alex and Mike. They were scheduled to
leave the room during reading workshop to work in a one-to-one setting
on isolated skills. How could they become part of my reading-writing
community? When I looked at my special class schedule and added in
chorus, band, and instrumental music lessons, I realized that there was
no way I could find enough time to reschedule reading. I went to speak
to the skills teachers, but their own schedule restrictions made them
unable to reschedule the boys. I felt the importance of having the boys
be in my room each day when reading workshop began. I wanted them
to be part of the mini-lessons; I wanted them to be settled with a book
and be surrounded by readers; I wanted them to participate in group
shares.

When I suggested that the boys work in small groups in skills
instead of in an isolated setting or that the skills teachers work with the
boys in the classroom, I ran into the issue of ownership. The skills
teachers had their programs in their special rooms. As the principal
tried to help in this matter, I realized that the pressure of state require-
ments interfered with his ability to grant ownership to other people.
The decision was, after examination of the IEP, that Mike would leave
the room for skills each day but that Alex would have a skills teacher
come into the room to help him in writing and reading for forty min-
utes one afternoon a week. When I asked about the programs and
approaches that the skills teachers would use with these boys, I
received little information. It appeared that the three of us would work
with the boys in our own way with little communication or connection.

Even though I was glad to have Alex in the room and to have the
skills teacher work with him there, I was not happy about Mike's leav-
ing every day, and I was sorry that there was little communication
between the specialists and me. We seemed to value our own individ-
ual philosophies, approaches, and programs; perhaps we were afraid
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that communication might expose us, increase our vulnerability, and
make us feel inadequate. Perhaps in our busy days there was little time
to share our thoughts and observations.

I wondered about the IEP and its list of isolated skills. It seemed
to conflict with the philosophy of teaching the whole child in whole
contexts. Was the IEP determining what and how the child should be
taught? Were the skills teachers required to teach these skills? Was I?
Who was responsible for the special needs child's learning? My princi-
pal told me that the skills teacher was in charge of the IEP, and I felt
confused. The child was in my class, my aide and I worked with him
most of the day, I wrote and signed the report cards, yet someone else
was in charge of his learning program. Later, the skills teacher told me
that Alex, too, had to be removed from the class; he could not be taught
skills in the classroom. "It's illegal," she told me. "The state says you
have to take them out of the room." Thus began a year of conflict and
frustration that made me reflect and take another look at ownership. I
considered not only the importance of ownership for the child but also
ownership from a different perspectivethe ownership of the educa-
tional philosophy of the classroom teacher.

Alex's Story

At the beginning of the year, Alex displayed behavior problems. He
shouted out, usually comments that seemed to be irrelevant. Doing lit-
tle work, he spent much time crawling around on the floor, under
desks, and in the coat closet. He spoke in a babyish voice and walked
like a toddler. All the children laughed at Alex's antics; they liked him
because he pretended to be (or perhaps he thought he was) dumb. His
behavior always got him in trouble in every class. Knowing at the
beginning of the year that other students thought that he was funny,
Alex seemed to enjoy being the class clown. Easily distracted by his
peers and the events in the classroom, he had learned to substitute
indiscriminate attention for what he really desiredaffirmation of
himself as a person with ideas.

I knew from past experience that establishing a positive, sup-
portive environmentone that valued ideaswas the basis for devel-
oping a community of writers. I spend much time at the beginning of
each year modeling conferences and responses that are positive and
constructive. Usually, students learn to respond in a similar way
through conferences at my round conference table. I was glad that Alex
was in my classroom during writing workshop.
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During the first month of school, Alex was not involved in writ-
ing. I was not surprised because I knew that he had done little writing
in fourth grade. Whatever he had written had been with the help of
skills teachers. At the beginning of fifth grade, when Alex was not writ-
ing, I tried to brainstorm topics with him. He remained silent.
Sometimes he answered, "I don't know" in a high-pitched voice and
rolled his eyes, causing the other children to laugh. He seemed to enjoy
acting dumb and immature; often, he crawled on the floor, examining
something he found on the carpet.

At the beginning, Alex would not come to the conference table
by himself. I encouraged him, but he seemed to have little interest, a
sign of renunciation of ownership. I noticed, however, that Alex lis-
tened to the conversations as children shared drafts and explained
problems that they were having in writing. Eventually, I coaxed him to
come to the table to listen to the other children's topics. Wanting him
to become part of our writing community, I hoped that the experience
might inspire him. He sat and said little; sometimes he made faces.
When he returned to his desk and I looked at him, he told me, "I'm
thinking." This was a response that I heard throughout the year as he
sat for long periods of time doing what I assumed to be nothing. I was
never sure what his words meant, but I respected his response and let
him think. This is how ownership works at the beginning.

After a month of sitting at his desk without writing but presum-
ably listening to writing conferences, Alex finally decided to write
about his trip to the Grand Canyon. He wrote slowly but did not stop,
as he had a lot to tell. Finishing his three-page draft at the end of the
week, he read it to me. He decided that he liked it and did not want to
change it. The skills teacher was coming in the next day, and I sug-
gested that he read it to her and then proofread it with her. "I know
how to put in periods and capital letters," he informed me, attempting
to assert himself.

On arrival next day, the skills teacher immediately started help-
ing Alex copy his homework. She began to look for his writing piece
even though Alex knew where it was. She searched through his desk
until I showed her where the writing folders were kept. When I told her
that Alex could get his folder himself, she explained that she wasn't
sure he'd be able to find it. I told her that Alex's piece was finished and
that I hoped they could proofread it together. As Alex read his Grand
Canyon piece, she corrected it, having him change and add words and
sentences. Unfortunately a well-intentioned adult, eager to pursue her
assigned task of skills teaching, had intervened and taken a first story
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away from a child. In the process, she had taken the child away from
my writing community. When she left, Alex looked at me and said, "I
thought my story was finished." I cringed. Was he really saying, "I
thought it was my story, I thought I had ownership"? In the pressure to
learn skills, this became a repeated experience for Alex and his skills
teacher.

When Alex completed his story, he didn't know if he wanted to
share it with the class. Although I encouraged him, I let him make the
decision. Finally, days later, he decided to read it. Seeming very embar-
rassed, he rolled his eyes, behaved in a silly way, and waved his cover
around for the class to see. At first he read in his babyish voice; then he
switched to what I described to him as his "fifth-grade" voice and read
very fast. Despite his behavior, the class did not laugh at him (thanks
to rules we had established) but responded with many positive com-
ments. He seemed surprised and confused at first. He was used to their
laughter, not to their positive response. Shame began to be trans-
formed into pride.

Alex's next writing piece was somewhat easier for him to write.
After thinking about topics for a week, he decided to write about his
birthday party. He was well into his draft when it was time for the
skills teacher's weekly forty-minute visit. She came a few minutes late,
in the middle of my mini-lesson on dialogue and how it can add to a
story. Before the class and I had finished sharing our ideas on the use
of dialogue, the skills teacher told Alex to take out his draft. "We're
going to add dialogue to your story," she announced. Alex looked con-
fused. "You heard what Ms. Five said about dialogue," the skills
teacher responded. "We're going to add it."

"But nobody said anything," Alex told her.
"I'm sure they did. And if they didn't we'll put it in, anyway,"

she said.
Alex sat at his desk with a blank face. While I tried to continue

working with other children, . I was aware of the battle going on at
Alex's desk and inside me as well. He was not responding. The skills
teacher was doing everything she could to force him to write, espe-
cially to learn the mechanics of writing dialogue. Since part of his writ-
ing problem, according to his IEP, was how to use correct punctuation,
she planned to teach it. Alex remained silent except to tell her over and
over again that nobody said anything. I decided to explain my writing
program to her after school. I felt that she must understand the impor-
tance of ownership for a child like Alex, who was just beginning to
express his ideas. But her orientation and goals were different. My
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explanation was not received well. She was responsible to her job
description and told me that Alex needed help in writing. Her job was
to help him with writing skills.

Slowly, Alex became a more active learner. During the next few
months, he began to write on the days when the skills teacher was not
there. He came to the conference table to read parts of his draft; and,
when he was not distracted by other children, he seemed to listen to
the comments of the group at the table. Sometimes he made minor
revisions based on the feedback he received, but he did not respond to
classmates' writing. Sometimes he came to the table to listen for a short
time and then would wander back to his desk. I felt that Alex was
gradually becoming part of the writing community. Perhaps, as he lis-
tened to other children responding to one another's writing, he began
to realize that writing was not easy for everyone, that all writers were
vulnerable, and that their ideas were respected.

Later in the fall, Alex was showing progress. He was better able
to select a topic and to write a draft. Without any help from the skills
teacher, he wrote a piece and decided that he wanted conversation in
it. He came to me to learn where to put quotation marks and when to
indent. Alex had realized the need to use the correct skills for his own
writing. I was pleased that he took a risk with dialogue, and as a result,
wanted to learn. It happened when he was ready, at his own timing. I
noticed his changed attitude when he wanted to learn for a meaning-
ful purpose. He was interested, he talked, and he asked questions.
After we worked on the beginning of his piece, he experimented with
his draft to see if he could put quotation marks around conversation at
the end. He was beginning to take charge of his writing.

I also began to notice that Alex adopted a different pattern of
behavior when the skills teacher arrived. Becoming stubborn, he
would not do as she asked. He sat in silence or answered with "I don't
know." The more frustrated she became, the more he refused to do, as
if he had experienced some ownership in his writing and did not want
to give it up. After she left, he reverted to his babyish behavior and
crawled on the floor or disrupted the class with his "class clown"
antics. He seemed to find some comfort in acting dumb, or perhaps the
fact that she worked with him on his writing made him feel inadequate
and humiliated. Perhaps he became angry when he felt that she took
away his authority or control over his writing. Defiance can be an early
expression of ownership.

The situation was very different when it came to reading. Alex
was present without the skills teacher for all of reading workshop and
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for the stories I read aloud to the class. Although he was free to select
the books he wanted to readbooks that had meaning for himat
first he had difficulty selecting them. He was not a reader. In the past
the skills teacher had given him paragraphs to read, and sometimes
aides or his teachers had selected books for him. In my room Alex
could choose his own books; but, since he had little experience with
making choices, he didn't know how.

In the beginning, I suggested a few books I knew from past years
to be favorites: short, high-interest trade books. I gave him book talks
and encouraged him to choose one. Eventually, he read one of the
books and wrote a letter to me about it in his reading journal. He men-
tioned a particular part that he liked and included a sentence about a
favorite character. After Alex finished his book, he came to me for
another. This time he selected two, looked at both of them carefully,
and made a choice. He read slowly, continuing to read short books for
many weeks. Listening to his classmates' ideas during group shares, he
drew mazes on pieces of paper but said very little about his reading.

During my first reading and writing evaluation conference with
Alex, he had difficulty evaluating his progress. We looked through his
reading folder and reread his journal letters. We also looked through his
writing folder and tried to determine his best piece. I gave him lots of
time to think about, and respond to, my questions. I wanted to hear his
ideas. Alex told me that he had trouble thinking of topics in writing. He
was concerned about his spelling and set a goal for himself to improve
in this area. His second goal was to write more pieces. He was able to
select as his best story the one about the Grand Canyon. This was the
first piece he had written after selecting a topic that was meaningful to
him. Alex felt that he had improved in reading because, as he wrote in
his journal, "I anderstand books moor. and I read moor books."

Alex became involved in the stories I read to the class. Even
though he drew as I read, I knew that he was listening because he
began to enter into discussions about the book with a word or two,
sometimes in his babyish voice, sometimes in his fifth-grade voice.

At the end of December, Alex selected on his own a book with
longer chapters. He loved this book and became hooked on reading,
going through all the sequels. From that time on, he had no trouble
selecting books. The letters in his reading journal became longer, and
he began to connect what he read in books to his own experiences. He
often ended his letters with questions or predictions, and he enjoyed
reading my responses. When Alex had finished all the books in the
series, he found Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing (Blume, 1972) and the
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other books that described Fudge and his adventures. He continued to
read slowly but was totally involved in his books.

By February Alex was reading books on colonial America. The
class was immersed in this topic through reading, writing, simulations,
films, discussions, music, and class trips. Alex was particularly inter-
ested in colonial schools and school punishments. He read many trade
books on this topic and expressed more of his ideas in his journals and
in discussions. During conversations about colonial schools, the other
children listened to him, questioned him, and learned from his brief
answers. He seemed surprised by their interest and by the fact that he
knew so much about the topic.

I began to notice that Alex now used his fifth-grade voice more
often and that he had stopped crawling on the floor. Also doing well in
math, he discovered that he could help other children and that solving
problems with his peers was enjoyable. It seemed as though he was
becoming part of the greater community of learners.

Just when I saw Alex's confidence in his abilities increase, the
skills teacher decided that Alex needed help in reading. Certain read-
ing skills were prescribed by the IEP, and she wanted to take him out
of the room to help him read. I explained that he seemed to have devel-
oped greater self-confidence in reading and writing; I thought that
removing him from the room for skills in reading might destroy his
growing positive image of himself as a reader and learner. Still,
because she felt that it was important to follow the IEP, she removed
him to help him with reading. I wondered what went on in these ses-
sions. When he returned after forty minutes, he reverted to his baby
voice and ran around the room out of control. The skills teacher felt
that Alex still had many of his old problems, that he could not decode,
that he was slow to process information and slow to respond, that it
was difficult for him to write, and that he could not express his ideas.
I wondered if she saw any of his strengths. I suspected that he contin-
ued to be his stubborn, nonresponding self with her. This was not the
same Alex I saw in the classroom.

At this time Alex made another decision. He wanted to pursue
his interest in colonial schools by writing a report. He divided his long
draft into two chapters based on the response he received in confer-
ences. When his chapters were finished, he drew a colonial school for
his cover with detailed illustrations. He even made a replica of a horn-
book. Again, I realized that art was an important means of expression
for him. When Alex was interested and involved, when the work was
meaningful for him, when he felt that he could make choices and deci-
sions, and when he had some control, he stopped his babyish voice and
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silly behavior and put forth greater effort. He was able to write on his
own and even took risks writing in another genre. Reading his report to
the class in his normal voice, Alex seemed proud of his final product.
He listened carefully as the students told him what they liked and what
they had learned. Again, he seemed surprised at their response.

Alex was becoming more involved in the stories I read to the
class. He seemed to be thinking about the stories all the time. Once,
after I read a chapter from Tuck Everlasting (Babbitt, 1975) where the
spring in the Fosters' wood was explained, he blurted out later in the
day while he was copying his homework, "Oh, that's why they call it
Tuck Everlasting." "Why?" I asked. "Because they can't change, they're
everlasting," he explained. He was the first one in the class to express
his ideas about the meaning of the title. Respecting his opinion and his
comment, the class launched into a discussion of that particular title
and of titles in general. And Alex was involved in the discussion.

When I had my second reading-writing evaluation conference
with Alex at the end of March, I was interested in the changes he
expressed. He described his progress in reading by telling me, "I like
books much, much more." I was surprised when he told me that he felt
writing letters to me in his reading journal helped him as a reader. He
explained, "You hear more words. The letters help you understand the
book more." Perhaps, even though he wrote brief letters, he was able
to reflect in his own way on the books he read. Alex set goals for him-
self: to read more books, to read different kinds of books, and to read
faster. When he talked to me about his writing, he told me that he liked
his colonial report the best because he learned a lot about colonial
schools; he liked his illustrations, too. He set goals for himself for the
remainder of the year. A child who did not take himself seriously as a
learner now wanted to improve by adding details to his pieces and by
working faster in drafting and copying. It was interesting that spelling
had ceased to be a major concern for him. It seemed that meaning had
become more important to him than skills.

Continuing to grow as a writer, Alex experimented with similes
and began to express his feelings. In his favorite piece about his part in
a team sport, he wrote:

The ball hit me and I went flying across the field like an arrow
hitting the target. . . . I kicked the ball. It went into the goal and
we won by 1 point. I felt great about winning the game.

At the end of the year Alex was able to evaluate his writing and
reading with greater confidence. He knew that he liked his piece
describing how he scored the winning point. "I put a simile in it and I
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told more about how I felt." He knew that he had improved in reading.
He had read more books during the year than he could ever remember
reading. Moreover, he planned to read over the summer and to write
about some of his trips.

Mike's Story

At the beginning of the year, Mike, like Alex, was a behavior problem.
He ran around the room, shouted out, did little classwork and home-
work, and constantly played with tape. Disorganized and unable to
find school materials, Mike relied on his aide, Marie, to help him with
everything.

During the first month of school, Mike did not write on his own.
He continued to rush around the room, talking back and forth to his
friend. Frequently, he came to me and to Marie to tell us about his var-
ious topics. As with Alex, I encouraged him to begin a draft by himself
and then to come back to the conference table to share it with me and
some classmates. Instead, he brought his paper and pencil to Marie,
and I listened in frustration as he tried to write his draft while she, in
her eagerness to teach skills, changed it around, adding words and
phrases. It seemed that it was no longer his draft, but hers.

Mike was not interested in coming to the conference table.
Accustomed to a one-to-one setting, he was content to work with
Marie; however, he often circled the conference area on his trips to the
pencil sharpener and to Marie's desk. He heard the constructive
response that classmates gave one another and in October he began
coming to the conference table at my invitation. He played with tape
while listening to a draft; then he decided that he had an idea for a new
story. I encouraged him to write his draft by himself. "I can't spell the
words," he told me. I reassured him that his ideas were most important
and that we would work on the spelling together after he finished his
draft. Looking doubtful, Mike went back to his seat, wrote for a short
time, and then started toward Marie. As soon as I saw him heading for
Marie's desk, I asked him to join the conferences at the table instead.
After that, he returned to the conference table often to read his draft.
As a result of the response he received, he gradually began to add to
his story to clarify some parts. I helped him proofread his piece, which
he was now eager to read to the class. His excitement about the
response he received from his peers motivated him to begin another
piece. Still, this second story, although much shorter than the first,
remained his favorite for many weeks. I suspect that was because he
wrote it himself and expressed his own ideas.
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Eventually, Mike began to write without the help of his aide but
with the support of his peers. He began to enjoy moving parts of his
piece around and changing words as he revised. He made these deci-
sions by himself, ensuring his control over his writing. I felt that he
was becoming part of my community of writers as he realized that the
writing environment was safe for taking risks with his ideas.

During the next few months, Mike began to come to the confer-
ence table on his own. He did not seek out Marie unless he needed
help in spelling. When I was reading poetry to the class, he decided to
write a poem. He needed many conferences to follow through on his
poem because he was concerned about rhyme; but, when he was fin-
ished, he was glad that he had tried because "I've never written a
poem." I was glad that he felt secure enough to try a new genre.

Unfortunately, Mike did not have the same success in reading.
Since he was not in the room at the beginning of reading workshop, he
was unable to get settled. He returned from his skills sessions dis-
tracted and confused. He relied on his aide to select the book that he
read with her each day. When I suggested that he choose a book that
he could read when he went to skills and to continue reading it when
he returned to the classroom, he was quite agreeable. We found a book
that he enjoyed after we read the first few pages together, and he
seemed motivated to read it because it was funny. When I discussed
this plan with the skills teacher, she told me that the book I had rec-
ommended was too difficult for Mike, that the vocabulary was too
hard. Mike never came back with the book to read in reading work-
shop. When he returned to class, he read the book that Marie had
selected for him. His journal letters to me were short and written with
the help of Marie. Often, he could not remember much about the books
he read and therefore could not express his ideas. With specialized
help in skills, he repeatedly seemed to lose track of himself.

Mike's first readingwriting evaluation conference revealed that
he continued to be concerned about spelling. He set a goal for himself
to improve in spelling. He had little to say about reading except that he
thought he was reading more books.

Continuing to grow as a writer, Mike was able to select topics and
to make decisions about revision. He was not as successful with read-
ing; in that setting he was still unable to choose books or to read them
by himself. When he returned from skills, he continued to be disorga-
nized and unable to sustain interest in a book on his own. When I ques-
tioned him about the book he was reading in skills, he told me that he
could read the book only with the skills teacher. When I asked him if he
could read it with Marie, he told me that he could not because he was
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reading another book with Marie. I asked him if he would like to select
a book to read on his own, but he expressed ambivalence about his abil-
ities and his expectations. He felt that the skills teacher and Marie were
there to help him with reading and that he had to read with them.

During his second evaluation conference, Mike was still con-
cerned with spelling, although this time in connection with his read-
ing. He felt that if he read more, he would become a better speller.
Writing letters in his journal helped him because "you learn to spell
better." He thought that he had improved in reading and mentioned
that he could recognize similes, which I had taught in mini-lessons on
some of the days that he was in reading workshop for the whole
period. He thought that he might try some similes in his own writing.
Setting goals for himself in writing, Mike said that he would write a
story about a trip he had taken to New York. Another goal was to
improve in proofreading. Spelling, although of concern to him in read-
ing, was not specifically mentioned when it came to his own writing.
Perhaps it was not as important to him as it once was. Expressing his
own ideas in his writing seemed to be more meaningful to him than
spelling correctly.

Fortunately, Mike became involved in colonial times, too. He fol-
lowed his interest in colonial farming that had developed as a result of
our visit to a colonial manor. Suddenly, I noticed, he began in reading
workshopwithout Marieto read books about the farm. I was
amazed. He was very excited and wrote to me in his journal about the
information he had gathered on colonial farms. His interest increased
his desire for more information on farming tools. Going to the library
himself, he found a book, which he shared with another boy also inter-
ested in this topic; in fact, Mike was able to tell Mark a great deal about
farming. Because of his involvement in farming, Mike became a more
active participant in history. He wanted to read to the class from the
history book and was able to do so with few mistakes. His personal
investment in learning about history allowed him to take a risk with
reading a more difficult book. His IEP program, though, did not sup-
port such choice and control. Its insistence on mandated skills contin-
ued to interfere with Mike's claiming ownership. He was not suffi-
ciently independent to enjoy learning skills without feeling that he was
being deprived of his own ideas.

In the spring, Mike, like Alex, was taking more risks in writing,
too. Besides using words in his pieces that he did not know how to
spell, he experimented with words from his speaking and listening
vocabulary. It was at this time that Mike switched to writing in script.
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I had not forced him. Perhaps he wanted to write in cursive because all
his classmates did, or perhaps his personal investment and pride in his
own writing prompted his desire to copy his finished pieces in script.
I imagine that he was ready and thus made the decision.

At the end of the year, Mike was excited about his writing. He
liked the similes that he used and told me, "I use better words and I
don't worry about spelling." He felt that he had improved in reading
because he was reading longer books. And he wasbut most of his
reading was done with his aide. It was only when he was personally
involved in a topic, when he wanted to pursue his own interests, that
he could read on his own.

Both boys left fifth grade feeling successful. They were pleased
with their achievement. I was especially interested that they had pro-
gressed in writing and that over time they were able to take control of it.
Ownership gave them choices. They selected topics, and they made
decisions about revision, about sharing their work, and about collabora-
tion. They took risks by writing in different genres and by using similes,
dialogue, and vocabulary that they couldn't spell. And they evaluated
their work and set their own goals for themselves. Mike was able to
leave his aide and to become a writer. He developed ownership in writ-
ing because, perhaps, he was in the classroom and became part of the
writing community. Alex, too, became a writer and was able to express
his ideas despite his "limited language" prognosis at the beginning of
the year. He also sensed ownership, which he attempted to preserve
when the skills teacher arrived. Alex became not just a reader but an
independent reader who chose his own books and responded to them
with his own ideas. How would Mike have changed as a reader if he had
had greater control over his reading, if he had become part of the com-
munity of readers, if he had made choices, if he had believed that he
could read on his own, and if his reading had not been composed of the
isolated skills established by the IEP?

My StoryReflections

My story was one of frustration. In the past I felt that I could follow my
own interests and philosophy, establishing an environment that I
sensed was best suited to my students and to me. By the middle of the
year, I realized the skills teachers' need for ownershipto teach the
boys in their own way with little collaboration with me. I had discussed
the situation and the issue of ownershipmine and the boys'many
times with my principal and with other administrators. I explained my
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philosophy and wondered why there could not be greater communica-
tion between skills teachers and classroom teachers. Couldn't we work
together for the benefit of the boys? Couldn't there be some congru-
ency? How can personal ownership and collaboration be integrated so
that cooperation occurs? It seemed the same issue with which Alex and
Mike struggled. I had found a solution in the classroom, the creation of
a community of learners. Could this be extended to the school as a
whole?

Providing few answers, the administrators told me that I had
good questions, but explained patiently that I really didn't have owner-
ship in my classroom because I was expected to teach the prescribed
fifth-grade curriculum. This came as a surprise to me. I had always
thought that I had ownership within the confines of the school's and
state's curriculum. I felt defeated. Again, like Alex and Mike, my philos-
ophy (like their ideas, which were so important) was being restricted. I
felt all year as the boys were taught different approaches in one-to-one
settings that I had no idea what they were learning, what strategies were
used, or how I could build on that learning in the classroom.

In the confusion of the conflicts that seemed to surround me for
most of the year, I didn't realize until the end that both boys were able
to become part of the class community of learnersAlex to a greater
extent than Mike, who seemed at times on the fringe except for writ-
ing. The ownership they discovered over time through the response
they received in writing workshop gradually spread to reading and
other areas of the curriculum. They realized that their ideas were val-
ued and respected. Beginning to take themselves and their learning
seriously, they started to take risks with their own ideas by participat-
ing in discussions and simulations. The personal investment they
made in learning led to greater independence. Alex no longer had to be
the class clown. He realized that his baby voice could be substituted by
a more mature voice. As I struggled to provide a supportive environ-
mentone that responded to them with respect and gave them time to
grow at their own rateI realized that they were able to develop some
sense of control or authority over their learning despite the disruptions
caused by their IEP schedules. Through this ownership, these special
learners discovered that they had a voice.

Alex and Mike taught me about my own need for ownership,
something I had taken for granted in the past. In other years I did not
feel as hampered or trapped by IEP regulations, the problems of sched-
uling, and communication between teachers. My year of frustration
was not due to pull-out/put-in programs; it had more to do with my
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philosophy and the settingthe environment I wanted for my special
learners. If the environment with the skills teachers was consistent
with the environment in the classroom, if there was congruency, if
there was collaboration, if we had all worked together for the benefit
of the boys, perhaps ownership would not have been an issue for me
personally. As the school year ended and I had time to reflect, I was left
with two nagging questions: Do children own their own minds? and
How do teachers maintain ownership of their philosophy within the
classroom and the system? Both of these questions will, no doubt, pro-
vide the seeds of reflection in years to come.
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14 Time on Our Side
Mary Mercer Krogness
Teacher, Author, Language Arts Consultant,
Cleveland, Ohio

By choice, I moved from a small and nurturing elementary K-6
school, where I'd taught gifted and talented sixth graders from all
over the school district, not up but to the middle school. I decided

to teach students at the opposite end of the academic spectrum: sev-
enth and eighth graders who read at or below the third stanine on the
Stanford Achievement Test in reading comprehension and vocabulary
and who experienced serious academic problems. They qualified for
my language arts/reading class because of their low reading and
vocabulary test scores. The idea was to give low- and underachieving
students an English class (the regular curriculum) and also a language
arts/reading class to support their language skills development.

Although I had a sprinkling of ESL studentsmostly Asian stu-
dentswho were just learning English, most of my students were
African American, more of them boys than girls. Many had repeated at
least one grade; although some came from strong, stable, nurturing
families, many came from unstable homes. Key people (their mothers,
fathers, or grandmothers) were dead, out of work, in prison, or had left
their families. My kids' home phone numbers (although not everyone
had a telephone) changed frequently; they moved often too. Many of
my students also shared a negative attitude toward school. In a cartoon
(Figure 14.1), Micah creatively conveys the pain that school had caused
him and his attitude toward school (Krogness, 1995, p. 10).

Upon my arrival at the middle school (a middle school in name
only), I was struck by its hugenessa low sprawling building with
three wings, made mostly of brick and glass, and bursting with close
to nine hundred adolescents. The school aimed to be academically rig-
orous, but to many of our faculty, this meant teacher power and stu-
dent submissiona readiness to "kick butt," as more than a few of the
teachers expressed it. Early in the school year, certain colleagues
advised me to bear down on my low- and underachieving kids, who
often were the most serious behavior problems in and outside of our
school.
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Figure 14.1 Micah's Cartoon

Having come from an elementary school where teachers gener-
ally set their own daily schedules (except for music, art, and physical
education), I was struck by an unbending eight-period school day and
ringing bells. Our forty-two-minute class periods made me feel like I
had to set a metronome and efficiently march through academic work
in a clipped, mechanical way. I felt anxious and rushed and jangled, as
if I were doing the jitterbug instead of a waltz. (I certainly just dated
myself.) Certain students skidded into my class late and then, maybe
five minutes before the bell, started preparing to dash, helter-skelter
through the long corridors to their next class.

I felt sure that short class periods didn't give my students the
necessary time to settle down and become engaged in learning. I won-
dered how I was going to set a nice, easy tempo in each of my five
classes of mainly overage, underachieving seventh and eighth graders
who especially needed the precious commodity of uninterrupted time.
I knew that when a block of time was on my side, I was able to vary
the pace and content of each class, bringing all of the language arts (lis-
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tening, talking, reading, writing, speaking, viewing, and thinking)
together. But a fragmented schedule would make it impossible for us
to weave the language arts into a wholesome fabric. Even over the
span of a school year, I couldn't see how Iin collaboration with my
studentscould create a classroom atmosphere that was lively with-
out being chaotic; focused without becoming rigidly task-oriented;
purposeful without being didactic; student-centered without being
"warm and fuzzy" and academically soft.

I was a seasoned teacher. I had nearly twenty-five years of class-
room experience teaching students from a wide range of socioeco-
nomic, racial, cultural, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds. I had taught
in urban Washington, DC, in Columbus, in Cleveland, and in suburban
Shaker Heights, Ohio. But I was in a quandary. In this huge, tradi-
tional, teacher-centered, curriculum-driven, test-taking junior high
school, how would I be able to use my elementary school approach, a
philosophy that rested on getting to really know the whole child and
his or her family and build community and trust? How could I find out
my students' special interests and learning styles, their fears and wor-
ries? How would my students and I ever be able to create a rich lan-
guage laboratory together?

Confronted with these institutionalized constraints and what I
perceived to be an entrenched teaching philosophy and narrow per-
ception of academic goals, how could I possibly help my low-achiev-
ing students to value themselves? I quickly observed my kids were
smart, but they were street smart, not school smart. They did not per-
form well on standardized tests, do homework, study for tests, do the
assigned projects, achieve good grades in school, and behave them-
selves according to school standards. How could I help them recognize
and develop their many untapped talents and multiple intelligences by
immersing them in the language arts? How could we translate my
kids' street smartness to school smartness, so that school, and eventu-
ally society, didn't lose them to the streets?

Although I asked myself these heady questions almost weekly,
with missionary zeal and a zest for tackling a mighty challenge, I
began setting the stage for successmy students' and my own. I often
felt like Sisyphus who struggled to push the huge stone up hill, but no
matter how hard he tried, slid backwards. For many years, I'd
designed freewheeling, comfortably paced classrooms that had bene-
fitted the majority of my students. But I soon found out that my new
students weren't accustomed to taking the academic responsibility and
risk that an open forum demands. Over the years they had been sub-
jected to a steady diet of skills sheets, programmed learning kits, and
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teacher talk. This approach doesn't ask much from students; in fact, it
actively discourages them from taking initiative. Most of my students
hadn't practiced developing the habit of speaking up in school;
instead, they either yelled out or remained silent. Often they behaved
outrageously and derailed class activities, acting out their anxiety, frus-
tration, and anger. Other times they sat passively, waiting for me to tell
them what to do. They had not had the experience of being generators
of ideas in school. I suspect they worried they couldn't make the grade
in school, so they had learned not to contribute. Many of my students
were simply too preoccupied with worries of their own to be interested
in school.

One day Lisa M. yelled out, "You gotta holler at us, Mrs. K." She
was telling me in no uncertain terms that she, along with many of my
kids, expected me to establish firm limits and standards, and they
would function more comfortably and successfully within an obvious
structure that had simple and clear expectations. Hollering was not my
style, but I knew that somehow I had to build a tighter structure for,
and with, my students.

But those short class periods simply didn't give me the neces-
sary time to slowly build their trust, to help them relax, and get them
engaged. So, after one school year of trying to accomplish my goals in
forty-two minutes, I begged my principal to let me have at least one
double, eighty-four-minute period, during which time I would teach
both language arts and English. How well I remember my seventh
graders grousing and groaning when they found out we were going to
be together for two consecutive periods! Eventually they enjoyed
beginning our class calmly and building intellectual stamina and stay-
ing power as the class continued. They liked coming together as a
strong community where individuals could try out their ideas in a safe
space, could exercise their imaginations, and could assert their leader-
ship. Let me tell you some classroom stories about how my seventh
graders and I set an easy tempo and learned to work together during
that eighty-four-minute, back-to-back class. Those longer class periods
helped me be the teacher I wanted to be and helped my students
become the students I believed they could be.

Burning Issues

Chi, Marie, Lisa S., Jawan, Jermaine, Jamar, Jung, Joe, Chris, and other
seventh graders and I would often start our class by asking questions.
Early in the school year, I was the one who asked questions that I
hoped would lure the students into talking and debating and raising
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other questions. "What do you think about teachers banning book
bags?" I asked. Nearly every student got into the actsputtering at
first about the adults' disregard for students' dignity and civil rights
and the injustice of it all. I pushed them to debate the book bag issue
furtherfirst verbalizing both the pros and cons of banning book bags
that often were strewn around the corridors and on stairways, and
finally writing about this school issue. I capitalized on their natural
adolescent tendency to buck authority. In doing so, I accomplished one
of my major goals: to get my students generating their own ideas
orally. I tried to make student-driven conversations central in our
classroom. I wanted to create a noisy classroomnoisy with my stu-
dents' questions, responses, and their ideas. I found that issues that
were compelling to my studentsburning issueshelped me to
accomplish this goal.

Sometimes literature provided the spark. One day we started
class by considering T. J. Avery, a character in Mildred Taylor's (1978)
remarkable young adult novel, Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry. This char-
acter was sneaky, untrustworthy, and needy. I pushed the students to
examine the circumstances of America's history that directly impinged
on the black boy's life in the deep South during the 1930s and helped
to shape his character. Before we even opened Taylor's novel, which
we read and savored together during class, we read and talked about
the historic events, laws, societal attitudes, and history in which this
novel is embedded.

I introduced my students to the Plessy v. Ferguson case of 1869, in
which the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the right to separate but equal
schools for black people. We talked about the effects of Jim Crow laws
(separate public drinking fountains and toilets). We considered the
Great Depression and its effects. We discussed World War II, Hitler's
rise to power in Europe, and his oppression of a whole group of peo-
ple. A discussion of Hitler's oppression of Jews led naturally to a dis-
cussion of America's internment of Japanese Americans during its
involvement in World War II. A Japanese American, who with his fam-
ily had been held in camps in California, came to our class to speak. We
read and talked about the landmark decision, Brown v. The Board of
Education, 1954 and the civil rights and women's movements of the
1960s. One burning issue led to another. Then we drew a time line of
these important events.

Chris chuckled: "Hey Mrs. K., I thought this was language arts
class, not history!" As we built significant background knowledge
what I call a language landscapefor reading Mildred Taylor's novel,
we engaged in language in vigorous ways. Together we learned to talk
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about intellectual matters, and through our important conversations
inside our classroom, we built a community. I never, ever sent the good
stuff (such as reading Roll of Thunder) home. We did the important
processes in our classroom laboratory where collective support,
knowledge, camaraderie, and conversation were available to all of us.
After all, isn't school the most natural place for students and their
teacher to think, talk, write, and read together?

The Power and Politics of Language

We never stopped practicing the art of asking provocative questions
during class. I think immediately of Jawan, a big fifteen-year-old but
still curious seventh grader. One day he initiated a lively conversation
by asking our volunteer, a British woman, a stunning question: "Hey
Ms. Bratt, where did y'all get that cool accent?" Like all good ques-
tions, Big J.'s inquiry set all of us thinking and asking more good ques-
tions. Jawan's question invited Judith Bratt to imitate many different
British accents or dialectsthe West Midlands (where Judith had been
raised), the Welsh dialect, and the dialect most common amongst resi-
dents of Newcastle, which Judith called the "Geordie" dialect. In rare
form by this time, Judith glided easily into Cockney, typical of
London's East End.

Hands were waving. The questions came in a rush: "Where does
the language come from?" "Who makes the language?" "Who gets to
decide what the 'correct' [standard dialect] English is?" "How come
we keep on getting new words?" These intellectual, linguistic, and
political questions led us to make several important discoveries: We,
the people (not lexicographers or dictionary citators), coin words and
change the language to suit our needs, thereby insuring its richness.
We discovered that the people who are in power determine the stan-
dard dialect. We found out that by using the language and giving it a
good workout, we, the people, keep the language alive and well!

This promising, ongoing conversation, which the students found
so engaging, prompted me to suggest that we make dictionaries of
black expressions coined out on the street: e.g., dissin', def, homeboy,
homegirl. The students picked up on the suggestion, making their own
dictionaries of black expressions (Figure 14.2), which (as they pointed
out) are rapidly replaced with new expressions (Krogness, 1995, p. 36).
This conversation stirred interest in knowledge and nurturing of a lan-
guageany languagewithin this particular class. So did a height-
ened awareness of a speaker's (also a writer's) distinctly different
audiences and the necessity for that speaker and writer to know both
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Figure 14.2 Dictionary of Black Expressions

the standard and nonstandard dialects in order to operate successfully
in society. After this discussion about language, my kids better appre-
ciated the value of talking, perhaps to their friends and family, in a
nonstandard dialect while speaking in a standard dialect at school and
someday in the work place. Implicit was a healthier respect for all lan-
guage and the speakers of all dialectsstandard and nonstandard,
especially their own nonstandard dialect.
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We pondered Jawan's wonderful question during chunks of sev-
eral class periods. Surely these conversations accomplished what no
work sheet, no programmed reading kit, no teacher-made test could
ever have accomplished: We talked to ask questions and explore ideas;
we worked together; we built healthy relationships within our class-
room. In her 1995 book, The Power of Their Ideas, Deborah Meier, the
remarkable educator who started Central Park East in East Harlem,
defines teaching as listening carefully and learning as telling. I agree.

On The Spot: Another Time to Talk

Talk was central to our language laboratory. We continued to get bet-
ter at generating ideas and questions and responding to each other's
views on any number of issues. Daily we talked about what we valued
or were trying to figure out or were struggling to master. And I can tell
you that we talked about classroom decorum. We had to! In one back-
to-back seventh-grade class, we decided to devote ten to twenty min-
utes each Friday to discussing specific improvements in our behavior
and connecting its mighty effect on academic progress.

On The Spot (our name for this weekly Friday forum) was
designed to acknowledge students who were taking better charge of
their lives: getting to class on time, sitting down quickly without
"pickin"' with each other, refraining from making incendiary com-
ments that derailed the class, destroyed a discussion, or even caused
a fight to break out. We evaluated behavior (including mine). No one
was permitted to point an accusing finger during these informal
assessments. We used this time to take stock of what we were learn-
ing and what we were able to do better: work together, work in small
and large groups more productively and actively, ask better questions,
be more active and responsive listeners, initiate ideas more often,
focus on language work for longer periods of time, thereby building
intellectual muscle or stamina. Jamar's written description of one of
our class meetings (Figure 14.3) provides a good example (Krogness,
1995, p. 114).

Exercising Our Imaginations

We spent a lot of class time exercising our imaginations. (Remember: I
never, ever send the good stuff home, but keep it for class.) Elliot
Eisner (1985) and E. Paul Torrance (1970), creativity experts, say that
students in all grades should have regular opportunities to exercise
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their imaginations. They also say that the more ideas students generate,
the better their ideas become. My classroom experience bears this out.

Picture a large, green, ghoulish plastic foot, a remnant from a
Halloween costume. After arranging our chairs in a large circle, the-
ater-in-the-round style, my students and I examined the claw by turn-
ing it over, touching it, and looking at its shape and contours. The
foot's gnarled, bony appearance gave rise to an almost infinite number
of possibilities. "How might you use this monster's claw or foot? What
might it become?" I asked my seventh graders. "Don't tell usget up
and use it and let us guess. You can either pantomime or do a combo of
miming and talking."

My studentseven the shy oneseventually got into the act.
The more limber their imaginations (and bodies) became, the more
imaginative and fluid their responses to the green claw. One girl wore
the claw as an earring while another cradled it tenderly in her arms.
One boy sat down and pecked away on the ugly toenails of our prop
pretending he was typing a paper, while another turned it over and
showed us his Jell-O mold. The students generated maybe thirty ideas
in forty minutes! Some ideas were more original than others, but the
pointat this momentwas not to evaluate my students' contribu-
tions, but to encourage their imaginative engagement. Most students
dared to participate more than once; the electricity was palpable and
the laughter infectious.

During our more sustained and vigorous creative workouts such
as the green claw exercise, my kids were becoming more deft at being
prime movers, and during these intense sessions, we would spend
whatever time it took to consider what made certain of their ideas
exceptionally fresh and imaginative. We used boxes, scarves, and tea
bags (each a likely prop because of its potential to become an infinite
number of other things) to heat up our brain cells. Eventually everyone
found something extraordinary in the ordinary.

Classroom Drama: A Tool for Teaching; A Tool for Learning

Exercising the imagination was something we did in class quite by
design; it was a habit of mind that I wanted my students to practice
and value. After limbering our bodies and focusing our attention by
doing simple theater games that everyone could easily manage, I seri-
ously engaged my students in doing what the great dramatist/teacher,
Dorothy Heathcote (see Heathcote and Bolton, 1995), calls classroom
drama, which, I hasten to tell you, is not producing a play, doing skits,
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or acting out charactersthat's theater. The classroom drama I'm talk-
ing about is improvised drama, based on a human condition, e.g., sur-
vival, loss, ethics. A moment in history, a story character's dilemma, or
even a current event from the newspaper might serve as the point of
departure for an improvised drama.

When students actually become the characters who are strug-
gling to figure out a particular human problemperhaps losing a par-
ent, surviving a difficult situation, or grappling with an ethical prob-
lemthe young people are learning how to deal with universal human
difficulties that challenge us all. In bringing their own experiences to
an improvisation, students are learning to empathize and gain more
authentic understanding of the literary characters they meet in novels,
people they're reading about in history, and the current events they
find in newspapers. Through improvised drama, young people can
actively gain better understanding of their own attitudes and feelings
too. Classroom drama is a powerful teaching and learning tool. Here is
an example of how I used classroom drama to help one class of seventh
graders connect literature with their lives.

I chose the popular fairy tale, Cinderella, an ancient story with
hundreds of different versions from different cultures, as a point of
departure. Cinderella is an ancient tale with contemporary meaning:
Like Cinderella, so many of our children are members of reconstituted
families. It's a universal story because there's not a person alive who
hasn't felt like Cinderella did when she sat by the hearth watching her
stepsisters get dressed to go to the ball; there's not a person on earth
who hasn't felt rejected, abandoned, left out, unappreciated, or deval-
ued by family, friends, or even society.

I told my seventh graders that we were going to look at the old
fairy tale from fresh points of view and connect Cinderella's life with our
own lives. I told them that we were going to do improvised drama,
which meant we would create our own unwritten scripts on the spot. I
said we were going to play rolesI would be playing the role of an
investigative reporter who asks questions; they all would play the role of
Cinderella, whom I would interview. Some of the boys looked puz-
zleddismayed. But never mind. Quickly and without any more expla-
nation, we began getting into character. I assumed my role of the inves-
tigative reporter by asking only one important question: "When in your
lifeat home with your families, at school with your teachers and classmates,
on the bus, or in the cafeteria with your friendshave you felt like Cinderella
when she sat by the hearth?" Slowly at first, then faster, my students'
Cinderella stories welled up and out: stories of being slighted or treated
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unjustly at home, worrying that a teacher didn't value their work, feel-
ing left out or betrayed by friends, even abandoned because of death or
divorce. Issues of race dominated many of my students' stories.

The stories these seventh graders told in our class were passion-
ate and real. Their voices trembled and sometimes they wept because
we were getting to the heart of the matter and to matters of the heart.
I watched my students' faces and their eyes. They were intensely inter-
ested in their own and classmates' stories that by this time were
spilling out unself-consciously. When I asked them, finally, to step out
of character and revisit the story of Cinderella, they were able to connect
this piece of literature with their own lives because they now knew
Cinderella's heartache firsthand. Jamar said, "Before doing this drama,
I thought Cinderella was a story only for girlsbut every one in here
has a Cinderella story to tell!"

A scaffolding or a framework like the one I've just described can be
used to advantage with any age group and in various ways. For instance,
I asked my students to be the investigative reporters while I played the
role of Cinderella's stepmother. When one investigative reporter asked
me the inevitable question, "Why are you so mean to Cinderelladon't
you like her?" I responded by saying that Cinderella and her father were
sticking together and leaving my two daughters and me out. I told the
reporters that, quite frankly, Cinderella had been haughty and mean and
that my daughters and I hadn't felt welcome. I said I hadn't bargained for
a rude stepdaughter and a milquetoast husband! This improvised drama
helped participants understand that characters have different points of
view. Classroom drama gave my students a vehicle for thinking on their
feet, solving problems, and making connections between literature and
their own lives. And it offered me a means of making school real and rel-
evant for my students, one of my major goals.

Poetry's for Everyone!

Poetry has a way of strumming students' emotional chords. My kids
especially the ones with severe decoding problemstook pride and
pleasure in chanting the words of poets like Maya Angelou, Nikki
Giovanni, Lucille Clifton, and Langston Hughes over and over. They
caught the rhythms and sound effects of the poetry after they'd prac-
ticed interpreting the poetic lines; they often swayed or danced to a
poem's cadence. Rayshon, a boy with serious reading difficulties, said:
"Before I started performing poetry, I used to be a terrible reader." And
he imitated the halting way he used to read: uh, uh, uh. For Rayshon
and most of his classmates, for whom print was overwhelming,
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poetrywith its short, clean, spare lineswas manageable. When we
performed poetry, like Lucille Clifton's "Homage to My Hips," my stu-
dents' voices became instruments. They slid easily from low to high,
from loud to soft. Sometimes they repeated whole lines of a poem or
important words. Much like jazz musicians, the small groups of per-
formers (composed of maybe three kids) often punctuated their poetry
performances with sound effects and new rhythms.

Poetry was the balm that soothed our souls and excited our
imaginations. Side by side, we wrote with our favorite poets, our cre-
ative companions, inspiring and instructing us as we tried finding the
best words we could and arranging them into pleasing pieces. In the
margins of Xeroxed copies of our favorite poems, my kids wrote their
own poems. Poems like "Samuel" by Bobbi Katz (1973), a short, sweet
poem about a little salamander that "died very quietly during
spelling" evoked memories about childhood and loss. The short, some-
times repeated lines of this poem unfailingly moved us and helped us
tap our own memory banks; its language and rhythms set us free, first
to tell our own stories of loss and worry orally, and then to put pencil
to paper using words imaginatively and with voice.

Chi, recently from Vietnam, was just learning English when she
wrote this poem next to Bobbi Katz's poem, "Samuel." Here is Chi's
poem (Krogness, 1995, p. 206).

This is 8 year ago
Me 5 year old I am to
short I am not
really like go to
school I like new
sweater I like
I have a wash [wish]
but my mother
She not buy
For me she
is buy For
My Sister
Not For
Me every
night I go
to bed I am
crying why
My Mother
love my sister
now I don't like every
Thing, but NOW I like how can't
I speak english very much that
is I am very happy.
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Jamar was inspired to write a joyous poem about his Grandma
Williams after we read aloud and talked about "Kisses" by Judith
Thurman (1976). Here is Jamar 's poem about his Grandma Williams
(Krogness, 1995, p. 212).

When I go over my
grandma Williams,
She say's come
here honey bun
give me some
sugar.
I feel like a sweet role [roll]
all wraped [wrapped] up
and tightened
up! but
when she
Pokes out
them lips
I am traped [trapped]!
I don't have
any choice because
my parents are
looking over me like
executioners.

Big Jawan, who put his head down on his desk because he was
sure he couldn't write poetry, wrote his poem after I primed the pump
a little more by asking him: "Hey J., where do you get kisses?"a dan-
gerous question to ask a 15-year-old boy!

"I mostly get kisses when I go to church," he said matter-of-
factly. "That's the first line of your poem, J.," I quickly acknowledged.
A couple more questions from me and Jawan was off and running. My
job description meant helping my kids find their poems, stories, plays,
and most of all their voices. Here is Jawan's untitled poem about get-
ting kisses at church (Krogness, 1995, p. 213).

I mostly get kisses
when I go to
churchHoly
Trinity Baptist
Church at 131st
Sister Morrison
give me the water rain
puddle kiss of the
Sunday. And when she
pucker up, it
Is a rainfall.
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Within minutes of writing this poemwith its wonderful rush
of words, water-rain-puddle-kiss-of-the-Sundayand reading it to his
classmates and me, Jawan wrote a poem about his aunt, Annie Sis,
earthy and funny. Here is Jawan's poem about Annie Sis (Krogness,
1995, p. 213).

I have a aunt
name Annie
Sis. She give
Me a kiss and
she have a mustache
When she kisses me it feel
Like a brush
bristle and like
a dog kisswet
and wild.

Oh, how we cheered and savored each other's success.

As I reflect on these stories, I know that many of them could not
have happened in forty-two-minute periods. My students and I
needed time to discuss compelling issues; to explore language together;
to reflect on our growth as a learning community; to exercise our imag-
inations; to plumb the human condition through classroom drama; to
experience poetry by reading, writing, and performing it. Timethe
blessed commodity of uninterrupted timewas definitely on our side,
and our growing commitment to learning proved it.

I certainly didn't fulfill all of my goals with all of my students,
but I knew one thing: I had planted seeds. When all is said and done,
teachers have to be content with planting seeds, trusting thatin
timethey will germinate.
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15 The Teacher as Listener
Dorothy M. Taylor
Fairfax County Public Schools,
Fairfax County, Virginia

0n the day of my first formal observation when I was student
teaching, Barbara Agor, my supervising professor from the
University of Rochester, came to the classroom about midday.

I was working with a small group of beginning English as a second
language (ESL) elementary school students, mostly Amerasian
refugees. I had brought in some flowers known as Queen Anne's lace,
a box of food coloring, and some small cups. We reviewed the colors as
we put the dye into the cups, talked a little about flowers and their
parts, and then placed the flowers into the cups. I explained how the
dye would travel through the stem and eventually turn the petals that
color. Throughout the lesson, the students were engaged and excited. I
was pleased with the lesson. It was content-based, kinetic, visual, basic
enough for beginners, yet not insultingly simple.

When Barbara and I sat down to talk after the children had gone
home, she had many good things to say about my lesson. We talked
about the children and their different personalities and needs. I
expressed a few concerns about Tuan. He had arrived near the end of
the previous school year and would be repeating first grade. He was a
restless little boy and tended to fidget.

"Did you notice how he was humming and singing softly under
his breath?" she asked me.

"Uh oh," I thought, "she thinks I should have stopped that."
"Have you considered taking advantage of that musical inter-

est?" she said.
No, I hadn't. I'd been much too focused on my own agenda and

on getting good results from the carefully laid-out lesson plans I had
prepared at home.

When we think of teaching, we tend to focus on what the teacher
is doing to activate the student. But through the years, as I've watched
good teachers and have reflected on my own teaching, I've come to
realize that one important characteristic that good teachers share is
that they listen to their students.
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On the surface, listening to children appears to be such an easy
skill to develop in the classroom. But when you think about twenty to
thirty squirming children, a couple of open windows, a PA system
blaring an announcement, someone knocking at your door, and a head
filled with must-do items for the day, it seems a little more difficult.

Unfortunately, I don't have any magic solutions for the many
distractions that can prevent us from listening to our students. What I
would like to share with you, however, are some of the strategies that
I have developed for listening to my students and, more importantly,
some of the knowledge that I have gathered by listening to my ESL stu-
dents over the past eighteen years.

Making Time to Listen

I believe that one of the key factors to developing a listening classroom
is organization. Kevin Murphy, who has written a book on effective lis-
tening for business, advises managers to "develop a routine and make
communication time an integral part of it" (Murphy, 1987, p. 21). I try
to let my students know that I am open to listening to them at all times,
but in a busy classroom, even I recognize that's an ideal and not a real-
ity. However, I do incorporate a time to listen to my students each and
every day. In the elementary grades, I called it "sharing session." Many
teachers call it "show and tell." In each case, the idea is the same.
Students talk about something of their choosing, and I listen. I include
it in my lesson plans; it's the only time of the day when my sole agenda
is to listen. It's also my favorite time, and I've discovered I'm not alone.
Judith Lindfors, in an article on the good classroom environment, has
the following to say about "show and tell":

[In my second-grade classroom], one of the absolutely predica-
ble daily "get to's" [as opposed to "have to's"], was "show and
tell." I confess I never could understand why. What, I wondered,
could be so compelling about telling or listening to others tell
about an object or event that, from my perspective at least, was
often minimally interesting at best. But we had show and tell
almost daily, not because I understood why the children liked it,
and not because I saw special value in it, but basically because
there were twenty-four of them and only one of me. But now I'm
glad they outnumbered me, and I see that they were right. The
situation was authentic: They wanted to tell each other about
the events and objects they lugged in; they wanted to have and
to be audiences for one another. And I'm sure there were mat-
ters of social status and acceptance and such which were crucial
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here that I didn't even begin to recognize. But these are lan-
guage, toowhat language is about, what language is for. So
show and tell was authentic for these children, and it was a "get
to," because it was authentic for them. And besides this, it was
the perfect opportunity for them to control, to shape, to
designyes, to creatively construct both what to tell and how.
(Lindfors, 1989, p. 46)

During sharing sessions over the years, I've learned what a My
Little Pony doll looks like and how many different kinds there are,
how a car engine works, the twenty-five different ways to detect coun-
terfeit bills, how to make a moon cake for the Chinese moon festival,
that Puerto Ricans in New York City sometimes keep pigs in their
basement for slaughter to make various delicacies for Christmas, and
that if you buy the two-liter glass of beer at Hooters for five dollars,
you can bring it back and get a half price refill. Sharing time is unpre-
dictable, educational, and never boring.

Listening with our Eyes

Because the verbal contributions that beginning ESL students can
make during sharing sessions and at other times are limited, drawing
pictures is a good alternative to allow them to express themselves
orally. I've served as a substitute teacher in many ESL classrooms, and
one of my favorite "sub" activities is to share my life story through pic-
tures and then ask my students to do the same. This task is one in
which the most limited English speaker can participate. In the lower
grades, on Fridays I used to ask my students to draw a picture of what
they planned to do over the weekend, and on Monday we would
revisit the pictures to see if that's what they had done. In an excellent
resource book on drawing for ESL students, Sharron Bassano and
Mary Ann Christison write, "Visual communication is universal and
international; there are no limitations of pronunciation, vocabulary, or
grammar. Visual language can be perceived and conceived by the lit-
erate as well as the preliterate. It may convey facts and ideas in a wider
range than any other means of communication" (Bassano & Christison,
1982, p. 1). Just as Barbara Agor attuned me to the fact that a teacher
shouldn't just listen to what students say but also to what they hum,
my students' drawings have taught me that listening can be done with
the eyes as well as the ears.

Unfortunately, it's been through miscommunication that I've
learned how important nonverbal cues are when listening to ESL stu-
dents. Nonverbal cues can run the gamut from voice tone and pitch to
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dress and posture (Brownwell, 1986). One interesting study on non-
verbal communication found that in situations where speakers' facial
expressions and vocal messages were inconsistent, listeners paid more
attention to the nonverbal facial expressions than to the verbal mes-
sages (Bostram, 1990). Eye contact is one area of nonverbal communi-
cation that is particularly important. Books designed to teach business
people how to listen effectively urge managers and salespeople to make
direct eye contact with their employees and clients, not only to pick up
unstated nuances of behavior, but to convey a genuine interest in what
the person is saying (Reed, 1985; Brownwell, 1986; Robertson, 1994).

Most ESL teachers pride themselves on their ability to commu-
nicate nonverbally: For example, they hold up two fingers to express
the number two, or they pantomime common activities such as brush-
ing your teeth or washing your face. Likewise, our students quickly
become adept at expressing themselves in nonverbal ways. I learned
one of my earliest lessons in the importance of making eye contact
when I was student teaching. Su-Lin, a sixth-grader from China, had
been having some problems with her eyes, and I wanted to write a note
about these problems to her aunt with whom she was living. It was the
end of the day, and I was short on time because she needed to catch a
bus. I asked her if her aunt could read English. She nodded her head
yes. I bowed my head to write the note, wrote the date and started the
letter, "Dear Mrs. . . ." At that point I realized I didn't know her aunt's
last name, so without looking up, I asked Su-Lin her aunt's last name,
unintentionally initiating a classic comedy routine as I did so:

"What's your aunt's last name?"
"Hu."
"Your aunt."
"Hu."
"Your aunt, what's your aunt's last name?"
"Last name Hu, H-U," as I finally looked up and saw her

writing the letters H-U in the air.

I would have saved myself and Su-Lin a great deal of time and frus-
tration had I made eye contact with her throughout our conversation.

Adult ESL students I have taught have told me that one of the
things that irritates them in their conversations with native English
speakers is when the native speakers finish their sentences for them,
rather than giving them time to come up with the words themselves.
One of them developed her own efficient nonverbal way of letting oth-
ers know that she needs a little time to think of the word. She simply
holds up her hand, just as the crossing guards hold up their hands in
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the "Stop" salute, until she thinks of the word. This is only one of many
different ways that ESL students can and do signal their needs non-
verbally, and it's our responsibility to remember that watching for
these signals is an important part of listening.

Questions and Listening

Simply giving children the opportunity to talk and listening to them
do so is one of the greatest joys I receive from teaching. But it was my
friend and fellow researcher, Katharine Samway, who eventually
taught me that guiding students by asking them questions is also an
important role for the listening teacher. We were working together on
a cross-age correspondence research project. Katharine was writing to
a group of my fourth- through eighth-grade ESL students and me
about our writing, while I was corresponding with the same students
and with Katharine in reading dialogue journals. Toward the end of
the project we seemed to have more questions than answers, so
Katharine suggested that we formally interview the students about the
reading-writing connections they were making during our project. I
was reluctant. I thought that interviewing students one at a time
would take too much time, and I really didn't think they would have
anything to say that they hadn't already told us. I was wrong. The stu-
dents were clearly flattered and proud to be asked to participate in this
new stage of the project. We shared our questions with the students
prior to the interviews and asked them to look through their reading
journals, writing pieces, and correspondence with Katharine as they
pondered the questions. During the interviews, their responses were
thoughtful and honest. As Katharine put it:

Sometimes we are fortunate to be in the right place at the right
time to hear children spontaneously share insights into the liter-
acy process. As teachers, we have made inferences about how
children's reading has influenced what or how they wrote. . . .

[But] we cannot rely solely on our hunches. We need to talk
directly with students about these issues in order to better
understand them as learners. (Samway & Taylor, 1993, p. 7).

The kinds of questions Katharine and I were asking the children
were valuable because they were the "good questions [that] provide
surprises for both child and teacher" (Graves, 1983, p. 107). When I
interviewed the children about their reading and writing experiences,
I wasn't listening for the right answer because I didn't know the right
answer.
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Interestingly enough, it was one of the kinds of questions that
Graves would call a bad one that gave me an opportunity to watch the-
ory turn into practice one day. In my teacher education program, I had
learned that books with recurring patterns, rhythms, and rhymes, such
as those used in fairy tales, nursery rhymes, and pattern books, help
children build oral language skills. But it was listening to Emily, a first
grader from China, one day that convinced me of the veracity of this
theory. Emily had basic conversational skills in English, but because
she spoke Chinese at home with her parents, she had quite a few gaps
in her vocabulary. On this occasion, we were looking at Eric Carle's The
Very Busy Spider. I pointed to the spider and asked her one of those
inane questions that ESL teachers sometimes find themselves asking:
"Do you know what that is?" Emily was silent for a while, but I could
tell from the way she was wrinkling her brow that she was thinking.
Then I noticed her lips were moving. Finally I heard her saying softly
under her breath, ". . . along came a . . ." and then, "spider!" she cried
gleefully. Because somebody had put "Little Miss Muffet" into Emily's
head, a spider came out when she needed it. And, because I had the
patience and foresight to listen to her, I found out where that spider
came from.

Having spent a number of years in the classroom, I know that,
when students come to us, they bring a potent mixture of experiences
with them. These experiences, in which their use of language and
beliefs about it are intermingled, cannot be ignored. As we gain infor-
mation about our students' language skills by listening to them talk
with one another and with us, we can categorize and analyze this
information in helpful ways; but we also must remember that learning
is a fluid process. One of my friends puts it like this: "Our minds don't
stay in one place. Where I am today is not necessarily where I will be
tomorrow." Learning about our students means carefully listening to
the answers they give us, but it also means listening just as carefully
the next day because it's entirely possible that the answers (and even
the questions) have changed.

Listening to Parents

In addition to listening to my students, I have learned to listen care-
fully to their parents. Parents of all children are an important resource,
but I think this is particularly true of the parents of ESL students.
Unless we come from the same cultural background as the student or
have worked extensively with that ethnic group, we teachers are often
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ignorant of the belief systems and conditions from which our students
are coming.

For a time, I taught ESL in a school that had a large Israeli pop-
ulation. The Hebrew bilingual teacher, an Israeli herself, had told me
that Israeli parents expect their children to be given homework, so I
had gotten in the habit of sending work for the children to do at home.
One morning the mother of Luisa, a second-grade Brazilian student,
stopped by to tell me that this homework had become a problem in
their household. Luisa spoke no English when she arrived but had
made tremendous strides in a short period of time. She was a socially
engaging child and had quickly become the darling of her class. Little
did her classroom teacher or I know, however, what an exhausting toll
this effort was taking on the child. Luisa, her mother told me, would
come home from school and immediately go to sleep for two or three
hours. Because of their busy professional lives, Luisa's parents often
had limited time to spend with Luisa and her ten-year-old brother. My
"homework" was cutting into that small amount of relaxed time they
had with Luisa, yet Luisa's sense of duty wouldn't permit her to slack
up on the homework. How fortunate I was that Luisa's mother felt
comfortable enough to explain the situation to me. A talk with Luisa,
some lessening of the amount of homework, and explicit permission to
delay some work until the weekend quickly resolved the problem.

In addition to struggling with individual family circumstances,
parents of ESL students may be having difficulty with English them-
selves or be feeling culturally and socially isolated. Finding a transla-
tor other than the child for parent-teacher conferences is one way of
facilitating communication. Some kind of orientation to help parents
and children become familiar with the school and its staff is also
important. Unfortunately, this lesson again is one I learned through my
mistake.

The school guidance counselor had informed me that there was a
first grader from Finland who would be needing ESL instruction, so I
visited her classroom to get a brief informal assessment of her English.
Anna appeared to be comfortable in the first-grade class, but her teacher
told me she hadn't spoken. When I showed her some crayons and asked
her about their colors, she just smiled at me. I wasn't surprised, since
young children often go through a silent period when learning a new
languagea time in which they are taking in a great deal of the new lan-
guage, but not yet producing it.

The next day, I received a phone call from Anna's mother. She
introduced herself and explained that Anna had come home yesterday
a bit confused by this "nice lady" who kept asking her if she knew her
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colors. "Of course, I know my colors," Anna told her mother, "I just
don't know them in English." Anna's mother and I made arrange-
ments to meet the next day when she brought Anna to school. I met
Anna's baby brother, and Anna's mother explained to Anna in Finnish
who I was and how I would be helping her to learn English. I think I
have been very fortunate in my relationships with parents, but this is
definitely one case in which I could have saved Anna and her mother
a great deal of confusion by making the effort to introduce myself at
the outset. I am grateful to Anna's mother for teaching me that lesson.

Continuing to Listen

Learning how to listen is a never-ending process, as I learned quite
clearly while I was working on this article. I was sitting at my desk
when I received a phone call from Atsuko, one of my adult ESL stu-
dents from Japan.

"There will be Noh performance," she told me.
I was silent.
"June 19," she continued.
"There will be no performance on June 19," I repeated.
"Yes," she replied, "probably at Studio Arena, but not for

sure."
"You don't know where it was supposed to be," I said.
"Right, but I'll call you."
"What performance?" I asked
"Noh performance," she replied.
"There was supposed to be a performance, but now there's

no performance," I asked.
"Huh?" she said.
"There was supposed to be a performance, but it was can-

celed?" I asked.
"It has?" she asked in a surprised voice.
"I don't know. I thought that's what you were telling me!" I

was practically shouting into her ear at that point. "You said no
performance, so I'm thinking that the performance, whatever it
was, must have been canceled."

Atsuko laughed. "No," she said. "Noh performance is spe-
cial kind of Japanese theater. There are dancers. They wear
masks and there are people who sing. There's going to be this
kind of performance on June 19, I think at Studio Arena, but it's
not for sure. Do you understand?"

I understood.

Our miscommunication involving the Noh performance can be
easily analyzed. If I were Japanese or knew more about Japanese cul-
ture, I would have known about Noh theater. If Atsuko were a native
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English speaker, she would probably have used the article "a" and
referred to "a Noh performance," which might have clued me in to the
fact that she was telling me about a kind of performance. If we had
been talking face-to-face, instead of on the telephone, gestures might
have cleared up the confusion. I'm sure that we both learned some-
thing about how to communicate more effectively from our exchange.
But to me, that's not the most important lesson to be learned from this
conversation. The more important lesson is that we continued to listen
to each other, even when the message wasn't making sense. We lis-
tened until it did make sense.

Conclusion

I know that listening to my students helps me learn and teach more
effectively. But, quite frankly, these are not the reasons that push me to
listen to my students. I listen to what they have to say because it's
interesting. Last week, one of my students told me the following joke
that she had read in a joke book. The gist of the joke went something
like this:

A young man was talking to an older man who had been mar-
ried for a great number of years. The young man asked the older
man, "How have you and your wife managed to get along for so
many years?"

"Well," the older man replied, "my wife and I made an
agreement early in our marriage that I would make the big deci-
sions and she would make the little decisions."

"And that's worked out well for you?" the young man
asked.

"Yes," replied the older man. For example, my wife has
made the decision about what jobs I should pursue, what city
we should live in, and what house we should buy."

The young man looked at the older man strangely and
asked, "And what decisions have you made?"

"Oh, we haven't had any decisions big enough for me to
make yet," he replied.

I laughed heartily after she told me the joke. "Did you under-
stand it?" she asked.

"Of course," I replied.
"I'm so happy," she told me, "because I tried to tell this joke to

an older American man, but he didn't understand."
"I can't imagine why not," I told her, "it was perfectly under-

standable to me."
"That's because you're a patient listener," she replied.
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I hope so. I know that I try to be, but I know, too, that I'm not
always the perfectly patient listener I want to be. But even when I have
made what I've referred to here as mistakes in communication, I've
learned something. I look back at my eighteen years of teaching in
wonder at all the pieces of information I've picked up simply by lis-
tening to my students, and I look forward to walking into my class-
room tomorrow because I know there will be more. As for the teachers
who are just beginning their careers, I envy the years of listening they
have ahead of them.
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16 Building Common
Ground
Renee Bachman
Machan Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona

Julia Fournier
Machan Elementary School, Phoenix, Arizona

Julia writes:
I am a teacher in a bilingual 2/3 multiage-classroom. For the past
seventeen years, I have been teaching primary children, and the past
eleven of these have been at a large urban school in Phoenix, Arizona.
During those eleven years, I have gone from being perceived as a
young, idealistic newcomer to an experienced veteran. Each year starts
fresh for me, just as it did during my first years. There are still many
struggles and challenges, along with the celebrations and rewards. What
has made a great difference throughout the years for me and for my col-
league, Renee Bachman, is enlarging the space we provide for talk that
"matters." Taking time for what matters in the lives of our students
helps us be better teachers and in turn promotes better learners.

Morning Meeting

The bell rings; announcements start. At the far end of my 2/3 class-
room, one of a group of four boys, busy building a parking garage of
wood blocks, goes to the scrap paper pile and inspects a colored sheet
that has writing on only one side. Satisfied that this will suit his pur-
pose, he goes back to his group and starts making a sign asking others
not to touch or disturb the structure and listing the names of those who
have contributed to the block construction. At the same time, five other
children, who have been playing a board game, begin packing the
pieces into the box. Similarly, the other children in the room finish the
projects they have been working on and put away their materials. Two
children are arranging chairs in a circle in the large open part of the
classroom; they are in charge of meeting this week. As the announce-
ments end, one of them calls out a warning to all, "Five minutes to
meeting!" There are two other students in charge of attendance, and
they begin calling out the names from the oversized roster. They put a
clothespin beside the name of each absentee. Lunch money is collected,
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roll sheets filled out, and messengers hurry off to the office and cafete-
ria. The two children in charge of Morning Meeting pull out a note-
book and sit down; the class "falls in," adults and children settling
down to begin.

"Quien quiere compartir?" (Who wants to share?) is the first
invitation of the day. Several hands go up. As the recorder of the meet-
ing writes down the names, the facilitator says them aloud and hands
go down. The first name is called, and the sharing begins. In theory, all
attention is to be on the person talking. If there is a group within the
circle that cannot settle down, they might be warned first and then
asked to leave. Sometimes those in charge of circle might get a valued
object from the science table (e.g., a conch shell) or a favorite doll from
the house corner, and tell the group that only the person holding this
item may talk. These are considered drastic measures, however, and
are initiated only when necessary (preholiday and basketball play-off
season are annual trouble times). When the person sharing comes to a
natural pause in his or her "share," the meeting facilitator asks the
group if there are any questions or comments.

As they chair Morning Meetings, the children develop important
listening skills: determining when the person sharing is really finished,
or when the sharer has exceeded the proper amount of time, or when
the "share" is important enough to warrant extra time. Of course, at the
beginning of the year, I do a lot of modeling during Morning Meeting,
as do the returning students (a benefit of a multiage classroom). And
the job of co-chairing the Morning Meeting does not start on day one of
school (as does the job of being messenger or taking attendance), but
comes a little later, once the community has been firmly established and
the standards for this position have been set through example.

Sharing is followed by News. This part of Morning Meeting is
meant to connect the students to the world outside their homes and
neighborhoods. As is the case with "sharing," it takes many weeks of
example to start getting the kinds of current events that lend them-
selves to discussions we can all enter into and learn from. Young chil-
dren will remember only a small piece of a storyan incident too
insignificant to conjure up the bigger picture for us. We practice asking
"who, what, where, why, and how" questions. It is important that the
adults in the classroom listen to or watch the news so that they recog-
nize the event the child is attempting to convey. Young children are
often drawn to news stories that deal with violence toward children
abuse, kidnapping, murder. Because such an event has happened to
others does not, of course, mean it will happen to them, but it does
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mean that it can happen. Talking about what they can or should do
when they are in scary situations makes them feel safer.

One day, a young child, Bobby, relayed a bizarre car chase story
that resulted in two people being shot. The assailants were unknown
and had not been caught. While we had no doubt that there was some
fact in this story, we were unable to connect it to our lives.

"Why did you remember this story?" an older child asked.
"I know why," offered an older boy, Mario. "It's because that's

the kind of news that gives you nightmares."
Bobby nodded, as did many of the other children. The world our

students live in is much different than the one their teachers grew up
in. The circle sometimes acts as a giant hug and lets the children know
that it's okay to have the feelings they're having, that there are people
who have the same feelings, and that sometimes there are things they
can do to control the situations in which they find themselves.

An example of why this time to talk about news events is so
important became evident after the suicide of Kurt Cobain, the lead
singer for the group Nirvana. The children were particularly upset
about the implications this suicide had for followers of the band and
for "the baby he'll never be a dad to." It takes time for the discussions
to come around to what is at the heart of the story. Usually it is the sen-
sationalism that initiates the interest, so some work is needed to get
past that. This discussion ended up focusing on the importance of lis-
tening and being listened to.

What we are working for in News is some common ground for
decision-making. By sharing the news events of the world around us
how we feel about them, how we are affected by themwe begin to
understand what values we share . . . and do not share. Although par-
ents are usually the first and foremost teachers when it comes to these
life lessons, schools and teachers are important too.

Many times we will follow a particular news event for days,
even weeks. Some news events lead us to social issues, others to scien-
tific ones. Some events (e.g., floods, earthquakes, new discoveries)
prompt us to look for particular places on our map, or to read from a
reference book to check facts, or to call another classroom for clarifica-
tion. When students express continued fascination for such themes,
these can become the springboards for content area studies; and when
children see their interests become part of the curriculum, they realize
they can control their own learning in meaningful ways (Freire, 1970).

News is followed by Sports, which became a distinct category
(separate from News), because the fanaticism of loyal professional
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sports enthusiasts sometimes grows to overwhelming proportions. We
even instituted a "No news, no sports" rule when basketball play-offs
were dominating the Morning Meeting time.

The next part of Morning Meeting is Business, when children
state the special classes or events we will have that day. It is also the
time for announcements: whose birthday it is, what objects have been
found or lost, what classroom problems still linger (e.g., children not
putting caps on the markers, books that are missing). We end Morning
Meeting with something that ensures the participation of the entire
group. Sometimes this is The Question of the Day (Would you rather
be the most intelligent, most athletic, most attractive, or have the most
friends? At what age do you think people should be allowed to start
dating?) Sometimes there is a survey question, prepared by children
working together to make a graph.

The last thing we do is sing a few of the many songs we have
learned together or "pass the pulse": We join hands and, beginning with
the person who is in charge of circle, we pass a squeeze from person
to person, until the "pulse" has gone completely around the circle.
Sometimes a child will suggest that we think about something as we pass
the pulse, or that we dedicate the singing of the song to someone. For
example, when Fabian's mother was having surgery, he wanted us to
sing "Flag of the Sun" by Tish Hinojosa. After the bombing in Oklahoma,
the students wanted to think about the families as we passed the pulse.
At these times, the rituals take on an almost spiritual tone.

These rituals (Peterson, 1992) become the invisible framework of
the day. I do not have to tell the children what comes next or what we
will do; we all already know. The predictability of the structure of the
day gives children the confidence they need to move around within this
structure and to find their own rhythms. The opportunity to hear and
be heard in Morning Meeting lessens the need for this at other times of
the day. Thus the children are ready to talk about literature, art, and
mathematics when it is time to do so, for the immediacy and urgency of
personal or world events has been given an important space early in the
day. Morning Meeting also helps establish the habit of treating other
people fairly and with respect (Delattre & Russell, 1993).

Concern Circle

Visitors to our school might notice the absence of posted rules on the
walls of the classroom and the absence of names on the board (with
accompanying checks). If they were able to stay awhile and listen, they
might also notice the virtual nonexistence of tattling, the high level of
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"on task" behavior, and the seriousness and self-motivation of the
children as they work.

Most visitors come to our school to observe a particular aspect of
the curriculum, such as literature study, writing notebooks, or our pro-
ject approach to content area study. Some people come to see how an
entire program works (e.g., multiage, bilingual, Head Start Transition).
But by the end of the day, they have questions not only about the
approach they came to study, but also about the children's behavior
the ways our students treat one other, respond to conflict, and appear
fairly autonomous as they make their way through the school day.
Concern Circle fosters these behaviors.

Concern Circle is a group meeting time (right after lunch) to talk
about problems. At first my teaching partner and I had to continually
remind the students to wait until our meeting after lunch to work out
their problems. Most of the children were accustomed to telling the
teacher immediately when something happened and then standing
back and waiting for justice to be served. But with Concern Circle, the
bottom line is, "If the problem is important enough to take up class
time, then you should be able to remember it until group meeting."

Another challenge is helping the children learn that, during
Concern Circle meetings, they need to speak directly to each other. It is
amazing how many students would prefer to speak through the
teacher. When the students start to tell me their problem with so-and-
so, I look at them and ask, "Was the problem with me?" or "Why are
you telling me?" It is a real skill to be able to look your peer in the eye
and say, "I have a problem with the way you keep walking by me and
stepping on my foot," or "I didn't like it when you called me stupid."

Now, with multiage, it's easy to model the expected behaviors
for Concern Circle. On the first day of school, when a newcomer comes
to tattle, an "older" will just tell him he needs to wait until Concern
Circle, and when it comes, I make sure olders go first to model the way
people with problems talk directly to each other.

Though these group meeting times have changed somewhat
over the years, the most important elements have remained constant:
Wait until Concern Circle time, talk to each other, write each complaint
down in a notebook designated for this purpose, give warnings first
and then logical consequences as necessary. Most problems are very
simple misunderstandings that have gotten blown out of proportion.
When given the opportunity for discussion, the children typically set-
tle these problems with an apology and handshake.

The importance of writing down every complaint cannot be
emphasized enough. The students need to know that there is a record
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of each problem and that they will be held accountable. When there is
controversy over whether warnings have been given or over "repeat
offender status," we need only to check the notebook.

At the beginning of each Concern Circle, I turn off the lights to
give a serious tone to the room, I bring out the notebook, and I ask, "Is
there anyone who had a problem today that they couldn't solve on
their own?" Hands go up. I call out the names as I write them down,
and the hands go down. Once the names are noted, the children state
the person or persons they had a problem with, and one by one the
concerns are brought to the table. There can be no sudden memories of
problems once the names have been recorded.

The children's discussion during Concern Circle is embedded in
the shared understandingdeveloped from the beginning of the
yearthat everyone needs to feel safe at school, both physically and
emotionally. Failure to consider this for oneself or for others results in
a problem. This shared understanding provides a framework for talk
during Concern Circle about treating others the way you yourself want
to be treated. We try to devise logical consequences for the problems
discussed in Concern Circle meetings.

Although serious problems like fights occur from time to time, I
find that providing this daily time to talk prevents most misunder-
standings from getting to that point. Students are given the time to
work things out, and they come to know the child they have problems
with better so that fights don't have to occur. Some of the problems the
children and I have dealt with stand out vividly in memory. One such
memory involves Carrie, a very aggressive child who came to our class
in November. Her way of making herself known to the community
was by calling names and hitting. By the end of the first week, Carrie
had managed to offend every child in the class, either by hitting or
name-calling. As a new student, she had been given quite a bit of extra
consideration, but the group had finally had enough. During Concern
Circle six children stated the problems they were having with Carrie
behaviors she had already been warned about.

"Carrie, you called me stupid."
"Carrie, you pushed me in line."
"Carrie, you marked in my notebook."
Carrie stared back at the children with a hard, fixed look, refus-

ing to respond. By the time the sixth child had issued his complaint,
Carrie broke down.

"It's just that no one in this class likes me!"
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The class stared in disbelief as Carrie cried, her hands covering
her face. Rudy waited until Carrie lifted her face. Looking into her eyes,
he spoke.

"We like you, Carrie; you just don't know how to be a friend to us."
The conversation that followed marked Carrie's real entry into

the class. She did not need punishments; she needed time to make her
way in, to discover the boundaries and limitations of her new envi-
ronment, and to be accepted by her peers.

One time Tanya, a child of mixed race, experienced unprece-
dented name-calling and racial insults. What began as a somewhat
playful name-calling contest, ended with tears. Although there had
been no overt racial incidents prior to this, Tanya felt discriminated
against. We focused on the name-calling. Going around the room, we
vocalized every name we had ever been called that we disliked. Then
we went around again, each of us telling what we would like to be
called. Tanya began by saying, "I just want to be called by my name,
Tanya."

With serious offenses such as stealing, we often need purposeful,
guided reflection. Students can become self-righteous when another
person has been identified as a thief or liar. During these times, it is
important to recognize that everyone has stolen something at some
time. On different occasions, we have gone around the circle describ-
ing a time when we have stolen and why we did it. We then work to
understand why someone in the class might be stealing, instead of con-
demning him or her for something we have all done ourselves.

One incident especially stands out in my memory. Jesse, a stu-
dent in our class, had spent two months convincing us and himself that
he was no longer a thief. We had finally learned to trust Jesse again,
after having been victimized by him time after time. At the end of
October, the classroom was bustling, getting ready for our Halloween
celebration. A child reminded me not to forget the goodies our nursing
home buddies had sent over the week before. I reached for the bucket
containing the treat bags, only to find it half full. I counted the bags and
sure enough, fourteen of the twenty-nine bags were missing. With gen-
uine disbelief, I asked the class, "Who would have taken our treats?"
No one had any idea. We opened one treat bag to determine the con-
tents. A pumpkin pen, a bat eraser, and a few candies were the items
common to each bag. One student remarked that he had seen Marco
with a pumpkin pen like the one we were holding up. Marco immedi-
ately turned to Jesse, naming him as the boy who had given him the
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pen. All eyes now turned toward Jesse who denied having had any-
thing to do with the treat bags, saying an aunt had given him the pen.

At that moment another child pointed to the clock, reminding
me it was time for P.E. My face was red with anger, and my eyes were
swelling with disappointment. I told Jesse I wasn't ready to believe
that he had stolen from us again. I had him wait in the classroom so I
could talk with him after I took the rest of the students to P.E.

After depositing the class with the P.E. teacher, I walked to the
classroom of Jesse's younger sister.

"Ever seen one of these before?" I asked.
"Oh yeah. Jesse was giving those out at our day care."
On my way back to pick up Jesse, I just couldn't think of what to

do. I was too upset. We had all worked so hard.
"Are there any left?" I asked him, when I got back.
Jesse began to protest his innocence. I stopped him.
"I've talked to your sister."
Jesse hung his head and shook it. I sat in silence, trying to think

about how we would handle this, the class and I. I knew the kids
would feel as hurt as I did. Jesse sat in silence.

"What would you do if you were me?" I asked Jesse.
He shrugged his shoulders.
When I picked up the kids from P.E., I still didn't have a plan.
"Did he do it? Did he do it?" the kids asked.
"Let's talk about it in Concern Circle, an emergency meeting," I

suggested.
The chairs were already set up in a circle when we returned to

the room. Jesse was seated in one of them. The lights were out. The rest
of the class filled in the seats. I picked up the bucket, half full of treat
bags, and placed it in front of Jesse.

"Pass them out," I told him.
Jesse looked at me and got up. When he got to the sixteenth child,

he had nothing to give her.
"There aren't anymore," said Jesse.
No one spoke.
"Tell us what happened," I said.
"I took the pens to my day care and gave them to the kids there."
Children started expressing anger and disbelief all together.

Most of the comments were negative ones toward Jesse. Jesse walked
around the rest of the circle with the remaining kids looking inside the
empty bucket. I quieted them down and asked who wanted to share
how they felt. Many hands went up. The first to share were the people
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without the treat bags. They were upset. It was unfair, they said, that
their treats had been given to someone else. It was also unfair that the
other kids got to have treats when they didn't.

Finally, one of the children who had a treat raised his hand.
"I don't want my treats if everyone can't have them," he said.
Others expressed the same feeling. One by one, the students went

up and dropped their treats back into the bucket. I was feeling so proud
of the students and how they were treating each other. I kept watching
Jesse. I felt he was learning a lesson about stealing, and also about giv-
ing and fairness. I took a big breath, anticipating the end of the session.

"Wait a minute," said Bobby, one of the youngest children. "If he
passed them out this way [in reverse direction], then we would get the
treats."

"Is that what you want Jesse to do?" I asked.
Bobby nodded. Jesse got up and passed out the treats again, only

this time in reverse order. This time Bobby was the first to raise his
hand to say he did not want his if all the children did not receive one.
I had been afraid that Bobby had asked for the treats to be passed out
again in reverse order because he wanted to keep the candy. Instead, I
realized he had just wanted the opportunity to show how he felt both
when he did get candy and when he didn't. I learned once again to trust
the students and the experience they had had in working problems out
together.

Final Reflections

The underlying principles that have guided my way of thinking about
working with children have remained constant over the years: to give
children practice in identifying and working out their problems
together, to give students the chance to listen to others and to be heard
by them too, to work toward autonomy in the classroom, and to
develop respect and caring for self and others. Living these principles
day after day, we connect ourselves to the world around us and find
our place in time. What we do today matters and affects what will hap-
pen tomorrow. We cannot care about people until we know them. We
come to know them through work and play and talk. Through interac-
tions like those that occur in Morning Meeting and Concern Circle, the
children and I come to understand, to value, to care about, and to trust
others by recognizing ourselves in them. When we see ourselves in the
people around us, the world is a safer place, and when the world is
safer, we can take more risks and become true learners.
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Renee writes:

I am a teacher in a bilingual 4/5 multiage classroom. I have been teach-
ing in the elementary public schools for eleven years, and for the past six
years I have been teaching in a large inner-city school in Phoenix, Arizona.
I have taught in many classroom settings, and in all of them talk has played
an important role. With each passing year, however, the place for meaningful
dialogue in the classroom has grown for me and for my colleague, Julia
Fournier, broadening and deepening, and working its way into the core of
our curriculum. Making time for meaningful dialogue gives our children
insight into the world around them and allows them to see themselves as
active participants in their own education.

Go to the people. Learn from them. Love them. Start with what they
know. Build with what they have. But the best of leaders when the job
is done, when the task is accomplished, the people will all say we have
done it ourselves.

Lao Tzu, 604 BC

Morning Circle

Morning math ends. While the children in my 4/5 classroom put their
math notebooks away and grab their language folders, a child turns on
the compact disc player. A familiar song begins as the children gather
in a circle on the floor, singing:

The streets are empty at daybreak, the paper lays on the lawn,
With yesterday's news repeated, though we know yesterday's

gone
But there's a lesson for learning and if we listen we'll see
Then tomorrow's paper may be good to unfold
And all that's left to believe.
Now the kids in their paper sailor hats
March 'round the living room floor
The seams are folded on the scene of some unending war
Well it could go on unnoticed and the children must play
Does the past make a difference in the news we hear today
Anyway?

"Yesterday's Paper," Tish Hinojosa, 1994

Morning Circle takes place right after morning announcements and is
one of our established rituals. In Morning Circle, we form the founda-
tion of our community (Peterson, 1992). Each morning we open the cir-
cle with a song or two. The songs reflect issues, themes, and topics we
feel strongly about. Tish Hinojosa's songs have become very popular
in the classroom: "Love is on Our Side," "Yesterday's Paper," "Noche
Sin Estrellas," "Cada Nino," "There's Something in the Rain," "The
Frida Kahlo Waltz," "Bandera del Sol." Other songs that have been
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important to us are "Blowing in the Wind," "Zombie," and "Tick
Tock." Our singing together has special meaning in our classroom
community, for the songs we learn and sing together are the building
blocks of our foundation. They provide common ground on which to
build. Through common experiences and knowledge, all members of
the communitystudents and teachers alikecan identify and con-
nect with the themes, ideas, and messages in these songs. It is typical
for a piece of literature or current event to be compared or related to a
song we have sung.

After singing, we jump right into sharing. The child in charge of
the circle that day begins by holding up a boomerang to make sure all
eyes are on the speaker. We chose the boomerang as our symbol to
remind us that all things are interconnected because a boomerang goes
around and comes back to the person who threw it. The person who
holds the boomerang has the floor and is able to share personal stories
or current events. When others have questions or comments, the per-
son with the boomerang calls on them. Before passing the boomerang
to another child, the speaker ends by telling how he or she is feeling
that day. If a child has nothing to share, that person tells only how he
or she is feeling. A child saying he or she feels sad creates a natural sit-
uation for classmates to show their concern by asking why the person
feels that way.

This time of the day is crucial, as it gives all the children the
opportunity to share what is important in their lives and to be vali-
dated for how they feel. Our shared rituals during Morning Circle fos-
ter the children's developing awareness of the importance of each of us
as an individual. These rituals also help the children develop real sen-
sitivity to the feelings of others. If children know they can share their
personal stories and feelings every day, they begin to feel a sense of
family and caring. This daily sharing also seems to lessen the amount
of unproductive talk during work time.

On designated days, directly after share time, we discuss poetry,
observations, or specific homework activities. This part of Morning
Circle is run much like share time. We pass the boomerang around
again, giving everyone the opportunity to contribute to the conversa-
tion. Children know that during these discussions, it is okay to "jump
right in" with an idea or connection. Children learn real-life conversa-
tion skills, such as knowing when to add a thought without interrupt-
ing or changing the subject:

With the boomerang resting on her lap, Celia starts off energeti-
cally, "My aunt and my cousin's house has metal and a plastic
tarp, and when it rains it sounds like money in your pocket. I
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like the way the poem started off: 'Throw coins like rain.'" Celia
pauses, then adds, "I write a lot about my grandpa. I read it six
times, and it made me think of my poems and I made connec-
tions with them."

Less lie interjects, "It reminds me of you, Celia, because of
your poem, 'It Seems Like Yesterday.'"

Cerrin continues, "Mine is kind of related to what you are
saying. It made me think of 'She Doesn't Live Here Anymore.' It
reminds me of when my grandma went to the hospital . . . but I
still have her . . . in my way."

The conversation in Circle on this particular cloudy morning in
March was in response to a descriptive poem I had assigned as home-
work the night before. The poem is about the poet's memories of his
grandfather. Since it had been raining that week, I selected this poem
for homework because the poet likened the sound of the coins that the
grandfather threw on top of the house to the sound of rain.

The sharing of interpretations and perspectives not only allows
us to study the poetry, it also helps us learn about one another and
enables us to see each other through a different lens, to possibly recog-
nize something about another person that we hadn't recognized
before. Caring for the other person's thoughts and feelings in conver-
sation contributes to the learning community. Our reflections on
poetry, literature, and specific themes provide opportunities to exam-
ine ethical and moral issues. These reflections are essential in building
common ground.

Morning Circle quietly leads into a twenty-minute individual
writing time. We often begin this writing time with a reflection on a
word that may have emerged in that day's conversation in Morning
Circle. One morning before a field trip to the Heard Museum, the dis-
cussion focused on Native Americans, so we decided to reflect on the
words "Native Americans." Here are some of the children's thoughts:
colorful, creative, sense of humor, drawing, pottery, sembra, casa,
polumas, agua, tierra, montarias, rocas, paja, indios, beads, animal
meat, lodo, maiz, pintar, Indian, brown, feel, tribes, adobe, buffalo, art,
and water. After the children all have a chance to share, I pull the ideas
together, trying to make some connections. In this particular reflection
on "Native Americans," I pulled all the words together into three cat-
egories: words that had something to do with art, with survival, and
with physical or mental characteristics.1

Children leave the circle with many thoughts that naturally
guide them in their writing. These powerful discussions inspire the
children to write about meaningful and authentic themes. Sometimes
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children draw on the themes we've discussed to write stories to share;
other times they use the themes in their poetry or more private writ-
ing. Many children are reminded of their own stories through the
sharing of news and personal experiences. Children no longer say, "I
don't have anything to write about," or ask, "What should I write?"
At the end of the twenty-minute writing period, we share some of the
pieces that were written that day. Through the sharing, the children
learn from one another, gaining insight into different writing styles
and techniques.

Concern Circle

The way that conflict is resolved in the classroom has to match the "way
we are" all day long. We must have a time to discuss, share feelings,
give different perspectives, and develop our own thinking. We have to
come together, establish a ritual, and dedicate time to resolving conflicts
that the children cannot solve on their own, as this example shows:

The lights are turned off and the children file into the classroom,
forming a semi-quiet circle on the floor. Cecilia, the person in
charge of the circle, asks, "Hay asuntos?" ("Are there any con-
cerns?") Five or six hands go up. Cecilia writes down the chil-
dren's names and then asks each child individually who the
concern is with. Susana is first. She turns and makes eye contact
with David.

"David, I don't think it's fair that you come to school in a bad
mood, like today, and take it out on Ms. Bachman and all of us.
It puts everyone in a bad mood."

(Silence.)
Patricia interjects, "Yeah, it's not fair that you get mad at us

when we didn't even do anything."
(More silence.)
Cecilia steps in. "Do you have anything you'd like to say

about that, David?" David shakes his head. "Does anyone have
any ideas that might help David with this concern?" Some
hands go up. "Lorena?"

"I think you should leave it at home. Try to forget about
whatever is bugging you."

"Gustavo?"
"I think it is hard to just forget what is bugging you, so if you

can't do that, you can talk to someone."
I enter the discussion. "Who are some people you can talk to

when you have a problem?"
Gustavo answers, "Your friends, your brother, your teacher."
Other children add more ideas to the list. I remind Cecilia to

jot all these people down so we can post the list.
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Cecilia asks, "Are there any other ideas? Chris?"
"You can do exercise. When I am mad or upset, I like to play

basketball."
Cecilia ends by restating the ideas and asks David if he

would be willing to try some of these suggestions. David says he
will. Cecilia asks Susana if she thinks the concern is resolved,
and she agrees.

This process continues until all the concerns are addressed. We like to
end with affirmations and compliments. The children become very
good at recognizing people for their kindnesses and their abilities.

In our Concern Circles at the beginning of the year, we discuss
what people need to live happy, healthy lives. The children make
authentic connections to people's needs through literature, personal
stories, and events and issues they have discussed in Morning Circles.
We identify our needs as a community, and we discuss the principles
that support the fulfillment of those needs. We begin to form a list of
our "wants" (this is the term we use in lieu of "rules"). As a class, we
come to an agreement about what we want from each other and what
we want to do for each other. In essence, these are our behavioral
expectations and standards. Since the children set these standards,
they feel an ownership of them. Often when children address each
other in Concern Circle, they quote directly from our list of wants in
expressing their concern.

The teaching situation I am in is perfect for the use of peer mod-
eling because I have a multiage classroom with returning students. For
the first few days at the beginning of the year, we do a lot of role-play-
ing in Concern Circle. We set up common problem situations, and the
returning students model how they would resolve the conflict. Then
we have a discussion. We have a lot of fun during these role-plays, and
role-playing continues throughout the year when we feel it is appro-
priate. Through our role-play and discussion, we are building a struc-
ture not only for resolving conflicts, but also for communication in
generalhow to listen and respond to one another. The procedures for
Concern Circle apply to other interactions as well:

1. Look at and speak in a normal voice to the person you are
addressing.

2. Tell the person what he or she did and how it made you feel.
3. The person being addressed has the opportunity to tell his or

her side or try to resolve the problem.
4. Tell the person what you want from him or her from now on

or what you think the consequence should be.
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The children involved in the conflict are not the only participants
in the discussion. Often other children join, considering ways to pre-
vent this kind of conflict or additional ways to resolve it. Children are
encouraged to make connections with prior events and even world
events. These concerns are real-life issues. Our discussions help us
build conflict resolution strategies, ways of cooperation, and an under-
standing of others' viewpoints.

Frequently the conflict is resolved with mutual understanding
and an apology, but when the problem is a recurring one, the children
discuss logical consequences. The person at fault will many times
choose one of the consequences the children have suggested or come
up with his or her own. We often discuss the issue of choice, stressing
that everyone sometimes makes bad choices, but the idea is to learn
and grow from those mistakes so you can make better choices in the
future. Though I try to respect the expectations and choices of stu-
dents, sometimes I must intervene and instruct the children directly.
The role of teacher as the authority is sometimes necessary in all edu-
cational settings. And "authority is good within the classroom but
authoritarianism is not" (Freire & Horton, 1990).

Often the allocated time runs out before all the concerns are
resolved. When this happens, I remind the children to try and solve the
concerns for themselves before Concern Circle tomorrow. In order for
the children to make conflict resolution part of their daily lives inside
and outside the classroom, they must try the process on their own.
This, in turn, will help them become self-governing members of soci-
ety. It is empowering for children to make decisions about issues and
problems that are central to their own lives.

The Classroom Context

Concern Circle would not be so effective if we did not each year work
to build common ground in our classroom community. The way we
work, play, and talk together is the basis for our success as a commu-
nity of learners. Rituals are very important in our community building,
especially rituals that recognize and affirm individuals. When a class-
mate or adult moves away or leaves our classroom, we have a
"farewell ceremony." We make cards and present them in a special cir-
cle time. When a student teacher in our classroom ended her semester
with us, the children made cards, wrote poetry, and even made special
gifts for her. We took turns reading our cards aloud and expressing our
feelings. Some children began to cry, and others struggled not to. I
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noticed two boys in particular who became antsy and began to wiggle
around and poke friends around them. Then one boy said out loud,
"Look! David is crying." We had to stop our ritual for a moment and
talk about respecting others' feelings. Then we went back to our
farewell ceremony.

However, I recognized that this issue of crying in public was
important and merited further discussion and reflection. I decided to
send home a "recollection" for homework that night. The assignment
was for the children to remember a time when they cried and to
describe the event fully, telling what happened, how they felt, and how
the people around them reacted and responded.

The next day we broke up into two groups to share our recollec-
tions. I had asked another teacher to come in and chair one of the small
groups. Generally during a recollection, all students are given the
opportunity to share their stories, and every voice is heard. After each
person has shared, the chairperson pulls together common themes and
makes connections among events. On this particular day, both groups
discussed the connections and then came together in a large group to
share these connections. Both groups had made very similar connec-
tions. We noticed that there were three categories to our recollections
of crying: physical pain, hurt feelings, and sadness from the loss of an
important person or pet. We also noticed that crying was more accept-
able in some situations than in others. We noted differences in regard
to boys and girls. It was acceptable for a boy to cry when he broke his
arm or was feeling great physical pain, but it was not acceptable for
him to cry when his feelings were hurt or someone died or went away.
For the girls, crying was more acceptable in all situations. We also
noticed differences in people's reactions to crying. In situations that
involved physical accidents, the people around were there to comfort
and help, but in situations that involved hurt feelings, people some-
times joined in the name-calling or chose to say nothing. In grieving
situations, people around us were less likely to approach us and
seemed to not know what to do. As we talked, we came to understand
more fully that we all have the need to cry and we all experience sim-
ilar emotions in times of sadness. We also learned that our society has
sometimes created unfair expectations of behavior based on gender.
The discussions were rich and enlightening in that we saw similarities
in one another that went beyond age, gender, and culture.
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Final Reflections

School is so often thought of solely as a place of academic learning
reading, writing, and arithmetic. We must not, however, forget the
most valuable resource: relationships. Our interconnectedness is impor-
tant because learning is such a social experience. Freire notes the
importance of

loving people, believing in the people, but not in a naive way.
[Does this mean] to accept that all these things the people do are
good just because people are people? No, the people also com-
mit mistakes. I don't know many things, but it's necessary to
believe in the people. It's necessary to laugh with the people
because if we don't do that, we cannot learn from the people,
and in not learning from the people we cannot teach them.
(Horton & Freire, 1990, p. 247)

Note

1. This technique comes from our work with Patricia Carini, who is a con-
sultant to various schools and teachers' groups around the country.
Reflections enable the participants to see a word or theme more fully.
Different perspectives and connections offer added insight and understand-
ing of the word.
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17 Communicating
with Parents:
One Teacher's Story
Lynne Yermanock Strieb
Greenfield School, Philadelphia, PA

In June of 1997, I will have completed my twenty-seventh consecutive
year of teaching in public schools in Philadelphia. During those
twenty-seven years, I have worked hard to include parents in all

aspects of my teaching. In 1963 I taught for a year as a long-term sub-
stitute in a school where parents were not invited into classrooms.
They did some fund-raising for the school (especially the Wednesday
pretzel sales during student recess time) and were invited to help with
class trips. That was all. Even then, being new and untrained (I'd done
graduate work in history of art, but was drawn to teaching after a visit
to a friend's kindergarten classroom), I felt that something was wrong
with that. This was considered a tough urban school. I wondered why
there was such a break between home and school, why the people who
had spent so much time with these children (their first teachers, i.e.,
their parents) were not recognized for the wonderful job they'd done.
I was inexperienced, the children were often difficult for me to work
with, and many of the parents were unable to read; but there were
wonderful, untapped resources in that community of very poor peo-
ple. The principal and other teachers discouraged me from having par-
ents work alongside me in the classroom. Some of the reasons: They
didn't trust parents; they felt it might be bad for that child to have his
or her parent working in the same class; they thought the parents
weren't educated enough. I was so overwhelmed teaching thirty-five
kindergarten children in the morning and a different thirty-five in the
afternoon (I didn't even know how to hold a book so that everyone
could see it) that I couldn't begin to ask parents for help, though that
was probably exactly what I needed. I left teaching at the end of that
year, pregnant with our first child, ready to begin a certification and
master's program in elementary education.
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When my oldest child was four, he attended a parent coopera-
tive nursery, part of the public school system. We parents were
required to work in the classroom one morning a week, though alter-
native home projects were accepted from parents who were unable to
participate in that way. We were also expected to attend one evening
meeting a month for focused discussions on child development, disci-
pline, curriculumalmost anything having to do with children at
school and at home. The group included parents of different races and
social classes. Peggy (Perlmutter) Stone was the wonderful teacher
who showed me, in so many ways, how parents could contribute to
their children's learning, right alongside the teacher. She was a won-
derful model for working with children, and I still use many of her
words and ways in my teaching. For the next three years (and two chil-
dren later, before I was able to return to teaching full time), I worked
alongside Peggy Stone with other parents, helping and contributing to
the life of my own children's classrooms. I promised myself that when
I became a teacher, I would try to value the parents of the children I
taught, just as Peggy had valued me.

When I started teaching again, I quickly realized that it wasn't
enough to expect parents to join me in the classroom. Many were
working outside their homes and could not come in. Some had little
children to care for at home and couldn't afford baby-sitters. Some
were afraid of schools, having had very bad experiences as school chil-
dren, and they didn't want to join me. Some were not sure that they
had anything to contribute. And some were against the idea of parents
helping in the classrooms: "You're the teacher. That's your job."

During most of my years of teaching, I have kept my class for
two years. I have received them in first grade and kept them through
second grade. My teaching has never been traditional. My classroom
has many of the materials one often finds in kindergarten classrooms:
blocks, math games, art materials, science materials, costumes, a pup-
pet theater. Desks are not in rows or U's, like those in most classrooms
in Philadelphia, but are blocked into tables. Each day, the children have
a block of time when they choose from among the many materials and
activities in the room. Since 1970, I have had some version of what is
now called Writers' Workshop, and children write every day. Though
in the beginning of my teaching I taught from a basal, I quickly real-
ized that when children chose books from what has become my vast
classroom library (thousands of books, color coded either by subject or
level of difficulty), and when they were encouraged to read with
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friends, they got the practice they needed, practice which they often
did not get at home. The classroom was often active and noisy, and to
a parent, it might look like the children were "only" playing during a
large part of the day. I felt that I should do something about what par-
ents might think and say, and I wanted to do it before they got upset. I
believed that sending home something written that explained what
was going on in the room would begin to allay their worries that I was
not teaching their children; that their children were "only" playing. It
was then, in 1972, that I began sending a newsletter home regularly.

There are many reasons for communicating with parents in a
variety of ways and for encouraging them to work in the classroom
alongside me. The benefits for me are great: Their contributions enrich
me and the children. I can communicate what I am doing, what the
children are doing, and what they are learning. That makes my job eas-
ier. When I explain what's going on, or when the parents see it by being
in the room, there are fewer misunderstandings. I also have an
expanded view of my job: It's not only to educate children, but it's also
to educate their parents.

The parents also benefit. From the written communications I
send home and from their experience in the classroom, parents learn
different ways of working with their own children. They get good
ideas. When they sense my willingness to have them in the room or to
converse with them, they feel free to ask questions in a positive way.
They know that they, their cultures, and their contributions are valued.
They see schools as open to them rather than as barriers or fortresses
against them.

The benefits to the children are many: Like their parents, they
begin to see home and school as continuous. They feel pride when
their parents are recognized for what they know and can do, no matter
how small the contribution, no matter whether it is made at home (and
sent in) or at school. They get to work with a variety of adults, some-
times from a variety of cultures or social class backgrounds.

In looking through my records from September 1994 through
November 1996, I have discovered four major ways in which parents
and I communicate:

1. Parents work in my classroom;
2. Parents make suggestions, give ideas, contribute;
3. I communicate with parents in writing;
4. I address parent concerns.
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1. Parents Work in My Classroom

Parents have worked in my classroom in a variety of ways (other than
the usual help with parties and celebrations and going on trips, which
are, of course, very important and without which it would be impossi-
ble to do those things). Here is a quote from my September 1996
newsletter, The 205 News (see Appendix for two newsletters):

The 205 News, September 1996We also are delighted that
Teacher Kathryn (Keelor) will be working with the children on
Mondays and Thursdays. A retired executive at Bell Atlantic,
she has been volunteering with me since the spring of 1993. We
are so fortunate!

NOW, why don't YOU come to help in the classroom? For all
my years of teaching, some of the most important contributions
to the children (besides raising them from birth) have been
made by parents. I started out as a parent in a school district
Parent Cooperative Nursery and then worked in my children's
kindergarten. Here are some of the things parents have done
through my years of teaching: heard children read; read to chil-
dren; played reading and math games with children; helped
them to sew; talked to them about their work; taught letters,
words, songs in languages other than English; brought babies to
observe for science and social studies lessons (in fact, Theo
Byrne,* who is in our class right now, was one of those babies
brought in by his mom); cooked; talked about their own work
and interests. I'm sure you will be able to think of many more things,
including going on class trips.

Over the years, parents have also joined us to teach me and the
children. One parent knew a lot about using computers, set mine up,
then talked to us about computers and how they can be used. Another
played the guitar and joined us for our weekly sing. A third parent was
born and raised in Costa Rica and read to the children in Spanish,
while I read the same book in English; another spoke Serbo-Croatian
and taught us the alphabet and some songs. Chinese parents have
taught us about festivals and have told us about what school was like
for them when they were in first and second grade. They have taught
us how to cook spring rolls and how to eat with chopsticks.

Each year I invite a parent with a newborn baby to visit the class
on a regular basis. The children keep a journal about the baby in which
they write their predictions and their observations.

The 205 News, October 1996On Monday, October 28, Dr.
Carter, Melinda's mom, brought her baby Paul to visit our class-

*Children's and parents' names have been changed.
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room. We are starting a program called Educating Children for
Parenting. This program was started at Germantown Friends
School by Sally Scattergood and is now used in school districts
across the country. One part of the program is to have infants
and their parents visit the classroom every 6 to 8 weeks for the
children to observe both baby and mother. We will write our
descriptions and will pay attention to the changes in the baby
and what the parent does to keep the baby safe, healthy, and
happy. The thematic units are: wants and needs, change, com-
munication, learning, and differences and similarities. All of the
material is consistent with the school district curriculum. I hope
Paul will be able to visit through our two years together. I also
invite other parents to bring their babies for visits. That way we
can learn what's the same and what's different about children.
We will learn a lot!

I have invited parents in to talk about their work or about some-
thing that they are interested in (since not all parents are employed). The
following excerpts from my newsletter describe some of those visits.

The 205 News, March 1996I want to dedicate the rest of this
205 News to the wonderful parents who have visited the class
and talked to the children about their work. The last time I
invited parents to do this was in 1980-1981, and it was very
good then. My husband tells me I must write about it, so this is
my first draft.

What I have loved more than anything is the wonderful
thought those of you who have visited have given to what
might interest the children. I know that anything parents have to
say about their work is interesting to the children (even though
the parents are afraid that what they do might be boring.)

Dr. McCall, Sally's dad, was the first parent to visit. He is a
pathologist who specializes in diseases of bones. He brought
rubber gloves, which the children wore when they touched the
human heart and the calf's heart, and the healthy lungs, the
smoker's, and the cancer-ridden lungs. He brought a slide
viewer through which we saw slides of bone cells. When the
children wrote about the visit in their math-science journals,
many of them said, "I will never smoke, because it makes your
lungs black and disgusting." It was dramatic to hold a human
heart in our hands!

Donald's dad, Mr. James, works at two jobs. He is a truck dri-
ver for a construction company, but what he most loves doing is
his other work: being a barber-hair stylist. He brought most of
the tools he works with (brushes, scissors, combs, and electric
clippers), setting them up neatly in front of the room. He
showed how each tool works and talked about the importance
of good hygiene. He demonstrated good hygiene when he did
his grand finale, which was to give his son a haircut right in the
classroom. He also taught us about the differences in the way
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straight, curly, and wavy hair grows. He told us that it doesn't
matter what kind of hair you have, the tools used to cut and
style it are always the same. . . .

We are looking forward to visits from an ophthalmologist's
assistant, a social worker who places foster children, a medical
film maker, a commercial interior designer, a person who works
with computers, a carpenter, a crossing guard, some architects,
a doctor, a microbiologist, a supermarket worker, a nurse, and
someone who is currently searching for a job. I'm hoping for a
visit from a mom who leads a fight against drugs and works
with an award-winning drill team. Is there a homemaker in the
house? AND WHAT ABOUT YOU?

Questioning is very important in my class, in learning, and
in life. With questions, children take what is taught and make it
their own. To me, questions are much more important than
answers. So with each of the parents, the children have had lots
of time to ask questions. And the parents have been wonderfully
thoughtful and clear with their answers.

The 205 News, June 1996Rayna Smith's dad is a carpenter for
his day job. But the job he loves to do is to paint signs. While he
was talking about his work, he designed and painted a large
sign for an imaginary party. As he painted, he told us what he
was doing. He showed us the tools he uses: different kinds of
brushes, paint, pencil. He told us why he drew a picture here
and letters there. When he was finished, we had a large, colorful
sign hanging in our room for a few days. It was clear to the chil-
dren how important it is to make letters large and bright when
you make a sign.

Lily Green's mom, Leah, is a doctor. She talked about her
work and then got the children to diagnose two illnesses. She
pretended she was the patient. She told the children her symp-
toms; they asked questions to narrow down their guesses, and
then they figured out that she had a sore throat that might be a
strep infection. They then predicted the treatment. She also pre-
tended to be an older woman complaining of getting out of
breath when she walked up steps, and of feeling very tired. As
she talked, she related more symptoms. The children thought
she might have lung cancer or something wrong with her heart.
Someone asked a really good question, and they all realized that
it was her heart. Dr. Sorokin said that your children were doing
"differential diagnoses!" like real doctors. Because they are such
good questioners, they did a great job (though I'm not yet ready
to be treated by one of them). . . .

Mark's dad is a Grounds maintenance crew chief in
Philadelphia's Fairmount Park. He got the children to explain
what those words mean. Mr. Johnson brought a helmet, gloves,
goggles, earphones, boots, brightly colored vests, and other
equipment, and he dressed Mark and Yolanda in his work uni-
form. He showed us pictures of different kinds of grass cutters,
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from smallest to largest. He told us that before he was a crew
chief, he was supposed to be cleaning the fish ladders on the
Schuykill River and fell in. He had a safety harness, so he wasn't
swept away by the water. He told us about all the animals that
live in the park. He described the hard work he did during the
blizzard, and we thanked him for cleaning all that snow. At the
end, he used his walkie-talkie to tell his co-worker that he was
ready to meet him outside. He gave us a poster of an antique
motorcycle.

This brief summary doesn't do justice to the presentations of
these parents, and I can't thank them enough. I wish there had
been time to hear from everyone, and you can be sure that the
next time I do this, I'll start earlier.

We have many parties and celebrations. Parents are invited to
participate in the festivities and also to help. The Authors' Breakfast is
a very special celebration and most families send at least one member.
Here are two entries from my personal teaching journal that describe
one Authors' Breakfast.

Journal, May 2, 1995I explain to the children that we will have
an Authors' Breakfast, to honor all the authors in rooms 204 and
205. I tell them it's not a real breakfast, though there will be
plenty to eat and drink; that parents are invited to hear them
read one of their books to a small group that will include their
parents; that we'll have to clean the room, move the desks and
chairs to make space for the many people who will be there, and
that there will be food, which the parents donate, in both rooms.

Journal, May 3, 1995The Authors' Breakfast was wonderful!
My idea, Eve's [my teaching partner's] push to organizeit
really worked well. There was certainly too much food and juice.

We moved the desks out of the center and around the room.
The food was put on tables in the back of 205 and along the
bookcase in 204. We put chairs in semicircular sets of five for
adults, and a list of children in the middle of each semicircle.
The children knew they would be sitting with their parents. The
parents were seated by the time the children came in at the
beginning of the day.

I stood in the library in the middle of the room and told about
the origin of the Authors' Breakfast: When I taught at another
school, the principal insisted that we have an Authors' Tea, at
which children read things they have written. Even though I did-
n't like that principal, I liked the idea. At Greenfield I changed it to
an Authors' Breakfast because more parents are able to come at the
beginning of the day rather than later in the day. Then I told what
would happen: each child will read one story; hold your clapping
until the end but that they could applaud in sign language or like
a crab or they could finger clap.

All of uschildren, parents, and Ihad a wonderful time.
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2. Parents Make Suggestions, Give Ideas, Contribute

The following excerpts from my journal hint at the range of parent con-
tributions to my classroom.

Journal, September 15, 1994Mark brought in a book about
butterflies. He reminded me again to read it, and I finally had a
chance to read it. He can be so difficult, but when I read the
bookwhich helped us, since our butterfly will soon emerge
from the chrysalishe beamed with pride. I must remember to
ask his mom to have Mark bring more books to school.

Journal, May 8, 1995A parent, Amy's mom, gave me a poem
about the seasons, that she wrote. I copied it and put it into the
children's reading homework books so they could read it and
learn it. I wrote the seasons and asked them to find words that
describe each season in the poem. We will read the poem and
discuss it in class tomorrow.

Journal, October 11, 1995We had a wonderful discussion
about weather, inspired by The Weekly Reader. There was lots of
information about satellites, hurricanes, tornadoes, storms, that
fascinates kids. Bonnie was central to the talk about hurricanes
because some members of her family live in St. Thomas, the
Virgin Islands, which was devastated by the recent hurricane.
She will be bringing pictures that her grandfather took when he
was there.

Journal, November 22, 1995Matthew Drayton's mom began
to talk with me about something that happened on our last
trip. She'd asked me if I'm going to give out a list of book
reports the children will have to do like the other second-grade
teachers. The form explained the different genres and told the
date and form of each month's book reports. . . . I am ambiva-
lent about children having to do book reports as the sole way
of remembering the books they read (often the case), but I did-
n't think it was a terrible idea. I told her that I would try to
assign a few book reports after report card conferences. Mrs.
Drayton said, "I hope you don't think I think the children are
not learning. I know they are learning, believe me, and I love
the way you've done the insect projects." [Children did
research on insects and other animals and taught the class
what they had learned.]

I apologized for not sending home the videotapes of her
child teaching the class about mosquitoes, but promised to do
that soon so that she could see just how much they learned. She
said, "We got involved in a project my older daughter was
working on, and we wanted her to learn how to do it right, with
index cards (what about computers?), so we found out that it
took hours of our own time. So I began to wonder, 'What about
the children who don't have parents who can help them with
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these projects? How will they ever learn how to do research if
they don't learn to do it in school?' I think that what you're
doing is really important." I thanked her for telling me all of
that, and told her how much comments like hers meant to me.

Journal, March 11, 1996Jane [a parent] read The Daisy Chain, a
short story by a friend of hers, about flowers that cooperate in
order to give life back to a dying lily. It was a story about the
importance of cooperation, and Jane led the discussion with the
children. I did not love the story because its premise was pre-
posterous: talking flowers, flowers brought back from being
dead, flowers learning from one another. Though I didn't like
the story, I felt that the lessons about interdependence and coop-
eration embedded in it were important ones. I also felt that
because a parent offered to read the story, and because she's
been wanting so badly to do it, it would be fine. I can't always
let that happen, but I saw no harm in this.

Journal, June 6, 1996Kindergarten parents have been visiting
first-grade classes to see if they want their children to be with
me for two years. One parent was a little unpleasant. He kept
talking to me about being a single parent. I told him how hard
that must be. Then he looked around the room, especially at the
"underwater world" that my teaching partner Eve, the children,
parent volunteers, and I had created. He said he loves scuba div-
ing and knows a lot about it. He asked if I'd played the record-
ing of whales communicating to the children. I said, "I've heard
it, but I didn't think to do that." He was both surprised and crit-
ical. I said, "That's one of the things parents can do for methey
give me great ideas."

3. I Communicate with Parents in Writing

Much of my writing to parents is telling them how to help their chil-
dren. I try to be as specific as possible and to give them words they can
use. Each night, children take home a book in a manila envelope to read
with or to their parents or to read independently. On the first night the
book is taken home, the book envelope has the following letter attached
to the front (modified slightly from Routman, 1994, p. 200). Parents
have often commented about how helpful those suggestions have been.

Letter, September 12, 1994
Dear Parents,
To produce independent readers who monitor and correct them-
selves as they read, try the following before you say "sound it
out":

Give your child "wait time" of 5 to 10 seconds. Don't say any-
thing. See what he or she tries to do to help him- or herself.
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"What would make sense there?"
"What do you think that word could be?"
"Use the picture to help you figure out what it could be."
"Go back to the beginning of the sentence and try that again."
"Skip back over it and read to the end of the sentence. Now
what do you think it is?"
"Put in a word that would make sense there."
"You read that word before on another page. See if you can
find it."

"Look at how that word begins. Start it out and keep reading."
"The person who wrote this story wants it to make sense to
you when you read it. Try to use words that make it make
sense."
Tell your child the word.

When your child is having difficulty and trying to work out
the trouble spots, comments such as the following are sug-
gested:

"Good for you. I like the way you tried to work that out."
"That was a good try. Yes, that word would make sense
there."
"I like the way you looked at the picture to help yourself."
"I like the way you went back to the beginning of the sen-
tence and tried that again. That's what good readers do."
"You are becoming a good reader. I'm proud of you."

We often have whole-class discussions, and as the children
speak, I type their words into my laptop. I print the discussion at home
and then put it into their reading homework books for them to read as
homework. The children enjoy reading their own and each others'
words, and the next day in school, we read the discussion as a play. At
the beginning of the children's first year with me, the instructions to
parents are fairly specific:

Homework, September 8, 1994
What I Like to Do

On the first day of school, I asked the children to tell the class
something they like to do. Your children should try to read this
by themselves, but if they need help, that's fine. Ask the children
to find their own names themselves and to read what they said.
Then they should read about what other children like to do. If
children are not yet able to read their passages, make sure they
point to the words as you read them.
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Yolanda: I like to play at home. I like to play house.
Leonard: I like to play ball. I like to play catch.

Matthew D.: I like to play with my dog. She's a Labrador. Her
name's Missy. She doesn't bite me. . . .

Homework, September 9, 1994
Caterpillar

My friend gave me two Monarch caterpillars. On the first day of
school, the children observed and described them, just the way
scientists do. Some of the children asked questions. We will con-
tinue to observe, describe and write about the monarchs. Again,
help your child to read this. Start with what your child said. Let
your child's request for help be your guide. Remember, your
child should point to the words if she or he is just learning.
Many of your children can already read. (But, of course, you
probably know that.)

Yolanda: Does it eat the plants?

Leonard: It has white and black.
Matthew D.: It's fat and ugly.
Sally: It has black, white, yellow, and it's cute. . . .

Homework, September 14, 1994
I Can Read

I read When Will I Read? by Miriam Cohen, to the children. We
talked about learning to read. I told them that some children
learn to read when they are only three years old. Some children
don't learn to read until they are ten. But most people learn to
read. In 205, some children already know how to read, while
other children are beginning to learn. We never say, "I can't
read." We say, "I'm learning to read." I asked the children if they
can read anything at home: signs, labels, cereal boxes, other
boxes, books. Here is what they said:

Matthew M.: I can read "Corn Pops."
Leonard: I can read "stop."
Sally: I can read books. My favorite is The Lion, the Witch and

the Wardrobe. My father is reading it to me.
Matthew D.: I can read "Russian." It's the name of a book.
Daniel: I can read the book Fieval.

Laura: I can read my mom's name.
Paul: I can read the word "yes."
Lily: I can read the book Here Comes the Strike-Out.

Diana: I can read the word "no."
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Alan: I can read the word "power."
Rachel: I can read the word "purple."
Thomas: I can read a book called Sir Small and the Dragon.
Emir: I can read "stop."

Dierdre: I can read the name "Dierdre."
Michelle: I can read "Cheerios."

Mark: I can read "Ninja Turtle."
Amy: I can read "no" and "Amy."
Laren: I can read Curious George Flies a Kite.

Rayna: I can read the word "balloons."
Hee: I can read "flowers" and "apple" and "baby."

I also like to keep parents informed of what's going on in the
room in other ways. A good example is sending home videos of chil-
dren teaching the class after they've done research. Second grade chil-
dren who were interested in doing independent research learned about
an insect or other animal, taught the class, and answered their ques-
tions. I videotaped the children teaching, and sent the tapes home for
the parents to see. I did this because often, when children write reports
or do projects at home, the parents take control. I wanted these projects
to be the children's own work, but I also wanted to show the parents
what their children were capable of doing by themselves and what a
child's project looks like.

Journal, October 1995Paul and Alan were the first two chil-
dren to "teach" the class about insects or spiders. They chose
scorpions. Paul's mom, who happened to be in school that day,
said that she's never seen him so excited about anything in
school as he was about this. He insisted that she take him to the
library to get information. She photocopied something for him,
which he then used in school. The two did a really wonderful
job of reading, pointing to their clay models, answering ques-
tions. I'll have to look at the videotape to try to find out what the
questions were, but I know they had to do with eating and prey.
A technology problem: The video picks up sound all around it
equally. Thus, it could hear my loud voice over the kids' soft
voices. I'm not happy about the way I sound on the tape and
don't love that the parents will hear it.

Another way that I let parents know what is going on in the
room is through the homework. Much of the homework involves the
children practicing things I've taught, but sometimes it is class discus-
sion homework, and the parents learn from the introductions.
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Homework, November 2, 1995
Some Suggestions for Remembering the Books We Read

The children will be doing book reports, and I will address that
shortly. What we were talking about yesterday was more infor-
mal. While most children had ideas, not everyone did. These
were wonderful suggestions, and I'm going to put them on a
poster. I do want the children to have a purpose for recording
what they read, and not merely to please me. The children and
I will talk about this some more and I'd appreciate your sugges-
tions, toosomething the kids can do fairly quickly and often,
not a home project, like book reports.
Daniel: You could ask us to write a book report. We could write

about the long ones, the ones that are hard to remember.
Lily: Think about the long books you've read recently and

write a little part down. Like if you read The Three Bears
you could write about when Goldilocks came and ate the
bears' porridge.

Leonard: You could write the title on a piece of paper.
Emir: You could write some of the story.
Harriet: Make up a story.
Donald: Write the title. . . .

Homework, Monday, November 27, 1995
Yesterday we had visits from many grandparents, and we
enjoyed them. They were in school for Project Time and helped
their grandchildren with their various projects. They also saw
how we teach place value by having the children write numbers
1 to 1,000. It happened that Laura reached 1,000 and we all got to
celebrate her [achievement] with the grandparents. I wonder if
our class seemed strange to them. Encourage your children to talk
with their grandparents about what their elementary schooling
was like. I wish we'd had time to do that. (I think I'll make that
homework soon.) We sat in a circle and talked about what we like
about at least one of our grandparents. There wasn't enough time
to talk about all of them, though some children tried. When your
child reads this, she or he should read at least five of them. For
some children, reading all of them is a little difficult. Enjoy!

Thomas: I like when my grandparents sometimes come for
dinner.

Nikia: I sew with my grandmom. I learned to sew from Sally's
mom, but now my grandmom is helping me.

Matthew M.: I like going to Nana's. We go to the park at the
school. (Matthew had pictures of himself playing with his
Nana's dogs.)
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Bonnie: I like to bake cookies with my grandmom's twin and
her.

Daniel: I like when my grandfather plays sports like football
and baseball with me.

Alan: My grandmom gives me lots of toys-15 toys. Some we
leave at her house and some we take home.

Gregory: I like this sweater my grandmom knitted for me.
Amy: My grandmom takes me to the mall, and sometimes she

gets me things.
Rashaun: I get to help my grandmom make pancakes.
Sally: My grandmom takes me golfing. I use a kid's golf club.
Hee: I like when my grandmom shows me how to get to the

garden.
Emir: I like when my grandmom buys me fries or a shirt on my

birthday. My other grandmom gave me chips and hugs.
Harriet: My grandmom and me go on picnics. . . .

I'm so sorry that the children couldn't talk about all their
grandparents, but it would be nice if you could share what your
child said with the grandparent they mentioned. And if your
child's grandparents are not living, please tell your child some
stories about them.

The newsletter has been my most regular and informative form
of written communication. In each newsletter I make sure that I thank
each volunteer:

The 205 News, October 1996Here comes a great big thank you
to all of the parents who have helped with the children. I hope I
haven't missed anyone!

These parents joined us on trips: [list of names of the nine
parents who joined us.] Bob Brown invited us to have lunch in
the amphitheater of his law office in the Curtis Building. Not
only did we have a wonderful, quiet lunch in luxurious swivel
chairs, but Mr. Brown also directed us to the beautiful Tiffany
glass mosaic in the building lobby.

These parents have helped in the classroom: [list of names
and what they did] help with homework, work with children at
Project Time, at reading and writing, accompany singing with a
guitar.

As for Halloween, many people helped and made it a really
fun day. Thanks to [list].

Many parents have sent things for us to use or helped their
children to bring things from home: Alicia's dad sent us a huge
roll of brown paper, which we are using for our bodies and will
use for murals; the Gregoriou family also gave us their Chinese
hamsters for the school year; Janice's mom sent 1996 date books
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for each child; Jack brought a book about learning to tie your
shoes and a box with laces so that children who don't know
how, could learn; Ned brought in his Body Game; Theo brought
a praying mantis; Melinda brought a garden spider; Carlos's
mom lent me some books to help me select CDs; Timothy has
brought in many books about animals, especially dinosaurs,
which he shares with the children; Ron brought in a wonderful
tape of Chicka Chicka Boom Boom and some stickers for everyone;
Theodore brought a book about a caterpillar/butterfly; and
we've had many birthday cupcakes.

We've had many offers of help: Mrs. Castillo and Mr. Zavala
have offered to help us with Spanish; Ms. Lane, a medical stu-
dent, has offered to teach us about our bodies; Dr. Carter, a den-
tist, has offered to teach us about our teeth; Mr. Shenken has
offered to help us with our computers.

I also try to inform parents about curriculum in each newsletter.

The 205 News, February, 1996African-American History Month
The children and I talked about why a month has been set, aside
in many schools to celebrate African American history. We
began by talking about the pastwhat it is, what things hap-
pened in the past. We made our time line, and we will probably
continue with that work. We talked about Martin Luther King
and his accomplishments. We talked about slavery when we
read Aunt Harriet's Underground Railroad in the Sky and I read
Frederick Douglass Fights for Freedom to them. We also talked
about the importance of reading and writing as necessary for
freedom. We sang "Harriet Tubman" and "If You Miss Me at the
Back of the Bus" at a small second grade assembly.

At the end of second grade, I send home all of the writing I've
held in children's folders for two years. I attach the following letter to
the envelope that holds the writing:

(Letter to Parents) June 26th, 1996
Dear Parents,

In this envelope are copies of almost all (but not quite all) of
your child's writing for the past two years. It includes her or his
drawing-writing book, writing book, published books, math-sci-
ence journal and baby book. (I'm copying research projects and
will return them before the end of the year.)

I hope you will treasure all of this as the beginning of a long
process of becoming a writer. Enjoy the content; accept with
humor the developing spelling, standard grammar, and punctu-
ation. By now, your child is seven or eight. Your child is not fin-
ished learning about writing. This is not the end of your child's
education, it's just the beginning.

I am always astonished when I watch a baby like Charity or
Paula grow into spoken language. How can it happen so
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quickly? Well, I feel the same excitement and wonder as I watch
children become writers. I hope that, despite what many adults
call "mistakes" but what I call "developing skill," you will see
the power of their writing. Focus on the strengthson what the
child can do; withhold judgment until the end, twelfth grade
(I'm still learning and improving); remember that they will con-
tinue to learn about spelling, standard grammar, and punctua-
tion. One thing is certain: These children are not so afraid of
making mistakes that they are afraid to write (though some of
them started that way in first grade.)

This not the last time they will learn about writing. They are
just beginning! What a wonderful beginning! And remember:
the more you read, the better you write.

Warmly,
Lynne Strieb

4. I Address Parent Concerns:

It's important to me that parents feel comfortable telling me when they
are concerned about their children's learning experiences. Addressing
their concerns can be challenging.

Journal, September 20, 1994Bonnie's dad came in. He told me
that some of the kids in the class can already read. He asks, "How
can we help her to learn to read?" I explained to him that I've
been sending reading homework every night either in the home-
work books and/or the book envelope. I assured him that if he
does what the homework asks him to do, Bonnie will quickly
learn to read. I told him, "I see her beginning to read already."

Harriet's mom was in. She told me Harriet knows the letters
because they own Hooked on Phonics, a commercially available
reading program whose advertisements on television and radio
frighten parents into not trusting schools to teach their kids to
read. I say, "Well, maybe she knows the sounds, but she also
needs to learn the letter names." I don't think she knows
eitherat least she hasn't shown me that she does. I see a little
girl who is very nervous about learning to read. I urged her
mother to read to her, to read rhyming (predictable) books, and
to have Harriet join her in reading.

Journal, May 2, 1995[Rashaun's mom requested that he be
removed from the class of the first grade teacher who has taught
him for the past eight months. He was placed in my room two
weeks ago. It was hard getting him to relax enough to be willing
to read to me because he was afraid of making mistakes. He just
said, "I can't do it. "]

Rashaun's mom said today, "I see a change already." I told
her I do too. I told her he talked back and argued with me some-
times, and didn't listen to directions on the first day. But then I
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told her what he told Emir yesterday "Be quiet, or you'll miss
Project Time." I told her my room is a good place for him. It's
because every kid has a fair chance every day (or almost). She
asked me for a harder book for him to read. I told her today I'd
send one home, though the easier books are good because it's
how he starts to see himself as a reader and he's succeeding. She
told me, "He was memorizing the one he had." I told her
"Memorizing is great! That's how reading starts." But I made
sure to send home a slightly harder book.

Journal, Tuesday, March 5, 1996Talk with Rashaun's mom.
We notice his fighting over everything and his terrific demand
for attention. I was really proud of the ending of the conversa-
tion because I said I would make a time each day for him to talk
to me. He struggles with writing. She agreed to help him write
a list of experiences he could write aboutthe astronaut, the
black history summer school, meeting a black author, trips
they've takenand put it in the back of his homework book. I
felt good about the talk because I found a way to hear him talk
rather than ignore him, as I have been wanting to do. It was pos-
itive.

Using my journal entries and tri-weekly anecdotal records, I tell
here the story of addressing the concerns of one child's parents during
his first term in first grade.

Journal, October 21, 1996I had a talk with Ned's mom today.
She began by telling me that Ned (age 6 years, 10 months) is
very verbal and so he tells her everything. He has complained of
being bored in school and is feeling he is not being challenged.
I was surprised about this and immediately felt that I must be
doing something wrong (isn't that always my first reaction). I
was surprised because, in all my years of teaching, no parent has
ever complained that his or her child has been bored in my class.
I told her that I would think about this, and we set up a meeting
for November 4, during which we would talk about this matter.
Meanwhile, I promised to pay attention to Ned to try to discover
what the issue about boredom is really about.

Journal, October 30, 1996I spoke directly with Ned about his
being bored. I asked him if he was bored at Project Time (a time
when the children choose from a variety of activities and mate-
rials). He said he wasn't. I asked him when he is bored, and he
said that he doesn't like Quiet Reading Time, the time of day
when children choose books and can read either by themselves
or with other children. Ned is a beginning reader. I have
noticed that although he can read, he chooses books that are
about animals, his major interest. Though we have many and
they are all color coded, so that he can tell which are about
underwater creatures, which are about mammals, insects and
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spiders, prehistoric animals, reptiles and amphibians, birds,
humans, etc., he and his friends usually choose those with
interesting pictures and text which is beyond his growing abil-
ity. They love talking about those pictures and are never bored
with the detail. It is when I insist that he read easier fiction that
he seems unhappy. He also said that writing time is boring.
There, I notice that he usually writes one sentence, draws
quickly, then waits for a long time to have a conference with me
on conference day. Waiting is boring.

Journal, November 4, 1996I met with Ned's parents this after-
noon. They told me a little more about this issue of boredom.
Ned loves learning things, especially about animals. He loves
collecting information and can remember what he has heard. He
insists that his parents read books to him filled with informa-
tion. He also has a computer with a CD-Rom at home and enjoys
using that for learning about animals. Ned was quite upset that
his parents had told me he was bored. He knew it because I used
that word with him. His mom said he felt betrayed. I apolo-
gized. I told his parents that I know, from class discussions, that
he is filled with information and lots of detail, and has acquired
knowledge that will probably continue to interest him through-
out his life. I told them that it makes me happy when a child is
so deeply interested in something, either a material or subject
matter. I also told them that I can't compete with the attention
he gets at home, since there are 29 children in the class. I can't
spend Quiet Reading Time reading to him and the others,
because that is the time I must hear children read. And as for the
CDs, with only one computer and twenty-nine children, he
won't get a turn very often. I told them that my major goal for
most of the children right now is to get them to become inde-
pendent readers so that they can read the more difficult books in
the subject matter that interests them. I was sending home easy
fiction and the easiest nonfiction about animals that I have. Ned
was resisting reading at home. He wasn't interested in the fic-
tion, and he couldn't get the information from the nonfiction
quickly enough, so he was insisting that his parents read to him.
I reminded them of what I'd said at the Parents' Meeting at the
beginning of the year: that the only way to become a better
reader is by reading. I told them that somehow they would have
to find a compromise in which Ned would read a little and they
would read a little.

I also told them that I'd asked Ned to try to write more than
one sentence at writing time so that he would spend most of his
time writing rather than waiting.

Anecdotal records, November 13, 1996After talking with
Ned's parents, I have been insisting that he read some easy fic-
tion. I know they are much happier with his reading to them at
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home, because he had been taking home books that only they
could read. He loves information books and soon will be able to
read some of the easier nonfiction himself. Loves facts. He read
The King's Wish, though he wanted to give it up. He was able to
retell it quite well. When he first read the part about the king
test, he had to read it about five times before he could explain it.
He has just finished reading The Big Jump and told the class
about it. Good at retelling. . . .

Good meeting with his parents. Talked about why he might
be bored. I say he's not doing enough work; furthermore, he is
used to being entertained, and now I'm asking him to "enter-
tain" himself for part of the day.

Daily Record, December 3, 1996Ned's mom has told the
counselor that he is bored. A meeting is planned for December
16 with the counselor, the parents, the Instructional Support
Teacher, and me. I'm not happy about this. Maybe they should
just take him out of my room.

Anecdotal records, December 4, 1996Early on, after my meet-
ing with Ned's parents, I found him some easy nonfiction books
about whales, sharks and manatees. He told me he'd been read-
ing them with his parents, but then he slipped into very easy
readers like The Snow Book, and Go Dog, Go. He has so much
trouble settling into reading and finding a book that interests
him. He also seems to want to look at interesting animal picture
books, but that doesn't give him the practice he needs in read-
ing. After his parents complained to the counselor that Ned is
bored, I went to him and asked him how to make school more
interesting to him. He again told me that Project Time is great
but that he would like Quiet Reading Time to be different. He
said first that he is interested in learning about all creatures. I
told him there are millions, and that would be too hard and that
he has to choose one. He said he was interested in mammals. I
said that would be a beginning. I gave him permission to go
through all the books on mammals, to put back the ones he's not
interested in, to keep the ones he is interested in, in a pile. Then
we'll go through the ones that interest him. I want him to be able
to do all the work himself, so the difficulty of some of the books
will limit his choices. It doesn't do any good if his parents or
another adult or a CD continue to do the work for him. I am
going to be pretty insistent about that. Anyway, he had a great
time today, and I was very satisfied. He was really happy.

Report Card Comments, December 1996, language portion
First ReportAs you know, Ned loves books about insects, ani-
mals, and other creatures. He can sit for a very long time look-
ing at pictures, finding details to talk about with other children.
I am working hard at finding books with this subject matter in
which he can read the words, too. Recently I asked him how
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Quiet Reading Time could be more interesting to him, and he
told me he'd like to learn about creatures. Though he couldn't
think of one he'd like to learn about, he did narrow it down to
mammals. He sat for three Quiet Reading sessions, sorting all
the mammal books into two piles: those with animals he wants
to learn about, and those he wasn't interested in. His concentra-
tion was remarkable. We then sat together and further sorted the
books into content that was similar (rodents, felines, etc.) I told
Ned that I'm happy to have him read about animals but that he
has to choose books with words he can actually read by himself.
His choice was a book about pouched animals, and he is on his
way. Both of us have learned lots already, and I will make time
for him to share what he's learned with the class. He still could
use lots of time reading some fiction, like The King's Wish and
The Big Jumpfairly easy readers which would give him lots of
practicebut he seems resistant to reading fiction. He has also
enjoyed learning the poems. He has a good sight vocabulary
and sometimes uses phonics (though he also loses the meaning
if he spends too much time sounding out words.)

Ned's writing was filled with one-sentence stories about his
fighting with imaginary creatures like dragons, monsters, and
sea ghosts. His drawings were wonderfully detailed. He
reversed many letters, which he has stopped doing. He then
wrote quite a long story about a trip he took to New York, which
he "published." Now he is writing everything he knows about
African animals, which I will also encourage him to publish. He
is beginning to use the word book for spelling, and I am encour-
aging him to try to hear beginning blends in words that have
them ("st", "sp", "str", etc.)

As I read through this essay, which includes documents from
September 1994 to December 1996, I have begun to remember things
I've done in previous years: working to please angry parents (not
many), teaching parents bookbinding and many math games, holding
regular meetings for parents, as we did in the Parent Cooperative
Nursery. I did things differently when I taught children of nonreading
parents, children whose home language was not English, children
whose parents did not have paid work outside their homes. I have so
many stories to tell. And I know there are things I'll change when I
work with parents in the future. That's what I love about teaching. My
learning never ends. As soon as a year has ended, I'm thinking about
what will happen next.

I close with the letter I sent in June 1996 to parents whose chil-
dren I'd taught for two years:
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Dear Parents,
First of all, I want to thank you for the very beautiful and

thoughtful gifts you gave me. The pin is lovely, and each time I
wear it I will think of the wonderful children and parents of the
1994-1996 group at Greenfield School. I also look forward to
buying a CD or a program for next year's class with the gift cer-
tificate. Learning how to use the school's Mac is always a chal-
lenge to me!

When I began teaching at the J. B. Kelly School in 1972, the
principal agreed that I could keep my class for two years, and
except for my last two years there (fourteen years out of sixteen
years), that's what I did. Working with a class for two years now
has a name"looping"and it is being encouraged in schools
all over the city.

As I look back over the past two years with your children, I
think of very special things: children learning to read; children
unable to put a book down; children who were afraid to try now
beginning to take chances with reading, with math, and with
answering questions; the wonderful way those who were able
to, did "research" and then taught the rest of us. When I began
with this class, I told the children as I always tell children,
"Some people learn to read at three, some don't learn until
they're ten, but most learn between the ages of five and eight."
Well, everyone learned to read, though some more quickly and
some more slowly. That is the biggest thrill.

Besides the drama of helping kids to read, to love books, and
to know how to use them to learn information, I love keeping
them for two years because I can learn what they are interested
in and "feed" those interests. That's why we have all those
materials. In addition, we don't have to "cover" a topic and then
drop it. Two years lets a class return to interesting things. Some
teachers say, "We did that last year. We can't do it again this
year." I believe that it's never exactly the same because you've
changed by the time you learn something a second (or third or
fourth) time. Three things stand out for me:

First, I think of each individual child. No matter how diffi-
cult a child, that child has strengths that I have tried to recognize
and build on. That is the foundation for the way I teach. And
they have such wonderful senses of humor!

Second, after the remarkable and caring discussions we had
about recess, the children tried hard to be more inclusive and
considerate toward one another (for the most part).

Third, the wonderful parents stand out. Whenever people ask
me about Greenfield, I say, "It's amazing to teach in a school
where all the parents want their children to be." That has shown
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in all of your help and support for me and all the children. I
have indeed been fortunate.

Thank you for a wonderful two years. Please keep in touch.
I'll miss all of you.

Warmly,
Lynne Strieb
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VLI,C MIS ! to BOOKBAG EACH MOOT FOR
THE FOLDER. PLEASE SIGN

NOW - Why don't YOU come to
help in the classroomthe or all my years

24 0 6 NOTES AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE.

of teaching, some of nna important
contribution, to the children (besides
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raising than horn birth) have been
made by patens. I started out as

We welcome Miss Sarah McNally, a parent in a School District Parent
Fulbright Exchange Teacher from Cooperative Nursery and then worked
London, England, in soom 204. The 'm my children's kindergarten. Here aremooed

graders from her class and our some of the things puents have done
children have already begun to work through my years of teaching: heard
together. And I have already learned a children read; read to children; played
lot from her. Mars Adler is genii* reading and math games with &lichen,
adjusted to life and to Miss McNally's helped them to sew; talked to them
school in London about their work, might later, words,

.,wee.w.r.e.ddnabie .171..r1h: wbroughtia babies ro oboth'serve forliscience.

and social audits Imams (in fact, Alec
Kathryn (Keeler) will be working with O'Neil, who is in our class right now,
the children on Monday' and Thurs- was one of those babies brought in by

641' A raped ''''''W. '1841 Arlan- his mom); cooked, talked about their
tic, she has been volunteoing with me own work and interests. I'm sure you
since the spans of 1993. We are SO will be abk to think of many more
fortunaid estop, including sales on class trips.

In the nod =valetas I will tell you
about the University of Pennsylvania
undergraduate student who will be
&ISM,* one of her requirements for her
elementary education coursework; and
about other volumeas.
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I'll introduce myself Inlay. My name
is Lynne Strieb (say "Streeb") This will
be my twenty-eighth year of teaching. I
have taught kindergarten, first and
second grade_ I have also taught four-
year-olds in England as a Fulbright
Exchange Teacher. I have three married
sons, and one duce-yea-old grand-
daughter_ My husband teaches physic
at LaSalle University.

SeISEB*11E)
Please watch for this newsletter at least
one a month. I have been sending class
news home for at least 32 years. I wd-
come your comments and suggestions.
The newsletter will include news of
classroom activities, important
announcements, recognition of parent
involvement, some of my observations
of the children and the ways in which I
think about teaching and education in
general, and other items of interest.

AirtfsV.ANYAV AVAI9
ALL NOTES, INCLUDING NEWS-
LETTERS WILL BE SENT HOME
IN A POCKET FOLDER. PLEASE
CHECK YOUR CHILD'S

eta 'For 'se D a IC. Orders. Watch for rrnitsslon slips :Per library
trips Ana other walks. Coming in the. next newsletter- class rules, read 1 n5,
mafihr about' errn Heffernan. at4 r UnWer5i fu o.P Pennsylvania student-

It u a School Distria rule that you stop
in the office and sign in before you
come to the dassroom.

HAPPY SitIna BER.teRMPAYS
Outdate. JeSSica Ashley 2
Dariiel Alen 0. 'rove.)

Page 2-.

TO CONTACT ME:
I. Write a note in the homework book
and tell your child to show it to me.
2. Send a note in the pocket folder (tell
your child to show it to me.)
3. Call school (299-4666) and leave a
message. I'll return your call.

0 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 -0 0
We already have trips planned in

September. On September 24th, hem
about 11:30 until 2:00 we will go to
the City Institute Library and have
lunch in Rittenhouse Square. On Sep-
tember 27th, we will have a lesson on
housing and clothing in various world
cultures, at the Baloh Institute. Dear
will follow with pennimion slips.

4044.1"2:01%,kklifiNA
School marts at /1:30 sharp until further
notice. Your child will miss reading,
and writing if she or he is fate.

It is School District policy to require a
note explaining the reason for a child's
absence. KM= is no note, I em
required to code the absence

"unomused - parental neglect". I
certainly don't went to have to do that.

I an very impressed with the children's
writing. I have never had so many
children able to write by themselves on
the first day of school. That's a tribute
to and to the kindergarten teachasl
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Please keep your eyes open for
insects and spiders I am especially
interested in praying mantises and large
yellow and black garden spiders. I
know how to keep them alive in the
classroom, even after the first frost,
when they usually die. Slugs aqd needs
are iMeresting too. If you knots how
to use a wormery, I'd love your help.
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SUPPLIES LIST
Your child needs:
3 black and white, hard corer,
gm homework books. Make
sure they are not glued. The
black ones are the best quality.
No spiral bound or loose leaf
books. (For regular homework,
reading homework, and writing
in class.)

2 pocket folders, one for notes

2 sharpened pencils, daily
(wooden casing, not mechanical)

1 eraser

1 small box of crayons

1 package of water color magic
markers

scissors (metal are much better
than plastic)

a pencil case or small box

1 ruler marked with inches and
centimeters (I will collect and
distribute these as needed)

1 small bottle of white glue (to
be shared)

-.
These he

during this weekend or from the
school store on Monday. Your
child needs them before the endc

of the day Monday.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 282 IQ ntlfq - -csit
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HAPPY OCTOBER
BIRTHDAYS TO

Annie Weinstein
Samantha Be'

Flat cones

GREAT BIG THANK YOU to

all oldie menu who km helped with the
children. I hope Ham% missed anyone'

Them parans joined us on tram Judy
Anatassiades, Wendy Gostirld. Thomas
Jackson, Yalta Reed. Mr. Royder, Mary Szon
(BMWs grantbnotha), Mao Tamest
Dustine Hocked:my (Rarnon's mom),
Connie Weinstein him Kahn invited 10 10
hove lunch In dm amphitheata of his law
office in the Canis Building No ooly did we
have a wonderful, mat hooch Into adows
snivel dark bin Ma. Kahn dm directed us to
the beautiful Tiffany glut mosaic in the
Wilding Iota.

These puma have laced In the dam n.
Connie Weingdo Wady Goffieffi Wm/.
Tim homenork) MI6 Reed Nana
Rama beading Milk& Project Time), Dr.
B. Hibbs (lared's mom . accompanied
ainging of 204 and 205 with her guar).

Many parents have sent thinp for a to use or
belied their thildres to bring Mina nom
bone: Andres-s dad son coo huge roll of
awn paper which a me tang for our bogies
ari veld
aridly arse

I.
us their 0MCItI lumen for

the .6.1 NW NM. Mee rm. aat W..
dm backs for arch child lame brought s
bock about teeming to tic yea slues and box
with lam so thin c h i l d r e n who don't know
how, could lean; lared and lames Wad in
their Body Comes; Ales Maga praying
mantis; Samantha brought garden spider.
Ramon% mom Mt me some books to bdp me
Med CDs; Devlin ha Maghi in many N.M.
almt animals, especially damn,. which I.
aura with the alktrab late brnal. m
Ironderal we of Oaks Chia. Boons
Boom and some stickers fen everyone;
Alevanda Maga book gout e cateadlad
bawdy, and weve had many birthday
cupcakes.

Wen had may offen of Mg Mn. Castillo
and Mr. Zona have Wired to help in
Spanish; Ms. Lyons (Ashley Z.'s mom) a
medical student, has offered to teach us Wont
our baba Dr. Beik dentist, has offered to
mach us aim our teed; Mr. Tama Ms
offend to kip a with our computers.

All of you hove been suppanive and helpful
with gating notes in on Win helping your
children with homemadzy gelling your
Miran u3 school on dm, sending in absence
nee. Wing am child money for sap and
auPPlird.

t 41494440
BOTH THE CHILDREN AND I THANK
YOU FROM THE BOTTOM OF OUR
HEARTS. AND THANKS TO TEACHER
KATHRYN. WE ARE 50 FORTUNATE'

as 46 *.

dgia1;14a1
Erin Heffernan University of Pawl-
ma ,atagradato works in au classroom
m a d a half d a y s ach week. She Ms lieen
mocking small-gram lemns in modingand
has been supervising children in writing and
reading.vg,,,,,,,zybsortliZMEE:r

THfi BABY
On Mommy Odder 28, Pea eat,

Samantha's mom, brought ber Mtn Pmea to
vat cm classroom. We am destiny a magma
calla Educating Chlkhen for NuentIng. This
program was leguwt Gemantcan Friends
School by Say Sanagood, and is ROM used
In WM d/sirictsarms the coudzy. One am
erne program is to Mahe me infant end
parent visit the classroom every 6 to 3 weeks
for the children to observe bosh baby and
maim.

Before the visit, we dismissed bow to nuke
the baby aid the mode, We and comfortable.
As the baby sat in his mater's mu or IN on
the Om, we observed and described him. The
children had a dance to ask questions. We
talked boin whet baby wale After the vat
the children wrote amain' the baby did and
something the mother did As time goes on, in
will pa anemia lo the changes in do baby
and what the parent dome keep the baby are,
healthy and happy.

Other thematic units me: change.
conimnicadon. laming and differences and
shambles. All of the material Is consisted
wish de Schad Diglict curriculum. I bow
Pau tante able to visit dueugh our two years
lOgarer. 1111.0 invite pro'ts Naha babies
bring than to via with us That way we can

0.-- ettildn'":10 We all Min, 'Iot.6ffcr''

There rol I be a walk to C;11 .ThS'Nikte. Lilvury Tuesday aFlt.rna04, lik Will lefte At noon.
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READING We have kcal the first two
months of school gains excited about books
The rage of readers in the dad is great, with
a few children already able month difficult
%lager becks', (novels) others able to rad
am easy readers, while Was are beginning
bread

I ban done rending instnaion in variety
of ways. Flow when the children vale deity
in Mir waiting book; they are practicing Nod
often learning) phonics, dm I ask them to
"sound our the worm. We now also hate
phonicskpelling took for everyone.

Stand we have spat class time reading
the wents and discusaions I have sent home
for home-work Iliose are good for the
beginning coder because as they memorke
the weak they point ad recognize the
conespondence between Wm dm me aging
and the worth Ow at mitten on the page.
U', OCOD to memorize. Rabaul's,. nary
people have learned to read by Ea
manottaira We have am read teaks like
Bony Lea Ind When Will I Read? and
Chick& Chicks Boons Boom and Pierre,
niskb have inaeosed their reading vocabulary.
We red The Weekly Reader and I wite
messages to the children on the Ward

ThIrd, child= wend about 20 - 30
minutes trading tithes alone or with one or
two Ma pewit. Many who were on cm Welt
areading have eased effOrdessly Into it by
working wick other agleam. They hove
surprised amoeba (and probably you) Wen
they disconemd that dory could read M you
lam, Mai Neaten spas them on to greater
concanntion on and clamed about, took..

Fourth, for those who are beginning. we
have more Nand reading Instaction with
Bash cards and teethe/ ditectioo. So far, they

_

have larked on rhyming words Nord
familiar) and vorabulm from Animal Edema

orel other bsal radon that we have In the

Fifth, in sddl don to Wing the whole class
rad boas together, I read stain to tbe
children a often as made.

This program will change as he year goes
on. Your comma arm their reading et the
bock of their lading h011YIVOli took, hove
boa may helpful. Soon the child,,, iiill a-
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18 On the Road to Cultural
Bias: A Critique of The
Oregon Trail CD-ROM
Bill Bigelow
Teacher, Franklin High School, Portland, Oregon
Editor, Rethinking Schools

The critics all agree: The Oregon Trail (1993) is one of the greatest edu-
cational computer games ever produced. Prides' Guide to Educational
Software awarded it five stars for being "a wholesome, absorbing

historical simulation," and "multi-ethnic," to boot (Pride & Pride, 1992, p.
419). The new version, The Oregon Trail II (1994), is the "best history sim-
ulation we've seen to date," according to Warren Buckleitner, editor of
Children's Software Review Newsletter (The Oregon Trail II, 1994). Susan
Schilling, a key developer of The Oregon Trail II and recently hired by Star
Wars filmmaker George Lucas to head Lucas Learning Ltd., promises
new interactive CD-ROMs targeted at children six to fifteen years old and
concentrated in math and language arts (Armstrong, 1996).

Because interactive CD-ROMs like The Oregon Trail are encyclope-
dic in the amount of information they offer, and because they allow stu-
dents a seemingly endless number of choices, the new software may
appear educationally progressive. CD-ROMs seem tailor-made for the
classrooms of tomorrow. They are hands-on and "student-centered."
They are generally interdisciplinaryfor example, The Oregon Trail II
blends reading, writing, history, geography, math, science, and health.
And they are useful in multiage classrooms because they allow students
of various knowledge levels to "play" and learn. But like the walls of a
maze, the choices built into interactive CD-ROMs also channel partici-
pants in very definite directions. The CD-ROMs are programmed by

Reprinted from Language Arts 74 (February 1997): 84-93. Used by permission.
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peoplepeople with particular cultural biasesand children who play
the new computer games encounter the biases of the programmers
(Bowers, 1988). Just as we would not invite a stranger into our class-
rooms and then leave the room, we as teachers need to become aware of
the political perspectives of CD-ROMs and to equip our students to
"read" them critically.

At one level, this article is a critical review of The Oregon Trail
CD-ROMs. I ask what knowledge is highlighted, what is hidden, and
what values are imparted as students play the games. But I also reflect
on the nature of the new electronic curricula, and suggest some ques-
tions teachers can ask before choosing to use these materials with their
students. Finally, I offer some classroom activities that might begin to
develop students' critical computer literacy.

Playing the Game
In both The Oregon Trail and The Oregon Trail II, students become mem-
bers of families and wagon trains crossing the Plains in the 1840s or
1850s on the way to the Oregon Territory. A player's objective, accord-
ing to the game guidebook, is to safely reach the Oregon Territory with
one's family, thereby "increasing one's options for economic success"
(The Oregon Trail II, 1994).

The enormous number of choices offered in any one session
what to buy for the journey; the kind of wagon to take; whether to use
horses, oxen, or mules; the size of the wagon train with which to
travel; whom to "talk" to along the way; when and where to hunt;
when to rest; and how fast to travelis a kind of gentle seduction to
students. It invites them to "try on this worldview and see how it fits."
In an interactive CD-ROM, students don't merely identify with a par-
ticular character, they actually adopt his or her frame of reference and
act as if they were that character (Provenzo, 1991). In The Oregon Trail,
a player quickly bonds with the "pioneer" maneuvering through the
"wilderness."

In preparation for this article, I played The Oregon Trail II until my
eyes became blurry. I can see its attraction to teachers. One can't play
the game without learning a lot about the geography between Missouri
and Oregon. (However, I hope I never have to ford another virtual river
again.) Reading the trail guide as one plays teaches much about the ail-
ments confronted on the Oregon Trail and some of the treatments.
Students can learn a tremendous amount about the details of life for the
trekkers to Oregon, including the kinds of wagons required, the sup-
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plies needed, the vegetation encountered along the route, and so forth.
And the game has a certain multicultural and gender-fair veneer that,
however limited, contrasts favorably with the white male-dominated
texts of yesteryear. But as much as the game teaches, it mis-teaches
more. In fundamental respects, The Oregon Trail is sexist, racist, cultur-
ally insensitive, and contemptuous of the earth. It imparts bad values
and wrong history.

They Look Like Women, But . . .

To its credit, The Oregon Trail II includes large numbers of women.
Although I didn't count, women appear to make up roughly half the
people students encounter as they play. But this surface equity is mis-
leading. Women may be present, but gender is not acknowledged as an
issue in The Oregon Trail. For example, in the opening sequences, the
game requires students to select a profession, any special skills they
will possess, the kind of wagon to take, and the city from which to
depart. Class is recognized as an issuebankers begin with more
money than saddle makers, for examplebut not gender or race. A
player cannot choose to be a female or African American.

Without acknowledging it, The Oregon Trail maneuvers students
into thinking and acting as if they were all males. The game highlights
a male lifestyle and poses problems that historically fell within the
male domain, such as whether and where to hunt, which route to take,
whether and what to trade, and whether to caulk a wagon or ford a
river. However, as I began to read feminist scholarship on the Oregon
Trail (e.g., Faragher & Stansell, 1992; Kesselman, 1976; Schlissel, 1992),
I realized that women and men experienced the Trail differently. It's
clear from reading women's diaries of the period that women played
little or no role in deciding whether to embark on the trip, where to
camp, which routes to take, and the like. In real life, women's decisions
revolved around how to maintain a semblance of community under
great stress, how "to preserve the home in transit" (Faragher &
Stansell, 1992, p. 190). Women decided where to look for firewood or
buffalo chips, how and what to cook using hot rocks, how to care for
the children, and how to resolve conflicts between travelers, especially
between the men.

These were real-life decisions, but, with the exception of treating
illness, they're missing from The Oregon Trail. Students are rarely
required to think about the intricacies of preserving "the home in tran-
sit" for two thousand miles. An Oregon Trail II information box on the
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screen informs a player when "morale" is high or low, but other than
making better male-oriented decisions, what's a player to do? The
Oregon Trail offers no opportunities to encounter the choices of the Trail
as women of the time would have encountered them and to make deci-
sions that might enhance community and thus "morale." As Lillian
Schlissel (1992) concludes in her study, Women's Diaries of the Westward
Journey:

If ever there was a time when men and women turned their psy-
chic energies toward opposite visions, the overland journey was
that time. Sitting side by side on a wagon seat, a man and a
woman felt different needs as they stared at the endless road
that led into the New Country. (p. 15)

Similarly, The Oregon Trail fails to represent the texture of com-
munity life on the Trail. Students confront a seemingly endless stream
of problems posed by The Oregon Trail programmers, but rarely
encounter the details of life, especially that of women's lives. By con-
trast, in an article in the book, America's Working Women, Amy
Kesselman (1976) includes this passage from the diary of one female
trekker, Catherine Haun, in 1849:

We women folk visited from wagon to wagon or congenial
friends spent an hour walking ever westward, and talking over
our home life "back in the states" telling of the loved ones left
behind; voicing our hopes for the future in the far west and even
whispering, a little friendly gossip of pioneer life. High teas
were not popular but tatting, knitting, crocheting, exchanging
receipts for cooking beans or dried apples or swopping food for
the sake of variety kept us in practice of feminine occupations
and diversions. (p. 71 )

The male orientation of The Oregon Trail is brought into sharp
relief in the game's handling of Independence Day commemoration.
Students-as-pioneers are asked if they wish to "Celebrate the Fourth!"
If so, they click on this option and hear loud "Yahoos" and guns firing.
Compare this image to the communal preparations described in Enoch
Conyers's 1852 diary:

A little further on is a group of young ladies seated on the grass
talking over the problem of manufacturing "Old Glory" to wave
over our festivities. The question arose as to where we are to
obtain the material for the flag. One lady brought forth a sheet.
This gave the ladies an idea. Quick as thought another brought
a skirt for the red stripes. . . . Another lady ran to her tent and
brought forth a blue jacket, saying: "Here, take this; it will do for
the field." Needles and thread were soon secured and the ladies
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went at their task with a will, one lady remarking that
"Necessity is the mother of invention," and the answer came
back, "Yes, and the ladies of our company are equal to the task."
(Hill, 1989, p. 58)

The contrast of the "Yahoos" and gunfire of The Oregon Trail to
the collective female exhilaration described in the diary excerpt is
striking. This contrast alerted me to something so obvious that it took
me a while to recognize. In The Oregon Trail people don't talk to each
other, they all talk to you, the player. Everyone in The Oregon Trail-
constructed world directs her or his conversation to you, underscor-
ing the simulation's individualistic ideology that all the world exists
for you, the controller of the mouse. An Oregon Trail more alert to fem-
inist insights and women's experiences would highlight relationships
between people, would focus on how the experience affects our feel-
ings for each other, and would feature how women worked with one
another to create and maintain a community, as women's diary entries
clearly reveal.

As I indicated, large numbers of women appear throughout The
Oregon Trail simulation, and they often give good advice, perhaps bet-
ter advice than the men we encounter. But The Oregon Trail's abun-
dance of women, and its apparent effort to be gender-fair, masks an
essential problem: The choice-structure of the simulation privileges
men's experience and virtually erases women's experience.

African Americans as Tokens

From the game's beginning, when a player starts off in Independence
or St. Joseph's, Missouri, African Americans dot The Oregon Trail land-
scape. By and large, however, they are no more than black-colored
white people. Although Missouri was a slave state throughout the
Oregon Trail period, I never encountered the term "slavery" while
playing the game. I found race explicitly acknowledged in only one
exchange, when I "talked" to an African American woman along the
trail. She said: "I'm Isabella. I'm traveling with the Raleighs and their
people. My job is to keep after the cows and watch the children. My
husband Fred is the ox-driverbest there is." I wondered if they were
free or enslaved, and if we are to assume the Raleighs are white. I
asked to know more, and Isabella said: "I was born in Delaware. My
father used to tell me stories of Africa and promised one day we'd find
ourselves going home. But I don't know if I'm getting closer or farther
away with all this walking." The end. Like Missouri, Delaware was a
slave state in antebellum days, but this is not shared with students.
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Isabella offers provocative details, but they hide more than they reveal
about her identity and culture.

The Oregon Trail's treatment of African Americans reflects a super-
ficial multiculturalism. Black people are present, but their lives aren't.
Attending to matters of race requires more than including lots of black
faces or having little girls "talk black": "I think it's time we be moving
on now." (This little girl reappears from time to time to repeat these
same words. A man who looks Mexican, likewise, shows up frequently
to say, with a heavy accent: "Time is a-wasting. Let's head out!")

Although one's life prospects and world view in the 1840s and
1850sas todaywere dramatically shaped by one's race, this factor
is invisible in The Oregon Trail. The Oregon Trail players know their
occupations but not their racial identities, even though these identities
were vital to the decisions the Oregon Trail travelers made before leav-
ing on their journeys and along the way.

For example, many of the constitutions of societies that spon-
sored wagon trains specifically excluded blacks from making the trip
west. Nonetheless, as Elizabeth McLagan (1980) points out in her his-
tory of blacks in Oregon, A Peculiar Paradise, blacks did travel the
Oregon Trail, some as slaves, some as servants, and even some, such as
George Bush, as well-to-do pioneers. Race may not have seemed
important to The Oregon Trail programmers, but race mattered a great
deal to Bush: Along the Trail, he confided to another emigrant that if
he experienced too much prejudice in Oregon, he would travel south
to California or New Mexico and seek the protection of the Mexican
government (McLagan, 1980).

And Bush had reason to be apprehensive: African Americans
arriving in Oregon Territory during the 1840s and 1850s were greeted
by laws barring them from residency. Two black exclusion laws were
passed in the Oregon Territory in the 1840s, and a clause in the Oregon
state constitution barring black residency was ratified in 1857 by a mar-
gin of eight to onea clause, incidentally, not repealed until 1926.

Upon completion of one of any simulated Oregon Trail journeys,
I clicked to see how my life turned out: "In 1855, Bill built a home on
463 acres of land in the Rogue River Valley of Oregon," experienced
only "moderate success" and later moved to Medford, "establishing a
small business that proved more stable and satisfying." Although The
Oregon Trail simulation never acknowledges it, "Bill" must have been
white because in 1850 the U.S. Congress passed the Oregon Donation
Land Act granting 640 acres to free white males and their wives. It is
unlikely that a black man, and much less a black woman, would have
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been granted land in 1855 or have been allowed to start a business in
Medford some years later.

Why were whites so insistent that blacks not live in Oregon? The
preamble of one black exclusion bill explained that "situated as the
people of Oregon are, in the midst of an Indian population, it would be
highly dangerous to allow free negroes and mulattoes to reside in the
territory or to intermix with the Indians, instilling in their minds feel-
ings of hostility against the white race . . ." (McLagan, 1980, p. 26). And
Samuel Thurston, a delegate to Congress from the Oregon Territory,
explained in 1850 why blacks should not be entitled to homestead in
Oregon:

The negroes associate with the Indians and intermarry, and, if
their free ingress is encouraged or allowed, there would a rela-
tionship spring up between them and the different tribes, and a
mixed race would ensue inimical to the whites; and the Indians
being led on by the negro who is better acquainted with the cus-
toms, language, and manners of the whites, than the Indian,
these savages would become much more formidable than they
otherwise would, and long and bloody wars would be the fruits
of the commingling of the races. It is the principle of self preser-
vation that justifies the action of the Oregon legislature.
(McLagan, 1980, pp. 30-31)

Thurston's argument carried the day. But The Oregon Trail program-
mers have framed the issues so that race seems irrelevant. Thus, once
students-as-pioneers arrive in Oregon, most of them will live happily
ever afternever considering the impact that race would have on liv-
ing conditions.

Just Passing Through?

The Oregon Trail programmers are careful not to portray Indians as the
"enemy" of westward trekkers. However, the simulation's superficial
sympathy for Native groups masks a profound insensitivity to Indian
cultures and to the earth that sustained these cultures. The simulation
guidebook lists numerous Indian nations by nameand respectfully
calls them "nations." Then The Oregon Trail guidebook explains that
emigrants' fear of Indians is "greatly exaggerated."

Some travelers have been known to cross the entire breadth of
the continent from the Missouri River to the Sierra Nevadas
without ever laying eye on an Indian, except perhaps for occa-
sional brief sightings from a distance. This is all well and good,
for it is probably best for all parties concerned for emigrants and
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Indians to avoid contact with each other. Such meetings are
often the source of misunderstandings, sometimes with regret-
table consequences.

Emigrants often spread disease, according to the guidebook,
which made the Indians "distrust and dislike" them. The guidebook
further warns The Oregon Trail players not to over-hunt game in any
one place, as "few things will incur the wrath of the Indian peoples
more than an overstayed welcome accompanied by the egregious
waste of the natural resources upon which they depend."

The ideology embedded in The Oregon Trail and The Oregon Trail
II is selfish and goal-driven: Emigrants should care about indigenous
people only insofar as they need to avoid "misunderstanding" and
incurring the wrath of potentially hostile natives. The Oregon Trail pro-
motes an anthropocentric earth-as-natural resource outlook. Nature is
a thing to be consumed or overcome as people traverse the country in
search of success in a faraway land. The simulation's structure coerces
children into identifying with white settlers and dismissing nonwhite
others. It also contributes to the broader curricular racialization of
identity that students absorblearning who constitutes the normal-
ized "we" and who is excluded.

The Oregon Trail players need not take into account the lives of
others unless it's necessary to do so in order to accomplish their per-
sonal objectives. Thus, the cultures of Plains Indians are backgrounded.
The game marginalizes their view of the earth. Contrast, for example,
the Indians' term "mother earth" with The Oregon Trail term "natural
resource." The metaphor of earth as mother suggests humans in a reci-
procal relationship with a natural world that is alive, that nourishes us,
and that sustains us. On the other hand, a resource is a thing to be used.
It exists for us, outside of us, and we have no obligations in return.

The consequences of the Oregon Trail for the Plains Indians, the
Indians of the Northwest, and for the earth were devastating. In fair-
ness to The Oregon Trail, students may hear some of the details of this
upheaval as they play. For example, on one trip I encountered a
"Pawnee Village." Had I paid attention to the warning in the guide-
book to "avoid contact" I would have ignored it and continued on my
trip. But I entered and "talked" to the people I encountered there. A
Pawnee woman said: "Why do you bother me? I don't want to trade.
The things that we get from the white travelers don't make up for all
that we lose." I clicked to hear more. "We didn't know the whooping
cough, measles, or the smallpox until your people brought them to us.
Our medicine cannot cure these strange diseases, and our children are
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dying." I clicked on "Do you have any advice?" Angrily, she said, "No.
I just want you to leave us alone." The implication is that if I just "leave
[them] alone" and continue on the trail I can pursue my dream with-
out hurting the Indians.

However, this interpretation hides the fact that the Oregon Trail
itself, not just contact with the so-called pioneers, devastated Indian
cultures and the ecology of which those cultures were an integral part.
Johansen and Maestas's (1979) description of the Lakota language for
talking about these pioneers helps us see how they were regarded by
the Indians:

[The Lakota] used a metaphor to describe the newcomers. It was
Wasi'chu, which means "takes the fat," or "greedy person."
Within the modern Indian movement, Wasi'chu has come to
mean those corporations and individuals, with their govern-
mental accomplices, which continue to covet Indian lives, land,
and resources for private profit. Wasi'chu does not describe a
race; it describes a state of mind. (p. 6)

The Wasi'chu cut down all the cottonwood trees found along the rich
bottom lands of plains riverstrees that "offered crucial protection
during winter blizzards as well as concealing a village's smoke from its
enemies. In lean seasons, horses fed on its bark, which was surpris-
ingly nourishing" (Davidson & Lytle, 1992, p. 114).

The Oregon Trail created serious wood shortages, which even the
Wasi'chu acknowledged. "By the Mormon guide we here expected to
find the last timber," wrote overlander A. W. Harlan in describing the
Platte River, "but all had been used up by others ahead of us so we must
go about 200 miles without any provisions cooked up." A few weeks
later, in sight of the Black Hills, Harlan wrote: "[W]e have passed many
cottonwood stumps but no timber . ." (Davidson & Lytle, 1992, p. 115).

Wasi'chu rifles also killed tremendous numbers of buffalo that
Plains Indians depended upon for survival. One traveler in the 1850s
wrote that, "The valley of the Platte for 200 miles presents the aspect of
the vicinity of a slaughter yard, dotted all over with skeletons of buf-
faloes" (Davidson & Lytle, 1992, p. 117). Very soon after the beginning
of the Oregon Trail, the buffalo learned to avoid the Trail, their herds
migrating both south and north. Edward Lazarus (1991) points out in
Black Hills/White Justice: The Sioux Nation versus the United States-1775
to the Present that "the Oregon Trail did more than move the buffalo; it
destroyed the hunting pattern of the Sioux, forcing them to follow the
herds to the fringes of their domain and to expose themselves to the
raids of their enemies" (p. 14).
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However, wrapped in their cocoons of self-interest, The Oregon
Trail players push on, oblivious to the mayhem and misery they cause
in their westward drive. This is surely an unintended, and yet intrin-
sic, part of the game's message: Pursue your goal as an autonomous
individual, ignore the social and ecological consequences: "look out for
number one."

No Violence Here

The Oregon Trail never suggests to its simulated pioneers that they
should seek permission of Indian nations to travel through their terri-
tory. And from this key omission flow other omissions. The simulation
doesn't inform players that, because of the disruptions wrought by the
daily intrusions of the westward migration, Plains Indians regularly
demanded tribute from the trekkers. As John Unruh, Jr. (1993), writes
in The Plains Across:

The natives explicitly emphasized that the throngs of overlan-
ders were killing and scaring away buffalo and other wild game,
overgrazing prairie grasses, exhausting the small quantity of
available timber, and depleting water resources. The tribute
payments . . . were demanded mainly by the Sac and Fox,
Kickapoo, Pawnee, and Sioux Indiansthe tribes closest to the
Missouri River frontier and therefore those feeling most keenly
the pressures of white men increasingly impinging upon their
domains. (p. 169)

Wasi'chu travelers resented this Indian-imposed taxation and
their resentment frequently turned to hostility and violence, especially
in the later years of the Trail. The Pawnee were "hateful wretches,"
wrote Dr. Thomas Wolfe in 1852, for demanding a twenty-five cent toll
at a bridge across Shell Creek near the North Platte River (Unruh, 1993,
p. 171). Shell Creek and other crossings became flashpoints that esca-
lated into violent skirmishes resulting in the deaths of settlers and
Indians.

Despite the increasing violence along the Oregon Trail, one
choice The Oregon Trail programmers don't offer students-as-trekkers
is the choice to harm Indians. Doubtlessly MECC, the publisher of The
Oregon Trail, is not anxious to promote racism toward Native peoples.
However, because simulation players can't hurt or even speak ill of
Indians, the game fails to alert students that white hostility was one
feature of the westward migration. The omission is significant because
the sanitized nonviolent Oregon Trail fails to equip students to reflect
on the origins of conflicts between whites and Indians. Nor does it
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offer students any insights into the racial antagonism that fueled this
violence. In all my play of The Oregon Trail, I can't recall any blatant
racism directed at Indians; but as Unruh (1993) points out:

The callous attitude of cultural and racial superiority so many
overlanders exemplified was of considerable significance in pro-
ducing the volatile milieu in which more and more tragedies
occurred. (p. 186)

The End of the Trail
Soon there will come from the rising sun a different kind of man
from any you have yet seen, who will bring with them a book and
will teach you everything, after that the world will fall to pieces.

Spokan Prophet, 1790 (Limerick, 1987, p. 39)

A person can spend two or three hoursor moreplaying one game
of The Oregon Trail before finally reaching Oregon Territory. Upon
arrival, a player is awarded points and told how his or her life in
Oregon turned out. Yet the game fails to raise vital questions about
one's right to be there in the first place and what happened to the peo-
ple who were there first.

In its section on the "Destination," the guidebook offers students
its wisdom on how they should view life in a new land. It's a passage
that underscores the messages students absorb while engaged in the
simulation. These comforting words of advice and social vision are
worth quoting at length:

Once you reach the end of your journey, you should go to the
nearest large town to establish your land claim. If there are no
large towns in the area, simply find an unclaimed tract of land
and settle down. . . . As they say, possession is nine-tenths of the
law, and if you have settled and worked land that hasn't yet been
claimed by anyone else, you should have little or no trouble
legally establishing your claim at a later time. As more and more
Americans move into the region, more cities and towns will
spring up, further increasing one's options for economic success.
Rest assured in the facts that men and women who are willing to
work hard will find their labors richly rewarded, and that you,
by going west, are helping to spread American civilization from
ocean to ocean across this great continent, building a glorious
future for generations to come! (The Oregon Trail II, 1994)

The Lakota scholar and activist Vine Deloria, Jr. (1977), in his
book, Indians of the Pacific Northwest, offers a less sanguine perspective
than that included in the CD-ROM guidebook. People coming in on
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the Oregon Trail "simply arrived on the scene and started building. If
there were Indians or previous settlers on the spot they were promptly
run off under one pretext or another. Lawlessness and thievery domi-
nated the area" (p. 53). From 1850 on, using provisions of the Oregon
Donation Act, thousands of "settlers" invaded "with impunity."

As Deloria points out, there were some in Congress who were
aware that they were encouraging settlers to steal Indian land, and so
Congress passed the Indian Treaty Act requiring the United States to get
formal agreements from Indian tribes. Anson Dart, appointed to secure
land concessions, pursued this objective in a despicable fashion. For
example, he refused to have the treaties translated into the Indians' lan-
guages, instead favoring "Chinook jargon," a nonlanguage of fewer than
three hundred words good for trading, giving orders, and little else.
Dart's mandate was to move all the Indians east of the Cascades, but he
decided some tribes, like the Tillamooks and Chinooks, should keep
small amounts of land as cheap labor reserves:

Almost without exception, I have found [the Indians] anxious to
work at employment at common labor and willing too, to work
at prices much below that demanded by the whites. The Indians
make all the rails used in fencing, and at this time do the boat-
ing upon the rivers: In consideration, therefore, of the usefulness
as labourers in the settlements, it was believed to be far better
for the Country that they should not be removed from the set-
tled portion [sic] of Oregon if it were possible to do so. (Deloria,
1977, p. 51)

Meanwhile, in southwestern Oregon white vigilantes didn't
wait for treaty niceties to be consummated. Between 1852 and 1856
self-proclaimed Volunteers attacked Indians for alleged misdeeds or
simply because they were Indians. In August of 1853, one Martin
Angel rode into the Rogue River Valley gold mining town of Jackson-
ville shouting, "Nits breed lice. We have been killing Indians in the val-
ley all day," and "Exterminate the whole race" (Beckham, 1991, p. 43).
Minutes later a mob of about eight hundred white men hanged a
seven-year-old Indian boy. In October 1855, a group of whites massa-
cred twenty-three Indian men, women, and children. This incident
began the Rogue Indian war, which lasted until June 1856 (Beckham,
1991). Recall that this is the same region and the same year in one
Oregon Trail session where "Bill" built a home and experienced "mod-
erate success," but, thanks to The Oregon Trail programmers, he learned
nothing of the social conflicts swirling around him.

Nor did Bill learn that, even as a white person, he could protest
the outrages committed against the Rogue River Valley Indians, as did
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one anonymous "Volunteer" in a passionate 1853 letter to the Oregon
Statesman newspaper:

A few years since the whole valley was theirs [the Indians']
alone. No white man's foot had ever trod it. They believed it
theirs forever. But the gold digger come, with his pan and his
pick and shovel, and hundreds followed. And they saw in
astonishment their streams muddied, towns built, their valley
fenced and taken. And where their squaws dug camus, their
winter food, and their children were wont to gambol, they saw
dug and plowed, and their own food sown by the hand of
nature, rooted out forever, and the ground it occupied appropri-
ated to the rearing of vegetables for the white man. Perhaps no
malice yet entered the Indian breast. But when he was weary of
hunting in the mountains without success, and was hungry, and
approached the white man's tent for bread; where instead of
bread he received curses and kicks, ye treaty kicking men ye
Indian exterminators think of these things.

A Soldier (Applegate & O'Donnell, 1994, p. 34)

The Oregon Trail hides the nature of the Euro-American invasion in at
least two ways. In the first place, it simply fails to inform simulation
participants what happened between settlers and Indians. To The
Oregon Trail player, it doesn't feel like an invasion; it doesn't feel
wrong. After one of my arrivals, in 1848, "Life in the new land turned
out to be happy and successful for Bill, who always cherished bitter-
sweet but proud memories of the months spent on the Oregon Trail."
(This struck me as a rather odd account given that I had lost all three
of my children on the trip.) The only person that matters is the simula-
tion player. I was never told whether life turned out equally "happy
and successful" for the Klamaths, Yakimas, Cayuses, Nez Perces,
Wallawallas, and all the others who occupied this land generations
before the Wasi'chu arrived. The second way the nature of the white
invasion is hidden has to do with the structure of the simulation. For a
couple hours or more, the player endures substantial doses of frustra-
tion, tedium, and difficulty. By the time the Willamette or Rogue River
Valleys come up on the screen we, the simulated trekkers, feel we
deserve the land, that our labors in transit should be "richly rewarded"
with the best land we can find.

Data Deception and Thoughts on What to Do about It

In the Beatles' song, all you need is love; in The Oregon Trail, all you
need are data. The Oregon Trail offers students gobs of information:
snake bite remedies, river locations and depths, wagon specifications,
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ferry costs, and daily climate reports. Loaded with facts, it feels com-
prehensive. Loaded with people voicing contrasting opinions, it feels
balanced. Loaded with choices, it feels democratic. But the simulation
begins from no moral or ethical standpoint beyond individual mater-
ial success; it contains no vision of social or ecological justice, and,
hence, promotes a full litany of sexist, racist, and imperialist perspec-
tives, as well as exploitive perspectives of the earth. And simultane-
ously, it hides these biases. The combination is insidious and makes
interactive CD-ROMs like this one more difficult to critique than tradi-
tional textbooks or films. The forced identification of player with sim-
ulation protagonist leaves the student no option but to follow the ide-
ological map laid out by the programmers.

Nonetheless, my critique is not a call to boycott the new "edu-
tainment" resources. But we need to remember that these CD-ROMs
are not teacher substitutes. The teacher's role in analyzing and pre-
senting these devices in a broader ethical context is absolutely vital.
Thus, teachers across the country must begin a dialogue toward devel-
oping a critical computer literacy. We need to figure out ways to equip
students with the ability to recognize and evaluate the deep moral and
political messages imparted by these CD-ROMs as they maneuver
among the various computer software programs.

Before choosing to use CD-ROMs that involve people and places,
like The Oregon Trailor, for example, its newer siblings The Yukon Trail,
The Amazon Trail, and Africa Trailteachers should consider the follow-
ing questions.

Which social groups are students not invited to identify with
in the simulation? For example, Native Americans, African
Americans, women, and Hispanics/Latinos are superficially
represented in The Oregon Trail, but the "stuff" of their lives is
missing.

How might these social groups frame problems differently
than the simulation? As we saw in the foregoing critique of
The Oregon Trail, women tended to focus more on maintain-
ing community than on hunting. Native Americans had a
profoundly different relationship to the earth than did the
Euro-American "tamers of the wilderness."
What decisions do simulation participants make that may
have consequences for social groups not highlighted in the
simulation? And what are these consequences? Although
the very existence of the Oregon Trail contributed to the dec-
imation of Plains and Northwest Indians, simulation partici-
pants are never asked to consider the broader effects of their
decision-making. What may be an ethical individual choice
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may be unethical when multiplied several hundred thousand
times. In this respect, CD-ROM choice-making both reflects
and reinforces conventional notions of freedom that justify
disastrous social and ecological practices.
What decisions do simulation participants make that may
have consequences for the earth and nonhuman life?
Similarly, a simulation participant's choice to cut down trees
for firewood may be rational for that individual, but may also
have deleterious effects on the ecological balance of a partic-
ular bio-region.
If the simulation is time-specific, as in the case of The
Oregon Trail, what were the social and environmental con-
sequences for the time period following the time repre-
sented in the simulation? The wars between Indians and the
U.S. Cavalry in the latter decades of the nineteenth century
are inexplicable without the Oregon Trail as prologue.
Can we name the ideological orientation of a particular CD-
ROM? The question is included here simply to remind us
that all computer materialsindeed, all curricula have an
ideology. Our first step is to become aware of that ideology.

These questions are hardly exhaustive, but may suggest a useful
direction to begin thinking about CD-ROMs as they become increas-
ingly available and begin to cover more and more subjects.

Finally, let me use the example of The Oregon Trail to introduce
some ways teachers can begin to foster a critical computer literacy. Once
we have identified some of the social groups that are substantially miss-
ing in a CD-ROM activity like The Oregon Trail, we can try to locate
excerpts from diaries, speeches, or other communications of members
of these groups. We can then engage students in role play where, as a
class, students face a number of Oregon Trail problems. For example,
class members could portray women on the Oregon Trail and decide
how they would attempt to maintain a community in transit. Or they
might role play a possible discussion of Oglala people as they confront
the increasingly disruptive presence of Wasi'chu crossing their lands.
Students might be asked to list all the ways African Americans would
experience the Oregon Trail differently than Euro-Americansfrom the
planning of the trip to the trip itself. (It's unlikely, for example, that
every white person on the streets of Independence, Missouri, said a
friendly "Howdy," to the blacks he encountered, as each of them does
to the implied but unacknowledged white male Oregon Trail simulation
player.) Students also could assume a particular racial, cultural, or gen-
der identity, and note whether the choices or experiences described in
the simulation make sense from the standpoint of a member of their
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group. For example, would a typical African American in Missouri in
1850 be allowed to choose from which city to begin the trek west?

As we share with students the social and ecological costs of the
Oregon Trail, we could ask them to write critical letters to each of the
"pioneers" they portrayed in the simulation. Some could represent
Rogue River Valley Indians, Shoshoni people, or even Mother Earth.
For instance, how does Mother Earth respond to the casual felling of
every cottonwood tree along the Platte River? A Native American elder
or activist could be invited into the classroom to speak about the con-
cerns important to his or her people and about the history of white-
Indian relations.

We could encourage students to think about the politics of nam-
ing in the simulation. They could suggest alternative names for the
Oregon Trail itself. For example, the historian of the American West,
Frederick Merk (1978), aptly calls the Oregon Trail a "path of empire."
Writer Dan Georgakas (1973) names it a "march of death." Other
names might be "invasion of the West," or "The twenty-year trespass."
Just as with Columbus's "discovery" of America, naming shapes
understanding, and we need classroom activities to uncover this
process.

Students could write and illustrate children's books describing
the Oregon Trail from the standpoint of women, African Americans,
Native Americans, or the earth.

After doing activities like these, students could "play" The
Oregon Trail again. What do they see this time that they didn't see
before? Whose worldview is highlighted and whose is hidden? If they
choose, they might present their findings to other classes or to teachers
who may be considering the use of CD-ROMs.

The Oregon Trail is no more morally obnoxious than other CD-
ROMs or curricular materials with similar ideological biases. My aim
here is broader than merely shaking a scolding finger at MECC, pub-
lisher of The Oregon Trail series. I've tried to demonstrate why teachers
and students must develop a critical computer literacy. Some of the
new CD-ROMs seem more socially aware than the blatantly culturally
insensitive materials that still fill school libraries and book rooms. And
the flashy new computer packages also invoke terms long sacred to
educators: student empowerment, individual choice, creativity, and
high interest. It's vital that we remember that coincident with the
arrival of these new educational toys is a deepening social and ecolog-
ical crisis. Global and national inequality between haves and have-nots
is increasing. Violence of all kinds is endemic. And the earth is being
consumed at a ferocious pace. Computer programs are not politically
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neutral in the big moral contests of our time. Inevitably, they take
sides. Thus, a critical computer literacy, one with a social and ecologi-
cal conscience, is more than just a good ideait's a basic skill.
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IV As You Begin . . .

In this final section, Abby Foss describes her first year of teaching, and
Fred Burton, an elementary school principal, tells you about some sur-
prises that may await you.

We wish you good luck and good languaging in your teaching-
learning journey.
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19 Leaving My
Thumbprint:
The Journey of a
First-Year Teacher
Abigail Foss
Graduate student, University of Arizona, Tuscon, Arizona

"Will she be nice?" he asked. "Like Maggie?"
"Sarah will be nice," I told him.
"How far away is Maine?" he asked.
"You know how far. Far away, by the sea."
"Will Sarah bring some sea?" he asked.
"No, you cannot bring the sea."

from Sarah, Plain and Tall,
Patricia MacLachlan

Like Sarah, I traveled from Maine to a far away place in search of
another family and home. Right after graduating from college in
New England, I visited Arizona for the first time. Recently, over

three thousand miles of fragile telephone wire, I had informally
accepted a teaching job at a school located in a landscape as dry and
vast as the geography of my childhood was wet and compassed. My
family thought I was impulsive. I arrived in Arizona during the week
of a great heat wave; at 117 degrees, feeling a little like a piece of
cooked lasagna, I wondered if I had not been a bit rash in my decision-
making.

I grew up on an island in Maine, marking the passage of my life
by the waltz of the tides and graceful nodding of the seasons. While
many of the kids who shuffled hesitantly into my classroom on our
first day of school would spend their childhoods searching in the
desert and wearing shorts every day of the year, as a young girl, I spent
my days playing at the beach, sailing around Casco Bay, and sweating
in my pink-flowered snowsuit. Before I could decode written words, I
read the rocks that embraced my ocean:
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I never had a hard time
reading the rocks.

Sure-footed
I

would
leap

from
rock
to

rock
like a quiet cat
undaunted by the

demanding
licks of the waves.

My pig-tailed path
over
the
valleys and peaks
of those
stone monsters
was easy
and
clear.

Personal Journal, July, 1995

When I first read the book, Miss Rumphius, by Maine author Barbara
Cooney, the path of my life became clear. I realized that the ocean is my
home, that I must seek out adventures in faraway places, and that I have
to bring some kind of beauty to the worldto leave my thumbprint.

So, with the salty spray of the sea and a biting wintry wind at my
heels, I tumbled autumn leaf-like into a new life and my first year of
teaching. Nothing could have prepared me for the magic and miracles
or the misery.

In the beginning, I believed that I could be, and expected myself
to be, the best teacher my kids would ever have. Perfect. In full bloom.
From the start, I had read quite a bit of theory and seen a lot of prac-
tice, some that I emulated, most of which I opposed. Walking into my
new classroom, which felt and smelled as if it belonged to someone
else, I was overwhelmed and yet inspired. Although I did not know
where to start, I knew my vision and the kind of place I wanted to cre-
ate for my children and myself. I believed I could do itbefore my
children arrived. I had little idea how much those twenty growing
learners and teachers would fill our classroom and my life.

In the two weeks prior to the start of school, I struggled to find
my place and begin to define myself as a teacher. I was intent upon
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making an indelible impression on my first classroom, which would
extend to a tiny thumbprint on the lives of my children. When I was
three or four years old, I took a permanent orange marker the color of
pumpkin pulp and wrote my name on the snowy keys of the family
piano. Around that time, I also used a pair of scissors to carve an
invented spelling of my name into the surface of my family's wooden
endtable. Somehow the orange marker wore off through the years of
piano lessons, but the carving still remains, though worn and dulled.
With the passion and urgency that I possessed as a child, I seized my
new job. I would not settle for just any Authors' Chair or its incorrect
placement; my room was going to be the most cozy, inviting, and stim-
ulating classroom on the planet on the first day of school if it killed me!
I was dedicated; I was devoted; I was deluded.

The room was a metaphor for the way I looked at being a
teacher. At that point, I did not notice or understand the process or the
journey. I could not have known the way it would all change when
those twenty children shyly crept into our room, or the way that I
would change and grow and evolve. I demanded perfection from
myself, yet I was ready to meet my children wherever they were and
to laugh with them and encourage them to make mistakes and be gen-
tle with themselves. I was not gentle with myself. It was not just my
classroom or my year; it was theirs, too.

Insisting that I be perfect, I had a long way to fall. On the first day
of school, I plunged to the earth like the swollen fruit in James and the
Giant Peach. The authentic and hefty fishing boat pulley that I had car-
ried from Maine had almost become Steven's javelin within the first
twenty minutes. Bryan's mom informed me that I might want to explain
the bathroom routine the next day because Bryan had held it till the end
of school, not knowing where to go. Everything I had planned for the
day took much longer than I had anticipated. As a result, I had scrapped
half of my plans; among them was the one thing I had really wanted to
do, which was read Miss Rumphius. Looking for company in my misery,
I asked one of the other teachers at my school, a veteran, how her first
day of teaching had gone several years before. She proceeded to tell me
about all of the limitations that she had faced on that day; yet she ended
by whispering with fond remembrance: "It was wonderful." Great. I had
all of these things going for me, and I still could not get it right. I was
ready to quit. Make myself sick. Stick the thermometer under the light-
bulb and wheeze and cough and sneeze. I was feeling far from perfect.
Dragging my limp, balled-up-like-a-dirty-sock body through my front
door, I wept at my boyfriend's knees. I resolutely declared that I would
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not go back. It was awful. I was miserable. I had probably scarred those
kids for life, and would they not be better off if I jumped from the burn-
ing ship now?

Wallowing in the pain of one of the first "failures" of my life, I
could not have even imagined that there was another imperfect soul on
the other side of town, a child in my class, sobbing at the thought of
returning to that horrid place called School. We resembled each other
to the extent that, later in the year, she exclaimed: "I look like a little
Abby!" Sarah and I were both in the throes of misery. It nearly broke
me the next day when her mother came in and told me that Sarah had
locked herself in the bathroom that morning and made herself vomit
to avoid going to school. Some perfect teacher I was turning out to be.
I could not maintain a class of twenty kids for two days! Forget inspir-
ing a love of reading and writing or helping to develop a heightened
consciousness. I took it personally. I took it hard. I did not understand
the journey.

It is not wrong or bad to want to do your job well. It gets tricky,
however, when you expect and demand that you be perfect. My relent-
less striving for perfection got me into trouble with the parents in my
class, too. Wanting to be the ideal teacher, I was convinced that I needed
to please everyonenot just my twenty different and diverse kids, but
their forty-two parents as well. Literally and figuratively backed into a
corner of the classroom at our Open House, I began my relationship
with my children's parents. Answering rapid-fire questions about my
"curriculum" and how exactly I was going to meet their child's indi-
vidual needs, I did not dare acknowledge that I really did not know
what I was doing but that my heart was in the right place. On that very
first day, I placed myself at the parents' beck and call, establishing a
dynamic that pleased them greatly, but left me with far less energy for
my kids, never mind myself. No matter what I was doing, whether I
was organizing a project to be done later that day or attempting to use
the restroom before my window of opportunity closed for the next six
and a half hours, I dropped whatever it was for a parent.

Many days, parents would arrive late to school and actually ask
to speak with me while I was teaching! In the middle of our daily rit-
ual of beginning the day with silence, they would approach me. One
parent attempted to tailor the curriculum to her specific needs, ignor-
ing the fact that they were not her child's needs, let alone the needs of
our collective class. On the bright side, many of the parents, especially
those who had experience in education, backed off and let me find my
way. Yet some of the parents knew they could dictate to me because of
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my vulnerabilities and insecurities as a first-year teacher. They took
advantage of my inexperience and lack of confidence. I did not tell
them where to get off; I did not know how to. In some way, I cared too
much about what they thought.

Late in the spring, something in me changed. I broke. I felt
harassed and hunted down. Some days, I left school with the panicked
look of a deer caught in headlights. It got to a point with one of the par-
ents where it had to stop. I had taken more abuse from her than I had
from anyone before in my life. I was intimidated. However, once I got
mad enough, I pulled out my inner strength and drew the proverbial
line in the sand. I had to get to the point where I could hold my head
up and know I was doing a good job, the best job I could at the time,
before I was able to stand confidently. I stopped letting her get to me.
I focused on my kids and the successes that we were having instead of
the constant deficiency that this parent saw in me. I grew. I realized
that a lot of people believed in memost importantly, my students
and that I had to believe in myself.

I acknowledged that I was imperfect and needed to own my mis-
takes, but I knew that I had also done lots of things well and that I
should not allow one person's issues to cheat me out of those suc-
cesses. When she wanted to speak to me about her child, I decided the
time and length of our conference. I took control of what was legiti-
mately mine to decide and demanded respect for my position as her
child's teacher. After all, how is a child or anyone else supposed to
respect someone who is so clearly undervalued by his or her main role
model and parent? Ironically, that mother now hugs me whenever we
see each other. Evidently, children are not the only ones who need clear
boundaries.

Just then there was a strong wind. It blew the list out of Toad's
hand. The list blew high up into the air. "Help!" cried Toad. "My
list is blowing away. What will I do without my list?" "Hurry!"
said Frog. We will run and catch it." "No!" shouted Toad. "I can-
not do that." "Why not?" asked Frog. "Because," wailed Toad,
"running after my list is not one of the things that I wrote on my
list of things to do!"

(from Frog and Toad Together, Lobel, 1979)

During my first year of teaching, it seemed we had gale force
winds in our room every day. No matter how hard I tried to stick to my
carefully laid out plans, some hurricane in the form of Jordan or Jesse
or Kinley would come along with an amazing idea and blow my list
away. Like Toad, I would be back at the fork in the road, insisting that
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we could not take the imminent detour because it was not on the list,
my list. These weather changes frightened me quite a bit at first. In the
same way that I was overly concerned with the opinions of the parents,
I also cared too much about my plans and agenda and just could not
let them go. But learning and teaching do not happen on an empty
road. There are hidden paths and open fields and wild grasses. In fact,
that landscape is where the beauty and opportunity live. How boring
my first year would have been had I never relaxed and let our class
take the detours that redefined our journey together and became our
main road. The Georgia O'Keefe Flower Quilt would never have
bloomed, our Alexander Calder-inspired metal and desert glass mobile
would be scattered in garbage piles throughout our city, and "Casa
Abierta" ("Open House") would not have evolved into our class
anthem and love song to each other. We all would have missed out on
our discussion that began with AIDS, moved to the importance of
things higher than money, included an analysis of Disney stereotypes,
considered the attempts to silence activists like Gandhi and Martin
Luther King Jr. through assassination, and ended with Keith's insis-
tence that Gandhi and MLK were not the only ones who had died,
"The King" had died too. "The King, Keith?" "Yes, Abby. You know,
Elvis!" These were redefining detours not unlike Robert Frost's "road
. . . that . . . made all the difference."

When I was in high school, one of the most formative moments
of my life occurred. As I waited with deep crystal breaths on the side
of a field hockey game for the whistle to hail me into play, I caught
sight of a tree across the grass. The tree, still dressed in a sweater of
leaves the color of pear skin, was caught by a sudden gasp of hard
autumn wind to reveal the underside of its coat. Pulling off its cover
of green, it wore a blanket of aluminum-foil silver. I gasped. I almost
wept. At that moment, I touched the part of myself that holds all of
my inspirations and passions, those things that make my life impor-
tant and valuable to me. They pull me out of bed when I am without
myself. As a first-year teacher, for far too long a time, I forgot my sil-
ver beacon, my need for solace and quiet, my love of reading, and
the warm feeling that autumn delivers to me like a brown paper
package in the mail. While encouraging my kids to search them-
selves and discover their interests, I sacrificed those things that
make me who I am.

To be the perfect teacher, I devoted myself to my work. I did it
all day. I never rested from it. I couldn't; my kids deserved the best,
and their parents demanded it. I stopped reading for myself. I read one
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"pleasure" book in three months instead of one every week or two. The
teacher of emergent writers, I stopped writing. I stopped calling my
family and friends. I worried through my day and through my night.
Grinding my teeth, I slept without gaining much rest.

Showing signs of wear like an eroded streambed, I did not
understand my unhappiness. I thought that stress was causing my
teeth to become as flat as popsicle sticks. Here I was persevering and
succeeding through my first year of school with love for and from my
children, much support from my colleagues, and respect and kindness
from many of my parents. But I was miserable and empty. It was not
until the day when Kinley was building a structure of egg cartons, toi-
let paper tubes, and marker caps, and he told me how he was going to
design amusement parks when he "grew up," that I realized that I was
"grown up" and had sacrificed many of my dreams for the fulfillment
of one. In neglecting myself, I had grown unhappy, bored, and unin-
spiredan empty learner and teacher. As a teacher, I believe that the
best thing that I can do for my kids is be an example of how to live
openly, passionately, and compassionately. I had to leave something
for myself. Don't we all?

Firsts are always special. More extreme, more impassioned,
more intense, and more painful. The vulnerability that I allowed dur-
ing my first year as a teacher will never be as strong, as open. I gave to
my children pieces of myself that are no longer minelike the ocean's
necklace of beach glass that I collected many years ago, unaware of the
value of those gifts of memory that I picked up one by one. The love
that grew between my children and me in those nine magical months
is as deep and painful as the romantic love that I have experienced in
my life. I loved my children "with [my] hands wide open . . . with the
doors banging on their hinges, / the cupboard unlocked, the wind /
roaring and whimpering in the room / rustling the sheets and snap-
ping the blinds / that thwack like rubber bands / in an open palm"
(Piercy, 1991, pp. 43-44).

My first-year children showed me the love that I am capable of
nurturing as well as the loss that I am able to overcome. They enabled
me to find my thumbprint and use it to help create something that
brought beauty to my fragile life and our small community. As I left
my imprint, they also left their thumbprints on me; their marks con-
tinue to reveal themselves and their impact on my journey as a teacher
and compassionate human being. Sometimes, I wonder who did the
teaching and who did the learning. I guess we all did both, as it should
bea family of twenty-one learners and twenty-one teachers.
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20 An Open Letter
from a Principal
to New Teachers
Fredrick R. Burton
Wickliffe Informal Alternative Elementary School,
Upper Arlington, Ohio

Dear New Teacher,

A few years ago, I was invited to the University of Maine to give a talk
to a group of teachers interested in integrating the curriculum. As
usual when I go off on these little trips, I was feeling a bit sad to leave
my family in Columbus, Ohio. My four-year-old daughter, Sarah, had
noticed my feelings earlier and informed me that she had left a special
message for me in my suitcase. As soon as I arrived at my Maine
accommodations, I opened my suitcase to find the following letter:

Dear Dad,
I miss you already.
I love you. Come home soon.

I was misty-eyed and grateful for her sensitivity and caring. I then
noticed she had written an additional line on the back of the paper. It
said:

P.S. You're a slug.

Oh well. I share this with you because, like my letter from Sarah,
teaching isn't always what it appears to be on the surface. In fact, it is
full of surprises. Some will delight you. Others will make you feel like,
well . . . a slug. What follows are seven below-the-surface educational
"surprises" that you might encounter, as well as some of my thoughts
on how to negotiate them.

Surprise #1

My undergraduate training didn't fully prepare me for my new job. Oh
really? Did you expect your undergraduate training to completely pre-
pare you for your life in the classroom? Forget it. It can't, and you
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shouldn't expect it to do so. It would be like me thinking that reading
all of those parenting books and spending time with other people's
children would actually prepare me for parenthood. Your undergrad-
uate training provided you with a base of knowledge about teaching
and learning. It helped to launch your career by providing you with
experiences and time to reflect on those experiences. However, you
will encounter many situations that are simply beyond the scope of
your undergraduate training (see Surprises #2 through 7 below). I've
heard it said that when a problem occurs, the Japanese look for solu-
tions and the Americans look for blame. In short, you must take
responsibility for yourself, for your actions, and most importantly, keep
learning. In fact, I was the best parent in the world before I had children.
Since then I have discovered a great source of power that will serve
you well as a teacher . . . humility.

Surprise #2

I send in my resume, but school districts ignore me. Yes, they do. But don't
take it personally; they ignore everyone. Never assume that a principal
is sitting excitedly, waiting for your resume. The last time I opened a
letter to find a resume was the exact same moment that Jennifer, a
sandy-haired second grader, was simultaneously holding her hand
over her mouth while trying to tell me that she was about to throw up.
Right after that, it was time to start our afternoon assembly. Then right
after that, school was out, and I received a call from a parent who
wanted me to get her neighbor's cat out of her tree. Principals and dis-
trict personnel don't intentionally ignore you, but it does happen for
reasons that have nothing at all to do with you personally. So call. Sub
in the building. Drop by the school. Write again. Oh, by the way, when
you write, never address the letter to "Dear Principal." When I see
those resume cover letters, I immediately throw them away. If you do
decide to address the letter to "Dear Principal," you might as well sign
it "Yours sincerely, Applicant #106." Seriously, call the state depart-
ment of education to obtain a directory that lists the names and
addresses of every school in your state. Finally, if you can, make a
"connection"letters that say, "Dear Dr. Burton, I was reading
Teaching Language Arts and one of the authors (use his or her name)
suggested I write to you." A personal connection will make a principal
pause every time. It may not get you a job, but it will get you noticed
and perhaps get you an interview. The better you know your audi-
ence's needs and interests, the more likely school districts will no
longer "ignore" you.
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Surprise #3

I got the job, but when I looked in my classroom there were no materials. As
a teacher you would certainly be surprised by this. As a principal, I
would certainly be embarrassed by this. It shouldn't happen, but occa-
sionally it does. Sometimes hiring occurs late in the summer because
districts don't know their staffing needs because several children move
into the district at the last minute. Most schools have spent their bud-
gets prior to June and simply have no money to begin ordering right
away. At other times, it could happen that your room was empty the
previous year, and staff members simply "borrowed" a bookshelf, a
globe, or an extra chair and "forgot" to return the materials. Typically,
after we (i.e., a teacher committee and I) hire a new teacher, I sit down
with the person and ask, "What can I do to help make you successful,
and what materials do you need?" I usually spend extra money to sup-
ply this person with what he or she needs, knowing that it's a great
investment. If you've been hired, then immediately inform the princi-
pal that, although it's June, you want to get started right away (this
will make him or her smile). Furthermore, tell the principal that you
want to begin familiarizing yourself with existing classroom materials
and ordering additional items that you consider essential for making
children successful. This might not make the principal smile anymore,
but how can anyone argue with such enthusiasm and professionalism?
If the principal says there is no money, just say you can wait until the
next fiscal year's budget kicks in (which is typically in July). The worst
that can happen is that you still don't get money for all of that great
children's literature you want to order, but I would bet that you'll get
money and some respect for your efforts.

Surprise #4

The other first-grade teachers that I'm teaching with don't have any children's
literature, and what's worse, they don't really care. Uh-oh. This gets a bit
sticky. It's sticky in part because you've been trained in whole lan-
guage and you feel like the Goodmans, Donald Graves, and Lucy
Calkins (as well as your university professors) would be personally
disappointed if you didn't start writing conferences and a literature-
based reading program right away. It's even more complicated when
you realize that, despite your university training, almost all new teach-
ers use methods identical to their first experienced-teacher teammate.
Now that first experienced teacher acting as a mentor for you may
know more about teaching than any of the experts mentioned above or
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may be using a turn-of-the-century, "skill and drill boot camp"
approach to teaching. Even if you did explore this in your interview
and found that your fellow first-grade teachers were well-grounded in
current research and practices of literacy learning, you might get
moved to third grade the following year and encounter a literacy
teaching perspective completely different from your own. What to do?
First of all, realize that this is not a "problem." Problems can be solved.
Instead, this is a "predicament." Predicaments occur now and then,
and you can only "hope to cope" with them. My advice is to be polite.
Agree, and use your fellow teachers' advice whenever possible, listen
respectfully, but don't sacrifice what you know about how children
develop oral and written language, because if you do, children lose.
And if you don't do what you believe is right, then you lose (some of
your soul) as well. Again, do what's right with a great deal of humil-
ity, and you'll get through it.

Surprise #5

I work so hard for these kids, but not all of the parents appreciate me. Most
parents will appreciate you. But if you have twenty parent-teacher con-
ferences, and nineteen parents think you walk on water and one implies
that you could be doing a better job teaching math, guess which con-
ference will keep you awake at night in bed? Remember, many parents
are very anxious about two things: their money and their kids. Schools
take both. And when parents find out that you are a new teacher with
no "real" classroom teaching experience, then they will really be anx-
ious. Have you ever wished to be extremely popular? Well, you will be.
Parents will be talking about you at the pool all summer long.
Whenever I hire a new teacher, I always have a few parents demanding
that I promise them that everything will be all right and that their child
will have no problems the entire year. My advice to you is to stay con-
fident, smile a lot, and be your enthusiastic self. Believe it or not, most
parents aren't discussing the merits of whole language in the evening
over dinner. Instead, they are listening to their children talking about
how much they liked hearing the new read-aloud book or how special
they felt when being chosen to sit in Authors' Chair or how impressed
they were that you talked to them about yourself as a writer, your col-
lege days, your wedding, your dog, your genuine self. If parents feel you
really care about their child as a person, then their anxiety will quickly
fade, and other parents will be demanding that the principal place their
child in your classroom the following year.
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Surprise #6

Not everyone is happy all of the time. I frequently come across people who
are surprised when they face difficult situations. Quite frankly, I'm sur-
prised by this "life should be an amusement park" philosophy of life.
However, conflict happens, and it is normal for it to happen. You and
everyone else I know got into teaching to be with kids. Nothing throws
a new or even an experienced teacher off more than dealing with adult
anger (e.g., from parents or fellow staff members). Ask a group of peo-
ple what they think and feel when they hear the word "conflict" and
you get responses like: "I hate it." "My palms sweat." "My heart beats
faster and I get scared." Yet, democratic school life requires us to exam-
ine and even seek out conflicting opinions. Sometimes this leads to
anger. Though I don't have enough space in this letter to completely
lay out an effective conflict management approach, here's my advice
when you get "blindsided" by an angry parent or staff member. First,
listen. Then listen some more. At this point, it may simply be appro-
priate to apologize rather than explain away their concern. Of course,
this is counterintuitive. When being verbally attacked, people instinc-
tively either "run" or "retaliate." Do neither of these. Instead, "step to
their side," listen, and try to understand what they are saying. Often,
this alone de-escalates the situation. Once the other person truly feels
you understand him, ask questions and engage him in solving the
problem. For example, if a parent catches you after school and angrily
accuses you of not teaching phonics and ruining her child's ability to
learn to read, it's not the time (yet) to prove how you do teach phonics
in context. Instead, you might say, "We both want your child to learn
to read [this shows you have a common interest] and I'd really like to
hear more about how you feel your child's not learning to read in my
class." By doing this, you're not saying the child isn't learning to read
in your class. You're just disarming the person by wanting to listen to
her perspective and letting her know that you truly want to learn from
her. Believe it or not, it helps to anticipate this type of situation and
have a stock phrase to use in case you panic. For example, if I get an
angry phone call, I might say, "Mrs. S., you've really given this a lot of
thought and I'd like to do the same. When will it be convenient this
evening for me to call you to discuss ideas to solve this dilemma?" You
hang up, breathe, and then get thinking creatively about the problem.
For some reason, we often think life in classrooms should be easy. We
love pleasure; we hate pain. Fortunately, life is made up of both. And
so is teaching.
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Surprise #7

More often than not, you will know more about children's literacy learning
than the principal. I've attended NCTE national conferences for about
twenty years, and I have never walked out of a single one. Recently, I
attended a two-day administrator's conference and lasted about two
hours. There just weren't the number of sessions on children's learning
that I had hoped to attend. I am ashamed to say that many principals
know little about teaching literacy learning. It's usually not because
they're bad people or don't want to know more; it's because they're
overwhelmed. It's also because teachers don't often expect them to
know much about teaching and learning. Now that statement may
sound a little strange, but few teachers lose sleep at night over the fact
that their principal hasn't read up on psycholinguistics. However, they
do lose sleep over the cafeteria lines not running smoothly, or the
recess duty schedule being messed up, or the building not having been
cleaned properly by the custodians. I think we need to expect more
from principals. If we do, they will often rise to the occasion. Here's
how, as a new teacher, you can help. First, send kids to the office to
brag about their reading and writing. Principals love it when kids
come to the office beaming about their work. Kids love it too. And it's
not bad public relations for you either. Second, invite the principal to
your classroom. The principal should model reading to kids and share
some of his or her own writing. By putting the principal in touch with
your kids, you will be helping to preserve his or her sanity. Third, your
principal should expect there to be noise in your room. I worry about
quiet classrooms. I worry about too much control. You should not only
invite your principal into your classroom to hear the creative conver-
sational buzz of a productive readingwriting workshop time, but you
should then follow this visit with one of your own to his or her office
after school to further discuss the good things that were happening.
Finally, give the principal informational articles on literacy learning
and make an appointment to discuss the articles. At that time, talk
about how your classroom is built on a solid foundation of language
theory and research. Show work samples that highlight the results you
are getting. Principals and parents like tangible results and "stories" of
children's learning. You should too.

Despite all of the little "surprises" that I have described, I am
incredibly optimistic. Every staff needs new teachers. New teachers can
bring new ideas to a staff that is continually learning. New teachers ask
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wonderfully naive questions that can jolt a staff that is a community of
learners into rethinking what they are doing. My hope for you is that
you expect surprises. And, as my tai chi instructor says, "move with
their energy" and "breathe!"
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Appendix A Themes
Theme: Group Discussion Theme: Reading/Writing Connections

Hoffman/Sharp Paley
Silvers Hoffman/Sharp
Espinosa/Fournier McLure/Rief
Seifert Silvers
Glover Siefert
Whitin Krogness
Kitagawa
Pierce
King Theme: Art Expression

Krogness
Bachman/Fournier Paley
Strieb McLure/Rief
Bigelow Silvers
Foss Seifert

Glover
Whitin

Theme: Writing King

Hoffman/Sharp
McLure/Rief Theme: Language Across

Seifert the Curriculum
King
Five Hoffman/Sharp
Krogness McLure /Rief

Seifert
Glover

Theme: Literature Whitin
Kitagawa

Paley Pierce
Silvers King
Gallas Krogness
Espinosa /Fournier Strieb
Pierce Bigelow
King
Five
Krogness Theme: Teacher Talk/Listening

Kitagawa
Pierce
Krogness
Taylor
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Theme: Group Problem-Solving

Silvers
Kitagawa
Pierce
King
Krogness
Bachman/Fournier
Bigelow

Theme: Time

Hoffman/Sharp
McLure/Rief
Five
Krogness

Theme: K-3

Paley
Hoffman /Sharp
McLure/Rief
Gallas
Espinosa /Fournier
Seifert
Glover
Whitin
Pierce
King
Bachman/Fournier
Strieb
Foss

Theme: 4-8

McLure/Rief
Silvers
Espinosa /Fournier
Whitin
Kitagawa
Five
Krogness
Bachman/Fournier
Bigelow

Theme: Multiage

Hoffman/Sharp
Espinosa /Fournier
Pierce
King
Bachman/Fournier

Theme: Assessment

Hoffman/Sharp
McLure/Rief
Seifert
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King
Five

Theme: Diversity
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Gallas
Espinosa /Fournier
Five
Krogness
Taylor
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Theme: Social Issues
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Gallas
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Five
Krogness
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Theme: Critical Literacy
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Espinosa /Fournier
Krogness
Bigelow
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Theme: Building Community Theme: Home-School Connections

Paley Hoffman/Sharp
Espinosa /Fournier Espinosa/Fournier
Whitin Seifert
Kitagawa King
Pierce Taylor
King Strieb
Five Foss
Krogness Burton
Bachman/Fournier
Strieb
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Talking
Burning Issues

Charting/Compiling

Conducting Interviews
and Surveys

Creative Drama

Critical Analysis

Imagination-Fostering Activities

Literature Discussion Groups

Make an Agenda

Activities:
Some Ideas
to Get Your
Thinking
Started

Ch. 14 (Krogness), 208-10
Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier), 234-36,

237-41,243,245-48
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Ch. 4 (Silvers), 61-65
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Ch. 14 (Krogness), 212-14

Ch. 4 (Silvers), 51-67
Ch. 6 (Espinosa /Fournier), 85-86,

87-89
Ch. 10 (Kitagawa), 147-48
Ch. 11 (Pierce), 159,167-68,169-70

Ch. 4 (Silvers), 57-58
Ch. 11 (Pierce), 160
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Performing Poetry Aloud

Role-Playing

Singing

"What Makes a Poem a Poem?"

Reading
Library Trips

Morning Message

Partner/Small Group Reading

Poem Posters

Poetry Homework

Read-Aloud

Reading Workshop /SSR /DEAR

Reading-with-Parents Homework

Say Something

Writing
Author's Chair/Circle/Sharing

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 43-44
Ch. 9 (Whitin), 136
Ch. 14 (Krogness), 216-17

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 13
Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier), 246
Ch. 18 (Bigelow), 289-90

Ch. 12 (King), 176
Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier), 236,

242-43

Ch. 10 (Kitagawa), 149-50

Ch. 12 (King), 176

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 20-21

Ch. 6 (Espinosa/Fournier), 88-89
Ch. 11 (Pierce), 159-60

Ch. 9 (Whitin), 136

Ch. 6 (Espinosa/Fournier), 89-90

Ch. 1 (Paley), 1-3
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Ch. 5 (Gallas), 70-82
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Ch. 12 (King), 173,174,177,179,180
Ch. 14 (Krogness), 209
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 258,259

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 15
Ch. 13 (Five), 194-96
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 267-70

Ch. 17 (Strieb), 260-62,263-64
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Ch. 7 (Seifert), 105
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Authors' Breakfast/Tea

Borrow-a-Line

Conferences

Dialect Dictionary

Guided Writing

Have-a-Go/Writing Dictionaries

Informal Sharing of Writing

Morning Journals

Partner Writing

Peer Tutoring

Positive-Negative Chart

Quick-Write

Quote of the Day

Student Newspaper

Word Walls

Writing "Big Books"

Writing and Illustrating
Children's Books

Writing Book Reviews
for Publication

Writing Class Experience Stories

Writing Essays for Submission
to a Contest

Writing Poetry

Writing Reflection (On a Word)

Writing Self-Evaluations

Writing Workshop: Mini-lessons,
Selecting Topics, Drafting,
Conferencing, Revising,
Editing, Sharing

Ch. 17 (Strieb), 257

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 45

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 16-17
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 31,38-41
Ch. 7 (Seifert), 104
Ch. 12 (King), 176
Ch. 13 (Five), 192,194,197,198-99

Ch. 14 (Krogness), 210-11

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 9-10

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 19-20

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 42-43

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 8-9,13

Ch. 12 (King), 173,175

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 17

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 44-45

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 45

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 44,45

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 13-14

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 21

Ch. 12 (King), 172,173,175

Ch. 18 (Bigelow), 290

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 45

Ch. 12 (King), 174

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 45

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 14,20
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 44
Ch. 14 (Krogness), 216-19

Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier), 244

Ch. 12 (King), 179

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 12-13,14-17
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 31-32,33,38-49
Ch. 7 (Seifert), 104-105
Ch. 12 (King), 176,179
Ch. 13 (Five), 191-93,194,198-99
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Keeping Journals and Notebooks
Blank Books

Learning Logs

Literature/Reading
Response Journals

Math Response Journals

Notebook for Recording
Emerging Ideas

Observation Notebooks

Poetry Notebooks

Science Response Journals

Writing Journals

Expressing Through Art
Bookmarks

Group Drawings

Illustrating

Making Self-Portraits

Sketch-to-Stretch

Building Community
Concern Circle

Group Evaluation of Behavior

Morning Meeting/Morning Circle

Pass the Pulse

Sharing Time

Ch. 2 (Hoffman, Sharp), 8-9
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 36

Ch. 11 (Pierce), 160

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 10-11, 18
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 44, 45
Ch. 4 (Silvers), 55-57
Ch. 13 (Five), 195

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 10

Ch. 11 (Pierce), 165-66

Ch. 12 (King), 174, 176, 177, 179

Ch. 6 (Espinosa/Fournier), 90
Ch. 12 (King), 173

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 10

Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 34-35

Ch. 4 (Silvers), 56, 57

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 112, 114, 117

Ch. 1 (Paley), 1-2
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 30-31
Ch. 7 (Seifert), 112, 114
Ch. 12 (King), 172, 173, 175, 178

Ch. 12 (King), 172

Ch. 9 (Whitin), 140
Ch. 11 (Pierce), 160

Ch. 16 (Bachman /Fournier),
236-41, 245-47

Ch. 14 (Krogness), 212

Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier),
233-36, 242-45

Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier), 236

Ch. 11 (Pierce), 158-59
Ch. 15 (Taylor), 223-24
Ch. 16 (Bachman/Fournier),

234-36, 243
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Writing and Sharing
"Recollections" Ch. 16 (Bachman /Fournier), 248

Languaging Across the Curriculum
Caring for Class Pets

Class-Discussion Homework

Contracts

Cooking

Creating Homes for Animals

Creating Metaphors in Math
and Science

Estimating and Predicting in Math

Experimenting in Science

Explorers Club

Free Choice Time/Project Time/
Centers Time

Graphing

Having a Pet Show

Historical Diaries, Speeches,
Legal Cases

Identifying and Creating Patterns

Independent Research

Interactive CD-ROMs

Making Maps

Observing and Recording

Planting a Garden

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 107-9
Ch. 12 (King), 173-74, 175, 176, 177,

179, 180

Ch. 17 (Strieb), 260-62, 263-64

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 12, 15

Ch. 12 (King), 173, 176, 179

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 107-9
Ch. 12 (King), 173-74

Ch. 9 (Whitin), 142-43

Ch. 12 (King), 174, 175, 180

Ch. 10 (Kitagawa), 150-51
Ch. 12 (King), 175, 177, 179, 180

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 104, 109-116

Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 11, 15, 16
Ch. 3 (McLure/Rief), 37
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 252

Ch. 12 (King), 172, 173, 176, 178,
179, 180

Ch. 12 (King), 177, 180

Ch. 14 (Krogness), 209
Ch. 18 (Bigelow), 278, 281, 286,

287, 289

Ch. 9 (Whitin), 242
Ch. 12 (King), 173, 174, 180

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 109-113
Ch. 12 (King), 177, 178, 179

Ch. 18 (Bigelow), 275-77, 287-91

Ch. 8 (Glover), 119-133

Ch. 4 (Silvers), 65
Ch. 7 (Seifert), 109
Ch. 9 (Whitin), 138
Ch. 12 (King), 175, 176, 177, 179, 180
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 254-55

Ch. 12 (King), 180
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Raising Questions and Wonderings

Small-Group Problem-Solving

Text Sets

Three Pluses and a Wish

Time Lines

Videotaping Children
Teaching Class

Writing Information Booklets

Interacting with Those beyond
Adult Volunteers Working

in the Classroom

Buddy Reading
(Multiage, Cross-Language)

Field Trips

Hosting Visitors in the Classroom

Outsiders as Resources

Ch. 1 (Paley), 1-3
Ch. 2 (Hoffman/Sharp), 10, 14, 18, 19
Ch. 4 (Silvers), 57-58, 59, 60, 61, 64-65
Ch. 7 (Seifert), 104, 107, 109
Ch. 9 (Whitin), 135-44
Ch. 10 (Kitagawa), 147, 148, 149-50,

150-51
Ch. 11 (Pierce), 163-64, 164-66,

167-68, 168-69
Ch. 12 (King), 177, 178, 180
Ch. 14 (Krogness), 208-10
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 256
Ch. 18 (Bigelow), 288-89, 290
Ch. 20 (Burton), 308-9

Ch. 11 (Pierce), 161-63
Ch. 12 (King), 175, 177-78, 179, 180

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 111, 115

Ch. 11 (Pierce), 160

Ch. 14 (Krogness), 209
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 265

Ch. 4 (Silvers), 62-63, 65
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 262

Ch. 12 (King), 179

the Classroom

Ch. 17 (Strieb), 252, 253, 254-57

Ch. 6 (Espinosa/Fournier), 92

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 112, 114
Ch. 8 (Glover), 123, 126
Ch. 12 (King), 176, 180

Ch. 7 (Seifert), 112
Ch. 12 (King), 176, 178, 179, 180
Ch. 14 (Krogness), 210
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 254-57

Ch. 6 (Espinosa/Fournier), 93-94
Ch. 7 (Seifert), 111-12, 114
Ch. 14 (Krogness), 210
Ch. 17 (Strieb), 254-57
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Index

affirmations, 246
African American, 205, 279-81
agendas, 57-58, 160
Agor, Barbara, 222
aides, 198-99
Alberti, Rafael, 94
Alexander and the Wind-Up Mouse

(Lionni), 159
Alioto, Katy, on multiage classrooms, 175
America's Working Women (Kesselman),

278
Angel, Martin, 286
Angelou, Maya, 216
Araboolies of Liberty Street, The (Swope),

54
authority, 247
Authors' Breakfast, 257
Author's Chair, 119, 176, 179
Author's Circle, 105, 136

Babbitt, Natalie, 148
Bachman, Renee, 183
Bakhtin, Mikhail M.

on texts, 78-79
on understanding language, 72

"Bandera del Sol" (Hinojosa), 242
Bassano, Sharron, on drawing, 224
behavior, 237

classroom, 208
crying, 247
group evaluation of, 212
handling problems, 238-41, 245-46
stealing, 239

behavioral expectations, 246
Berkman, Robert, on cooperative class-

rooms, 177
Bigelow, Bill, 184
Big Orange Splot, The (Pinkwater), 54
bilingual classrooms, 233, 242
black exclusion laws, 280-81
Black Hills/White Justice (Lazarus), 283
blacks, on Oregon Trail, 281
blank books, 8-9, 36
"Blowing in the Wind," 243
Bookmarks, 56, 57
books

buying, 96-97
chapter, 84-85, 106

criteria for, 84, 91, 97
picture, 54, 84, 106
purpose of, 74-75
student, 16

borrow-a-line, 45
Boyd, Chris, 103
brainstorming, 12-13, 121, 140, 160
buddy reading, 92
Burke, Carolyn, 104, 117, 160
Burton, Fredrick R., 293
business, group sharing of, 236

"Cada Nino" (Hinojosa), 242
Carini, Patricia, 249
Carle, Eric, 173, 227
Castle (Macanbay), 124
Cat Running (Snyder), 167
chapter books, 84-85, 106
character development, 95
Children's Story, The (Clavell), 55
Christison, Mary Ann, on drawing, 224
Cinderella, 215
cinquains, 14, 20
classroom drama, definition of, 214-15
classroom rituals, 71, 236, 242, 247
classrooms

cooperative, 177
grandparents in, 263-64
multiage, 15, 26, 157, 172, 175, 233, 242

Clifton, Lucille, 216, 217
Cobain, Kurt, discussion of suicide of,

235
Cohen, Miriam, 261
Coleridge, S. T., on suspension of

disbelief, 80
collaboration, 51, 113, 140, 146, 161, 190
collaborative explicitness, 166
communication, 183

nonverbal, 224-26
time, 223

communities, learning, 51, 175, 190
community

forming of, 159, 242-43
importance of, 172

computer literacy
fostering critical, 289-90
teachers developing, 288

Concern Circle, 236-41, 245-47
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conferences, 16-17, 31, 38-40, 47, 104-5,
198

reading, 195
setting up, 41-42
writing, 191-92

conflict, dealing with, 307
contracts, 12, 15
contract time, 12
conventional spelling, 18-19
Conyers, Enoch, 278-79
cooking, 179
Cooney, Barbara, 296
Copenhaver, Joby, 117
Counting Our Calico, 175
creative drama, 151-54
creativity, 212-14
critical analysis, 61-65, 289, 290
Crow Boy (Yashima), 159
crying, 247
curriculum, detours in, 300

Dario, Ruben, 94
Dart, Anson, 286
Davidson, James West, 283
Deloria, Vine, Jr., 285
desert tortoise project, 108
dialects, 210-11
dictionaries, 210-211
discourse, patterns, 146-47
discourse acquisition, 80-81
discourse of feeling, 64
discourses, 81
discussion groups, 51-53, 87-88, 147-48,

159
discussions

class homework, 260-62, 263-64
criteria for, 59
literature, 58-60
whole-class, 208-210, 212, 260

diversity, 183
Dominic (Steig), 127
drama, 114, 151, 214-16, 289-90
drawing, 140-42

bookmarks, 56, 57
for ESL students, 224
group drawing, 112, 114, 117
illustrating, 1-2, 30-31, 112, 114, 172,

173, 175, 178, 290
self-portraits, 172
Sketch-to-Stretch, 140, 160

drawings, group, 112, 140

Educating Children for Parenting, 255
Eisner, Elliot, on creativity, 212-14
empathy, 137-38
English as a second language, 222
environment, supportive, 191
ESL. See English as a second language
Espinosa, Cecilia, 5
estimating, 173, 174, 180
evaluation, 33
Every Living Thing (Rylant), 54
expectations, behavioral, 246
experimenting, 150-151, 180
exploratory talk

fostering, 158-60, 161-63
learning from, 163-66

Explorers Club, 101, 109-16
exploring, ways to, 114

fairy tales, 95-96
Fanelli, Sara, 120
field trips, 112, 114, 123, 126, 176, 180
fish-bowl, 104
Five, Cora, 183
Fleischman, Paul, 44
Foss, Abigail, 293
Fournier, Julia, 5, 183
Frederick (Lionni), 159
Free Choice Time, 11, 15, 16, 37, 252
Freire, Paulo, on people, 249
"Frida Kahlo Waltz, The" (Hinojosa), 242
Frost, Robert, 32

Gallas, Karen, 5
gardens, 178
gender

biases, 64-65
issues, 61-65, 167-68, 277-79

genre, 14
Georgakas, Dan, on Oregon Trail, 290
Giacobbe, Mary Ellen, 187
Gilles, Carol, 160
Giovanni, Nikki, 216
Girl Who Owned a City, The (Nelson), 151
Giver, The (Lowry), 52-60
Glover, Mary, 102
Good Night, Gorilla (Rathrnann), 179
Goswami, Dixie, on learning, 172
grammar, teaching, 20-21
grandparents, in classroom, 263
graphing, 172, 173, 176, 178, 179, 180
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group drawings, 112
group reflections, 160
group sharing, 195
Guillen, Nicolas, 94

Harlan, A. W., 283
Harste, J., 104
Haun, Catherine, on women pioneers,

278
have-a-go spelling, 19-20
Have You Seen My Cat? (Carle), 173
Heath, S. B., 79
Heathcote, Dorothy, 214
Hendricks, Howard G., on teaching,

173
Hoffman, Cyndy, 5
"Homage to My Hips" (Clifton), 217
Hubbard, Ruth, 30
Hughes, Langston, 216
Hundred Dresses, The (Estes), 159, 168

IEP. See Individual Educational
Programs

I Learn to Read and Write the Way I
Learned to Talk (Barron), 24

illustrating, 178, 224, 290
illustrations, 57, 112, 140-42

important to writing, 30-31
Indian of the Pacific Northwest (Deloria),

285
Indian Treaty Act, 286
Individual Educational Programs, 188
Initiation, Response, Evaluation, 146-47

patterns, 148
inquiry, 107, 115
Inquiry Curriculum, 104
instructional mode, 148
intelligence, street smart vs. school

smart, 207
interactive CD-ROMs, 275-76

criteria for, 288-89
interest groups, 177
interviews, 14
invented spelling, 17-18
Invitations (Routman), 19-20
IRE. See Initiation, Response, Evaluation

Jews, oppression of, 209
Jim Crow laws, 209

Jimenez, Juan Ramon, 94
Johansen, Bruce, 283
journals, 8, 13, 109, 165-66, 195

academic, 35
reading response, 57, 140
response, 10, 11, 16, 18, 45, 55
writing, 34-35

Keats, Ezra Jack, 180
Keller, Helen, 87
King, Rebecca, 102
"Kisses" (Thurman), 218
Kitagawa, Mary, 102
knowledge, as personal knowing, 51
Krogness, Mary, 183

language, 5, 101, 183
as a map, 133
real, 101

language landscape, 209
Latin American Women Artists exhibit,

123
Lazarus, Edward, 283
learning, 103, 172, 179

definition of, 212
interdependence of, 138
through talk, 51-52

learning communities, 51, 175, 190
learning logs, 160
letters, to parents, 172-80, 259-260,

265-66, 271-72
Lewis, C. S., 129
library trips, 176
Lindfors, Judith, on show and tell,

.223-24
line, in writing, 119
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe, The

(Lewis), 129
Lionni, Leo, 1-2, 159
listening, 40, 161, 163-164, 166-67,

168-69
importance of nonverbal cues to,

224-26
to parents, 227-29
skills, 234

literacy, print, 135
literacy acquistion, 81
literacy activities, 11
Literacy at Home and School (Nicoll and

Wilkie), 24
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literacy centers, 11
literary analysis, 142
literature, 305-6

criteria for, 84, 91, 97-98
and maps, 127
Spanish, 91-92
talking about, 85

literature discussion groups, 53, 160
literature studies, 87-88, 147-48, 159
looping, 271
Lorca, Frederico Garcia, 94
"Love Is on Our Side" (Hinojosa), 242
Lowry, Lois, 52
Lytle, Mark Hamilton, 283

Mac Lachlan, Patricia, 295
Maestas, Robert, 283
Maniac Magee (Spinelli), 168
maps, 119

attributes of, 121
and language, 133
as metaphor, 132-33

masks, 127-28
materials, lack of, 305
McLagan, Elizabeth, 280
McLure, Pat, 5
meaning, construction of, 53, 112, 160
Medway, Peter, 147
Merk, Frederick, on Oregon Trail, 290
metaphor, 141

in math and science, 142-43
Mills, Heidi, 160
Miss Rumphius (Cooney), 296
Mistral, Gabriela, 94
modeling, 13, 23, 48-49, 88, 176,

191, 234
Morning Meeting, 233-36
Morning Message, 20, 21
Mousekin's Golden House (Miller), 109
multiage classrooms, 26, 157, 172, 175,

233, 242, 252
Murphy, Kevin, on communication time,

223
Murray, Don, on finding the line, 119
"My Grandmother's Hair" (Rylant), 44
My Map Book (Fanelli), 120-21
myths, 95

National Council of Teachers of English,
51

Native Americans, 281-84
NCTE. See National Council of Teachers

of English

Neruda, Pablo, 94
news, sharing of, 234
newsletters, 253, 260, 273-74
newspapers, classroom, 13

Jairo Anibal, 94
"Noche Sin Estrellas" (Hinojosa), 242
nursery, parents cooperative, 252

observation, scientific, 109, 138-39,
150-51, 175, 177, 179, 180, 254-55

O'Keefe, Tim, 160
On The Spot, 212
Oregon Donation Act, 286
Oregon Trail II, The, 276-77
Oregon Trail, The, 185, 276-77
organization, 223
ownership, 187-88, 190-91, 194, 201

pantomime, 214
for ESL teachers, 225

parents, 251
communication with, 22, 24, 253
cooperative nursery, 252
letters to, 172-80, 260, 273-74
listening to, 227-29
meeting concerns of, 266-70
and teacher relationships, 298-99
working with, 306

parents in the classroom, benefits of, 253
partner reading, 159-60
patterns, 174, 180
Paynter, Rise, 117
Paz, Octavio, 94
Peculiar Paradise, A (McLagan), 280
peer tutoring, 17
performances, 44
pets, in classroom, 107-9, 173, 176
Pet Show, The (Keats), 180
pet shows, 177, 180
Pezzettino (Lionni), 1-2
Phoenix Art Museum, 123
picture books, 54, 85, 106
picture writing, 18
Pierce, Kathryn, 102
Piercy, M., 301
Plains Indians, 282-83
Plessy v. Ferguson, 209
poetry, 89-90, 94, 136, 149-50, 173,

216-19, 244
poetry notebooks, 90, 173
Pombo, Rafael, 94
portfolios, 37, 38, 46
positive-negative chart, 44 45
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Power of Their Ideas, The (Meier), 212
predicting, 180
principals, and teacher relationships, 308
print, understanding of, 79
problem solving, 161-63, 174, 175, 177,

237, 246-47, 307

questioning, 109, 148-49, 154-55, 164-66,
208-9, 210-12, 226-27, 256

Question of the Day, 236
quick-writes, 45
quotes, 44, 45

race issues, 167-68
read-aloud, 43, 73-82, 127, 151, 167, 179

preparation for, 85-86
purpose of, 77

reading, 73, 75, 78, 103
changes reader, 86
groups, 88-89
to preschool children, 70
as ritual, 75-76
tips for parents, 259-60
and writing, 19, 31-32

readings, efferent and aesthetic, 80
reading time, 267-68
Reading Workshop, 15
Read to Me (Cullinan), 24
recitation, 148
reinforcement, 16
relationships, 249
remedial programs, 81
report cards, 23
research group, 110
research projects, individual, 104
resources, drawing on outside, 93-94,

111-12, 254-57
response, 187-88
responsibility, taking, 304
revision, 13, 46-47
Rief, Linda, 5
Rogue Indian war, 286
role-playing, 13, 58, 104, 151-55, 215, 246,

289
Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry (Taylor), 209
Romano, Tom

on evaluation, 33
on writing assignments, 40

Rosenblatt, L., on efferent and aesthetic
readings, 80

Rotten Ralph (Gantos), 169
Routman, Regie, 19-20
Rylant, Cynthia, 44, 54

Samway, Katharine, 226
Sarah, Plain and Tall (Maclachlan), 140
Say Something, 159-60
Scattergood, Sally, 255
Schlissel, Lillian, 278
school smarts, 207
scientific observation, 109, 138-39,

150-51, 176, 254
Seifert, Patti, 101
self-evaluations, 179
self-portraits, 172
sharing sessions, 223-24
sharing time, 243
Sharp, Carol, 5
Short, K. G., 104
show and tell, 223-24
Siegel, Margie, 160
sign systems, 103, 112, 113
Silvers, Penny, 5
Silverstein, Shel, 32
simile, 12
singing, 176, 236, 242-43
Six-Dinner Sid (Moore), 175
Sketch to Stretch, 140, 160
skills teachers, 191, 192-93
"Slower Than the Rest" (Rylant), 54
Smith, Frank, on learning, 179
software, educational, 275
Spel . . . Is a Four-Letter Word (Gentry), 24
spelling, 17, 19-20

lessons, 21
tests, 21

Spelling for Parents (Phenix and Scott-
Dunne), 24

spellings, invented, 104-5
sports, sharing time, 235
stealing, 239
Steig, William, 127
Stone, Peggy, 252
stories, retelling of, 82
story writing, 178
street smarts, 207
Strieb, Lynne, 183
student books, 16
students

importance of knowing, 34
self-consciousness of, 42-43
special needs, 187

Sulzby, Elizabeth, 18
surprise, 135

planning for, 144
surveying, 64-65, 178
suspension of disbelief, 80
Swimmy (Lionni), 159
symbolism, 140-41
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TAAS. See Texas Assessment of
Academic Skills

Tales of a Fourth Grade Nothing (Blume),
195

talk, 51, 106, 212
about stories, 54
benefits of, 166-68
exploratory, 53, 158-70
generative power of, 141

Taylor, Dorothy, 183
Taylor, Mildred, 209
teacher

and principal relationships, 308
self-development, 300-301

teachers
advice for, 30
aides, 198-99
and computer literacy, 288
defining self, 48
like rocks, 3
as listeners, 222-23
must write, 47
and parent relationships, 298-99
preparation of, 303-4
skills, 191, 192-93
ways to get hired, 304

Teachers and Parents Together (Botrie and
Wenger), 24

teaching
definition of, 212
impact of, 173
problems, 23
risk-taking in, 26-27

teaching perspectives, dealing with dif-
ferent, 306

temporary spelling, 17-18
tension, 127, 129
testing, standardized, 22
Texas Assessment of Academic Skills, 22,

26
texts, contextualized and decontextual-

ized, 79-80
text sets, 111, 115
"There's Something in the Rain"

( Hinojosa), 242
Three Pluses and a Wish, 160
Thurman, Judith, 218
Thurston, Samuel, on blacks, 281
"Tick Tock," 243
time, 24-25, 187-88, 206-7, 219
time lines, 209, 265
"To Have Without Holding" (Piercy), 301
Too Many Cats, 177
topics, choosing, 13

Torrance, E. Paul, on creativity, 212-14
Trumpet of the Swan, The (White), 123
Tuck Everlasting (Babbitt), 148, 197
Turin, Adela, 96
Tzu, Lao, on learning, 242

Unruh, John, Jr.
on Plains Indians, 284
on tragedies on Oregon Trail, 285

Uribe, Maria de la Luz, 94

Very Busy Spider, The (Carle), 227
videos, making, 62-63, 65, 262
violence, along Oregon Trail, 284
voice, 202
Voices from the Middle, 45

Walsh, Maria Elena, 94
Wasi'chu, 283
When Will I Read (Cohen), 261
White, E. B., 123
Whitin, Phyllis, 102
whole language, 146, 305-6
Wolfe, Thomas, 284
Women's Diaries of the Westward Journey

(Schlissel), 278
wonderings, 109, 165-66
word walls, 21
Writer's Workshop, 176, 252
writing, 103, 262

advice for teachers of, 30
assignments, 40
books, 290
class stories, 174
evaluating, 41
finding ideas for, 42-43, 45
group, 179
performed, 44
a priority, 25
process, 12-13, 187-88
and reading, 19, 31-32
sharing of, 42, 44, 45, 193
stories, 178

writing contests, 45
writing time, open-ended, 137
Writing Workshop, 15, 104-5

"Yesterday's Paper" (Hinojosa), 242

"Zombie," 243
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Editors

Judith Wells Lindfors teaches courses in child
language acquisition and in language arts at The
University of Texas at Austin. Her major publica-
tions include Children's Language and Learning
(1980, 1987) and Children's Inquiry: Using Language
to Make Sense of the World (1999). She is active in
NCTE, having served as a Research Trustee and
currently serving as Director of the Commission
on Language.

Jane S. Townsend teaches in the School of
Teaching and Learning at the University of
Florida. Her teaching interests center on lan-
guage use in education, K-12, and she teaches
courses in early childhood language acquisition,
elementary language arts, secondary writing,
and language and inquiry. Her research includes
work on classroom discourse and language
diversity, and she has published articles on these
topics in Language Arts, English Journal, English
Education, and others.
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Contributors
Renee Bachman has been teaching in the public schools for thirteen years. She

received her undergraduate degree in elementary/special education
from Kearney State College, Kearney, Nebraska, and in December 1995
she received her master's degree in elementary education with an
emphasis on multicultural/bilingual education from Arizona State
University.

In 1986 Renee began teaching special education at Frank
Elementary School in Guadalupe, Arizona. She taught there for three
years and then spent a year teaching primary and special education in
Guatemala, Central America. While teaching in Guatemala, Renee
worked on her fluency in her second language, Spanish, and devel-
oped a deep love and respect for the language and culture.

Renee is presently teaching an intermediate, multiage bilingual
class at Machan Elementary School in central Phoenix. There Renee
continues to study and deepen her understanding of emancipatory
pedagogy as she works to build a child-centered democratic environ-
ment for her students.

Bill Bigelow <bbpdx@aol.com> teaches at Franklin High School in Portland,
Oregon. He has written or co-written several curricula, including
Strangers in Their Own Country (Africa World Press) on South Africa,
and The Power in Our Hands (Monthly Review Press) on U.S. labor his-
tory. He co-edited Rethinking Columbus and Rethinking Our Classrooms:
Teaching for Equity and Justice and is an editor of the journal Rethinking
Schools. He has led workshops throughout the United States and
Canada on critical, multicultural teaching.

Fredrick R. Burton is principal of Wickliffe Informal Alternative Elementary
School in Upper Arlington, Ohio. Wickliffe is a public alternative
school choice program that is based on the progressive education phi-
losophy of John Dewey. Dr. Burton has published over thirty articles,
done extensive consulting work, and has been a Visiting Professor at
the University of Northern Michigan. He has also taught courses at the
University of Maine and the Ohio State University. Dr. Burton received
his B.S., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees from the Ohio State University. Most
recently, he was one of four principals selected in Ohio to attend the
Reggio Emelia Institute in Reggio Emelia, Italy. He maintains that,
despite the obsession with testing and the pressures teachers face in the
United States, the progressive education tradition will continue to sur-
vive and grow.

Cecilia Espinosa was born in Quito, Ecuador, South America. Cecilia's native
language is Spanish. She learned English as a second language through-
out her elementary and high school years in Ecuador. She developed
her bilingualism further when she came to the United States to study
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education. Since Cecilia became a bilingual teacher, she has committed
herself to bringing to the children with whom she works the beauty and
wonders of the Spanish language and of the Hispanic/Latino culture.
One of Cecilia's interests is discovering, talking, and learning about
children's literature in Spanish. She has spent many hours researching,
interviewing, reading, sharing, and documenting ways to bring the best
of this literature to the classroom. Through this process Cecilia has
learned the immense value of also making space for oral tradition to
flourish in the classroom, helping the children and families feel more
connected with school, and deepening their roots in their traditions.

Cora Lee Five is a fifth-grade teacher who is also a mentor for new teachers in
her school district. She is the author of Special Voices (Heinemann, 1992),
which describes her case studies of students with special needs in a reg-
ular classroom, and she is co-author of Bridging the Gap: Integrating
Curriculum in Upper Elementary and Middle School (Heinemann, 1996).
She has written chapters for many books, and her articles have
appeared in The Harvard Educational Review, Language Arts, and The New
Advocate. She has made presentations at numerous conferences and has
been a member of various committees in the International Reading
Association and National Council of Teachers of English. In 1990 she
was given a Professional Best Leadership Award by Learning Magazine.
She is a current member of the National Council of Teachers of English
Executive Committee and serves as Assistant Chair for the Elementary
Section Steering Committee. She is co-editor of the NCTE publication
School Talk. She serves on the Middle Childhood/English Language Arts
Standards Committee for the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards.

Abigail Foss was raised in a small coastal town just north of Portland, Maine,
and spent summers with her grandparents in a gingerbread cottage on
Martha's Vineyard. After receiving her B.A. in English from Wesleyan
University in Middletown, Connecticut, she moved to the southwest in
1994. Abigail taught kindergarten/first grade for three years at
Awakening Seed School in Tempe, Arizona, before completing her
master of arts degree in language, reading, and culture at the
University of Arizona in May 1999. Her masters paper, "Mapping the
Word and the World: Pedagogical Approaches to Multicultural
Literature," focused on using multicultural literature to facilitate devel-
opment of the Freirian notion of "critical literacies." A frequent traveler
between Maine and Arizona, Abigail plans to return to the classroom,
teaching middle school language arts, in the fall of 1999; concurrently,
she will begin coursework toward her Ph.D. at the University of
Arizona. She lives in Tucson with her husband and their puppy.

Julia Fournier has been teaching for nineteen years. She has been at Machan
Elementary School in Phoenix, Arizona, for the past thirteen. She
received her undergraduate degree in special education from Arizona
State University, and in December 1995 she received her master's degree
in elementary education with an emphasis in literacy and biliteracy.
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In 1985, while working as a special education teacher in Guada-
lupe, Arizona (a Yaqui Native American community), Julia "discovered"
whole language. Since that time, she has worked to develop her under-
standing and practice of child-centered, language-based education. In
1989 she participated in learning the Descriptive Review process in sem-
inars with Patricia Carini. This life-changing work broadened and deep-
ened her view of children's work and of her role as an educator.

Julia is an active writer and presenter. She is presently co-teaching
in a bilingual, primary, multiage setting. She considers her classroom
language-centered with a strong emphasis on democratic pedagogy.

Karen Gallas is an elementary teacher in Brookline, Massachusetts, and is
also a member of the Brookline Teacher Research Seminar. She has
taught children in the public schools of Massachusetts since 1972, with
the exception of four years when she was a member of the faculty of
the University of Maine. She received her doctorate in education from
Boston University in 1982. Her work as a teacher-researcher has
focused on the role of the arts in teaching and learning, on children's
language in the classroom, on the dynamics of gender and power in the
classroom, and on the process of teacher research. She has published
three books: The Languages of Learning: How Children Talk, Write, Dance,
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School in Austin, Texas. She received a Bachelor of Arts degree in psy-
chology at The University of Texas at Austin in 1978. She later became
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certified in early childhood education. She recently received her Masters
of Education in Curriculum and Instruction from The University of
Texas at Austin. Becky has been teaching primary classes at Travis
Heights for nine years and is a very big advocate of developmental,
experiential, multiage classroom environments.

Mary M. Kitagawa is a fifth- and sixth-grade teacher at Mark's Meadow
School in Amherst, Massachusetts. A teacher since 1957, she has also
taught in Michigan and Arizona, primarily in the upper elementary
grades. Influences that she counts as most significant have been partic-
ipation in the Southern Arizona Writing Project, course work in the
Language, Reading, and Culture Program at the University of Arizona,
participation in the National Council of Teachers of English and the
Whole Language Umbrella, as well as local Teachers Applying Whole
Language (TAWL) groups in Arizona and Massachusetts. Her publica-
tions include Making Connections with Writing, co-authored with her
husband (Heinemann, 1987), and a number of articles and chapters
related to writing and literature study.

Being a classroom teacher of students K-8, both urban and suburban, who
represent a grand cultural, racial, and socioeconomic mix of young
people, is the oxygenmaybe heliumthat has kept Mary Krogness
in the classroom for thirty years. Krogness has written Just Teach Me,
Mrs. K: Talking, Reading, and Writing with Resistant Adolescent Learners
(Heinemann) and a sixth-grade English/language arts textbook
(Houghton Mifflin). Tyger, Tyger, Burning Bright is an award-winning
creative writing series Krogness wrote and produced for the Public
Broadcasting Service. She has authored numerous articles for Education
Week, English Journal, Voices from the Middle, Language Arts, and Youth
Theatre Journal. Krogness is the writer and editor of "Middle Ground,"
a column in English Journal, and "Changing Voices," a column in Ohio
Reading Teacher. Krogness is the recipient of the Kate and Paul Farmer
Writing Award (1988, 1992). She has written chapters for Stories to Grow
On (Heinemann), Workshop 6: Teachers as Writers (Heinemann), All That
Matters (Heinemann), Oops: What We Learn When Our Teaching Fails
(Stenhouse), and Meeting the Challenges in Today's Classrooms (Heine-
mann). Krogness is an active member of NCTE and has served on
numerous boards, commissions, and committees.

Patricia McLure teaches a multiage first- and second-grade class at Mast Way
Elementary School in Lee, New Hampshire. An elementary teacher for
thirty years, she has given presentations at NCTE meetings and has
taught inservice courses through the New Hampshire Writing Pro-
gram. Her classroom has served as a collaborative research site for
many published projects, including those by Donald Graves, Jane
Hansen, Ruth Hubbard, and Brenda Power. Listening In: Children Talk
about Books (And Other Things) was published following a research pro-
ject with Thomas Newkirk.
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Vivian Gussin Paley writes and teaches about the world of young children.
Her most recent books are The Boy Who Would Be a Helicopter, You Can't
Say You Can't Play, Kwanzaa and Me, The Girl with the Brown Crayon, and
The Kindness of Children, all published by Harvard University Press.

Kathryn Mitchell Pierce is a multiage primary classroom teacher in the School
District of Clayton, Missouri, where she also serves as facilitator of the
district's Multiage Study Group and as a member of the Action
Research Collaborative. Kathryn's research interests include talking and
learning in small groups, particularly literature discussion groups and
mathematical problem-solving groups. Kathryn serves as co-editor
(with Carol Gilles) of the "Talking About Books" department in
Language Arts and as editor of Adventuring with Books, both published by
NCTE. Previous publications include Talking about Books (1990, edited
with Kathy G. Short) and Cycles of Meaning (1993, edited with Carol
Gilles), both published by Heinemann. She presently serves on the edi-
torial review boards for The New Advocate, Research in the Teaching of
English, and Journal of Children's Literature.

Linda Rief is a full-time language arts teacher at Oyster River Middle School
in Durham, New Hampshire. She is also an instructor in the University
of New Hampshire's Summer Reading and Writing Program. She is the
author of Seeking Diversity: Language Arts with Adolescents (1992) and
Vision and Voice: Extending the Literacy Spectrum (1999), published by
Heinemann Educational Books, book chapters, and numerous articles
that have appeared in Language Arts, Learning, Educational Leadership,
and other professional journals. She is co-editor with Maureen Barbieri
of All That Matters: What Is It We Value In School and Beyond? (Heine-
mann, 1994). She is also co-editor with Barbieri of Voices from the Middle,
a journal for middle school teachers, published by the National Council
of Teachers of English.

Linda chaired the Early Adolescence English/Language Arts
Standards Committee of the National Board for Professional Teaching
Standards. In 1988 Linda was the recipient of one of two Kennedy Center
Fellowships for Teachers of the Arts. She spent the month of July at the
Kennedy Center in Washington, D.C., authoring prose and poetry based
on the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. She read her writing in performance
at the Kennedy Center, later broadcast on National Public Radio.

Patti Seifert has been a teacher of young children for over thirty-five years.
She has been a kindergarten teacher in the Aspen elementary schools
for the past twenty-seven years. She received a B.A. from the Uni-
versity of Colorado and an M.A. in Early Childhood Education from
Lesley College in Cambridge, Massachusetts. While at Lesley College,
she worked with Don Holdaway at the Literacy Center. She has con-
tinued her studies at Teachers College Writing Project under the direc-
tion of Lucy McCormick Calkins and Shelley Harwayne. In 1987 she
received the Outstanding Teacher Award from the Colorado State
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Board of Education. She was a Teacher on Special Assignment in the
Aspen School District, working with teachers in their classrooms on
process writing. She has conducted a study group on readingwriting
connections for teachers grades K-12 for the past several years. She has
spoken at numerous inservices and conferences on writing in the
kindergarten, inquiry, and staff development. She has published an arti-
cle in Instructor Magazine on poetry in the kindergarten, and a nonfiction
book entitled Exploring Tree Habitats (Mondo Publishing Company).

Carol E. Sharp currently teaches in the Eanes Independent School District,
Austin, Texas, where she is developing a second- and third-grade mul-
tiage program. She received her M.Ed. (1986) and Ph.D. (1993) in
Language and Literacy from The University of Texas at Austin. As
Assistant Instructor at The University of Texas, Carol taught courses in
reading methods in the elementary school and supervised student
teachers. She received certifications as a Reading Specialist, an Edu-
cational Diagnostician, and in Special Education and was employed as
an Educational Diagnostician with Services in Education in Austin,
Texas. Her research interests include literacy development of special
needs students and multiage education.

Penny Silvers is a language and literacy coordinator in a school district in
Buffalo Grove, Illinois. She is also a literacy consultant and adjunct pro-
fessor in the Reading, Language, and Literacy Department at National-
Louis University, where she has recently completed her doctorate in
Instructional Leadership.

Penny has given many presentations at local, national, and inter-
national conferences, including the International Reading Association
(IRA), the National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE), and the
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development (ASCD). She
has published articles in professional journals and contributed chapters
to several books. She has also co-authored and produced a series of
audiotapes for parents about beginning reading and how they can sup-
port their child's emerging literacy at home. Penny has appeared on an
NCTE national teleconference with some of her fourth-grade students,
exploring "What Matters" as her students engaged in literature discus-
sions and reflected on their learning in the process of exploring the
national language arts standards developed by NCTE.

Committed to teacher action research, Penny is currently
researching ways in which reflection about reading socially relevant
books can lead to deeper understanding and exploration of personal
beliefs and biases.

Lynne Yermanock Strieb has taught kindergarten through second grade in
Philadelphia public schools for thirty years. She is currently at the
Greenfield School. She is a founding member of the Philadelphia
Teachers' Learning Cooperative, which has been meeting weekly since
1978, and has been associated with the Prospect Center in North
Bennington, Vermont, since 1973. She is currently on Prospect's Board
of Directors. She has led many workshops, most recently for the
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Philadelphia Writing Project and the Prospect Center's Summer
Institute on Descriptive Process. She has written A Philadelphia Teacher's
Journal and "Community and Collegiality" in Speaking Out: Teachers on
Teaching, edited by Cecelia Traugh (both published in 1985 by the
University of North Dakota); "When a Teacher's Values Clash with
School Values" in Exploring Values and Standards: Implications for
Assessment (published by NCREST, Teachers College Press, 1992); and
"Visiting and Revisiting the Trees" and "Journals for Collaboration,
Curriculum and Assessment" (with Deborah Jumpp) in Inside/Outside:
Teacher Research and Knowledge by Marilyn Cochran Smith and Susan
Lytle (published by Teachers College Press, 1993). Her "Trees: Entries
from a Teacher's Journal," formerly published in Outlook in 1983, has
been translated into German and Dutch.

Dorothy M. Taylor teaches English as a second language (ESL) in Fairfax
County, Virginia. She has taught ESL to children and adults for the past
twenty years and is interested in all aspects of language acquisition and
development. She has collaborated with Katharine Davies Samway on
a project investigating the connections between reading and writing in
children, for which they received an NCTE grant. She has had the good
fortune to listen to and learn from a number of students and colleagues
through her various teaching positions in Washington, D.C., Buffalo
and Rochester, New York, and Brookline, Massachusetts.

Phyllis Whitin says it is the element of surprise that nourishes her love of
teaching. Her teaching experience spans preschool through middle
school. She has recently taken a position as assistant professor of early
childhood and elementary education at Queens College in Flushing,
New York. Phyllis believes in the importance of connecting theory to
practice by listening closely to children, reflecting upon classroom
events, and engaging in professional collaboration. She is interested in
teacher research, literacy, and integrated learning. She has published
two books, Sketching Stories, Stretching Minds: Responding Visually to
Literature (Heinemann, 1996), and Inquiry at the Window: Pursuing the
Wonders of Learners (Heinemann, 1997, co-authored with David Whitin).
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